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SERIES JH/AGR 

AGRICULTURE 1945-1990 

 

This series contains 50 files 

 

JH/AGR/1 National Farmers’ Union 1951-1989 

JH/AGR/2 Agricultural policy 1955-1972 

JH/AGR/3 Amendment to the Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill 1972 

JH/AGR/4 Amendment to the Agricultural Act 1947 1957-1958 

JH/AGR/5 Amendment to the Agricultural Act 1966 1965-1967 

JH/AGR/6 Conservative Party members speeches 1956, 1968-1974 

JH/AGR/7 Conservative Party Parliamentary Agriculture Fisheries and Food 

Committee 1956-1970 

JH/AGR/8 Conservative Parliamentary Agriculture Committee 1954-1958, 

1964-1972 

JH/AGR/9 General correspondence on agriculture 1955-1971, 1988 

JH/AGR/10 MS notes 1959-1973 

JH/AGR/11 Eastern Area Agricultural Advisory Committee 1956-1959 

JH/AGR/12 Agriculture in Norfolk 1952-1957, 1963, 1980-1989 

JH/AGR/13 Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 1946, 1955-1973 

JH/AGR/14 The Association of Agriculture 1956-1958, 1972  

JH/AGR/15 Annual price reviews 1956-1969 

JH/AGR/16 Marketing 1955-1972 

JH/AGR/17 Imports and exports 1953-1969 

JH/AGR/18 Agriculture in Europe 1956-1974 

JH/AGR/19 Horticulture 1955-1973 

JH/AGR/20 Apples 1957-1959, 1965-1969 

JH/AGR/21 Cereals 1955-1971 

JH/AGR/22 Hill farming 1955-1956 

JH/AGR/23 Dairy/Milk 1953-1974 

JH/AGR/24 Egg marketing 1955-1957, 1969 

JH/AGR/25 Ice-cream regulations 1958 

JH/AGR/26 Food production and consumption 1952-1956, 1965-1975 

JH/AGR/27 Beef 1956, 1963-1972 

JH/AGR/28 Fatstock guarantee scheme 1955-1960  

JH/AGR/29 Feed 1960-1967, 1973 

JH/AGR/30 Bacon industry 1954-1958, 1967-1969 

JH/AGR/31 Pesticides and herbicides 1964 

JH/AGR/32 Fertilisers 1955-1957, 1963-1972 

JH/AGR/33 Finance 1954-1975 

JH/AGR/34 Agricultural labour and wages 1945, 1955-1958, 1965-1973 

JH/AGR/35 Farm improvement schemes 1956-1963 

JH/AGR/36 Agricultural expansion 1950, 1956, 1963-1969 

JH/AGR/37 Farm Advisory Service 1971 

JH/AGR/38 Cambridge University publications 1952-1973 

JH/AGR/39 Economics 1955-1956, 1963-1972 

JH/AGR/40 Oxford Farming Conference 1957, 1965-1969 

JH/AGR/41 Small farms 1956-1967 

JH/AGR/42 Tenant farmers 1954-1956, 1963-1965, 1971 

JH/AGR/43 Game Conservancy 1971-1972, 1983, 1989 

JH/AGR/44 United States agricultural publications 1950-1958 

JH/AGR/45 Agricultural journals 1950-1979, 1985-1994 

JH/AGR/46 General publications 1946-1960, 1967-1970, 1976-1978 

JH/AGR/47 Press-cuttings 1953-1978, 1984-1990 

JH/AGR/48 Agriculture in Russia 1954 

JH/AGR/49 Farmers' Club 1950, 1969-1974  

JH/AGR/50 Agricultural training 1971 



 

Contains files relating to various agricultural committees, the Ministry of 

Agriculture, the National Farmers' Union, local and European agriculture, and 

various agricultural issues.  JH was a member of the Select Committee on 

Agriculture between 1967-1969 [JH/POL/PARL/31], and Honorary Secretary of 

the Conservative Party Parliamentary Agriculture Fisheries and Food Committee. 

 

This series overlaps considerably with the political papers.  See also: Sugar beet 

[JH/POL/PARL/9], Animal disease [JH/POL/PARL/11], Veterinary Surgeons Bill 

1966 [JH/POL/PARL/13], Parliamentary papers on agriculture [JH/POL/PARL/30], 

Conservative Party Agriculture Committee [JH/POL/PARL/42], Tied cottages 

[JH/POL/PARL/43], Protection from Eviction Bill [JH/POL/PARL/44], Bee keeping 

[JH/POL/PARL/48], Rating of broiler houses [JH/POL/LOC/2], Agricultural 

statistics [JH/POL/LOC/10], Common agricultural policy [JH/POL/EUR/10], Beef 

[JH/POL/EUR/11], Dairy/milk [JH/POL/EUR/12], Animal welfare [JH/POL/EUR/13], 

Tobacco [JH/POL/EUR/14], Honey [JH/POL/EUR/16], Poultry meat 

[JH/POL/EUR/18], Food production and supply [JH/POL/EUR/23], Agricultural 

organisation in Europe [JH/POL/EUR/25], Wheat denaturing [JH/POL/EUR/26], 

Pesticide residue in cereals [JH/POL/EUR/27], Animal feeding stuffs 

[JH/POL/EUR/28], Sugar [JH/POL/EUR/29], Committee on Agriculture 

[JH/POL/EUR/30], and  Food and agricultural prices [JH/POL/EUR/31]. 

 

JH/AGR/1  National Farmers’ Union 1951-1989 

Contains seven sub-files 

 

JH/AGR/1/1 Joint CBI/NFU conference 1969  

JH/AGR/1/2 Norfolk National Farmers’ Union 1955-1973 

JH/AGR/1/3 Suffolk branches 1956-1960, 1974-1989 

JH/AGR/1/4 Memoranda and general papers 1964-1983 

JH/AGR/1/5 Correspondence 1965-1970 

JH/AGR/1/6 Publications 1951, 1955-1964, 1971-1977, 1983-1984 

JH/AGR/1/7 F.M.C. Limited 1974 

 

This file contains papers of the National Farmers' Union at its branches in the 

Eastern regions. 

 

JH/AGR/1/1  Joint CBI/NFU conference 1969  

Contains 14 items being NFU press notices and speeches delivered at the 

conference. 

 

JH/AGR/1/2  Norfolk National Farmers’ Union 1955-1973 

Contains 435 items being correspondence with Norfolk NFU officials regarding 

milk surpluses; attendance at NFU meetings; security of tenure and rent 

proposals in the 1958 Agriculture Bill; imports of potatoes, lettuces, and frozen 

peas; ice-cream regulations; Geldeston and Ellingham marshes; import licences; 

the 1960 Agricultural Holdings (Disturbance Compensation) Bill; the Agriculture 

and Horticulture Bill; horticultural tariffs; farm income; world hunger; egg 

producers, the price review cut, and egg imports; expansion of Norwich; farm 

improvement grants; tied cottages; NFU agricultural policy; brucellosis; Norfolk 

County Council Smallholdings Committee; beef cattle prices; the bacon industry; 

investment grants; rabbit clearance; imports and foot and mouth disease; fuel oil 

surcharge; sugar beet production; rail transport of horticultural produce; and the 

1968 Transport Bill. 

 

The file also contains press cuttings and correspondence on some of these issues 

with the national NFU, the East Suffolk and Norfolk River Board, Teddy Taylor MP, 

and officials of the Board of Trade (including Reginald Maudling, President), the 



Ministry of Transport (including Richard Marsh, the Minister), and MAFF (including 

Joseph Godber). 

 

JH/AGR/1/3  Suffolk branches 1956-1960, 1974-1989 

Contains 40 items of correspondence, memoranda and journals of the Suffolk 

County and Halesworth branches of the NFU.  Concerns membership and the 

attendance of meetings; the Suffolk Agricultural Wages Committee; agricultural 

training; legal assistance schemes; agricultural vehicles; the County Employment 

and Education Committee; the safe use of medicines on farms; and a visit to 

Denmark in 1955. 

 

JH/AGR/1/4  Memoranda  and general papers 1964-1983 

Contains 44 items being memoranda with the reference of "Cyclo".  One memo 

discusses the working together of the NFU and the Agricultural Co-operative 

Association Ltd.  Also included is a report of the Study Group on Vertical 

Integration. 

 

JH/AGR/1/5  Correspondence 1965-1970 

Contains nine letters which discuss the future of the Apple and Pear Development 

Council, a meeting of the Central Horticultural Committee, and a food labelling 

bill. 

 

JH/AGR/1/6  Publications 1951, 1955-1964, 1971-1977, 1983-1984 

Contains 117 items being publications of the NFU and its branches.  Includes 

press notices; the journal 'Insight'; an annual review; copies of 'British farmer 

and stockbreeder'; and a book 'British agriculture looks ahead'. 

 

JH/AGR/1/7  F.M.C. Limited 1974 

Contains 17 items being a share offer from Guinness Mahon and Company 

Limited on behalf of the National Farmers' Union Development Trust for the 

acquisition of the whole of the Ordinary share capital of F.M.C. Limited.  Also 

includes press releases from the NFU and a press cutting entitled 'Do not trust the 

NFU Trust'. 

 

JH/AGR/2  Agricultural policy 1955-1972 

Contains four sub-files 

 

JH/AGR/2/1 Agricultural Policy Committee and Policy Group on Agriculture 

1956-1965 

JH/AGR/2/2 Agricultural policy reports 1956-1972 

JH/AGR/2/3 Conservative Party policy on agriculture 1955-1969 

JH/AGR/2/4 Labour and other parties’ agricultural policies 1954-1956, 1963 

 

Contains sub-files of the various parties' agricultural policies, Conservative Party 

policy groups and committees, and a series of printed reports. 

 

JH/AGR/2/1  Agricultural Policy Committee and Policy Group on 

Agriculture 1956-1965 

Contains 74 items being mainly committee minutes and memoranda on the 

Conservative Agricultural Policy Committee and the Policy Group on Agriculture. 

 

JH/AGR/2/2  Agricultural policy reports 1956-1972 

Contains 10 printed reports of the series 'Agricultural policy reports' which is 

published by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. 

 

JH/AGR/2/3  Conservative Party policy on agriculture 1955-1969 



Contains 19 items being press cuttings, correspondence and statements on 

Conservative agricultural policy. 

 

JH/AGR/2/4  Labour and other parties’ agricultural policies 1954-1956, 

1963 

Contains 12 items being press cuttings, memoranda, journal articles, and a draft 

speech by JH relating to the Labour Party and other parties' policies on 

agriculture. 

 

JH/AGR/3  Amendment to the Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provisions) 

Bill 1972 

Contains 23 items being memoranda and correspondence concerning an 

amendment to the Bill which deals with the letting of farmhouses and their 

repossession.  This amendment also implied changes to the 1970 Agricultural Act. 

 

JH/AGR/4  Amendment to the Agricultural Act 1947 1957-1958 

Contains 36 items being correspondence, memoranda and press cuttings on the 

amendment to a part of the 1947 Agricultural Act which relates to disciplinary 

powers against farmers and landlords in the context of their management of 

animals and estates. 

 

JH/AGR/5  Amendment to the Agricultural Act 1966 1965-1967 

Contains 19 items being memoranda, correspondence and parliamentary debates 

concerning amendments to the 1966 Agriculture Bill.  Proposals for change 

concern farm improvements, equipment improvements and investment incentives 

for income tax purposes.  Includes explanatory leaflets on grants for new 

equipment and a speech to the Country Landowners' Association. 

 

JH/AGR/6  Conservative Party members speeches 1956, 1968-1974 

Contains 12 items being speeches made by Joseph Godber, JH, and Earl Ferrers. 

 

JH/AGR/7  Conservative Party Parliamentary Agriculture Fisheries and  

Food Committee 1956-1970 

Contains 42 items being meeting minutes of the Committee and of a Small Farms 

Sub-Committee, and a few letters of correspondence. 

 

JH/AGR/8  Conservative Parliamentary Agriculture Committee 1954- 

1958, 1964-1972 

Contains 19 items being meeting minutes and memoranda from this Committee.  

Relates to the opposition motion on agriculture; assistance for small farmers; 

conservative achievement in agriculture and horticulture; the price review; 

imports and levies on cereals; and the report of the National Economic 

Development Council 'Little Neddy's report'. 

 

JH/AGR/9  General correspondence on agriculture 1955-1971, 1988 

Contains 164 items of mainly 1956 and 1957 correspondence with JH as a 

member of the House of Commons.  Some letters deal with agricultural issues 

affecting Norfolk and quite a few are addressed to MAFF officials.  Issues include: 

housing subsidies for agricultural workers; provincial and local organisation of the 

Ministry of Agriculture; the efficiency of the National Agricultural Advisory 

Service; bird scarers; horticultural produce prices; a case of eviction; the spread 

of myxamatosis; rural industries and thatching; farm and growers' co-operatives; 

Safety in Agriculture Bill; wood-pigeons as vermin; charges for contracted work; 

slaughterhouse standards; slaughterhouse bill; meat canning by the Fatstock 

Marketing Corporation; the establishment of a milk bar in the House of 

Commons; the Forestry Commission's sale of land; farm electrification; the 

rejection of bulls by licensing officers; the Federation of Malaya Independence 



Bill; agricultural workers in East Anglia; rating of farm buildings; drainage; 

meeting arrangements, etc. 

 

JH/AGR/10  MS notes 1959-1973 

Contains 106 MS notes of JH.  MS notes can be found throughout the collection 

where they could be specifically assigned to a subject area or file. 

 

JH/AGR/11  Eastern Area Agricultural Advisory Committee 1956-1959 

Contains 15 items being meeting minutes and correspondence of the Area 

Agricultural Advisory Committee based in Cambridge. 

 

JH/AGR/12  Agriculture in Norfolk 1952-1957, 1963, 1980-1989 

Contains four sub-files 

 

JH/AGR/12/1 Norfolk Agricultural Station 1952-1955, 1980-1989 

JH/AGR/12/2 Norfolk farmers’ lobby against price review 1963 

JH/AGR/12/3 Royal Show 1957  

JH/AGR/12/4 General papers 1955 

 

Consists of four sub files containing publications of the Norfolk Agricultural 

Station, the Norfolk farmers' lobby against the price review, the Royal Show of 

1957, and miscellaneous papers on Norfolk agriculture. 

 

 See also the Norfolk branch of the National Farmers' Union [JH/AGR/1/2]. 

 

JH/AGR/12/1  Norfolk Agricultural Station 1952-1955, 1980-1989 

Contains 23 printed bulletins and reports. 

 

JH/AGR/12/2  Norfolk farmers’ lobby against price review 1963 

Contains 53 items of correspondence relating to a visit to Parliament of Norfolk 

farmers' lobbying against the price review in 4/63.  Also contains memoranda and 

press cuttings. 

 

JH/AGR/12/3  Royal Show 1957 

Contains a show catalogue, invitations, press cuttings, two letters, and leaflets 

and journals which JH picked up at the show. 

  

JH/AGR/12/4  General papers 1955 

Contains three items being a journal of the Norfolk School of Agriculture and a 

press cutting mentioning an address by the principal. 

 

JH/AGR/13  Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 1946, 1955- 

1973 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/AGR/13/1 Miscellaneous papers 1968-1971 

JH/AGR/13/2 Publications 1946-1947, 1970-1972 

JH/AGR/13/3 Press notices 1955-1973 

 

JH/AGR/13/1  Miscellaneous papers 1968-1971 

Contains 12 items being a leaflet on safety; a table on food production'; questions 

concerning farming costs; a map showing types of farming in England and Wales; 

bulletins on MAFF's Eastern and Northern Regions' Agricultural Services; and a 

draft article by the Minister of MAFF and JH for the One Nation Group entitled 

'Agriculture: the receding state'. 

 

JH/AGR/13/2  Publications 1946-1947, 1970-1972 



Contains 27 items which include: the series 'The farm as a business'; one copy of 

the bulletin 'Grassland management'; one copy of 'Agriculture'; 'National farm 

survey of England and Wales'; 'Horticulture in Britain'; 'At the farmer's service'; 

reports on farm incomes, agricultural land classification, livestock welfare, and 

agricultural marketing acts; and a leaflet on conservation and agriculture. 

 

JH/AGR/13/3  Press notices 1955-1973 

Contains 97 items being printed press notices of the Ministry of Agriculture, 

Fisheries and Food. 

 

JH/AGR/14  The Association of Agriculture 1956-1958, 1972  

Contains 18 items being correspondence and leaflets concerning activities and 

publications of the Association.  JH's membership is mentioned in letters of 1972. 

 

JH/AGR/15  Annual price reviews 1956-1969 

Contains 68 items being parliamentary debates, correspondence and memoranda, 

but mainly press cuttings which comment on the annual price review of 1956, 

1958, 1960, 1963-1965 and 1969.  The effects on subsidies and guarantees are 

examined and the reactions of farmers, and Norfolk farmers in particular, are 

included. 

 

JH/AGR/16  Marketing 1955-1972 

Contains 15 items being a Socialist marketing policy statement; a memorandum 

which comments on the Agricultural Market Development Executive Committee, 

and another on the British Agricultural Marketing Development Organisation 

(B.A.M.D.O.); leaflets, including some from the Agricultural Central Trading Ltd; a 

list of agricultural marketing schemes; and press cuttings. 

 

JH/AGR/17  Imports and exports 1953-1969 

Contains 36 items being parliamentary questions on imports and exports; 

correspondence and documentation on the import of bulls from the United States, 

strawberry pulp, sugar, cucumbers, and general food; the marketing of imports 

and home produce; a memorandum on export controls and credits; trade 

between New Zealand and the United Kingdom; principle domestic exports from 

countries around the world, especially Africa; trade of meat between New Zealand 

and Australia with the United States; Common Market import levies; and the 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). 

 

JH/AGR/18  Agriculture in Europe 1956-1974 

Contains four sub-files 

 

JH/AGR/18/1 Miscellaneous papers 1956-1960, 1967-1974 

JH/AGR/18/2 Publications 1957, 1963-1973 

JH/AGR/18/3 EEC papers 1962-1964 

JH/AGR/18/4 EEC press cuttings 1967 

 

Contains papers, publications and press cuttings relating to the EEC, the Common 

Market and agriculture in Europe. 

 

JH/AGR/18/1  Miscellaneous papers 1956-1960, 1967-1974 

Contains 36 items being press cuttings, correspondence, MS notes and 

memoranda concerning the Common Market, Britain's integration in the Europea 

n Community, Government aid to French agriculture, facts and figures about 

agriculture in France, speech notes from a joint meeting between the European 

Forum and French agriculturalists, the supply and demand of butter, 

arrangements for sugar and milk trade on Britain's joining of the EEC, the dairy 



industry in Western Germany, the Common Agricultural Policy and food prices, 

and the Danish farmer as a competitor. 

 

JH/AGR/18/2  Publications 1957, 1963-1973 

Contains 13 items being journals and printed material on Britain and the Common 

Market, the British dairy farmer in Europe, agriculture in France and Germany, a 

Barclays Bank review on finance in the EEC, and a parliamentary report on the 

establishment of the EEC. 

 

JH/AGR/18/3  EEC papers 1962-1964 

Contains six items being draft regulations on beef, dairy produce and rice; and 

papers on general regulations in the field of agriculture. 

 

JH/AGR/18/4  EEC press cuttings 1967 

Contains 20 press cuttings and articles on agricultural policy of the EEC. 

 

JH/AGR/19  Horticulture 1955-1973 

Contains 72 items being miscellaneous papers on horticultural issues including 

marketing.  Includes papers of the Horticulture Sub-Committee, the NFU and its 

Norfolk members, and concerns tariffs on crops, including tomatoes, duties on 

horticultural imports, restrictions on the import of fruit pulp and frozen 

vegetables, oil surcharge, etc.  Also included is a paper by Cambridge University 

on the 'Outlook for horticulture'. 

 

JH/AGR/20  Apples 1957-1959, 1965-1969 

Contains 63 items which concern apple imports (in particular from Italy, Bulgaria 

and Ireland) and quotas, apple production in the United Kingdom and in Norfolk, 

and a visit by Parliamentary members to Waveney Apple Growers Ltd.  

Correspondence and papers are also included from the Horticulture Sub-

Committee, Home Grown Fruits Ltd and Golden Bros.  Pears are also referred to 

in this file. 

 

JH/AGR/21  Cereals 1955-1971 

Contains 76 items being press cuttings, memoranda, correspondence and MS 

notes on cereal marketing, the price of domestic and imported cereals, 

Government financial support for the wheat industry, a cereals deficiency 

payments scheme, and a contract bonus scheme.  Also includes a pamphlet from 

the London Corn Exchange, a leaflet on the malting of barley, and memoranda, 

correspondence and journals of the Institute of Corn and Agricultural Merchants. 

 

JH/AGR/22  Hill farming 1955-1956 

Contains seven items of correspondence regarding subsidies to hill farmers, and a 

report on the agricultural significance of the hills. 

 

JH/AGR/23  Dairy/Milk 1953-1974 

Contains 39 items being printed ephemera, MS notes and correspondence which 

relates to circumstances in which the Milk Marketing Board may refuse to buy 

milk; milk retail prices; rural retailers' allowance; facts and figures on national 

and international production of dairy products, supplied by the MMB; and milk 

transport.  Also includes a draft of the Minister's speech to the Royal Association 

of British Dairy Farmers, and copies of the 'Dairy mirror'. 

 

JH/AGR/24  Egg marketing 1955-1957, 1969 

Contains 45 items of correspondence on the national egg marketing scheme, egg 

production for local and export use, and a visit to an egg packing station in Kent. 

 

JH/AGR/25  Ice-cream regulations 1958 



Contains 21 items being memoranda and correspondence concerning regulations 

on ice-cream standards and the labelling of these products in accordance with the 

prescence of dairy fat.  Correspondents include the Milk Marketing Board, the 

Fisheries and Food Committee and Norfolk district councils. 

 

JH/AGR/26  Food production and consumption 1952-1956, 1965-1975 

Contains 36 items being  press cuttings, a parliamentary paper, journal, MAFF 

notices, memoranda and notes on world food supply, food costs and the cost of 

living, household food consumption, and correspondence on food irradiation.  Also 

includes a 1970 note on food production in 2000, and accompanying papers from 

the Oxford Farming Conference. 

 

JH/AGR/27  Beef 1956, 1963-1972 

Contains 12 items being papers of the Meat and Livestock Commission on: 

imports, the effects of the EEC on the British meat industry, and beef cattle 

improvement; press cuttings on meat prices, the import of Argentine beef, the 

meat market at Smithfield; a memorandum on beef imports, and extracts from 

the 'Empire journal of experimental agriculture'. 

 

JH/AGR/28  Fatstock guarantee scheme 1955-1960  

Contains 81 items being correspondence, press cuttings, a statutory instrument, 

parliamentary questions, and memoranda on fatstock guarantees and prices, and 

the import of live cattle from Ireland for fattening and subsequent subsidies to 

the Irish farmer.  Annual reports are included from the Fatstock Marketing 

Corporation. 

 

JH/AGR/29  Feed 1960-1967, 1973 

Contains eight items being information and leaflets on animal feeds, 

parliamentary questions, and pamphlets on the production of home yeasts 

(hydrocarbons). 

 

JH/AGR/30  Bacon industry 1954-1958, 1967-1969 

Contains 53 items being correspondence, press cuttings and reports on local 

bacon prices, the local market and the effects of imports on the industry. 

 

JH/AGR/31  Pesticides and herbicides 1964 

Contains three items being a note of address to the Parliamentary and Central 

Committee, and product literature and information on herbicides. 

 

JH/AGR/32  Fertilisers 1955-1957, 1963-1972 

Contains 24 items being information leaflets on fertiliser facts and figures, a note 

on rebates and the supply of fertilisers, questions from a chemical fertiliser 

inquiry, a report on the use of fertilisers and potential contribution to the saving 

of imports, and correspondence and a note on non-poisonous seed dressing. 

 

JH/AGR/33  Finance 1954-1975 

Contains 24 items being notes, reports, correspondence and press cuttings on 

farm capital, farm sale prices, farm capital grant schemes, farm income, 

agricultural loans and estate duty, farm levies, financial and economic 

forecasting, and credit facilities.  A copy of a speech by A.W.B. Voge on money is 

also included. 

 

JH/AGR/34  Agricultural labour and wages 1945, 1955-1958, 1965-1973 

Contains 27 items being a memorandum on the wage award, press cuttings, 

information on standard labour requirements, journal articles, parliamentary 

debates and papers, figures for average earnings, comments from the 

Agricultural Wages Board, and an article by JH on a pension scheme. 



 

JH/AGR/35  Farm improvement schemes 1956-1963 

Contains 24 items being press cuttings and correspondence relating to farm 

improvements, which includes drainage and ditching; a query on the number of 

schemes being rejected in Norfolk; subsidies, and concessions for heavy land 

farmers; reports of the Norfolk Rural Industries Committee, and correspondence 

with them in connection with the inclusion of Norfolk reed thatch in the farm 

improvement scheme. 

 

JH/AGR/36  Agricultural expansion 1950, 1956, 1963-1969 

Contains 20 items being articles on the expansion and structure of British 

agriculture, speeches, a Department of Economic Affairs progress report, a paper 

by JH for the Farmers' Club on alternative political methods of developing 

agriculture, and notes from the Imperial Chemical Industries on the future of 

agriculture in the United Kingdom. 

 

JH/AGR/37  Farm Advisory Service 1971 

Contains 10 items being the Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd reports within the 

Farm Advisory Service series.  The reports cover findings on ICI recorded farms. 

 

JH/AGR/38  Cambridge University publications 1952-1973 

Contains 12 items being reports and occasional papers covering agricultural 

policy, labour, horticulture, fruit farming, the family farm, pig production, and 

peas.  Most of the publications originate from the Farm Economics Branch. 

 

JH/AGR/39  Economics 1955-1956, 1963-1972 

Contains 18 items being MS notes, journal and press articles on British 

agricultural economics, productivity measurement, and agricultural structure.  

Also includes an address on agriculture in an industrial society, papers of the 

conference 'Agriculture in the British economy', an industrial report by the 

National Economic Development Council, a memorandum on the role of the 

D.E.A. [Department of Economic Affairs?] and Treasury, an adress to the Noroflk 

Agricultural Club on 'The place of agriculture in an industrial economy' by Sir John 

Hutchinson, and papers on agricultural support. 

 

JH/AGR/40  Oxford Farming Conference 1957, 1965-1969 

Contains seven items including a programme, press articles, proceedings and 

papers of the 1957, 1965, 1968, and 1969 conferences.  Issues include land use, 

the marketing of farm produce, and the changing pattern of British agriculture, 

etc.. 

 

JH/AGR/41  Small farms 1956-1967 

Contains 28 items being papers on farm amalgamation; problems facing the small 

farmer; assistance schemes for farmers; the Agriculture (Small Farmers) Bill; and 

Bulbourne Farm, a small family experimental farm in Hertfordshire.  Includes 

statutory instruments, and a 'Diss Express' article by JH. 

 

JH/AGR/42  Tenant farmers 1954-1956, 1963-1965, 1971 

Contains 31 items being correspondence, press cuttings and papers on farm 

rents, supervision orders, land reform and agricultural tenancies.  Papers and 

correspondence are included from D.R. Denman and D.B. Wallace of the 

University of Cambridge. 

 

JH/AGR/43  Game Conservancy 1971-1972, 1983, 1989 

Contains 61 items being correspondence, MS notes, newsletters, members' lists, 

and printed ephemera.  This file relates to the encouragement of new members to 

the organisation.  JH stresses the need for research which is undertaken by the 



Game Conservancy, especially in view of the problems experienced with fowl 

pest.  A leaflet is included on the protection of bird nests and eggs, and an issue 

of 'Habitat' refers to farm nature reserves. 

 

JH/AGR/44  United States agricultural publications 1950-1958 

Contains 35 items being leaflets, newspapers, newsletters and brochures relating 

to agriculture in the United States, in particular the states of Montana, North 

Carolina and California. 

 

JH/AGR/45  Agricultural journals 1950-1979, 1985-1994 

Contains 18 items including 74 issues of the 'Farmers' Club journal', copies of 

'Farmers weekly', 'Oilseeds', 'Farming business', the 'Furrow', 'The best of 

Britain', 'Land worker', 'New scientist and science journal', 'Country landowner', 

'Ceres', 'The Smallholder', 'The Esso farmer', 'Suffolk farmers' journal' and 20 

issues of the 'Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England' 1950-1971. 

 

JH/AGR/46  General publications 1946-1960, 1967-1970, 1976-1978 

Contains 48 items which include the following titles: 'Financing agricultural co-

operatives', 'Plant breeding display', 'Agriculture's import saving role', 'Land at 

war', 'Farm finance and fiscal policy', 'Cash crisis in agriculture', 'Clean and 

pleasant land', 'Farming facts II', 'Co-operation in farm production', 

'Smallholdings with marketing and other services', 'Achievement in agriculture', 

'Agriculture and the nation', 'Agriculture and politics', 'Farming Britain', 'Farming 

for the future', Agricultural landowners' handbook on taxation', 'The impact of 

taxation on agriculture' [article], 'Production of fruit and vegetables in OECD 

member countries', 'The FBC guide to grass and broad-leaved weed 

identification', 'Pointers to profitable lowland lamb production', 'Sheep facts', 'Why 

work?', 'The agricultural charter', 'Agricultural marketing', 'The land of Britain and 

how it is used', 'Prosper the plough', 'Modern farming and the soil', 'British 

farming', 'The political significance of the British agricultural vote', 'World wheat 

statistics', 'Capital in United Kingdom agriculture present and future', leaflets of 

the Conservative Political Centre, 'Winning new acres', 'Agriculture and import 

saving', 'The revolt of the field in Lincs.',  'The farm worker', 'Grassland', 'The 

state of food and agriculture' (FAO), 'A revolution in African agriculture', (article 

by P.B. Fletcher), and 'Agriculture in the world economy' (FAO). 

 

JH/AGR/47 Press-cuttings 1953-1978, 1984-1990 

Contains 60 press cuttings on general agricultural issues. 

 

JH/AGR/48  Agriculture in Russia 1954 

Contains 12 items being press cuttings and MS notes on Soviet agriculture and 

progress, the Moscow agricultural exhibition, and a parliamentary visit in 1954. 

 

JH/AGR/49  Farmers' Club 1950, 1969-1974  

Contains three items being meeting minutes and a speech given by JH on 

alternate political methods of developing agriculture. 

 

JH/AGR/50  Agricultural training 1971 

Contains one item, a progress report from the Agricultural, Horticultural and 

Forestry Board. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SERIES JH/BLY 

BLYFORD ESTATE 1699-1999 

 

This series contains 58 files 

 

JH/BLY/1 Associations, councils, agricultural bodies etc. 1934, 1952-1989  

JH/BLY/2 Buildings, maintenance, equipment, and services 1840, 1946-1999 

JH/BLY/3 Crops 1937, 1945, 1951-1956, 1962-1973, 1981-1990 

JH/BLY/4 Livestock  1947-1963, 1971-1972, 1984-1989 

JH/BLY/5 Dairying at Heath Farm 1948-1974, 1981 

JH/BLY/6 Dairying at Blyford Hall Farm 1969-1990 

JH/BLY/7 Land management 1946-2000 

JH/BLY/8 Employees 1946-1998 

JH/BLY/9 Blyford Hall Farm 1942-1984  

JH/BLY/10 Brook Farm and Sotherton Hall – proposed sale 1944, 1951-1954 

JH/BLY/11 Brook Farm – building and alterations 1952-1957 

JH/BLY/12 Church Farm  1952-1956, 1964-1976 

JH/BLY/13 Harper’s Farm 1948-1950, 1976-1994 

JH/BLY/14 Heath Farm  1946-1965, 1980, 1989 

JH/BLY/15 Hill Farm 1942-1959, 1965-1969 

JH/BLY/16 Ivy Farm 1776, 1945-1955, 1964-1983 

JH/BLY/17 Littlemoor Farm – correspondence with A.W. Leech 1946,  1951-

1969, 1976-1978, 1985  

JH/BLY/18 Low Farm 1947-1959, 1997 

JH/BLY/19 Lyons Farm 1954-1987 

JH/BLY/20 Sotherton Hall 1946, 1951-1974, 1983 

JH/BLY/21 Union Farm 1940, 1952-1974, 1985-1995 

JH/BLY/22 Walnut Tree Farm 1945-1953, 1969, 1983 

JH/BLY/23 Watermill farm 1945-1994 

JH/BLY/24 White House Farm, Frostenden 1981? 

JH/BLY/25 Purchase of Henham land: Union Farm, Low Farm, Brook Farm, 

Sotherton Hall, Littlemoor Farm, Church Farm and Lyons Farm 

1950-1955  

JH/BLY/26 Cottages and other properties 1935, 1943-1996 

JH/BLY/27 Rents 1949-1952, 1964,  1974-1982 oversize 

JH/BLY/28 Property sales and rentals – agents’ literature 1986-1988, 1994 

JH/BLY/29 Manorial history 1699, 1759, 1777, 1787, 1797, 1847, 1955, 1967-

1988  

JH/BLY/30 Security 1957, 1969-1970, 1983 

JH/BLY/31 Farm safety 1983-1986  

JH/BLY/32 Contracts and quotations 1951, 1963, 1984-1989  

JH/BLY/33 Diaries 1980-1989 

JH/BLY/34 Appraisal 1957-1961, 1987-1988 

JH/BLY/35 Schedules 1968-1988  

JH/BLY/36 Returns on agricultural land use 1946-1955  

JH/BLY/37 Rates and valuations  1946-1988 

JH/BLY/38 Tithes 1948, 1956  

JH/BLY/39 Tax  1947-1959, 1985-1986, 1992-1994 

JH/BLY/40 Town and Country Planning 1948-1955  

JH/BLY/41 Southwold railway 1953, 1960-1968, 1979  

JH/BLY/42 Transport licences 1949-1954, 1969-1986  

JH/BLY/43 Insurance  1945-1955, 1965-1985  

JH/BLY/44 McKenna & Co 1958-1978, 1983  

JH/BLY/45 Land agents 1944-1968, 1997 

JH/BLY/46 General 1948-1967, 1976-1989, 1998 

JH/BLY/47 Blyford Estate ownership and organisation 1959, 1967-1989, 1996-

1997 



JH/BLY/48 Agricultural Mortgage Corporation Ltd 1972-1988  

JH/BLY/49 Eastern Counties Farmers Limited 1950-1986 

JH/BLY/50 Invoices 1943-1990  

JH/BLY/51 Lovewell, Blake and Co. 1956-1961,  1973-1987   

JH/BLY/52 Accounts 1945-1994  

JH/BLY/53 Bank accounts 1952-1954, 1983-1992 

JH/BLY/54 Barclays Bank Ltd - correspondence 1953-1962, 1968, 1971-1989 

JH/BLY/55 Maps 1968, 1981 

JH/BLY/56 Computer courses and products 1980 

JH/BLY/57 Shooting 1913-1914, 1920-1940, 1947-2000 

JH/BLY/58 Dogs 1947-1951, 1959-1988, 1995-1997 

 

Contains papers which relate to the management and farming operations of 

Blyford Estate. JH bought the small Blyford Hall Estate of about 670 acres in 

1944. This comprised the four farms of Blyford Hall Farm, Ivy Farm, Walnut Tree 

Farm, and Suttons Farm, and also Blyford Wood.  Soon afterwards JH bought the 

Watermill Farm at Wenhaston and its neighbouring land which comprised 300 

acres and a further three mixed farms. Substantial further puchases of Henham 

land were made in the 1950s.  The properties were mainly leased out to tenant 

farmers.  Separate files exist for the individual farms and properties on the 

estate.  Also included are files on crops, dairying, shooting, employees, finance, 

and estate agencies. 

 

JH/BLY/1  Associations, councils, agricultural bodies etc. 1934, 1952- 

1989  

Contains six sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/1/1 Agricultural Development and Advisory Service 1976, 1987-1988 

JH/BLY/1/2 Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 1963-1975 

JH/BLY/1/3 Blyth Rural District Council 1953-1970 

JH/BLY/1/4 Country Landowners’ Association 1966, 1976-1980 

JH/BLY/1/5 Suffolk County Council 1934, 1953-1989 

JH/BLY/1/6 Wainford Rural District Council 1952-1970 

 

Contains correspondence which relates to the management and farming of 

Blyford Estate. 

 

JH/BLY/1/1   Agricultural Development and Advisory Service 1976,  

1987-1988 

Contains 17 items, a technical report, pamphlets on an agricultural improvement 

scheme, grant application forms, a brochure produced by MAFF on capital grants 

for farm diversification, a letter to John Hill Farms, and a case study at High 

Mowthorpe on low cost farming. 

 

JH/BLY/1/2  Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 1963-1975 

Contains 45 items being certificates of registration of Blyford Farm Ltd as a dairy 

farmer, and correspondence concerning selective employment payments act, 

grant schemes, etc.  MAFF publications include "Type of farming maps of England 

and Wales" and "Agriculture in the Eastern Region." 

 

JH/BLY/1/3  Blyth Rural District Council 1953-1970 

Contains 91 items of correspondence concerning the closure or demolition of 

several buildings on Blyford Estate; the removal of a ditch; water supply; 

proposals for a Wenhaston sewerage scheme; the purchase of Blythburgh and 

District Hospital, MS plans of the hospital are also included; and night soil 

disposal. 

 



JH/BLY/1/4   Country Landowners’ Association 1966, 1976-1980 

Contains copies of a circular describing Blyford Estate for a CLA visit on 5/6/80; a 

letter to B. Candler describing CLA publications; and correspondence on a farm 

buildings design competition. 

 

JH/BLY/1/5  Suffolk County Council 1934, 1953-1989 

Contains 152 items being mainly correspondence which relates to planning 

permission for cottages, farm buildings, a grain dryer extension at Sotherton Hall, 

a bus shelter, residential development in Blyford, road improvements, a pump 

station, Holton holiday village, etc.  Appeals against refusals are also included.  

Correspondence also covers the maintenance of roadside hedges and trees, the 

use of a gravel pit for refuse removal, the use of a pit in King's Lane for the 

deposit of sweepings and the laying of water services.  The 1934 document is an 

undertaking given to Colonel John Day for the planting of hedges along a 

roadside. 

 

JH/BLY/1/6   Wainford Rural District Council 1952-1970 

Contains 53 items being correspondence relating to a variety of issues including: 

an application for a council house; closing orders on houses; charges for the 

emptying of septic tanks; felling of trees; rodent control; effluent at Sotherton 

Hall; planning permission; the laying of a sewer; and refuse dumping, etc. 

 

JH/BLY/2  Buildings, maintenance, equipment, and services 1840, 

1946-1999 

Contains 20 sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/2/1 MAFF – Farm and Horticulture Development Scheme 1964-1987 

JH/BLY/2/2 Ministry of Supply – bridging equipment 1947-1949 

JH/BLY/2/3 Buildings – general 1949-1960, 1968-1970, 1980-1988 

JH/BLY/2/4 Machinery 1946-1965, 1971-1987 

JH/BLY/2/5 Diesel and petrol fuel consumption 1953-1966 

JH/BLY/2/6 Leasing and hiring of equipment 1951, 1985-1989 

JH/BLY/2/7 Equipment brochures 1965, 1981-1988 

JH/BLY/2/8 Agricultural products 1986 

JH/BLY/2/9 Paints – colour charts etc. 1970, 1984-1986 

JH/BLY/2/10 Interior design, decoration and fittings 19--? 

JH/BLY/2/11 Eastern Electricity 1948-1988 

JH/BLY/2/12 Electricity enquiry 1969     1927, 1947-1973 

JH/BLY/2/13 Telephone  1952-1953, 1986 

JH/BLY/2/14 Water licences 1964-1984 

JH/BLY/2/15 Water supply 1946-1960, 1966-1989 

JH/BLY/2/16 Drainage 1953-1963, 1984 

JH/BLY/2/17 Effluent 1973-1988 

JH/BLY/2/18 East Anglian Water Company 1976 

JH/BLY/2/19 River Blyth 1840, 1947-1976 

JH/BLY/2/20 Blyford flood protection scheme 1946-1947, 1953-1955, 1968-

1980, 1987-1999 

 

JH/BLY/2/1  MAFF – Farm and Horticulture Development Scheme 1964- 

1987 

Contains 202 items being  plans, invoices and correspondence relating to farm 

developments and claims for grant aid to MAFF.  Supporting documentation for 

each development claim is included.  Building work includes the elimination of 

hedges and ditches; roadways on Union Farm, Blyford Hall Farm and Sotherton 

Hall; a field drainage scheme; a Bailey bridge; cattle buildings at Union Farm and 

Littlemoor Farms; a calf house at Heath Farm; a cattle yard at Sotherton Hall; 



and a silage pit at Heath Farm.  Equipment claims include a milking parlour and a 

beet harvester.  A copy of a farm development plan is also included. 

 

JH/BLY/2/2  Ministry of Supply – bridging equipment 1947-1949 

Contains 43 items being correspondence, drawings and delivery notes concerning 

the purchase of bridges and bridging equipment. 

 

JH/BLY/2/3  Buildings – general 1949-1960, 1968-1970, 1980-1988 

Contains 18 items being product material, articles and correspondence on farm 

buildings in general.  Also makes mention of a hut for sale on Heath Farm, and 

includes a picture of a bungalow built near Halesworth and literature on home 

improvement grants. 

 

JH/BLY/2/4   Machinery 1946-1965, 1971-1987 

Contains 118 items.  Correspondence relates to the purchase of agricultural 

machinery and its subsequent performance.  Some of the machinery and parts 

mentioned include a bucket elevator, starter, valves, saw, milking machines, a 

grain weigher, a baler, a hedgecutter, etc.  Some invoices and pamphlets on the 

equipment is included, quotes, a report of examination of an air receiver, 

warranties, notes on equipment serviced, and undelivered machinery. 

 

JH/BLY/2/5  Diesel and petrol fuel consumption 1953-1966 

Contains two items: a record book of the quantity of fuel put into agricultural and 

private vehicles, pumps, etc., and a fuel ration book. 

 

JH/BLY/2/6   Leasing and hiring of equipment 1951, 1985-1989 

Contains 32 items being correspondence and contracts for the hire and lease of 

agricultural equipment which includes an excavator, tractors, combine harvesters, 

ploughs and drills. 

 

JH/BLY/2/7  Equipment brochures 1965, 1981-1988 

Contains printed brochures, manuals and advertisements on general farm and 

domestic equipment.  A small amount of related correspondence on the operating 

of equipment is included. 

 

JH/BLY/2/8  Agricultural products 1986 

Contains eight items being printed brochures, manuals and advertisements on 

general farm and domestic equipment.  A small amount of related 

correspondence on the operating of equipment is included. 

 

JH/BLY/2/9  Paints – colour charts etc. 1970, 1984-1986 

Contains 11 items being product literature and one sale slip. 

 

JH/BLY/2/10  Interior design, decoration and fittings 19--? 

Contains three items including an article from the Telegraph Sunday Magazine on 

the furnishing of a student's room. 

 

JH/BLY/2/11  Eastern Electricity 1948-1988 

Contains 248 items including maps, correspondence and brochures relating to the 

installation and maintenance of an electricity service, and information on tariffs. 

 

JH/BLY/2/12  Electricity enquiry 1969; 1927, 1947-1973 

Contains 422 items being notes, sketches, maps, brochures and letters 

concerning the installation of a 33kV overhead line between Halesworth and 

Southwold.  Evidence was given on 24/5/67 and a public enquiry was held on 16-

18/9/69.  An alternative route was sought. 

 



JH/BLY/2/13  Telephone  1952-1953, 1986 

Contains nine items which refer to the installation of a telephone service, 

directory details, and rental charges. 

 

JH/BLY/2/14  Water licences 1964-1984 

Contains 123 items which include correspondence and licences relating to the 

abstraction of water for agricultural purposes, and correspondence and 

certificates on the analysis of water. 

 

JH/BLY/2/15  Water supply 1946-1960, 1966-1989 

Contains 293 items being  mainly correspondence concerning the installation of 

water services and the implementation of water schemes.  The negotiations 

concerned with these services which involve applications permission, planning 

etc. are also covered, and a 1954 register of rainfall at Watermill Farm.  Payment 

of individual farm water bills and agreements with tenants can be found with 

individual farms and cottages. 

 

JH/BLY/2/16  Drainage 1953-1963, 1984 

Contains 450 items which are concerned with the drainage of ditches and dykes 

on the estate.  Maps and plans are included, and drainage rates.   Letters of 

correspondence, minutes of the River Blyth Internal Drainage Board, and 

nominations for the filling of a vacancy on the East Suffolk and Norfolk River 

Board are dealt with in [JH/PUB/6]. 

 

JH/BLY/2/17  Effluent 1973-1988 

Contains 115 items being certificates of water analysis and correspondence 

concerning water pollution of streams and watercourses.  Most of the material 

raises concerns about the pollutants generated by the Bernard Matthews turkey 

processing factory at Holton. 

 

JH/BLY/2/18  East Anglian Water Company 1976 

Contains six items of correspondence and maps concerning a wayleave 

application for the laying of a main water pipe between Holford and Southwold.  

One item dated 8/10/76 and written by JH describes the history of the salt water 

flooding into the River Blyth and fresh water supply problem of the Blyth Valley. 

 

JH/BLY/2/19  River Blyth 1840, 1947-1976 

Contains 138 items being correspondence, maps and reports concerning: the 

repair of walls and the construction of a barrage and bridge across the River 

Blyth; a copy, in nine leaves, of an 1840 map of the river between Blyford Lock 

and Southwold harbour; the clearing of Buss Creek, Reydon; Southwold harbour; 

pollution; drainage; Blyford watercourse, etc.  Correspondents are local councils, 

the Blyth Internal Drainage Board and the East Suffolk and Norfolk River 

Authority. 

 

JH/BLY/2/20  Blyford flood protection scheme 1946-1947, 1953-1955, 

1968-1980, 1987-1999 

Contains 159 items being photographs, press cuttings, maps, reports and 

correspondence concerning the fresh water floods in the Blyth valley in 1968; the 

salt water floods of 1969 and the impact of this on Blythburgh marshes; the flood 

protection scheme of 1969; and the drainage of the River Blyth.  Also included 

are 1990s documents and correspondence relating to Suffolk estuarine strategies 

for the rivers Alde and Blyth. 

 

JH/BLY/3  Crops 1937, 1945, 1951-1956, 1962-1973, 1981-1990 

Contains 15 sub-files 

 



JH/BLY/3/1 Banks Hobbs Ltd 1986-1990   

JH/BLY/3/2 United Oilseed Producers Ltd 1981-1986 

JH/BLY/3/3 Pea vining station 1953-1956 

JH/BLY/3/4 Pea sales 1953-1956 

JH/BLY/3/5 Peas  1953-1954, 1968-1975, 1981-1987 

JH/BLY/3/6 Beans 1954-1956 

JH/BLY/3/7 Bean sales 1951-1956 

JH/BLY/3/8 Potatoes 1950-1956 

JH/BLY/3/9 Market garden sales 1951-1955 

JH/BLY/3/10 Soil analysis reports 1954-1956 

JH/BLY/3/11 Sacks 1952-1953 

JH/BLY/3/12 Grain 1953-1956 

JH/BLY/3/13 Halesworth Crop Driers Association 1937, 1945, 1951-1956 

JH/BLY/3/14 Cropping 1951-1953, 1973, 1982-1983 

JH/BLY/3/15 Mist propagation 1962-1966 

 

Contains sub-files on various crops, general cropping yields, and crop production 

equipment and production. 

 

JH/BLY/3/1  Banks Hobbs Ltd 1986-1990   

Contains 36 items being invoices for seed and corn purchases and an MS note; 

purchase contracts for rape and barley crops; and rapeseed drying and storing 

costs. 

 

JH/BLY/3/2   United Oilseed Producers Ltd 1981-1986 

Contains 20 items of correspondence, agreements and contracts for the growth of 

oil seed rape on Blyford Estate for the company.  Included is a share certificate, 

details of a crop finance scheme, rules of the company and a newsletter. 

 

JH/BLY/3/3  Pea vining station 1953-1956 

Contains 77 items being plans and correspondence concerning the establishment 

of a pea vining station at Sotherton Hall.  Lease and mortgage arrangements with 

Birds Eye Foods Ltd are included. The installation of services and building of the 

station is covered and there is a small amount relating to production, wages, etc. 

 

JH/BLY/3/4   Pea sales 1953-1956 

Contains 240 items being mainly remittance statements from Birds Eye Foods Ltd 

and C. & E. Morton Ltd for pea sales.  A few statements are included from L.H. 

Heading, wholesale fruit and vegetable merchant. 

 

JH/BLY/3/5   Peas  1953-1954, 1968-1975, 1981-1987 

Contains 23 items being correspondence and contracts with the Co-operative 

Wholesale Society Ltd, Birds Eye Foods, and Waveney Pea Growers Ltd, and 

calculations on pea growing and harvesting.  Correspondence with the contractor 

C. & E. Morton Ltd is also included. 

 

JH/BLY/3/6   Beans 1954-1956 

Contains nine items of correspondence on runner bean netting, a letter regarding 

an invoice, and a return form for vegetables grown. 

 

JH/BLY/3/7  Bean sales 1951-1956 

Contains 64 items which are mainly invoices for bean sales to Birds Eye Foods 

Ltd. 

 

JH/BLY/3/8   Potatoes 1950-1956 

Contains 117 items being correspondence relating to the purchase of potato seed 

and the sale and collection of potatoes.  Some of the potatoes suffered "cutting 



back" and frost damage and this is discussed with the Ministry of Food Potatoe 

Division who are responsible for the inspection of crops and compensation on 

crops which are below standard.  Also included are invoices from the Ministry of 

Food and correspondence with potato merchants. 

 

JH/BLY/3/9  Market garden sales 1951-1955 

Contains 82 items being correspondence and sales accounts for fruit and 

vegetables sold.  These include sprouts, turnips, and strawberries. 

 

Sales for peas, beans and potatoes are in other files except where they are on the 

same account as sprouts or turnips. 

 

JH/BLY/3/10  Soil analysis reports 1954-1956 

Contains 26 items being reports on various fields.  The crops previously planted 

are also recorded.  Individual farm files also contain results of soil tests. 

 

JH/BLY/3/11  Sacks 1952-1953 

Contains 109 items of correspondence and invoices on the supply and transfer of 

sacks for crops or seeds.  Correspondence relating to an accident between a lorry 

delivering sacks of corn and a tractor, and the ensuing insurance claim are also 

included. 

 

JH/BLY/3/12  Grain 1953-1956 

Contains 126 items being correspondence and invoices relating to the sale and 

purchase of wheat, barley, mixed corn and meadow fescue.  Correspondence 

refers to the obtaining of seed and the sale and collection of the grown product.  

Hauliers mention the delivery of sacks and collection of full bags.  Seed and grain 

merchants discuss the prices of seed and crops.  Some of the grain is turned 

away due to mould, and weed in wheat allows it to only be used for seed.  An 

annotated undated OS map shows a tractor and trailer route from Blyford Hall 

Farm through to Sotherton Hall to the grain dryer and storage. 

 

JH/BLY/3/13  Halesworth Crop Driers Association 1937, 1945, 1951-

1956 

Contains 41 items being minutes, correspondence, agreements and printed 

literature.  JH was a member of the co-operative, and crops from Blyford Estate 

were sent to it.  The centre was established in 1951 and correpondence relating 

to the set-up is included. 

 

JH/BLY/3/14  Cropping 1951-1953, 1973, 1982-1983 

Contains 18 items which relate to cropping plans, crops grown and return yield, 

problems encountered on light land or land deficient in lime in East Suffolk, and 

the reclamation and cropping of heath land. 

 

JH/BLY/3/15  Mist propagation 1962-1966 

Contains 10 items being leaflets and correspondence on crop irrigation 

equipment. 

 

JH/BLY/4  Livestock  1947-1963, 1971-1972, 1984-1989 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/4/1 Pigs 1951-1953 

JH/BLY/4/2 Landrace pigs 1954-1963 

JH/BLY/4/3 Sheep 1988-1989 

JH/BLY/4/4 Livestock licences 1949-1950, 1959, 1971-1972, 1984 

JH/BLY/4/5 Livestock - general correspondence 1947-1952 

 



JH/BLY/4/1  Pigs 1951-1953 

Contains 112 items which relate to the piggery operation at the Watermill Farm.  

Correspondence refers to a feed recording scheme under the control of 

Cambridge University; JH's joining of the Essex Pig Society; field trials for viral 

pneumonia; a licence for the slaughter of a pig for home consumption; equipment 

which includes weighing machines, rings and tethers; the order of reinforced 

concrete pig stys; stray pigs on highways; and the registration of pigs. 

 

JH/BLY/4/2  Landrace pigs 1954-1963 

Contains 21 items of literature from the British Landrace Pig Society Limited.  

Correspondence relates to Roy Forsyth's joining of the society and the 

registration of pigs.  A pedigree certificate is included for a herd in Norfolk and 

the breeding history of a gilt is included, and a sales catalogue for a herd in 

Sussex. 

 

JH/BLY/4/3  Sheep 1988-1989 

Contains 10 items being forms and correspondence concerning the sheep annual 

premium scheme, registration forms for the British Wool Marketing Board, and 

literature on sheep handling equipment. 

 

JH/BLY/4/4   Livestock licences 1949-1950, 1959, 1971-1972, 1984 

Contains six certificates: beef bull licences; two entries in the Hereford Herd Book 

Society; a certificate of attestation of herd for the turberculosis scheme; and a 

dairy farmer registration certificate for JH and the premises at Heath Farm.  A 

letter about dairy certificates is included. 

 

JH/BLY/4/5   Livestock - general correspondence 1947-1952 

Contains three items: a a press cutting on fat stock prices and completed MAFF 

forms for livestock holdings. 

 

JH/BLY/5  Dairying at Heath Farm 1948-1974, 1981 

Contains 11 sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/5/1 Blyford herd 1949-1953 

JH/BLY/5/2 Red Poll cattle 1948-1955 JH/BLY/5/2 oversize 

JH/BLY/5/3 British Friesian Cattle Society 1952-1960  

JH/BLY/5/4 British Friesian Cattle Society – certificates 1949-1968, 1981 

JH/BLY/5/5 Wholesale milk supply 1952-1974 

JH/BLY/5/6 Milk tests 1953-1955 

JH/BLY/5/7 Milk and butterfat yields 1951-1956, 1967 

JH/BLY/5/8 Cattle sales 1951-1953, 1964 

JH/BLY/5/9 Dairying at Heath Farm – miscellaneous correspondence 1953, 

1964-1968  

JH/BLY/5/10 Journals, reports, newsletters and pamphlets 1952-1956, 1975 

JH/BLY/5/11 Sales catalogues 1952-1954 

 

JH/BLY/5/1  Blyford herd 1949-1953 

Contains 25 items being records of individual animals, calving dates, AI 

information, and a dairy herd workbook with MS notes which concentrates mainly 

on feeding schemes. 

 

JH/BLY/5/2  Red Poll cattle 1948-1955 JH/BLY/5/2 oversize 

Contains 121 items of correspondence and records of the Blyford Red Poll cattle 

herd.  JH is accepted as an annual member of the Red Poll Cattle Society and 

correspondence is included with regard to the registration and transfer of stock.  

Pedigree histories of some cattle are included, letters concerning the sale of a 

cow infected with contagious abortion, certificates of insemination, sales 



catalogues for the Blyford herd as well as of other sales which JH attended, an 

alphabetical list of cattle in the herd in 8/49, and three oversize registers of milk 

records for individual cows. 

 

JH/BLY/5/3  British Friesian Cattle Society 1952-1960  

Contains 43 items of correspondence relating to the registration of animals from 

the Blything herd with the British Friesian Cattle Society. Also included is a 

booklet on the procedure of such registrations, correspondence regarding 

membership, birth cards for calves, a sale catalogue of friesian dairy cows [which 

JH attended?], and a pedigree card for a cow. 

 

JH/BLY/5/4   British Friesian Cattle Society – certificates 1949-1968, 

1981 

Contains 72 items being certificates for animals which have been accepted for 

registration in the Society's herd book. 

 

JH/BLY/5/5  Wholesale milk supply 1952-1974 

Contains 76 items being accounts and correspondence with the Milk Marketing 

Board and United Dairies (Wholesale) Ltd for milk sales from Heath Farm. Milk 

contracts are included and correspondence regarding the halt on milk production 

from Heath Farm in 1974. 

 

JH/BLY/5/6   Milk tests 1953-1955 

Contains 22 items being mainly laboratory results from United Dairies of milk 

sample tests from Heath Farm.  The farm is invited to renew its licence for 

tuberculin tested milk. 

 

JH/BLY/5/7   Milk and butterfat yields 1951-1956, 1967 

Contains 23 items being correspondence and records of the milk yield of 

individual cows, requests for milk yield certificates of certain cows, a record of 

butterfats in 1966, and an enquiry into a butterfat competition. 

 

JH/BLY/5/8   Cattle sales 1951-1953, 1964 

Contains 17 items of correspondence and invoices for the sale of cows and calves. 

 

JH/BLY/5/9   Dairying at Heath Farm – miscellaneous correspondence 

1953, 1964-1968  

Contains 10 items being: a letter referring to entry into a show of A.I progeny; an 

agreement between Blyford Farms Ltd and the Milk Marketing Board for dairy 

progeny testing; notes and a letter on the running of the dairy; notes on 

accommodation for milking cows and the cowyard system attached to notes on 

estimated daily water consumption; a laboratory report on a plant rinse and bulk 

tank; a letter nominating a bull for service; and a payment advice note for a calf 

rearing subsidy. 

 

JH/BLY/5/10  Journals, reports, newsletters and pamphlets 1952-1956, 

1975 

Contains eight items being: a code of clean practice issued by MAFF; a newsletter 

from Beccles Cattle Breeding Centre; 'The Milk Producer' a journal of the Milk 

Marketing Board; reports from the MMB on national milk records; and copies of 

'The Home Farmer' also a journal from the MMB. 

 

JH/BLY/5/11  Sales catalogues 1952-1954 

Contains four catalogues which are not for sales of cattle in East Anglia.  They do 

not include Blyford Estate sales. Catalogues for Blyford Estate can be found in the 

sub file of Red Poll cattle [JH/BLY/5/2]. 

 



JH/BLY/6  Dairying at Blyford Hall Farm 1969-1990 

Contains 22 sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/6/1 Dairy establishment – Blyford Hall 1969-1970, 1979 

JH/BLY/6/2 Veterinary reports and medicine 1980-1988 

JH/BLY/6/3 Dairy hygiene 1979-1989 

JH/BLY/6/4 Wholesale milk supply 1975-1987 

JH/BLY/6/5 Monthly statements of milk records 1987-1989 oversize 

JH/BLY/6/6 Annual summary of milk records 1979-1988 oversize 

JH/BLY/6/7 Milk sales monthly returns 1984-1989 oversize 

JH/BLY/6/8 Milk tests and butterfat samples1982-1989 

JH/BLY/6/9 Semen delivery and farm flask services 1982-1986 

JH/BLY/6/10 Dairy Progeny Testing Scheme 1986-1989 

JH/BLY/6/11 Calving records 1980-1989 

JH/BLY/6/12 Lactation records 1984-1989 

JH/BLY/6/13 Animal identity details 1985-1989 

JH/BLY/6/14 Forage analysis and feed supply 1980-1989 

JH/BLY/6/15 Dairy cow rations 1980-1989 

JH/BLY/6/16 Feed charts 1981-1989 

JH/BLY/6/17 Cattle premium schemes 1988-1990 

JH/BLY/6/18 Pauls dairy herd management scheme 1985-1987 

JH/BLY/6/19 Herdwatch management service 1989 oversize 

JH/BLY/6/20 Parlour and weighing sheets 1989 oversize 

JH/BLY/6/21 Milking machinery 1980-1989 

JH/BLY/6/22 Miscellaneous correspondence 1975-1989 

 

JH/BLY/6/1   Dairy establishment – Blyford Hall 1969-1970, 1979 

Contins 52 items which cover the history and establishment of the dairy at 

Blyford Hall.  Information catalogues describe milking systems and cow 

accommodation.  Calculations and plans are included.  Revised thoughts on cattle 

accommodation in 1979 are included, they also look at the situation at Heath 

Farm.  Literature on a rotoradial milking system is also included. 

 

JH/BLY/6/2  Veterinary reports and medicine 1980-1988 

Contains veterinary reports and results of tests performed on cattle at Blyford 

Hall Farm.  The following conditions and problems are mentioned: mastitis, 

brucellosis, peritonitis, lead poisoning, pestivirus-associated disease, antibiotics in 

milk, bovine abortion, and antimicrobial sensitivity.  Metabolic profile reports are 

also included. 

 

JH/BLY/6/3   Dairy hygiene 1979-1989 

Contains 74 items being: hoof care report sheets; laboratory reports on biological 

organisms in water and dust in the cow house, calf house, and calving yard; and 

information sheets on recommendations for hygiene and the control of nuisance 

organisms.  Charges for hygiene inspections from MAFF are also included. 

 

JH/BLY/6/4  Wholesale milk supply 1975-1987 

Contains 31 items of information mainly from the Milk Marketing Board relating to 

wholesale milk supply.  Topics covered include prices, contracts, milk of suspect 

marketability, quotas, and emergency plans for the collection of milk in adverse 

weather conditions. 

 

JH/BLY/6/5  Monthly statements of milk records 1987-1989 oversize 

Contains 33 items being statements for  the period 3/87 to 11/89.  The Milk 

Marketing Board is responsible for their production and each monthly statement 

is about 14 leaves.  Items reflect the number of months covered. 

 



JH/BLY/6/6  Annual summary of milk records 1979-1988 oversize 

Contains 10 items being summaries which cover the period 12/77 - 9/88.  The 

Milk Marketing Board is responsible for their production and each summary is 

approximately 7 leaves.  Items reflect the number of annual periods covered. 

 

JH/BLY/6/7  Milk sales monthly returns 1984-1989 oversize 

Contains 69 items being records of the number of litres of milk sold per day or 

given to calves and staff per day.  Each month has a separate sheet/item. 

 

JH/BLY/6/8  Milk tests and butterfat samples1982-1989 

Contains 140 items being reports from the Milk Marketing Board on samples of 

milk taken from consignments.  Test results for antibiotics are also included. 

 

JH/BLY/6/9  Semen delivery and farm flask services 1982-1986 

Contains 75 items being sales advice/delivery notes and invoices from the Milk 

Marketing Board for semen deliveries.  Nomination service orders are also 

included for the semen of particular bulls. 

 

JH/BLY/6/10  Dairy Progeny Testing Scheme 1986-1989 

Contains 114 items being: newsletters of the Dairy Progeny Testing Scheme; 

insemination certificates; sketch cards; and record cards for individual bulls 

showing their progeny and line. 

 

JH/BLY/6/11  Calving records 1980-1989 

Consists one item: an A4 notebook with records of calves born.  The dam and sire 

are also noted. 

 

JH/BLY/6/12  Lactation records 1984-1989 

Contains 500 items being lactation records produced by the Milk Marketing Board. 

Contained in four original ring-binders from the MMB. 

 

JH/BLY/6/13  Animal identity details 1985-1989 

Contains 146 items being records of animals, their herd number, line number, 

pedigree, and earmark.  These records are produced by the Milk Marketing Board.  

Contained in two original ring-binders from the MMB. 

 

JH/BLY/6/14  Forage analysis and feed supply 1980-1989 

Contains 73 items being reports on forage analysis tests which cover grass silage 

and maize.  An order for feed is included, notice of a reduction in nut size, and a 

letter on the price of grain. 

 

JH/BLY/6/15  Dairy cow rations 1980-1989 

Contains 130 items being dairy cow ration formulation sheets, dairy feed plans, 

feed assessment forms and information on comparative values of feed. 

 

JH/BLY/6/16  Feed charts 1981-1989 

Contains 62 items being daily feed charts.  Quantities of the following are 

recorded: maize silage, grass silage, dairy nuts, pulp, hay and straw bales, and 

minerals. 

 

JH/BLY/6/17  Cattle premium schemes 1988-1990 

Contains 11 items of information from MAFF on the suckler cow premium scheme 

and the beef special premium scheme.  The former provides for a premium to be 

paid to specialist beef producers for maintaining suckler cows. 

 

JH/BLY/6/18  Pauls dairy herd management scheme 1985-1987 



Contains one item being monthly reports of herd performance between 6/85 and 

9/87. Reports are all contained in one ring-binder. 

 

JH/BLY/6/19  Herdwatch management service 1989 oversize 

Contains two items being a ring-binder of long term request forms which include 

service forms, forecast forms and feed forms.  These forms assist in predicting 

the herd's milk production for 12 months ahead.  Also included in the ring-binder 

is a guide to the scheme. Report summaries provide information on the herd's 

present performance, individual cow's performance, weekly forecasts, fertility 

report, and a long term (12 month) forecast.  Reports cover the period from 3/87 

to 10/89. 

 

JH/BLY/6/20  Parlour and weighing sheets 1989 oversize 

Contains one item being summary reports from 3/89 - 9/89.  Details include 

calving date, lactation, identity of animal, and current weighing figures. 

 

JH/BLY/6/21  Milking machinery 1980-1989 

Contains five items being a bound ADAS report on machine milking assessment, 

and dairy hygiene and mastitis control.  The report is written by Don Ashworth for 

S. Denley, herd manager.  A summary of a test on milking machines is included, 

a letter regarding the service of a machine, and a quote for heat recovery on milk 

storage tanks. 

 

JH/BLY/6/22  Miscellaneous correspondence 1975-1989 

Contains 16 items being a court summons and a letter relating to the straying of 

cattle onto a highway; rules for national milk records; a plan of a herringbone 

parlour with dairy; movement declarations of cattle in terms of a brucellosis 

scheme; an application for farm management services; notice of an antibiotic 

insurance scheme offered by the Milk Marketing Board; a letter to Ward Farms 

Partnership asking for an amended invoice; an address for E.J. Daniels & Son; a 

grazing agreement with Ward Farms; milk yield for 1988 and 1989; an invoice for 

the sale of a bullock; and an MS note on dairy equipment. 

 

JH/BLY/7  Land management 1946-2000 

Contains eight sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/7/1 Rabbit clearance 1953, 1959-1961, 1977-1987 

JH/BLY/7/2 Game 1949, 1962-1975, 1981-1984, 1990 

JH/BLY/7/3 Footpaths 1951-1994  

JH/BLY/7/4 Fishing 1962-1987 

JH/BLY/7/5 Trees and woodlands 1946, 1953-1956, 1981-1989 

JH/BLY/7/6 Suffolk Woodlands Ltd 1987-1989 

JH/BLY/7/7 Countryside and nature conservation 1974, 1981, 1987-1992, 2000 

JH/BLY/7/8 Pests and diseases 1952-1953, 1979-1988, 1995-1997 

 

Contains eight sub files on general issues relating to land management, they 

include: rabbit clearance, game, fishing, trees and woodlands, countryside, pests 

and diseases, and footpaths. 

 

JH/BLY/7/1  Rabbit clearance 1953, 1959-1961, 1977-1987 

Contains 45 items being primarily minutes and correspondence of the Frostenden 

Rabbit Clearance Society Limited.  The earliest documentation refers to the 

setting up of such a society and includes a share certificate in Westleton and 

District Rabbit Clearance Society Limited.  Steps are taken in 1953 to rid the 

railway area on the estate of rabbits. 

 

JH/BLY/7/2   Game 1949, 1962-1975, 1981-1984, 1990 



Contains 76 items being  mainly correspondence concerning: a television feature 

on pigeon shooting to be filmed at Sotherton Hall; the ordering of chick 

pheasants; gamekeepers' courses; organisation and permission for hunts; 

comments on hunts; and post-mortems on pheasants. 

 

JH/BLY/7/3  Footpaths 1951-1994  

Contains 265 items being MS notes, maps and correspondence which primarily 

relate to Wenhaston footpath no 11 and Blyford footpath no 6.  JH was contesting 

the diversion of footpaths alongside the River Bly, and he proposed that the 

footpaths were moved away from the river. Suffolk County Council had proposed 

a diversion from one side of the river to the other and this would take place 

between a point to the north-west of Watermill Farm and Blyford Bridge.  

Correspondence with concerned environmental groups is included as well as with 

Oxfordshire County Council concerning the handling of eroded footpaths on river 

banks, and their reinstatement. 

 

JH/BLY/7/4   Fishing 1962-1987 

Contains eight items being MS notes, a trout catching record book, letters from 

the East Suffolk and Norfolk River Board giving JH their consent for the stocking 

of 200 rainbow trout, and a fishing permit for Henham ponds. 

 

JH/BLY/7/5   Trees and woodlands 1946, 1953-1956, 1981-1989 

Contains 67 items of correspondence relating to the woods of Blyford Estate and 

concerns damage caused to rides by the Stowmarket Timber Company Ltd in 

hauling out timber from the wood; ditching; the tracing of W.J. Isaac who owed 

on five elms; the clearing of timber; damage caused by cattle to a poplar 

plantation at Watermill Farm; orders for trees; and a claim against Hopton Saw 

Mills Ltd.  Correspondence with the Forestry Commission is also included. 

 

JH/BLY/7/6   Suffolk Woodlands Ltd 1987-1989 

This sub-file contains 18 items of correspondence and news of Suffolk Woodlands 

Ltd.  This society is a co-operative which assists with timber marketing.  Also 

included are contracts between the society and the grower 'Blyford Estate'.  A 

pamphlet of the Tree Council is included and details are given by the Forestry 

Commission of how to obtain planting supplements after storm damage.  A note 

on the proposed cessation of activities in the woods [on Blyford Estate?] is 

included and a list of trees for 1982 plantings. 

 

JH/BLY/7/7   Countryside and nature conservation 1974, 1981, 1987-

1992, 2000 

Contains 13 items being papers on miscellaneous conservation and countryside 

issues including the Mells sand-pit and the creation of a nature reserve; an otter 

haven project; rubbish dumping; the management of heath land and hedgerows; 

environmentally friendly farming; and the threatened sandy stilt puffball fungus 

which was found on JH's land. 

 

JH/BLY/7/8   Pests and diseases 1952-1953, 1979-1988, 1995-1997 

Contains 23 items being letters and printed material on crop diseases, parasites, 

worms, harvest mites, and the trapping of rooks; and correspondence and 

invoices from a pest control service provider. A sketch of a jackdaw trap is 

included.   See also the files on rabbit clearance [JH/BLY/7/1] and agricultural 

products [JH/BLY/2/8]. 

 

JH/BLY/8  Employees 1946-1998   CLOSED FILE 

Contains 13 sub-files  

 

JH/BLY/8/1 Statutory sick pay 1983-1988 



JH/BLY/8/2 Training 1951-1953, 1986-1990 

JH/BLY/8/3 Employees – Blyford Farms Ltd 1979-1989 

JH/BLY/8/4 Employees – John Hill Farms 1963, 1970-1971, 1977-1988 

JH/BLY/8/5 Employees- general correspondence 1952-1980, 1989-1998 

JH/BLY/8/6 R.C. Feltham 1984-1990 

JH/BLY/8/7 Gardeners 1958, 1964-1989 

JH/BLY/8/8 Cooks 1956-1958, 1976, 1982-1985 

JH/BLY/8/9 Housekeepers 1958, 1964-1989 

JH/BLY/8/10 Wages 1946-1955, 1977-1986  

JH/BLY/8/11 Wages books 1954-1988 oversize 

JH/BLY/8/12 Income tax 1953-1989          

JH/BLY/8/13 J.M.L. Prior 1951-1957 

 

Sub-files have been created for estate employees employed by John Hill Farms 

and Blyford Farms.  The majority of employees were employed by the former. 

Gardeners, cooks, and housekeepers were employed by the Hills at the Watermill 

Farm in their private residence.  There is some overlap in these sub files as 

advertisements went out for a cook/housekeeper and gardener/handyman and so 

they are collectively dealt with in some correspondence.  General correspondence 

covers general issues and employees not clearly identified with either the 

partnership or company. 

 

JH/BLY/8/1   Statutory sick pay 1983-1988 

Contains 31 items being completed statutory sick pay record sheets for 

employees and blank sickness benefit claim forms. 

 

JH/BLY/8/2   Training 1951-1953, 1986-1990 

Contains 39 items being literature, forms and reports from agricultural training 

services; correspondence with employers about courses; and progress on 

agricultural trainees. 

 

JH/BLY/8/3   Employees – Blyford Farms Ltd 1979-1989 

Contains 31 items being largely correspondence and notes regarding staff 

appointments, wages, performance, hours worked, rates of pay and personal 

references.  This mainly relates to two employees: John Reeder and S.N. Denley.  

Rosters and timetables are included and a list of employees since 1962. 

 

JH/BLY/8/4   Employees – John Hill Farms 1963, 1970-1971, 1977-1988 

Contains 70 items being correspondence, contracts and certificates relating to 

individual employees, and information for employers. 

 

JH/BLY/8/5   Employees- general correspondence 1952-1980, 1989-

1998 

Contains 199 items being advertisements with the local press; correspondence 

with prospective employees; references; letters concerning issues affecting 

individual employees, for example: disability grants, pension, relocation, unpaid 

bills, outstanding wages, etc.; a radiography programme for employees; the 

distribution of milk to employees at a reduced rate; an employment agency 

brochure; a press cutting of an ex employee's wife's 100th birthday; the 

retirement of Arthur Page; and a circular from the Ministry of National Insurance. 

 

JH/BLY/8/6  R.C. Feltham 1984-1990 

Contains 21 items being correspondence, notes and bills relating to the 

employment and dismissal of Mr and Mrs R.C. Feltham.  Correspondence 

concerning a court summons is also included. 

 

JH/BLY/8/7   Gardeners 1958, 1964-1989 



Contains 195 items being general correspondence regarding the recruitment and 

employment of gardeners, mainly for the private residence of JH at Watermill 

Farm. 

 

JH/BLY/8/8  Cooks 1956-1958, 1976, 1982-1985 

Contains 62 items being correspondence and notes regarding the recruitment of 

cooks for JH's private residence at Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/BLY/8/9   Housekeepers 1958, 1964-1989 

Contains 89 items of correspondence and notes concerning the recruitment of 

housekeepers, and a copy of 'The Lady'. 

 

JH/BLY/8/10  Wages 1946-1955, 1977-1986  

Contains 145 items being wages slips for employees as provided by W.C. Mitchell 

& Son; MS notes relating to the wages of Ben Candler; schedules and scales of 

wages; press cuttings and notes; and time sheets. 

 

JH/BLY/8/11  Wages books 1954-1988 oversize 

Contains 32 items. 

 

JH/BLY/8/12  Income tax 1953-1989    

Contains 64 items being correspondence, inland revenue tax forms and workings 

of employees' tax. 

       

JH/BLY/8/13  J.M.L. Prior 1951-1957 

Contains 41 items being correspondence and agreements concerning the 

employment of Prior. From 1/3/51 W. Petre takes on the management of the 

Blyford Estate and later JH requests the full-time services of their employee Jim 

Prior. Prior stays with JH until 5/4/58 and correspondence relating to the 

termination of his service is also included.  A later press cutting of Jim Prior's 

son's wedding is also included. 

 

JH/BLY/9  Blyford Hall Farm 1942-1984  

Contains six sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/9/1 Drainage scheme 1946-1951  

JH/BLY/9/2 Rent arbitration with tenant C. Brown, 1953-1955  

JH/BLY/9/3 Building and alterations 1957-1973 

JH/BLY/9/4 Tenancy of C. Brown 1942, 1950-1952, 1963-1974 

JH/BLY/9/5 CLA farm buildings awards scheme 1976 

JH/BLY/9/6 Blyford Hall Farm Open Day 17/6/84 1977-1984 

 

Blyford Hall Farm was one of four farms comprising Blyford Hall Estate and which 

was bought by JH by the end of 1944.  The tenant at the time was Charles Brown  

who remained there until his death on 17/10/66 after which his family carried on  

the tenancy. 

 

JH/BLY/9/1   Drainage scheme 1946-1951  

Contains 101 items being correspondence on bushing and hedging at Blyford Hall 

and the ditching and mole draining schemes.  Tenancy agreements and 

correspondence with the tenant, Charles Brown, are included. 

 

JH/BLY/9/2   Rent arbitration with tenant C. Brown, 1953-1955  

Contains 67 items.  An arbitration over rent ensues in 1953 and 1954 with the 

tenant Charles Brown.  Included is related correspondence and schedules and 

notes on the value of the farm.  Application for a tuberculin tested licence for the 

dairy herd in 1953 is also included. 



 

JH/BLY/9/3   Building and alterations 1957-1973 

Contains 24 items being correspondence concerning farm improvements which 

include the concreting of an approach to the cow house, a ditch barn, concrete 

flooring, a concrete road and standing for a milking parlour and the installation of 

a milk pipe-line.  Also includes plans for a new dairy and an updated plan for a 

proposed grain dryer and storage bins.  The latter plan was not proceeded with.  

The tenant over this period of time was C. Brown. 

 

JH/BLY/9/4   Tenancy of C. Brown 1942, 1950-1952, 1963-1974 

Contains 60 items including tenancy agreements and correspondence with the 

tenant.  C. Brown died on 17/10/66 and correspondence concerning his estate 

and the tenancy of his family is included. 

 

JH/BLY/9/5  CLA farm buildings awards scheme 1976 

Contains 14 items being entry forms and supportive documentation for the entry 

of Blyford Hall Farm buildings into the awards scheme by the Country 

Landowners' Association. The intention of the scheme is to show that "farm 

buildings can be functionally sound, value for money and aesthetically satisfying 

in the context of the farm and the landscape." 

 

JH/BLY/9/6  Blyford Hall Farm Open Day 17/6/84 1977-1984 

Contains 57 items.  The National Farmers' Union held a family farm open day at 

Blyford Hall. Included are maps and trailer routes, advertising material,  

information leaflets, press cuttings, letters of thanks, and a child's drawing of the  

event.  Information on other farm open days are also included. 

 

JH/BLY/10  Brook Farm and Sotherton Hall – proposed sale 1944, 1951- 

1954 

Contains 147 items of correspondence concerning the surrender of tenancy at 

Brook Farm and Sotherton Hall in 10/51 when JH thought of selling but instead  

took over the farming. Mrs Leech was the tenant of Brook Farm and Edward 

Eadie the tenant at Sotherton Hall. Included are details of soil analysis,  

ploughing, hedging, cropping, ditch clearing, drainage works, culvert  

construction, and other maintenance. A tenancy agreement between Mrs D.M.  

Leech and the Earl of Stradbroke dated 30/8/44 is included.  Reference is also  

made in this file to Walnut Tree Farm. 

 

JH/BLY/11  Brook Farm – building and alterations 1952-1957 

Contains 49 items which relate to alterations to two houses at Brook Farm; the 

installation of stoves; the ordering of timber flooring and tiles; the reconstruction 

of a road; and plans for a milking parlour.  One item mentions Brook Cottage and 

refers to carpeting and curtain measurements. 

 

JH/BLY/12  Church Farm  1952-1956, 1964-1976 

Contains seven sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/12/1 Tenancy of P.J. Woolnough 1952-1956, 1964-1966  

JH/BLY/12/2 Plans 1968-1973 

JH/BLY/12/3 Modernisation of the farmhouse “phase I” 1967-1969  

JH/BLY/12/4 Modernisation of the farmhouse 1970 

JH/BLY/12/5 Modernisation of the farmhouse “phase II” 1972-1976  

JH/BLY/12/6 Cost of repairs 1973-1976 

JH/BLY/12/7 Conveyance to Linda Jackson 1970 

 

JH/BLY/12/1  Tenancy of P.J. Woolnough 1952-1956, 1964-1966  



Contains 27 items being agreements and correspondence with the tenant.  Minor 

building repairs to the farmhouse are covered in 1952 and 1956 this includes 

drainage work and water and electricity installation in the house. 

 

JH/BLY/12/2  Plans 1968-1973 

Contains 19 items being plans for alterations.  Included is a 1973 heating plan. 

 

JH/BLY/12/3  Modernisation of the farmhouse “phase I” 1967-1969  

Contains 121 items of correspondence, notes, specifications and plans relating to 

the alterations to the farmhouse.  Several letters enquiring about tenancy are 

included from 1967.  This period of the alteration was known as "phase I". 

 

JH/BLY/12/4  Modernisation of the farmhouse 1970 

Contains 18 items of correspondence, invoices and plans relating to the 

alterations to the farmhouse.  At this time the property had no tenant. 

 

JH/BLY/12/5  Modernisation of the farmhouse “phase II” 1972-1976  

Contains 190 items being correspondence, plans and invoices relating to the 

building and alterations to the farmhouse during the tenancy of W.T. Jackson, 

Linda Jackson's father-in-law.  A fair amount of items deal with the fitting of a 

central heating system and much of the correspondence is with the architect F.W. 

Baldwin.  Also referred to are the telephone and electricity services and the 

provision made for a ducted road crossing.  This period of alteration was known 

as "phase II". 

 

JH/BLY/12/6  Cost of repairs 1973-1976 

Contains 14 items being notes, calculations and summaries of building and labour 

costs. Daywork sheets are included from the builder. 

 

JH/BLY/12/7  Conveyance to Linda Jackson 1970 

Contains one item: a copy of a conveyance dated 3/4/70 between JH and Edith 

Hill and their daughter Linda Jackson, of the properties Church Farm and Lyons 

Farm. 

 

JH/BLY/13  Harper’s Farm 1948-1950, 1976-1994 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/13/1 Agricultural land tribunal, JH vs. W.W. Nolloth 1948-1950                               

JH/BLY/13/2 Building and alterations 1979-1981  

JH/BLY/13/3 Rental of farmhouse and beach hut 1976-1994  

 

JH/BLY/13/1  Agricultural land tribunal, JH vs. W.W. Nolloth 1948-1950   

Contains 17 items being correspondence and notes concerning the notice to quit 

which was served against Mr W.W. Nolloth, tenant of Harper's Farm. Assistance is 

also sought by lawyers dealing with a similar case in Beccles. 

 

JH/BLY/13/2  Building and alterations 1979-1981  

Contains 12 items being notes, invoices, quotes, and a plan for alterations and 

decoration of the farmhouse.  One quote combined with details for alterations to 

farm buildings at Heath Farm. 

 

JH/BLY/13/3  Rental of farmhouse and beach hut 1976-1994  

Contains 95 items and refers to the rental of the farmhouse at Harper's Farm and 

the beach hut which could be rented either with it or separately.  The beach hut 

'Dogwatch' was at Gun Hill.  Included is correspondence with estate agent H.A. 

Adnams and includes descriptions of properties to let as holiday homes, scale of 



rents, and a model tenancy agreement.  Correspondence with tenants is included 

and inventory lists. 

 

JH/BLY/14  Heath Farm  1946-1965, 1980, 1989 

Contains four sub-files  

 

JH/BLY/14/1 Tenancy of E.W. Hurrren 1946-1949 

JH/BLY/14/2 Building and alterations 1947-1965, 1980 

JH/BLY/14/3 General correspondence 1951-1952 

JH/BLY/14/4 Rent of farm cottage 1976, 1989 

 

JH/BLY/14/1  Tenancy of E.W. Hurrren 1946-1949 

Contains 40 items of correspondence regarding the change in tenancy agreement 

between JH and the tenant E.W. Hurren, and the valuation of the property in 

1948. 

 

JH/BLY/14/2  Building and alterations 1947-1965, 1980 

Contains 198 items being correspondence, plans, invoices, licences, and product 

literature.  Building and alterations relate to the erection of a bull run, service pen 

and wooden hut; the sinking of a well; a proposed milking parlour; repairs to two 

barns; the building of a covered yard and lean-to; drain laying; concreting of 

open yards; quotes for a milking plant; the erection of a Dutch barn; and 

alterations to the stockman's cottage.  Also includes a 1957 plan of a Dutch barn 

for F.R. Anson of Minety, Wiltshire. 

 

JH/BLY/14/3  General correspondence 1951-1952 

Contains nine items of correspondence mainly between J.M.L. Prior, estate agent, 

and Major Dickinson of Heath Farm.  Issues covered include the financial position 

of the farm, sacks for crops, a lucerne experiment, feed prices and tractor 

insurance. 

 

JH/BLY/14/4  Rent of farm cottage 1976, 1989 

Contains nine items being: a notebook with inventories on the cottage; a 

separate inventory; description of the cottage (for holiday rental); a tenancy 

agreement; invoices for heating and gas supply; and an enquiry in 1989 as to 

whether the property was still for rent. 

 

The first half of the notebook was at one time sealed off and contains notes on 

equity law and adoption. 

 

JH/BLY/15  Hill Farm 1942-1959, 1965-1969 

Contains 228 items being general correspondence, much of it concerns 

maintenance and farm improvements, the bulk of which relates to a water supply 

scheme, the drainage and clearance of ditches, and improvements to a cow shed.  

A settlement is negotiated with the outgoing tenant, Harry Sutton, in 10/58.  In 

7/69 the farm is sold by public auction. 

 

JH/BLY/16  Ivy Farm 1776, 1945-1955, 1964-1983 

Contains eight sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/16/1 Tenancy of W.A. Newham 1945-1955, 1964-1971 

JH/BLY/16/2 Correspondence 1972-1974 

JH/BLY/16/3 Decorating notes 1971-1974  

JH/BLY/16/4 Negotiations with B.G. Lloyd-Jones 1972-1976  

JH/BLY/16/5 Proposed sale of buildings for conversion 1979-1982 

JH/BLY/16/6 Promotional material; photographs; plans 1976-1982 

JH/BLY/16/7 Sale 1982-1983  



JH/BLY/16/8 Nathaniel Briggs 1776 

 

JH/BLY/16/1  Tenancy of W.A. Newham 1945-1955, 1964-1971 

Contains 82 items being general correspondence about Ivy Farm under the 

tenancy of W. Newham.  In 10/70 Newham gives up his lease. 

 

JH/BLY/16/2  Correspondence 1972-1974 

Contains 26 items being correspondence with a prospective buyer; 

correspondence concerning a closing order on the property in 9/72; a 

discretionary improvement grant; and electricity supply. 

 

JH/BLY/16/3  Decorating notes 1971-1974  

Contains 22 items being MS notes and estimates on decorating.  Includes prices 

and measurements for carpets and curtains. 

 

JH/BLY/16/4  Negotiations with B.G. Lloyd-Jones  1972-1976  

Contains 125 items being correspondence, plans and banking documentation 

concerning the tenancy of Ivy Farm buildings to B.G. Lloyd-Jones, JH's stepfather.  

Lloyd-Jones also provided JH with money for the re-building of Ivy Farm 

farmhouse and the consequential effects on their tax liabilities are discussed.  

Plans made up for Lloyd-Jones of the farmhouse are included. 

 

JH/BLY/16/5  Proposed sale of buildings for conversion 1979-1982 

Contains 102 items being correspondence concerning the sale of the buildings 

and barn in order to convert the latter into a dwelling house.  Negotiations take 

place with two prospective buyers, Mike Turner, and A.D. Gaskin, but both deals 

fall through.  Discussion about overhead electricity mains is also included. 

 

JH/BLY/16/6  Promotional material; photographs; plans 1976-1982 

Contains 25 items being sales promotional material; a craftsmanship award 

certificate; press cutting; before and after renovation photographs of the 

farmhouse; and plans of the farmhouse and site. 

 

JH/BLY/16/7  Sale 1982-1983  

Contains 27 items of correspondence and agreements referring to the sale of Ivy 

Farm. 

 

JH/BLY/16/8  Nathaniel Briggs 1776 

Contains three items: an inventory of the "goods cattle & chattles of Mr Nathaniel 

Briggs late of Walpole taken this 4th day of October 1776"; a modern typescript 

of this inventory, and Briggs' executor's record of accounts, these included 

payments made on Briggs' behalf before and after his death.  Some of the pages 

have been removed.  These records were discovered in the rebuilding of Ivy Farm 

farmhouse in the 1970s. 

 

JH/BLY/17  Littlemoor Farm – correspondence with A.W. Leech 1946,  

1951-1969, 1976-1978, 1985  

Contains 94 items being correspondence with the tenant of Littlemoor Farm, Mr  

A. W. Leech.  Correspondence concerns the payment of rent and the carrying out  

of repairs on the farm.  In 1963 Leech enquires whether the farm is for sale.   

Storm damage compensation is sought in 1965.  Included is a plan of building  

alterations. A settlement a ward is negotiated at termination of tenancy on  

11/10/77. 

 

Two items dated 1985 concerning plans for developing the farm are also included. 

 

JH/BLY/18  Low Farm 1947-1959, 1997 



Contains 50 items of correspondence about Low Farm, much of it being with the 

tenant P.G. Walker. The cost of improvements and the subsequent increase in 

rent are the main issues discussed, and the valuation of the property is reviewed 

in respect of "sporting".  Also included are a 1947 tenancy agreement between 

Walker and the Earl of Stradbroke, and a 1997 contract farming agreement. 

 

JH/BLY/19  Lyons Farm 1954-1987 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/19/1 Tenancy of J.W. Andrews 1954-1964 

JH/BLY/19/2 Water supply scheme 1964-1975, 1981-1983  

JH/BLY/19/3 Storm damage 1967 

JH/BLY/19/4 Sale 1964, 1973-1987  

JH/BLY/19/5 Lyons Farm – maps and plans 1963, 1972-1981 

 

JH/BLY/19/1  Tenancy of J.W. Andrews 1954-1964 

Contains 68 items being correspondence about general maintenance and 

alterations at Lyons Farm, and issues relating to the tenancy of Mr J.W. Andrews 

who in 1963 became bankrupt. 

 

JH/BLY/19/2  Water supply scheme 1964-1975, 1981-1983  

Contains 34 items being correspondence about the sinking of a bore and the 

implementation of a water supply scheme.  [This formed part of the 

modernisation programme of Lyons Farm after the tenancy of J.W. Andrews]. 

 

JH/BLY/19/3  Storm damage 1967 

Contains nine items being letters of correspondence concerning estimates and 

claims for building damage after a storm in 3/67. 

 

JH/BLY/19/4  Sale 1964, 1973-1987  

Contains 59 items being correspondence and agreements concerning the sale of 

Lyons Farm in 12/82 which was owned by Linda Jackson.  Early correspondence is 

with prospective buyers, and subsequent correspondence concerns the water 

supply and a duplicate copy of the conveyance. 

         

JH/BLY/19/5  Lyons Farm – maps and plans 1963, 1972-1981 

Contains 12 items being sketches, maps and plans of the farm, and a letter. 

 

JH/BLY/20  Sotherton Hall 1946, 1951-1974, 1983 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/20/1 Farmhouse alterations and general correspondence 1946, 1951- 

                   1974, 1983 

JH/BLY/20/2 Sotherton Hall – drainage costs 1959-1961 

 

JH/BLY/20/1  Farmhouse alterations and general correspondence 1946, 

1951-1974, 1983 

Contains 96 items being correspondence and plans on the alterations and 

restoration work carried out on Sotherton Hall farmhouse.  Also included are two 

agreements between E. Hill and Birds Eye Foods, dated 1954, a tenancy 

agreement between the Earl of Stradbroke and Edward Eadie, dated 26/8/46, a 

map and aerial photograph, and a plan of farm buildings and yard. 

 

JH/BLY/20/2  Sotherton Hall – drainage costs 1959-1961 

Contains 25 items being notes, calculations and correspondence on drainage 

costs. 

 



JH/BLY/21  Union Farm 1940, 1952-1974, 1985-1995 

Contains 199 items being a 1940 tenancy agreement, correspondence concerning 

a case of vandalism, alterations to premises, and the upkeep of the land and 

buildings.  Sewage disposal and hedges at Bulcamp Hospital are also discussed.  

In particular, the file concentrates on the tenant of Union Farm, Mr F. Shepherd.  

On 8/2/66 he is given particulars of breaches in terms of tenancy and the work 

which is required to remedy it.  In 1967 he is served with a notice to quit.  Brian 

Holmes hires some of the land for grazing and Frederick Warren, a former 

employee of Shepherd, is asked to leave a cottage at Union Farm.  Suggestions 

for building alterations in the 1980s are included; conveyancing and land registry 

documentation from the 1990s; and a map and correspondence relating to 

footpaths on the property. 

 

JH/BLY/22  Walnut Tree Farm 1945-1953, 1969, 1983 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/22/1 Tenancy of H.W. Knott 1945-1949 

JH/BLY/22/2 Building and alterations 1952-1953, 1969 

JH/BLY/22/3 Conveyance 1983 

 

JH/BLY/22/1  Tenancy of H.W. Knott 1945-1949 

Contains 43 items being correspondence concerning: plans for a new "cow house" 

which would meet the standards for registration as a milk producing unit; a 

ditching scheme; and rent issues in relation to improvements to the buildings.  

The tenant at the time was H.W. Knott and correspondence with him is included. 

 

JH/BLY/22/2  Building and alterations 1952-1953, 1969 

Contains 29 items being correspondence, invoices and licences relating to the 

delivery of timber and concrete and the thatching of a round chimney stack.  

Correspondence also relates to the 1969 road widening opposite Walnut Tree 

Farm. 

 

JH/BLY/22/3  Conveyance 1983 

Contains one item: a 1983 conveyance of Walnut Tree Farm from JH to Mr and 

Mrs M.J.W. Storey. 

 

JH/BLY/23  Watermill farm 1945-1994 

Contains nine sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/23/1 Building and alterations 1945-1960, 1970-1973, 1979-1980   

JH/BLY/23/2 Tennis court 1960-1961  

JH/BLY/23/3 General correspondence 1946-1949, 1956-1958, 1967-1972, 1982 

JH/BLY/23/4 Irrigation and drainage 1960-1963  

JH/BLY/23/5 Maintenance claim 1947-1950 

JH/BLY/23/6 Aircraft damage 1974-1975 

JH/BLY/23/7 Architects’ drawings 1945-1949, 1957-1959  

JH/BLY/23/8 Garden 1959-1986, 1992-1994 

JH/BLY/23/9 Conservatory 1984-1992 

 

JH/BLY/23/1  Building and alterations 1945-1960, 1970-1973, 1979-

1980   

Contains 94 items being correspondence, quotes, plans and product literature 

relating to the farmhouse, the farm drive, a footbridge, pergola, and repairs to a 

tennis court in 1979. 

 

JH/BLY/23/2  Tennis court 1960-1961  



Contains 24 items which refer to the building of a lawn tennis court by En-Tout-

Cas Company Limited.  R.C. Notcutt Ltd is responsible for planting the surround 

and shrubs. 

  

Repairs to the tennis court are covered in [JH/BLY/23/1]. 

 

JH/BLY/23/3  General correspondence 1946-1949, 1956-1958, 1967-

1972, 1982 

Contains 23 items which relate to valuations, rent of wayleaves, arrangements for 

the purchase of the property by JH, soil analyses, purchase of heifers, ditching 

and the cleansing of dykes, and electricity and water supply.  Also includes a 

press cutting from 'The Field' of JH standing in front of the Watermill. 

 

JH/BLY/23/4  Irrigation and drainage 1960-1963  

Contains 39 items being correspondence relating to an irrigation scheme and the 

laying of underground mains. Included is a site plan and specifications, and a 

sketch map and information on extending irrigation to the Watermill garden. 

 

JH/BLY/23/5  Maintenance claim 1947-1950 

Contains 169 items of correspondence with the Board of Inland Revenue 

concerning a maintenance claim from Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/BLY/23/6  Aircraft damage 1974-1975 

Contains 15 items which refer to repairs and compensation after the crash of an 

RAF Lightening aircraft on Watermill Farm on 13/2/74. 

 

JH/BLY/23/7  Architects’ drawings 1945-1949, 1957-1959  

Contains 34 items being plans, drawings and related correspondence concerning 

the farmhouse, a pond, a brick terrace, casement windows, and door latches.  

Includes the architect's initial sketch plan, and a detailed drawing shows concrete 

'rafts', butresses to minimise subsidence, the pipe layout, etc.. 

 

JH/BLY/23/8  Garden 1959-1986, 1992-1994 

Contains ordnance survey maps and garden plans, MS notes and product 

literature on garden plants, a price list for ornamental waterfowl, correspondence 

on honey fungus and its effects on trees, correspondence with nurseries, nursery 

catalogues and a copy of 'The garden' the journal of the Royal Horticultural 

Society. 

 

JH/BLY/23/9  Conservatory 1984-1992 

Contains 61 items being mainly brochures of product literature which covers all 

types of conservatories including those made from wood, plastic, etc.  A few 

photographs are included of the rear end of the house at Watermill Farm where 

any conservatory would potentially have been situated.  No conservatory was in 

fact built on this property. 

 

JH/BLY/24  White House Farm, Frostenden 1981? 

Contains five items which describe a brief history of the farm which was 

purchased by JH in 1945.  Included is a map, points of interest, and notes on 

food production and conservation. 

 

JH/BLY/25  Purchase of Henham land: Union Farm, Low Farm, Brook 

Farm, Sotherton Hall, Littlemoor Farm, Church Farm and Lyons Farm 

1950-1955  

Contains 118 items being correspondence and legal negotiations concerning the 

purchase by E. Hill of part of Henham Hall Estate in 1951.  The following 

properties formed part of this purchase: Union Farm, Low Farm, Brook Farm, 



Sotherton Hall, Littlemoor Farm, Church Farm, Lyons Farm, and marshland at  

Blythburgh.  Two of the farms, Church and Lyons, were bought by the trustees of  

the Linda J.M. Hill settlement. 

 

Included is correspondence in 1955 which relates to tithe on two fields of Valley 

Farm in Henham bought from Lord Stradbroke by E. Hill in 5/54. 

 

JH/BLY/26  Cottages and other properties 1935, 1943-1996 

Contains 19 sub-files  

 

JH/BLY/26/1  Estate cottages  1946-1962, 1986  

JH/BLY/26/2  Thistley Meadow 1949-1953   

JH/BLY/26/3  Pretty’s cottages, Southwold Road, Blyford 1980-1983 

JH/BLY/26/4  The Nook 1946-1956 

JH/BLY/26/5  Bungalow, 23 Southwold Road, Bulcamp  1972 

JH/BLY/26/6  The Bungalow, Wash Lane, Wenhaston 1951-1953, 1975-1981  

JH/BLY/26/7 'Railway Corner’ development and repossession of Normandy                           

Cottage 1977-1992 

JH/BLY/26/8  Development of field OS 536, Wenhaston 1973 

JH/BLY/26/9  Development of land adjacent to Wenhaston playing field 1980  

JH/BLY/26/10  Chapel Field Development 1974-1993  

JH/BLY/26/11  B.W. East 1964-1965, 1974-1975 

JH/BLY/26/12  A.C. Thurlow 1949-1950  

JH/BLY/26/13  E. Hill – exchange and sale of  property 1963-1977 

JH/BLY/26/14  A12 road widening scheme and Tollgate Cottages 1954-1967  

JH/BLY/26/15  Wayleave agreement Day – Ellis 1935 

JH/BLY/26/16 Normandy Cottage sale to Ben Candler and architectural     

alterations 1973, 1984-1992 

JH/BLY/26/17  Old Chapel Farm 1995-1996 

JH/BLY/26/18 Purchase and sale of Blyford, Wenhaston and Henham farm 

properties 1943-1979, 1990 

JH/BLY/26/19 Highams bungalow, Wenhaston 1955 

 

Covers farm cottages and bungalows and the development of various pieces of 

land.  Negotiations for the sale of adjoining pieces of land take place between JH, 

B.W. East and A.C. Thurlow. Edith Hill's exchange and sale of properties in 

Blythburgh and Sotherton are also included. 

 

JH/BLY/26/1  Estate cottages  1946-1962, 1986  

Contains miscellaneous correspondence concerning various cottages on the 

estate.  Issues covered include: drainage and effluent; rates and rents; repairs 

and grants for electricity supply; the cleaning of wells and water quality; the 

removal of a tree; and the fitting of stoves and a copper.  The 1986 items refer to 

the rental of Normandy Cottage and includes an inventory.  An item on the 

carpeting in this cottage is also included. 

 

See also file on the Nook [JH/BLY/26/4].  The sale of Pretty's cottages is dealt 

with in a separate file [JH/BLY/26/3]. 

 

JH/BLY/26/2  Thistley Meadow 1949-1953   

Contains letters of correspondence relating to the meadow which is adjacent to 

Heath Farm.  Originally owned by Blythburgh church, the land was bought by JH 

in 1952.  A large portion of the correspondence relates to the draining of this 

marsh. 

 

JH/BLY/26/3  Pretty’s cottages, Southwold Road, Blyford 1980-1983 



Contains 60 items being correspondence, advertisements and sale agreements 

concerning the sale of two cottages from JH to J. Hunt with the intention of 

converting them into a single dwelling house. 

 

JH/BLY/26/4  The Nook 1946-1956 

Contains 143 items being correspondence concerning the purchase and insurance 

of the bungalow, The Nook, in Blyford, alterations and extentions, and a road 

improvement scheme in 1949 which threatens the structure.  In 1950 The Nook 

is put up for sale and in 1956 it is sold to A.D. Vine. 

 

JH/BLY/26/5  Bungalow, 23 Southwold Road, Bulcamp  1972 

Contains three items being existing and proposed plans for the bungalow. 

 

JH/BLY/26/6  The Bungalow, Wash Lane, Wenhaston 1951-1953, 1975-

1981  

Contains 40 items being correspondence covering JH's purchase of the bungalow 

in 1951, and the subsequent sale of it at the end of 1975.  A query regarding the 

boundary is brought up in 1981 when the property is again put up for sale. 

 

JH/BLY/26/7  'Railway Corner’ development and repossession of 

Normandy Cottage 1977-1992 

Contains 186 items which refer to planning permission sought in 1980 for the 

erection of a dwelling, and the sale of the property in 1987 to M.N. Straderick.  

'Railway Corner' is the name of the property at the corner of Low Road and 

Blyford Lane.  Correspondence relating to the repossession of Normandy Cottage 

in Low Road from Straderick is also included. 

 

JH/BLY/26/8  Development of field OS 536, Wenhaston 1973 

Contains six letters from C.M. Jones objecting to the development of field OS 536 

by JH. 

 

JH/BLY/26/9  Development of land adjacent to Wenhaston playing field 

1980  

Contains three items being two letters and a plan relating to the donation of land 

to the Wenhaston Football Club and planning permission from the Council for 

building.  The land fronts Church Lane, Wenhaston.  The land appears to have 

been owned by L. Freeman. 

 

JH/BLY/26/10  Chapel Field Development 1974-1993  

Contains 338 items being correspondence and plans relating to the Chapel Field 

housing site. JH sought planning permission for the property to be subdivided into 

four plots and four dwellings to be built.  Objections were raised by the local 

community. One of the plots was sold to Linda Jackson in 1986 and others were 

sold in 1988. Drawings and plans of the buildings are included as well as 

correspondence and plans for electricity and telephone services. 

 

JH/BLY/26/11  B.W. East 1964-1965, 1974-1975 

Contains18 items.  While Barrymore East is purchasing Wenhaston Windmill in 

1964 he negotiates for assistance with a water supply from JH. A service pipe 

needs to cross JH's field in order to transport water from the well. Included are 

letters of correspondence relating to this.  In 1974 East enquires if JH would sell 

him a strip of land which lies adjacent to East's northern boundry. Maps are 

included as well as a plan showing alterations to this windmill. 

 

JH/BLY/26/12  A.C. Thurlow 1949-1950  



Contains seven items being correspondence with Thurlow concerning the offer 

made by JH to purchase or exchange marsh land. Thurlow, whose address is Hill 

Farm, refuses the offer. 

 

JH/BLY/26/13  E. Hill – exchange and sale of property 1963-1977 

Contains 51 items which refer to negotiations for the purchase of Bulcamp 

marshes nos. 506 and 508 by E. Hill from Lord Stradbroke in 1963, and the 

exchange of marshes in 4/66 which released money from the R.W. Hill Will Trust 

and which was disposed of to Linda Jackson's Trust and to L.A.E. Freeman. 

 

On 27/1/67 an auction was held to sell off 27 acres of land at Sotherton.  The 

land was bought by a neighbouring farmer Paul Watkins.  Correspondence and 

calculations on the capital gains payable on this sale is included. These 

calculations also take into account the total amount of land bought by E. Hill and 

Linda Hill Trustees and thus include figures on the Henham land. 

 

JH/BLY/26/14  A12 road widening scheme and Tollgate Cottages 1954-

1967  

Contains 141 items which concerns the sale and development of land owned by 

Edith Hill alongside the A12, London to Great Yarmouth Road, and the effect on 

the Tollgate Cottages.  Included is correspondence and O.S. maps. The poor 

drainage in the marshes from the Blythburgh Bridge to Blyford Bridge leads to 

work being carried out on dykes and drains and the construction of bridges.  At 

the same site Edith Hill is asked to dedicate a piece of land [from Union Farm] for 

the widening of the A12 and in 12/56 a conveyance of £26.5.0 is reached.  The 

dedication of Blyford Wood is also mentioned in some of these letters. 

 

Later in 3/58 the Ministry of Transport request a further piece of land in front of 

Tollgate Cottages.  A settlement figure of £40 is offered.  Land forming part of 

enclosure 66a along the Henham - Halesworth Road (B1123) is requested in 

5/61. 

 

In 10/63 Blyford Estate begin enquiries on the planning permission which would 

be needed for the re-building of any property. This refers especially to the 

Tollgate Cottages.  Between 8/66 and 11/66 the cottages were demolished while 

planning permission was being sought for their re-build. 

 

A continuation of the A12 road widening scheme results in a plan to widen the 

A145 road at Spring Hill Lane, Blythburgh in 11/66.  JH calls for compensation for 

the demolition of the Tollgate Cottages just weeks previous.  They were 

demolished as a result of the unfavourable conditions which resulted from the 

road widening scheme.  Permission for the re-erection of the cottages continued.  

By 12/67 the value of the land is still in question as negotiations with the local 

planning authority had not reached a conclusion. 

 

JH/BLY/26/15  Wayleave agreement Day – Ellis 1935 

Contains one item: an agreement between Colonel John Day and Kate Emily Ellis.  

Day is the owner of an enclosure at Wenhaston and Ellis owns a cottage and 

property adjoining.  The wayleave is for Ellis and her staff to be given permission 

to walk along a boundary to gain access to her gardens and to deposit night soil.  

The land waspresumably bought by JH from the Day family and finally formed 

part of Blyford Estate. 

 

JH/BLY/26/16  Normandy Cottage sale to Ben Candler and architectural 

alterations 1973, 1984-1992 

Contains 264 items being correspondence concerning the gift/sale of the pair of 

Normandy cottages, Low road, Wenhaston from JH to Ben Candler (estate 



manager) and his wife W.M. Candler (secretary), and the discontinuation of the 

partnership tenancy.  The sale took place on 29/5/84 and was subject to two 

tenancies which thus protected the tenancy of Mrs [Nina] Ablett.  The Candler's 

were in the meantime residing at Sotherton Hall.  After Mrs Ablett's death the 

Candlers made plans to renovate the unoccupied cottages.  Correspondence from 

1989 relates to Candler's employment agreement and severance/retirement 

settlement which included clauses regarding the resale of the cottages back to 

the Estate.  Later correspondence concerns a misunderstanding of a debt of 

£10,555 which was due to the architect B.J. Hayward.  An agreement is included 

in which JH undertakes to repay the debt in the form of an interest free loan to 

the Candlers.  Issues surrounding the original conveyancy agreement are also 

brought up. 

   

Also included are architectural plans of the cottages and a 1988 specification and 

schedule of work for proposed alterations and additions. Correspondence 

throughout the sub file is included with the solicitors Mills and Reeve and 

McKenna and Co. 

 

From the contents of the file it does not appear that the Candlers ever occupied 

the cottages.   

 

JH/BLY/26/17  Old Chapel Farm 1995-1996 

Contains two items being land registration documents for JH's purchase of Old 

Chapel Farm from Matthew Mitchell. 

 

JH/BLY/26/18  Purchase and sale of Blyford, Wenhaston and Henham 

farm properties 1943-1979, 1990 

Contains 221 items being 1940s correspondence and maps concerning the 

puchase of Blyford Hall Estate and Watermill Farm by JH; an 8/44 conveyance 

between J.J. Day and the Lloyd-Jones' for Watermill Farm, Heath Farm, Harpers 

Farm, and Highams Farm; a 10/45 conveyance between Clarissa Alcock and the 

Lloyd-Jones' for Blyford Hall Farm, Walnut Tree Farm, Hill Farm, Ivy Farm, and 

woods; Barclays Bank legal charges and a 1970 mortgage release from the 

aforementioned  conveyance; Barclays Bank legal charges for Watermill Farm, 

Heath Farm, Harpers Farm and Highams Farm; a list of trustees of the third Earl 

of Stradbroke concerning and details of the proposed sale of outlying portions of 

Henham Hall Estate; correspondence from the 1950s in which JH offers tenants 

the freehold of their farms; a brochure and correspondence concerning the sale of 

Watermill Farm [JH was interested in selling the farm between 1956 and 1958 

although no sale took place]; correspondence concerning rentals and a rent 

arbitration on Lyons Farm; schedules; and calculations of income and property 

values. 

 

See also [JH/BLY/24] Purchase of Henham land, and [JH/BLY/26/13] E. Hill - 

exchange and sale of property. 

 

JH/BLY/26/19  Highams bungalow, Wenhaston 1955 

Contains five items which refer to alterations to the bungalow.  Included is a plan, 

a notice of approval, and correspondence. 

 

JH/BLY/27  Rents 1949-1952, 1964,  1974-1982 oversize 

Contains 26 items being correspondence and schedules relating to rents due; the 

rent of marshland by W.D. Stannard; an article on the letting by a landowner to 

himself and his partners; and a leaflet on protection under the rent acts.  Two 

items are oversize records of rent due for 1952 and 1953. 

 



JH/BLY/28  Property sales and rentals – agents’ literature 1986-1988, 

1994 

Contains seven items being printed literature from estate agents and building 

societies concerning housing, rents, and farm properties for sale in Suffolk and 

Wiltshire. 

 

JH/BLY/29  Manorial history 1699, 1759, 1777, 1787, 1797, 1847, 1955, 

1967-1988  

Contains 126 items being correspondence and independent research into the 

history of manorial ownership of Blyford Estate and surrounding areas, this 

includes correspondence between JH and Peter Warner who was carrying out 

research in the 1980s;  photocopied plans and family history records from record 

offices, including information on the Day family the former owners of Blyford 

Estate; a 1699 map of Bulcamp; photocopied plans of Sotherton Farm and of the 

River Blyth from Halesworth bridge to Blythburgh bridge; 1847 plans of Holton; 

photocopies of 18th century correspondence regarding Blyford; a 1955 notice 

from the Tithe Redemption Commission; letters concerning the registration of 

land as common land in 1967; correspondence between JH and J.J. Day, Lord of 

the Manor of Blyford, concerning manorial rights and the development of Chapel 

Field; amendments to existing commons acts and regulations which apply to 

Black Heath, Mill Heath, Bickers' Green, Blyford Green, and a triangle of land 

outside of the Queen's Head Pub in Blyford; and enquiries as to the history of the 

chapel of Bartholomews at Wenhaston. 

 

See also [JH/COM/6] for registration of the triangle of land outside of the Queen's 

Head Pub, Blyford. 

 

JH/BLY/30  Security 1957, 1969-1970, 1983 

Contains 28 items being correspondence concerning police supervision of 

Wenhaston; a note on "dogwatch" [security system]; and an invitation to a 

demonstration of an infra red intruder detection system.  In 1969 a survey on 

security at Watermill Farm is carried out by Suffolk Constabulary and certain 

security recommendations are made.  Included are brochures on personal 

security measures and guidance for drivers of persons at risk.  At about the same 

time JH is fitting locks to his property at 14 Cowley Street and he asks for advice 

from the locksmith regarding his country property.  An invoice for locks installed 

at Cowley Street is included, security product literature and a magazine of Suffolk 

Constabulary. 

 

JH/BLY/31  Farm safety 1983-1986  

Contains four items being an outline plan for a county farm safety evening - the 

emphasis is on safe handling of livestock, machinery and farming equipment; 

guidelines for preparing a safety policy statement; general safety advice; and a 

report on a visit to Blyford Estate by the Health & Safety Executive. 

 

JH/BLY/32  Contracts and quotations 1951, 1963, 1984-1989  

Contains 63 items being contracts with various agricultural companies and 

contractors.  Guidelines for the cost of contract work and wages to relief staff are 

included and quotations for various jobs and the hiring of certain equipment.  

Contracts and quotes are for beef and dairy food, oil storage tanks, combine 

harvest hire, tree felling, snow clearing, crop spraying, laundering, inspection of 

fire fighting equipment, etc. 

 

JH/BLY/33  Diaries 1980-1989 

Contains 10 items being diaries which relate to daily farming activities.  They are 

not narrative but serve as a check for activities to be carried out. 

 



JH/BLY/34  Appraisal 1957-1961, 1987-1988 

Contains 32 items being appreciations of Blyford Estate, by the manager, in 

1957, 1959-1961 and in 1987-1988; a livestock system for the estate set out by 

ADAS; notes on dairy management; 1987/88 forecasts on policy options; a guide 

to production standards; notes on the potential of a sheep flock; notes on 

buildings; multiple copies of a report on alternative beef systems, prepared by 

MLC; and notes on on-going farm work.  A description of the Estate, which was 

prepared for a Country Landowners' Association visit on 5/6/80, is al so included. 

 

JH/BLY/35  Schedules 1968-1988  

Contains 117 items being schedules which provide lists of farms and their land 

sizes including the acreage which is arable, has grass or marshland, etc.  Includes 

a register. 

 

JH/BLY/36  Returns on agricultural land use 1946-1955  

Contains 41 items being completed return forms as requested by MAFF.  This 

information relates to agricultural land use in terms of crops and livestock. 

 

JH/BLY/37  Rates and valuations  1946-1988 

Contains 139 items of correspondence and accounts relating to rates of properties 

on the Blyford Estate. Also includes alterations to valuation lists of properties, 

changes to rates on account of sporting rights, and part of a valuation of tenant 

right upon Highams Farm,Wenhaston. 

 

The earlier correspondence, 1946-1951, is mostly with Blyth Rural District Council 

and River Blyth Internal Drainage Board. Both bodies are concerned with rate 

assessment. 

 

JH/BLY/38  Tithes 1948, 1956  

Contains seven items being summaries of tithe of various farms and cottages, 

and correspondence concerning redemption annuity payments in 1956.  

Correspondence on tithe on land bought in Henham is at [JH/BLY/25]. 

 

JH/BLY/39 Tax 1947-1959, 1985-1986, 1992-1994 

Contains four sub-files  

 

JH/BLY/39/1 Tax claims 1947-1959  

JH/BLY/39/2 Tax advice 1985-1986  

JH/BLY/39/3 Herd basis rules 1992-1994 

JH/BLY/39/4 Capital gains tax 1972-1977 

 

JH/BLY/39/1  Tax claims 1947-1959  

Contains 630 items being correspondence and draft accounts for claims of 

maintenance and capital expenditure.  The woodlands claim of 1949 is also 

included.  Some of the claims are still being settled a couple of years after the 

financial year in which they were incurred. 

 

JH/BLY/39/2  Tax advice 1985-1986  

Contains five items being leaflets from the Board of Inland Revenue on tax 

assessments, and two copies of a pamphlet produced by Comprehensive Financial 

Services Plc which offers advice of tax and the implications of the 1986 budget. 

 

JH/BLY/39/3  Herd basis rules 1992-1994 

Contains 79 items being  correspondence which relates to approaches which were 

made to the Board of Inland Revenue for them to consider the meaning of "to 

keep" in the context of herd basis rules.  Schedules refer to animals which are 

kept and clarification is sought on whether the herd is to be owned as well as 



kept, or whether it could be owned by a contractor yet kept by the farm.  The 

interpretation of these rules has bearing on a herd basis claim which was put in 

by Blyford Farms Ltd and which was rejected by the Receiver.  The Receiver was 

claiming tax from the sale of a non-pedigree commercial herd kept on the herd 

basis.  They claimed that the proceeds of the sale were not tax free, but were to 

be treated as trading receipt because the farmer had chosen to hire a herd owned 

by a contractor, also on the herd basis.  Included is correspondence with the NFU 

and CLA who approach the Board of Inland Revenue to reassess the meaning of 

their rules. 

 

JH/BLY/39/4  Capital gains tax 1972-1977 

Contains 318 items being mainly correspondence with accountants, and 

calculations of income tax and capital gains tax for Blyford Estate.  Income tax for 

family trusts and personal incomes is also included. 

 

JH/BLY/40  Town and Country Planning 1948-1955  

Contains 74 items which refer to Town and Country Planning Act 1947 Part VI 

(Treasury Scheme Claims) and the re-evaluation of property, known as "Part of 

Blyford Hall Estate, Wenhaston" in terms of this act.  Valuation took place on a 

surface and mineral claim on the land. 

 

Compensation for the cost of valuations carried out are sought from the Central 

Land Board by two estate agents: Body, Son & Fleury and W. Petre. 

 

JH/BLY/41  Southwold railway 1953, 1960-1968, 1979  

Contains 51 items being correspondence and maps relating to the old Southwold 

Railway line which ran through JH's property at Wenhaston.  Maintenance of the 

area, disposal of the track, the purchase of property, and the use of the old 

railway station at Wenhaston are discussed.  A centenary memento of the railway 

dated 24/9/79, and a tea-tray cloth are included. 

 

JH/BLY/42  Transport licences 1949-1954, 1969-1986  

Contains 41 items being pamphlets, press cuttings and correspondence relating 

to the licencing of goods vehicles, and included are some of the actual licences, 

registration forms and application forms.  A pamphlet on driving tests is also 

included. 

 

JH/BLY/43  Insurance  1945-1955, 1965-1985  

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/43/1 Sun Alliance & London Insurance Group 1945-1956, 1965-1985  

JH/BLY/43/2 Other insurers 1945, 1951, 1969-1972 

JH/BLY/43/3 Tractor and motor vehicle insurance 1947, 1952-1954 

 

The vast majority of farm insurance was covered by Sun Alliance & London 

Insurance Group.  Tractor and motor vehicle has been kept separate and is 

underwritten by Hobbs Savill & Co Ltd.  Insurance on the personal effects of JH 

and Edith Hill are in the Personal series. 

 

JH/BLY/43/1  Sun Alliance & London Insurance Group 1945-1956, 1965-

1985  

Contains 204 items being correspondence and insurance policies. 

 

JH/BLY/43/2  Other insurers 1945, 1951, 1969-1972 

Contains six items being insurance cover on a property bought by JH which is still 

under the farmer owners' policy, correspondence with the Royal Exchange 

Assurance concerning fire insurance of farms, employers liability insurance, and a 



letter referring to insurance with the National Farmers Union and the Mutual 

Insurance Society. 

 

JH/BLY/43/3  Tractor and motor vehicle insurance 1947, 1952-1954 

Contains eighteen items being insurance policies for tractors and motor vehicles. 

 

JH/BLY/44  McKenna & Co 1958-1978, 1983  

Contains 83 items being correspondence with the solicitors McKenna & Co.  

Issues include the sale, purchase and exchange of property; shooting rights; 

insurance of property; road improvement at Spring Hill Lane, Blythburgh; the 

electricity enquiry of 1969; and the caravan park at Holton.  

 

JH/BLY/45  Land agents 1944-1968, 1997 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/45/1 W.C. Mitchell and Son 1944-1950   

JH/BLY/45/2 Alfred Savill & Sons 1951-1968  

JH/BLY/45/3 J.M.L. Prior  1951-1955  

JH/BLY/45/4 Stanford, Broom & Stanford 1953, 1963-1965, 1982-1983  

JH/BLY/45/5 Your estate in 2020 - are you prepared? 1997 

 

JH/BLY/45/1  W.C. Mitchell and Son 1944-1950   

Contains 363 items of general correspondence with this estate agent. 

 

JH/BLY/45/2  Alfred Savill & Sons 1951-1968  

Contains 149 items being mainly letters of correspondence with the land and 

estate agents Alfred Savill & Sons. 

 

JH/BLY/45/3  J.M.L. Prior  1951-1955  

Contains 115 items.  Prior worked as an agent for Alfred Savill & Sons and 

managed the Blyford Estate.  [He later became an employee of JH].  Included is 

correspondence concerning a wide variety of topics dealing with the Estate's 

managament. 

 

JH/BLY/45/4  Stanford, Broom & Stanford 1953, 1963-1965, 1982-1983  

Contains 33 items being a map and correspondence with the land and estate 

agents  Stanford, Broom & Stanford.  Issues concern the payment by John Hill 

Farms Ltd for hay from Lyons Farm; planning permission for a field in 

Wenhaston; damage to a barley crop by spray drift; a query regarding ownership 

of a bull halter in 1953; and site plans and area calculations of Ivy Farm, Walnut 

Tree Farm, and Pretty's cottages which were all sold in the early 1980s. 

 

JH/BLY/45/5  Your estate in 2020 - are you prepared? 1997 

Contains eight items being correspondence, printed ephemera and speakers' 

notes relating to a seminar which was held at the Raveningham Estate on estate 

planning and financial issues.  The seminar was organised by Saffery Champness, 

Chartered Accountants and Smith-Woolley, Chartered Surveyors. 

 

JH/BLY/46  General 1948-1967, 1976-1989, 1998 

Contains six sub files 

 

JH/BLY/46/1 Notebooks and notes 19--?  

JH/BLY/46/2 J.E.B. Hill – correspondence 1948-1978, 1988 

JH/BLY/46/3 Press cuttings – agricultural 1952, 1959-1960, 1966, 1976-1989  

JH/BLY/46/4 Business cards 19--?  

JH/BLY/46/5 Addresses 19--?  

JH/BLY/46/6 Stamps 1952, 1964, 1970, 1979-1981, 1988-1992, 1998 



 

JH/BLY/46/1  Notebooks and notes 19--?  

Contains 79 items being miscellaneous MS notes.  Much of it is difficult to discern.  

MS notes which have an obvious link to a specific farm or activity have been 

placed accordingly with that subject.  One note refers to the former owners of 

Blyford [Estate] and mentions John Dresser, Captain Walter Day, and their 

families. 

 

JH/BLY/46/2  J.E.B. Hill – correspondence 1948-1978, 1988 

Contains 79 items of correspondence which refers to miscellaneous issues. Some 

of it is between JH and his estate managers Ben Candler and Roy Forsyth. 

 

JH/BLY/46/3  Press cuttings – agricultural 1952, 1959-1960, 1966, 

1976-1989  

Contains 25 items being newspaper and journal articles, and a copy of The 

Suffolk Farmer and the Furrow. 

 

JH/BLY/46/4  Business cards 19--?  

Contains 67 items which form a collection of miscellaneous business cards. 

 

JH/BLY/46/5  Addresses 19--?  

Contains 48 items being change of address notices, address books, details of local 

surgeries and veterinary surgeries, and MS notes with addresses. 

 

JH/BLY/46/6  Stamps 1952, 1964, 1970, 1979-1981, 1988-1992, 1998 

Contains 153 items being a press supplement, unused stamps, stamps found 

loosely in the original collection, and stamps which have been removed from 

envelopes which have not been kept. 

 

JH/BLY/47  Blyford Estate ownership and organisation 1959, 1967-1989, 

1996-1997 

Contains seven sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/47/1  Blyford Farms Ltd articles of association 1959 

JH/BLY/47/2 John Hill Farms tenancy agreements 1970-1971 

JH/BLY/47/3 Blyford capital expansion programme 1973-1974 

JH/BLY/47/4 Reorganisation of Blyford properties 1972-1980 

JH/BLY/47/5 Reorganisation of Blyford partnership 1967-1974 

JH/BLY/47/6 Deeds of release from woodland dedication 1981-1984 

JH/BLY/47/7 Contract farming agreements 1989, 1996-1997  

 

JH/BLY/47/1  Blyford Farms Ltd articles of association 1959 

Contains two copies of a memorandum and articles of association. 

 

JH/BLY/47/2  John Hill Farms tenancy agreements 1970-1971 

Contains six items being tenancy agreements of JH, Edith Hill and Linda Jackson 

as separate owners of Blyford Estate [each owner had let his or her land to a 

farming partnership consisting of the three owners which traded as John Hill 

Farms]; tenancy agreements made between M.J. Lloyd-Jones and the three 

owners; and a document of legal charges made on 16/9/71 to Barclays Bank by 

the three owners. 

 

JH/BLY/47/3  Blyford capital expansion programme 1973-1974 

Contains 34 items being income tax computations for John Hill Farms and Blyford 

Estate; calculations of capital expenditure and tax liabilities; and correspondence 

regarding JH's wish to protect him and his family from death duties. 

 



JH/BLY/47/4  Reorganisation of Blyford properties 1972-1980 

Contains 34 items being partnership agreements; and correspondence concerning 

the development of land, development land tax, and the subsequent deeds of gift 

to Edith Hill owing to a reorganisation of field development in 1979. 

 

JH/BLY/47/5  Reorganisation of Blyford partnership 1967-1974 

Contains 154 items being mainly correspondence with solicitors concerning the 

setting up of a family partnership and the taking into account of Blyford Hall 

estate and all R.W. Hill Will Trust properties in Suffolk.  Correspondence refers to 

restrictive covenants on the sale of property; surtax liability; the valuation of 

Linda Jackson's properties of Church and Lyons Farms; partnership rentals, in 

particular for Church Farm; and correspondence concerning capital gains tax, rent 

assessments, and valuations.  Included are 1969 draft partnership agreements 

and relevant circulars from the Country Landowners' Association. 

 

JH/BLY/47/6  Deeds of release from woodland dedication 1981-1984 

Contains six items being correspondence with solicitors and a deed of release 

relating to 32.8 hectares of woodland included in two deeds of covenant with the 

Forestry Commission dated 1/11/57.  [Covenants with the Forestry Commission 

to manage woodland are terminated at point of sale]. 

 

See also [JH/BLY/7/5] for Trees and woodlands. 

 

JH/BLY/47/7  Contract farming agreements 1989, 1996-1997  

Contains two items being a contract farming agreement between John Hill Farms 

and D.A. and V.E. Wharton of Abbey Farm in Halesworth; and another between 

Blyford Farm Ltd and R. Strachan and Sons of Church Farm, Wrentham, Beccles. 

 

JH/BLY/48  Agricultural Mortgage Corporation Ltd 1972-1988  

Contains 79 items being correspondence concerning a mortgage on Blyford Hall, 

and notice of a conference. 

 

JH/BLY/49  Eastern Counties Farmers Limited 1950-1986 

Contains 84 items being correspondence on share capital and interest on shares, 

share certificates, notices of distribution of share interest, statements of benefit, 

and a brochure giving the rules of the Society.  Shares were in the names of John 

Hill Farms, Blyford Estate and Blyford Farms Ltd. 

 

JH/BLY/50  Invoices 1943-1990  

Contains 19 boxes of invoices.  One sub-file of 96 items contains invoices for 

Watermill Farm between 1947-1952 and 1958-1959, they deal with livestock, 

crops and dairying.  Invoices are separate for John Hill Farms between 1970-1983 

and for Blyford Farms Ltd between 1970 and 1990.  One box is devoted to 

Blyford Estate between 1978-1986.  Earlier invoices between 1943 and 1978, 

comprising nine boxes, make no distinction between the partnership or company.  

A box of invoices for Blyfarmers Ltd between 1982 and 1988 is included.  There is 

also a 1954-1955 invoice book for invoices sent out by Blyford Estate. 

 

JH/BLY/51  Lovewell, Blake and Co. 1956-1961,  1973-1987   

Contains 300 items being correspondence which mainly relates to the accounts 

and income tax of Blyford Farms Ltd and John Hill Farms, statements of 

valuation, and profit and loss account statements. 

 

JH/BLY/52  Accounts 1945-1994  

Contains seven sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/52/1 Auditors’ statements 1945-1985 oversize 



JH/BLY/52/2 Draft accounts and working calculations 1944-1993  

JH/BLY/52/3 Farm reports and budgets 1946-1949, 1959-1986  

JH/BLY/52/4 Account registers 1958-1974 oversize 

JH/BLY/52/5 Account record sheets 1964-1984 oversize  

JH/BLY/52/6 Receipts 1951-1954, 1980-1994 

JH/BLY/52/7 Accounts and costings for a contract farming system 1984-1988 

 

JH/BLY/52/1  Auditors’ statements 1945-1985 oversize 

Contains 89 items being reports and statements on the accounts of Blyford Farms 

Ltd and John Hill Farms.  The auditors post 1960 are Lovewell, Blakewell and Co, 

earlier statements are prepared by W.C. Mitchell. 

 

Supportive documentation to this file can be found in files [JH/BLY/51] and 

[JH/BLY/45/1]. 

 

JH/BLY/52/2  Draft accounts and working calculations 1944-1993  

Contains 283 items which provide information which is supportive of the auditors' 

statements [JH/BLY/52/1] and which has a bearing on the farm reports and 

budgets [JH/BLY/52/3].  Mainly contains working notes and calculations, draft 

auditors' reports, cash flow budgets, cash flow projections and profit and loss 

accounts.  MS accounts reflect real property purchases from the R.W. Hill Will 

Trust in 1944, payments made out of the revenue of this trust, and other early 

building and farm costs. 

 

JH/BLY/52/3  Farm reports and budgets 1946-1949, 1959-1986  

Contains 268 items which provide information which is supportive of the auditors' 

statements [JH/BLY/52/1].  The estate's performance and assets are illustrated in 

terms of schedules and calculations.  Valuations from Alfred Savill & Sons are 

included, livestock performance and crop yields, and summaries of acreage.  

Reports analyse past performances and situations and they explain the future 

direction and plans for the estate over the following financial year. 

 

JH/BLY/52/4  Account registers 1958-1974 oversize 

Contains 14 items being registers which reflect cash receipts, expenses, creditors 

and debtors for the estate account.  Some of the registers show the divisions of 

the partnership between JH, Edith Hill and Linda Jackson.  Early registers carry 

the title of Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/BLY/52/5  Account record sheets 1964-1984 oversize  

Contains 18 items being analyses of expenses and receipts and records of return 

of VAT. 

 

The items refer to a collection of sheets for an annual period, some are stored in 

bound record books. 

 

JH/BLY/52/6  Receipts 1951-1954, 1980-1994 

Contains four items: one receipt book stub, being a record kept by Alfred Savill & 

Sons of payments received; and miscellaneous receipt books. 

 

JH/BLY/52/7  Accounts and costings for a contract farming system 

1984-1988 

Contains 25 items being accounts and costings of farming enterprises for John Hill 

Farms between 1970 and 1987 pending the change over to a contract farming 

system. 

 

JH/BLY/53  Bank accounts 1952-1954, 1983-1992 

Contains 12 sub-files 



 

JH/BLY/53/1 Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich 60463558 Blyford 

Capital account 1952-1991 

JH/BLY/53/2     Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich 30463639 JEB Hill 

Consolidated account 1985-1989  

JH/BLY/53/3  Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich  40144096 Blyford  

  Farms Limited 1985-1989  

JH/BLY/53/4  Barclays Bank, Loddon - Blyford Farm 1952-1954  

JH/BLY/53/5  Barclays Bank, Loddon – Blyford Estate account 1951-1954  

JH/BLY/53/6  Deposit books 1954-1962  

JH/BLY/53/7  Midland Bank, Halesworth 91001256 J.E.B. Hill & E. Hill  

  Farm account 1946-1954, 1983  

JH/BLY/53/8  Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich 70463515 JEB Hill  

Consolidated account 1973-1992 

JH/BLY/53/9  Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich 70463663 John Hill  

  Farms (Littlemoor) 19--? 

JH/BLY/53/10  Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich 70463655 John Hill  

  Farms number 2 account 1989 

JH/BLY/53/11   Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich 60463590 JEB Hill  

  Blyford Estate account 1980-1989 

JH/BLY/53/12     Barclays Bank, John Hill Farms 1986-1989 

 

JH/BLY/53/1  Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich 60463558 Blyford  

Capital account 1952-1991 

Contains 14 items being  old cheque book stubs, a deposit bank stub, statements, 

and a record book of debits and credits on the account. 

 

JH/BLY/53/2  Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich 30463639 JEB Hill 

Consolidated account 1985-1989  

Contains five items being bank statements from 8/83 to 3/89, cheque stubs, and  

deposit books.  This account was also known as no. 1 account. 

 

JH/BLY/53/3  Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich  40144096 Blyford 

Farms Limited 1985-1989  

Contains 46 items being bank statements from 1980-1989, cheque books and 

deposit books. 

 

JH/BLY/53/4  Barclays Bank, Loddon -  Blyford Farm 1952-1954  

Contains three items being a record book of debits and credits on the account, 

and two deposit book stubs.  No account number is given. 

 

JH/BLY/53/5  Barclays Bank, Loddon – Blyford Estate account 1951-

1954  

Contains four items being one bundle of cancelled cheques with no account 

number, and three deposit book stubs. 

 

JH/BLY/53/6  Deposit books 1954-1962  

Contains 12 items being deposit books which are not exclusive to any specific 

account/s. 

 

JH/BLY/53/7  Midland Bank, Halesworth 91001256 J.E.B. Hill & E. Hill  

Farm account 1946-1954, 1983  

Contains seven items being cheque book and deposit book stubs,  

correspondence, statements, and an MS record of credits and debits. 

 

JH/BLY/53/8  Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich 70463515 JEB Hill  

Consolidated account 1973-1992 



Contains seven folders of statements. 

 

JH/BLY/53/9  Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich 70463663 John Hill  

Farms (Littlemoor) 19--? 

Contains one unused cheque book. 

 

JH/BLY/53/10  Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich 70463655 John Hill  

Farms number 2 account 1989 

Contains four items being cheque books, deposit books and cheque stubs. 

 

JH/BLY/53/11  Barclays Bank, Bank Plain, Norwich 60463590 JEB Hill  

Blyford Estate account 1980-1989 

Contains seven items being statements, deposit books, cheque books and cheque 

stubs.  This account was closed on 12/10/89 and merged with John Hill Farms no.  

1 account. 

 

JH/BLY/53/12  Barclays Bank, John Hill Farms 1986-1989 

Contains five items being deposit books and cheque book stubs.  [Account 

number and branch unknown]. 

 

JH/BLY/54  Barclays Bank Ltd - correspondence 1953-1962, 1968, 1971- 

1989 

Contains 99 items which include a profit and loss account for Watermill Farm and 

correspondence concerning John Hill Farms and Blyford Farms Ltd.  A list of 

standing orders and direct debits is attached to the inside cover.  Most of the 

correspondence refers to bank charges, overdraft arrangements, and general 

banking issues. 

 

JH/BLY/55  Maps 1968, 1981 

Contains eight maps relating to Blyford Estate. 

 

JH/BLY/56  Computer courses and products 1980 

Contains six items of correspondence from a computer company specialising in 

farm management computer software, and notes acquired at a computer course. 

 

JH/BLY/57  Shooting 1913-1914, 1920-1940, 1947-2000 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/BLY/57/1 Planning, costs and correspondence 1913-1914, 1920-1940, 1947-

1999 

JH/BLY/57/2 Journals and journal cuttings 1952-1957, 1967, 1977, 1981-1996 

JH/BLY/57/3 Press cuttings 1958, 1964, 1975-2000  

JH/BLY/57/4 Printed ephemera 1957, 1967, 1975-1979, 1991-1998 

JH/BLY/57/5 Cards 1983-1994 

 

JH/BLY/57/1  Planning, costs and correspondence 1913-1914, 1920- 

1940, 1947-1999 

Contains 923 items being fixture lists for shoots at Blyford Estate; maps; 

registers and lists of hares and birds bagged; records of shoot expenses which  

include deposits, refreshments, game sales, shoot fees, etc; and general  

correspondence with hunt participants, conservation and hunting organisations.   

Correspondents include the Suffolk Gundog Club and the Game Conservancy. 

 

JH/BLY/57/2  Journals and journal cuttings 1952-1957, 1967, 1977, 

1981-1996 

Contains 26 items being copies of 'The Field', newsletters from the Game  

Conservancy. A copy of 'Shooting magazine', copies of 'Shooting Times and  



Country Magazine' which includes an article on Jim Prior, and miscellaneous  

cuttings from journals. 

 

JH/BLY/57/3  Press cuttings 1958, 1964, 1975-2000  

Contains 37 items. 

 

JH/BLY/57/4  Printed ephemera 1957, 1967, 1975-1979, 1991-1998 

Contains 38 items being leaflets for a campaign for shooting; brochures on game 

farming, game price lists and a countryside march; and guides to field sports, dog 

training and the holding of shoots.  A number of leaflets are from the Game 

Conservancy, the British Field Sports Society, and the British Association for 

Shooting and Conservation. 

 

JH/BLY/57/5  Cards 1983-1994 

Contains 14 items being record cards of shot game, and game drives; and a 

wooden box with "stand cards for planning". 

 

Each bundle of record cards relates to a single shooting season. These bundles 

have been counted as items. 

 

JH/BLY/58  Dogs 1947-1951, 1959-1988, 1995-1997 

Contains 93 items being correspondence with vets and vet bills; a press article on 

blindness in dogs; dog licences; a programme for a puppy working test; and 

details of pedigree including that for Tarka born 4/7/77 and Sam Browne III born 

15/4/82. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SERIES JH/COM 

LOCAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 1935, 1946-1948, 1964-1968, 1979-

1980 

 

 

This series contains six files 

 

JH/COM/1 Blyford Church 1946-1947, 1964, 1996-1998 

JH/COM/2 Holton Park Development Proposal 1951, 1958-1973 

JH/COM/3 Bus shelter at 'Railway Corner' 1979 

JH/COM/4 Blythburgh Church - music concert for the restoration appeal 1948, 

1979-1983 

JH/COM/5     Development at Blyth Road OS plot 2074, Wenhaston 1985 

JH/COM/6 Registration of land outside the Queen's Head Pub, Blyford 1972-

1973 

 

Contains files which relate to developments or issues in the communities 

surrounding Blyford Estate. 

 

JH/COM/1  Blyford Church 1946-1947, 1964, 1996-1998 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/COM/1/1 Roof and tower repairs 1946-1947, 1964 

JH/COM/1/2 Floodlighting 1996-1998 

 

JH/COM/1/1  Roof and tower repairs 1946-1947, 1964 

Contains 15 items being letters of correspondence concerning repairs to the roof 

and tower of Blyford Church.  Most of the 1964 letters are from Piper, Whalley 

and Partners (architects and surveyors). 

 

JH/COM/1/2  Floodlighting 1996-1998 

Contains 58 items being correspondence, quotes, invoices, MS notes and plans 

for the illumination of Blyford Church. This project was thought of and funded by 

JH and this included the maintenance and running costs. The ceremony for the 

switching on of the lights took place on 23/3/97. 

 

JH/COM/2  Holton Park Development Proposal 1951, 1958-1973 

Contains 212 items and concerns the proposal to develop Holton Park into a 

caravan site.  Included are letters, press articles, an aerial photograph, maps of 

Holton, MS notes, printed ephemera etc..  Objections to the development scheme 

were placed before a public enquiry.  Included was JH's personal objections.  The 

Minister of Housing and Local Government decided that the scheme could 

commence but that caravans would be limited to between 100 and 200. 

 

JH/COM/3  Bus shelter at 'Railway Corner' 1979 

Contains 10 items which relate to the planning application for the erection of a 

bus shelter at the corner of Low Road and Blyford Lane in Wenhaston.  JH 

receives letters of thanks from parishioners. 

 

JH/COM/4  Blythburgh Church - music concert for the restoration appeal 

1948, 1979-1983 

Contains 41 items being correspondence, programmes and press cuttings relating 

to a concert given by the London singing group 'The Music Room'.  The group was 

directed by Stella Hornby and the concert held in the Blythburgh Church in aid of 

its restoration appeal.  JH was central to the organisation and promotion of this 

evening.  Also included is a 1948 guide to the church, and a 1983 concert 



programme given by the Blythburgh Music Society at Holy Trinity Church, 

Blythburgh. 

 

JH/COM/5  Development at Blyth Road OS plot 2074, Wenhaston 1985 

Contains one item: a notice from the County Surveyor, Suffolk County Council for 

planning permission for plot OS 2074 in Wenhaston.  The house was to be filled 

with household, commercial and industrial waste, followed by reinstatement to 

agricultural use. 

 

JH/COM/6  Registration of land outside the Queen's Head Pub, Blyford 

1972-1973 

Contains five items being correspondence by Jeremy Day, JH and the East Suffolk 

County Council concerning the Common's registration Act 1965 and the triangle 

of grass south of the Queen's Head pub, Blyford. 

 

See also file [JH/BLY/29] on Manorial history for amendments to commons acts 

affecting this land. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SERIES JH/EDU 

EDUCATION 1945-1988 

This series contains 75 files 

 

JH/EDU/1 G.B.A. 1958-1984 

JH/EDU/2 G.B.A. and H.M.C. Joint Working Party 1966-1971 

JH/EDU/3 Headmasters’ Conference 1965-1973 

JH/EDU/4 Independent Schools Information Service 1972-1974, 1983-1988 

JH/EDU/5 Direct grant schools’ reorganisation 1945-1973 

JH/EDU/6 Public schools reorganisation 1964-1973 

JH/EDU/7 Public Schools Commission 1965-1971 

JH/EDU/8 Comprehensive schools and education 1965-1973 

JH/EDU/9 National Education Association 1971-1973 

JH/EDU/10 Schools and their reactions to the comprehensive system 1962-

1966 

JH/EDU/11 Girls’ Public Day School Trust 1966-1972 

JH/EDU/12 Council for Independent Education 1965-1972 

JH/EDU/13 Cost of schools places 1966-1972 

JH/EDU/14 School buildings 1966-1973 

JH/EDU/15 School Council 1965-1973 

JH/EDU/16 Boarding Schools Association 1965-1984 

JH/EDU/17 School meals 1970-1972 

JH/EDU/18 Violence in schools 1971 

JH/EDU/19 Nursery education 1948, 1962-1972 

JH/EDU/20 Initial Teaching Alphabet 1971-1972 

JH/EDU/21 Incorporated Association of Preparatory Schools 1966-1973 

JH/EDU/22 Plowden report 1967-1968 

JH/EDU/23 Central Advisory Council for Education - publications 1960-1967 

JH/EDU/24 Sixth form conferences 1973 

JH/EDU/25 School leaving age 1966-1973 

JH/EDU/26 Central Tutorial School for Young Musicians 1972-1973 

JH/EDU/27 Secondary education 1958, 1965-1970 

JH/EDU/28 Student union reform 1969-1971 

JH/EDU/29 Student grants 1965-1973  

JH/EDU/30 Student housing 1967-1971 

JH/EDU/31 Conservative Party Education Policy Group 1966-1968 

JH/EDU/32 Conservative Party Higher Education Policy Group 1969-1970 

JH/EDU/33 Colleges of Education Conference 1967-1968 

JH/EDU/34 C.E.A. Conference on Educational Expenditure 1972-1973  

JH/EDU/35 Higher education – cost effectiveness 1967-1972 

JH/EDU/36 Higher education – organisation and expansion 1965-1973 

JH/EDU/37 Burnham Committee 1972-1973 

JH/EDU/38 Committee on Higher Education 1963   

JH/EDU/39 University Grants Committee 1964-1974 

JH/EDU/40 Medical colleges 1971-1972 

JH/EDU/41 Independent University at Buckingham 1972 

JH/EDU/42 Architectural Association School of Architecture 1972-1973 

JH/EDU/43 British Association for Commercial and Industrial Education 1968-

1969 

JH/EDU/44 Open University 1965-1974 

JH/EDU/45 Council for National Academic Awards 1971-1974 

JH/EDU/46 Careers guidance 1965-1976 

JH/EDU/47 Rothschild report on government research and development 1971-

1972 

JH/EDU/48 Adult education and the Russell report 1971-1973 

JH/EDU/49 Workers’ Educational Association 1965-1973 

JH/EDU/50 Teachers’ issues 1961-1973 



JH/EDU/51 Association of Education Committees 1970-1973 

JH/EDU/52 Conservative National Advisory Committee on Education 1964-1973 

JH/EDU/53 Conservative Parliamentary Education Committee 1965-1973 

JH/EDU/54 Conservative Party publications 1963-1975 

JH/EDU/55 Reg Prentice – press-cuttings 1974 

JH/EDU/56 Conservative Party members’ speeches 1968, 1974 

JH/EDU/57 National Union of Conservatist and Unionist Associations 1968-1973 

JH/EDU/58 Education Bill 1970 - recommittal 1949-1951, 1970 

JH/EDU/59 White Paper Education: a framework for expansion 1972-1973 

JH/EDU/60 VAT on independent education 1971-1973 

JH/EDU/61 Department of Education and Science 1966-1974 

JH/EDU/62 Education in Europe 1965-1974 

JH/EDU/63 Education in East Anglia 1958, 1964-1973 

JH/EDU/64 Mentally handicapped children 1968-1973 

JH/EDU/65 Educational deprivation and children with special needs 1966-1973 

JH/EDU/66 Education Welfare Officers 1973-1974 

JH/EDU/67 National Children’s Bureau 1969-1983 

JH/EDU/68 Audio-visual aids in education 1965-1973 

JH/EDU/69 Literacy 1961-1963, 1970-1973 

JH/EDU/70 Statistics, census figures and predictions 1964-1973 

JH/EDU/71 General correspondence 1960-1974, 1981-1982 

JH/EDU/72 Miscellaneous education papers 1965-1966, 1968-1974 

JH/EDU/73 MS notes on education 1962-1974 

JH/EDU/74 Press-cuttings 1965-1981 

JH/EDU/75 Publications 1955-1957, 1961-1974 

 

Contains papers relating to topical education issues in the early 70s including the 

restructuring in schools and the move to comprehensive education.  JH was 

Chairman of the Conservative Education Committee between 1970-1971, included 

are papers of this committee and JH's correspondence during this time.  Files are 

also included on education in Europe, education in East Anglia, and the 

Department of Education and Science. 

 

For further political papers on education in Europe see file [JH/POL/EUR/38]; for 

parliamentary papers on education see file [JH/P OL/PARL/29]; for further papers 

on education in Norfolk see file [JH/POL/LOC/13]; for papers on the University of 

East Anglia see file [JH/PUB/3]; and for Charterhouse school see [JH/PUB/1]. 

 

JH/EDU/1  G.B.A. 1958-1984 

Contains 692 items being minutes, reports, account statements and 

correspondence of the Association of Governing Bodies of Public Schools 

Committee (G.B.A. Committee); the Standing Joint Committee whose members 

included G.B.A., P.S.B.A., H.M.C., A.H.M., I.A.P.S., and G.B.G.S.A.; the Direct 

Grant Joint Committee; and bodies concerned with public schools and their 

future. 

 

JH was a member of the Association between 1966 and 1982. 

 

JH/EDU/2  G.B.A. and H.M.C. Joint Working Party 1966-1971 

Contains 49 items being minutes, correspondence and notes relating to this 

Working Party and its Sub-Committee on Policy.  The sub-committee was set up 

to review the position of fully independent schools in membership of the G.B.A. 

and H.M.C. and their relation to the direct grant and publicly maintained sectors 

of education. 

 

JH/EDU/3  Headmasters’ Conference 1965-1973 



Contains 47 items being notes and correspondence, extracts of conference 

speeches, a copy of 'Review' and multiple copies of 'Conference'. 

 

JH/EDU/4  Independent Schools Information Service 1972-1974, 1983- 

1988 

Contains 64 items being printed information about ISIS and correspondence with  

the G.B.A. [one of the four subscribing bodies].  The ISIS aimed to provide  

information to the public and parents about all independent schools in Britain,  

and also about direct grant schools.  Correspondence is included between JH and  

the chartered accountant Kirkpatrick L. Young, and also a policy document of the  

Independent Schools Joint Committee. 

 

JH/EDU/5  Direct grant schools’ reorganisation 1945-1973 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/EDU/5/1 Miscellaneous papers 1945, 1955-973 

JH/EDU/5/2 Press-cuttings 1966-1970 

JH/EDU/5/3 Direct Grant Joint Committee 1969-1973 

 

This file relates to the future of the direct grant secondary schools and the 

pressures they face in transforming into comprehensives.  Also covered is 

Professor Donnison's report for the Public Schools Commission which is concerned 

with the efforts of the 178 semi-independent direct grant grammar schools and 

independent day schools to reorganise into the comprehensive system. 

 

JH/EDU/5/1  Miscellaneous papers 1945, 1955-973 

Contains 48 items being a wide range of documentation relating to the debate of 

direct grant schools' organisation.  Includes MS notes, parliamentary debates, 

memoranda, reports, journal articles, and government regulations. 

 

JH/EDU/5/2  Press-cuttings 1966-1970 

Contains 22 items. 

 

JH/EDU/5/3  Direct Grant Joint Committee 1969-1973 

Contains 11 items being meeting minutes of this body which was concerned with 

the future of the direct grant schools. 

 

JH/EDU/6  Public schools reorganisation 1964-1973 

Contains 52 items being notes, memoranda, press cuttings and journal articles on 

the future of public schools and their integration into a comprehensive system; 

memoranda from the G.B.A. and its affiliated bodies on the subject of public 

schools; a transcript of the Frost television programme in which David Frost 

interviews Roy Hattersley (Labour Shadow Minister of Education), Frank Fisher 

(Chairman of the Headmasters' Conference) and Rhodes Boyson; a publication on 

public schools by the Conservative Political Centre; and an annual report from the 

Public Schools Appointments Bureau. 

 

JH/EDU/7  Public Schools Commission 1965-1971 

Contains 23 items being memoranda, press cuttings and correspondence relating 

to the Commission which was appointed by the Secretary of State in 1965 to 

advise the Government on the best ways of integrating the public schools with 

the state system.  Includes statements and reactions from the National Advisory 

Committee on Education and the G.B.A./H.M.C. Joint Working Party to the first 

report of the Commission; and copies of the first and second reports of the 

Commission. 

 

JH/EDU/8  Comprehensive schools and education 1965-1973 



Contains 67 items being a variety of material on the comprehensive school 

system including press cuttings; journal articles; correspondence; parliamentary 

debates; memoranda; and MS notes. 

 

JH/EDU/9  National Education Association 1971-1973 

Contains 17 items.  The National Education Association is a politically independent 

body and assists parents wishing to object to proposals for comprehensive 

schools.  Included is correspondence, a press article reproduction, and a 

memorandum. 

 

JH/EDU/10  Schools and their reactions to the comprehensive system 

1962-1966 

Contains 41 items being brochures and details of individual schools some of which 

were visited by JH to gain an impression of their views on the comprehensive  

school system.  Schools covered include: Crown Woods School in Eltham, London  

(a comprehensive school); Holland Park School, London; Tiffin School, Kingston- 

Upon-Thames; Sedgehill School, London; and Thetford Grammar School. 

 

JH/EDU/11  Girls’ Public Day School Trust 1966-1972 

Contains 10 items which include a centenary review of the Trust and reports of a 

meeting of the friends of the Trust which was mainly concerned with the issues 

facing direct grant schools. 

 

JH/EDU/12  Council for Independent Education 1965-1972 

Contains 102 items.  The Council for Independent Education represents the  

interests of all bodies concerned with independent education.  Included are  

minutes, MS notes, correspondence, press cuttings and parliamentary debates. 

 

JH/EDU/13  Cost of schools places 1966-1972 

Contains 13 items being correspondence and a note on a parliamentary question 

concerning the cost of school places in primary and secondary schools and how 

this is influenced by school building costs.  Also included is a journal article on the 

spending on books and materials. 

 

JH/EDU/14  School buildings 1966-1973 

Contains 37 items being memoranda, parliamentary questions, D.E.S. press 

notices and reports and press cuttings on school building programmes and their 

cost. 

 

JH/EDU/15  School Council 1965-1973 

Contains 52 items being printed leaflets and a newsletter from the Council which 

explains the composition and activities of this body; a D.E.S. report; working 

papers no 3 and 11 on English teaching and the school leaving age respectively; 

a booklet on the Council's first year's work; and curriculum issues. 

 

JH/EDU/16  Boarding Schools Association 1965-1984 

Contains 42 items being papers, correspondence and MS notes relating in 

particular to the conferences held by the Association; a copy of the report 'The 

demand for boarding education' by Royston Lambert, Founder of the Association; 

a press cutting on the relationship between family life and boarding school; a 

document on the policy for Methodist boarding schools; and a memorandum on 

awards for boarding school education. 

 

JH/EDU/17  School meals 1970-1972 

Contains 20 items being an invitation, correspondence and product literature to a 

demonstration of pre-prepared foods by Gardner Merchant Food Services Limited; 

a note on the milk bill; three studies on dental milk for children; parliamentary 



debates; an MS note; a leaflet o n the entitlement of children to free school 

meals; and a government amendment to a regulation on the provision of milk 

and meals. 

 

JH/EDU/18  Violence in schools 1971 

Contains four items being press cuttings and MS notes. 

 

JH/EDU/19  Nursery education 1948, 1962-1972 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/EDU/19/1 Nursery education – publications 1948, 1962-1972 

JH/EDU/19/2 Nursery education – official documents and correspondence 1966-

1973 

JH/EDU/19/3 Nursery education – schools and groups 1966-1972 

JH/EDU/19/4 Pre-school Playgroups Association 1968-1972 

JH/EDU/19/5 National Campaign for Nursery Education 1966-1972 

 

JH/EDU/19/1  Nursery education – publications 1948, 1962-1972 

Contains 82 items being publications of the following bodies: the National Deaf 

Children's Society; National Children's Bureau - 'Concern'; Play Groups 

Committee - 'Play for the under 5's'; Conservative Political Centre - 'Under 5'; 

D.E.S.; the Nursery School Association of Great Britain and Northern Ireland; 

London Borough of Camden and London Play Centres Association; Ministry of 

Education and the Ministry of Health - 'Not yet five'; Central Advisory Council for 

Education - First report of the 'National Child Development Study'; Pre-school 

Playgroups Association - includes 'Contact'; National Society of Children's 

Nurseries; the New Zealand Play Centre; the National Campaign for Nursery 

Education; and '0-5 : a report on the care of pre-school children' by Simon 

Yudkin.  Also includes catalogues to play materials and two covering letters. 

 

JH/EDU/19/2  Nursery education – official documents and 

correspondence 1966-1973 

Contains 158 items being a report of the National Advisory Committee on 

Education; a draft by JH 'The Expansion of Nursery Education'; D.E.S. press 

notices; parliamentary debates and House of Commons questions;        

correspondence with the Conservative Advisory Committee on Education; a 

speech by the Secretary of State for Education and Science to the Association of 

Education Committees; a paper by JH and Lord Aberdare 'Policy and provision for 

the under 5s'; a speech by Lord Belstead to the Nursery Schools Association; a 

statutory instrument on rate support; a bill on parental contributions to nursery 

schools, and notes on this bill; D.E.S. circular on an urban expenditure 

programme; a report on the research performed by Ancon (a discussion group 

within the membership of the South Norfolk Conservative Association) on the 

under fives; comments by the Nursery School Association on the Plowden report, 

and evidence given to the Plowden Committee; an agenda of the Conservative 

Policy Group; reports from local constituencies on questionnaires concerning the 

provision of nursery education; notes on the Yudkin report from the Working 

Party on Pre-school Children; correspondence with textile associations; and MS 

notes and correspondence. 

 

JH/EDU/19/3  Nursery education – schools and groups 1966-1972 

Contains 55 items being papers of national and local organisations, schools and 

groups: provides details of the activities of the George Street Nursery Association 

Management Committee; press cuttings and journal articles; a report of the 

Glasgow Playgrounds Association; literature from the National Deaf Children's 

Society; correspondence on the set-up of a nursery by Kindergartens for 

Commerce Ltd; a booklet by L.F. Lowenstein 'Twenty questions and answers on 



pre-school playgroups'; conference papers of the National Bureau for Co-

operation in Childcare; a list of groups of the Save the Children Fund playgroups 

and correspondence with JH; a progress report of the London Adventure 

Playground Association; an annual report of the National Society of Children's 

Nurseries; a paper by Alison Stallibrass 'Education as a process of building'; a 

newsletter of the Child Poverty Action Group; correspondence with North-Western 

Polytechnic Department of Child Care and Social Studies concerning their 

courses; and MS notes. 

 

JH/EDU/19/4  Pre-school Playgroups Association 1968-1972 

Contains 32 items being memoranda, leaflets, correspondence, and a conference 

speech. 

 

JH/EDU/19/5  National Campaign for Nursery Education 1966-1972 

Contains 51 items being meeting minutes, correspondence, MS notes, and early 

newsletters. 

 

JH/EDU/20  Initial Teaching Alphabet 1971-1972 

Contains 18 items being correspondence, promotional literature and press 

cuttings relating to the initial teaching alphabet [i.t.a.] and its use in teaching 

young or late readers.  The i.t.a. is an extended version of the Roman alphabet 

and consists of 44 characters, each with a constant sound. 

 

JH/EDU/21  Incorporated Association of Preparatory Schools 1966-1973 

Contains 32 items being a transcript of a speech by Sir Edward Boyle at an  

I.A.P.S. conference in 1966; a press release on a speech delivered by Roy  

Hattersley in 1977 at an I.A.P.S. conference, press cuttings on this speech,  

correspondence and MS notes; evidence submitted to the Public Schools  

Commission in 1967; and notes on a discussion with Conservative members of 

parliament. 

 

JH/EDU/22  Plowden report 1967-1968 

Contains 33 items being copies of press cuttings, D.E.S. press notices, journal  

articles and parliamentary debates. 

 

JH/EDU/23  Central Advisory Council for Education - publications 1960- 

1967 

Contains seven items being two volumes of the Crowther report '15 to 18 : a  

report of the Central Advisory Council for Education'; a report 'Half our future';  

two volumes of the report 'Children and their primary schools'; and a report 

'Primary education in Wales'. 

 

JH/EDU/24  Sixth form conferences 1973 

Contains 21 items being MS notes, press cuttings, press notices and news 

releases about the controversy surrounding the conferences and politics within 

schools. 

 

JH/EDU/25  School leaving age 1966-1973 

Contains 19 items being statutory instruments, a D.E.S. report and circular, 

parliamentary debates, MS notes, press cuttings, and memoranda on raising the 

school leaving age to 16. 

 

JH/EDU/26  Central Tutorial School for Young Musicians 1972-1973 

Contains 17 items being correspondence and descriptive material relating to the 

Central Tutorial School for Young Musicians.  JH, as Chairman of the Education 

Committee, is asked to assist with matters concerning the school's grants and 

status. 



 

JH/EDU/27  Secondary education 1958, 1965-1970 

Contains 14 items being government reports, statements and circulars on the 

reorganisation of secondary education; MS notes; the Schools Council working 

paper on sixth form curriculum and examinations, and a joint statement on these 

proposals; a report by the Secondary School Examinations Council on 'Secondary 

school examinations other than the G.C.E.'; comparative costs of secondary 

education in the direct-grant and maintained schools; reports by N.A.C.E. on 

secondary education policy; a prospectus of Sir William Collins Secondary School 

for Boys; and a memorandum on a bill on selection of pupils for admission to 

secondary schools. 

 

JH/EDU/28  Student union reform 1969-1971 

Contains 113 items which concern the reform of student union financial 

arrangements as set out by the D.E.S.  Includes correspondence, press cuttings, 

a memorandum from the National Union of Students [N.U.S.], and minutes of the 

Conservative Parliamentary Education Committee on the D.E.S. consultative 

document on the finance of students unions; MS notes; submissions from the 

Monday Club [Conservative Party group]; details of student demonstrations; a 

paper from the Federation of Conservative Students; parliamentary debates; a 

copy of 'Tomorrow', a newspaper of the Young Conservatives; details of a 

television panel programme with JH and members of the N.U.S.; a report of the 

Select Committee on student relations; regulations of the N.U.S.; and a bill on 

the registration of unions. 

 

JH/EDU/29  Student grants 1965-1973  

Contains 39 items being a D.E.S. paper on the review of standard rates of awards 

to students; MS notes; press cuttings; correspondence from the N.U.S.; a brief 

on the N.U.S. grants campaign; a statement issued by the Federation of 

Conservative Students after a meeting with the Prime Minister; a booklet on 

student loans from the Conservative Political Centre; and correspondence from 

the University of Essex concerning parental contributions. 

 

JH/EDU/30  Student housing 1967-1971 

Contains 45 items being press cuttings, parliamentary correspondence and 

papers, a pamphlet from Student Co-operative Dwellings Limited, and briefing 

documents on the National Union of Students housing campaign. 

 

For accommodation at the University of East Anglia see [JH/PUB/3/ 9]. 

 

JH/EDU/31  Conservative Party Education Policy Group 1966-1968 

Contains 43 items being MS notes, meeting minutes and agendas. 

 

JH/EDU/32  Conservative Party Higher Education Policy Group 1969- 

1970 

Contains 20 items being MS notes, meeting minutes and agendas. 

 

JH/EDU/33  Colleges of Education Conference 1967-1968 

Contains six items being correspondence, proceedings, MS notes, and a booklet 

from the N.U.S. with a photograph of JH speaking at the conference. 

 

JH/EDU/34  C.E.A. Conference on Educational Expenditure 1972-1973  

Contains 26 items of correspondence relating to this conference at which JH was 

a speaker.  A report of this conference 'Willing the means' is also included. 

 

JH/EDU/35  Higher education – cost effectiveness 1967-1972 



Contains 12 items being reports from the University of Bradford on potential 

economies; a press cutting; a paper from the House of Commons Expenditure 

Committee; and MS notes on higher education costs. 

 

JH/EDU/36  Higher education – organisation and expansion 1965-1973 

Contains 32 items which refer to the organisation of higher education institutions 

and the growing demand for higher education.  Includes press cuttings,  

memoranda and correspondence; a speech by the Secretary of State for  

Education and Science on the polytechnics; papers from the 1969 Conservative 

Party Seminar on Higher Education; papers from a 1972 Higher Education  

Symposium in Vienna; a D.E.S. report on 'Student numbers in higher education in 

England and Wales'; a report by the National Advisory Committee on Education  

on higher and further education; a memorandum on the relations between  

university and school, and research into higher education; and a report on the  

Robbins Committee. 

 

JH/EDU/37  Burnham Committee 1972-1973 

Contains 28 items being correspondence and MS notes on representation of the 

Union of Women Teachers and the National Association of Schoolmasters on the 

Burnham Committee of Further Education.  Meetings and deputations of the 

U.W.T. with the House of Commons and Secretary of State are also discussed. 

 

JH/EDU/38  Committee on Higher Education 1963   

Contains six items being two sets of the Robbins Committee report and its 

appendices. 

 

JH/EDU/39  University Grants Committee 1964-1974 

Contains 13 items being parliamentary debates and reports, an annual survey 

from the Committee, press cuttings which focus on the government's scrutiny of 

university accounts, notes on procedure for non-recurrent grants, a note on first 

employment of university graduates, and a press cutting and memorandum on 

university development between 1967-1972 and the reduction in numbers of 

science graduates. 

 

JH/EDU/40  Medical colleges 1971-1972 

Contains 20 items being press cuttings, journal articles and correspondence 

concerning the merger of London medical schools with "multidisciplinary" 

colleges.  St. Bartholomew's Hospital was vulnerable to losing its medical school. 

 

JH/EDU/41  Independent University at Buckingham 1972 

Contains 11 items being correspondence, MS notes and printed leaflets 

concerning the finance of the University and details of an appeal.  JH is 

approached to meet with Max Beloff to discuss university funding. 

 

JH/EDU/42  Architectural Association School of Architecture 1972-1973 

Contains 43 items being memoranda, MS notes, newsletters, correspondence, a  

prospectus, press cuttings and financial accounts. 

 

JH/EDU/43  British Association for Commercial and Industrial Education 

1968-1969 

Contains 14 items being a memoranda, a journal, membership details, course  

details and application forms, and information leaflets. 

 

JH/EDU/44  Open University 1965-1974 

Contains 69 items being parliamentary papers; a D.E.S. press notice; press 

cuttings; a report of the O.U. Planning Committee to the Secretary of Education 

and Science; a D.E.S. circular and a preamble on awards to students; 



correspondence concerning a meeting with the O.U. Students' Association; details 

of a summer school; notes and correspondence with the Independent Television 

Authority; literature from the BBC; and a report of the Vice-Chancellor on the 

early development of the University. 

 

JH/EDU/45  Council for National Academic Awards 1971-1974 

Contains eight items being journal articles; correspondence; MS notes; an annual 

report; a compendium of degree courses; and a statutory instrument on awards 

regulations. 

 

JH/EDU/46  Careers guidance 1965-1976 

Contains 16 items being a report of the Education and Careers Research Policy 

Group; a D.E.S. pamphlet on further education information; documents from the 

Careers Research and Advisory Centre; and annual reports of the Independent 

Schools Careers Organisation. 

 

JH/EDU/47  Rothschild report on government research and development 

1971-1972 

Contains 18 items which refer to the reorganisation of the research councils as  

proposed in the Green Paper on 'A framework for government research and  

development' which includes reports from Lord Rothschild and Frederick Dainton.   

Included is a copy of this paper; press cuttings; correspondence; journal articles;  

and a parliamentary 'Report of a study on the support of scientific research in the  

universities'. 

 

JH/EDU/48  Adult education and the Russell report 1971-1973 

Contains seven items being a copy of the Russell report 'Adult education: a plan 

for development'; criticisms of the report; journal articles by the National 

Institute of Adult Education; and an article on the characteristics of adult 

education students.  The Russell report review non-vocational education in 

England and Wales. 

 

JH/EDU/49  Workers’ Educational Association 1965-1973 

Contains 41 items being an appeal from the Eastern District of the Workers' 

Educational Association; a note about the Association's accommodation; 

correspondence and a memorandum on the cost of courses offered in view of the 

changes in grant aid; and correspondence on a 1973 W.E.A. conference, and the 

Russell report. 

 

JH/EDU/50  Teachers’ issues 1961-1973 

Contains eight sub-files 

 

JH/EDU/50/1 James report on ‘Teacher education and training' 1971-1972 

JH/EDU/50/2 Teacher training 1966-1972 

JH/EDU/50/3 Teacher supply 1965-1967, 1973 

JH/EDU/50/4 Teachers’ salaries 1961-1973 

JH/EDU/50/5 Teachers’ superannuation 1965, 1972-1973  

JH/EDU/50/6 Association of Teachers of Management 1971-1973 

JH/EDU/50/7 Teachers – miscellaneous issues 1966-1973 

JH/EDU/50/8 Training of teachers for mentally handicapped children 1969-1970 

 

JH/EDU/50/1  James report on ‘Teacher education and training' 1971-

1972 

Contains 29 items being evidence to the James Committee from the Incorporated 

Association of Preparatory Schools; journal and press articles which comment on 

the James report; a copy of the report; MS notes and parliamentary debates.  

Lord James of Rusholme was appointed by the Secretary of State for Education 



and Science to chair a Committee of Enquiry into the Training of Teachers and 

this committee produced the report 'Teacher education and training'. 

 

JH/EDU/50/2  Teacher training 1966-1972 

Contains eight items being parliamentary debates; a press cutting; a report on 

entry to colleges of education; a D.E.S. compendium of teacher training courses 

in England and Wales; a report from the Central Register and Clearing House on 

the graduate teacher training registry; and a report on teacher training from the 

National Advisory Committee on Education. 

 

JH/EDU/50/3  Teacher supply 1965-1967, 1973 

Contains 17 items being press cuttings, journal articles, and MS notes; 

memoranda concerning the supply and demand of scientific and technical 

graduates; a speech by Anthony Crosland on teacher supply and classroom size; 

a memorandum from the Association of University Teachers on the places needed 

in higher education; and a report by the N.U.T. 'How many teachers?'. 

 

JH/EDU/50/4  Teachers’ salaries 1961-1973 

Contains 98 items being press cuttings and correspondence; a memorandum 

from the Professional Association of Teachers; and literature from the National 

Union of Teachers, and the Association of Teachers in Technical Institutions.  The 

earlier papers refer to a dispute between the Burnham Committee and the 

Minister of Education concerning the Minister's powers to determine salaries. 

 

JH/EDU/50/5  Teachers’ superannuation 1965, 1972-1973  

Contains 80 items.  Refers to a 1965 superannuation bill which enables the law 

relating to superannuation to be incorporated in regulations, and to enable 

payments to be made to dependants.  Includes copies of this bill, notes and 

correspondence; a report by the Government on the scheme; a D.E.S. report on 

family pension benefits for teachers; a D.E.S. memorandum on the re-

employment of retired teachers, and points raised by the Conservative Teachers' 

Association; parliamentary debates; statutory instruments; a report and 

proposals made by the Working Party on Teachers' Superannuation in 1972; 

memoranda and correspondence relating to pension contributions; and 11/73 

correspondence with JH and teachers in South Norfolk. 

 

JH/EDU/50/6  Association of Teachers of Management 1971-1973 

Contains 18 items being press cuttings, a newsletter, a copy of the Association's 

journal, printed leaflets, and correspondence with JH after a meeting with the 

Education Committee. 

 

JH/EDU/50/7  Teachers – miscellaneous issues 1966-1973 

Contains 12 items being a bill referring to employment contracts; parliamentary 

questions and a D.E.S. press notice on teacher training awards; correspondence 

on teacher qualifications in independent schools; reports from the Atlantic 

Information Centre for Teachers; invitations from teacher organisations; and a 

booklet on 'Problems facing the teacher profession'. 

 

JH/EDU/50/8  Training of teachers for mentally handicapped children 

1969-1970 

Contains 44 items being parliamentary debates, MS notes and correspondence 

concerning training and qualifications of teachers of mentally handicapped 

children.  Letters are received by JH from trainee teachers complaining about the 

proposal of a five year post-diploma teaching experience period before qualified 

teaching status is awarded. 

 

JH/EDU/51  Association of Education Committees 1970-1973 



Contains five items being meeting minutes and a note on the 1970 Education Bill 

 

JH/EDU/52  Conservative National Advisory Committee on Education  

1964-1973 

Contains reports, minutes and correspondence; speeches delivered by J. Enoch 

Powell to the Committee and to public meetings; and copies of 'Focus on  

education', the Committee's journal. 

 

JH/EDU/53  Conservative Parliamentary Education Committee 1965- 

1973 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/EDU/53/1 Minutes 1965-1972  

JH/EDU/53/2 Correspondence and notes 1971-1973 

 

JH/EDU/53/1  Minutes 1965-1972 

Contains 63 items. 

  

JH/EDU/53/2  Correspondence and notes 1971-1973 

Contains 477 items being JH's correspondence and notes whilst he was Chairman 

of the Education Committee.  Correspondence relates to general educational 

issues. 

 

See also [JH/EDU/71] for correspondence on educational matters in other years. 

 

JH/EDU/54  Conservative Party publications 1963-1975 

Contains 26 items being publications mainly from the Conservative Political 

Centre.  Includes 'Students in revolt'; 'Notes on current politics'; 'The young idea: 

a report by the Young Conservatives on youth in the 1960's'; 'Standards and 

freedom' by Norman St John-Stevas; 'Re-think on education', 'IMTA annual 

conference', and 'Higher education planning and policy' all by Kathleen 

Ollerenshaw; 'Education and labour's axe', and 'Conservatives and 

comprehensives' by Simon Jenkins; pamphlets by Rhodes Boyson; a leaflet on 

'Educational opportunities'; 'Contact brief' leaflets; and 'Putting Britain first'. 

 

JH/EDU/55  Reg Prentice – press-cuttings 1974 

Contains18 items being press cuttings relating to the Secretary of State for 

Education and Science. 

 

JH/EDU/56  Conservative Party members’ speeches 1968, 1974 

Contains 17 items being speeches made by Norman St John-Stevas, Conservative 

spokesman on education, one speech by Michael Heseltine, Conservative 

spokesman on Industry and Trade, and a speech by Sir Edward Boyle, Opposition 

Front Bench spokesman on Education. 

 

JH/EDU/57  National Union of Conservatist and Unionist Associations 

1968-1973 

Contains 16 items being news releases and MS notes on the 1968 and 1973 

conferences held in Blackpool; a journal 'Focus on local government'; and a 

weekly newsletter. 

 

JH/EDU/58  Education Bill 1970 - recommittal 1949-1951, 1970 

Contains 40 items which refer to the recommittal of the Education Bill in 4/70 to a 

former committee.  This represented a victory for the Conservatives when the 

main clause in the Bill was defeated in Parliament.  This clause sought to impose 

the comprehensive system of education on all local authorities. 

 



Included are press cuttings, MS notes, parliamentary debates, and details on 

procedure for the recommittal of a Bill. 

 

JH/EDU/59  White Paper Education: a framework for expansion 1972- 

1973 

Contains 14 items being memoranda, press cuttings and a press conference brief 

on the White Paper brought out in 12/72.  The paper outlines Mrs Thatcher's 10 

year plan for education.  Copies of the paper are included. 

 

JH/EDU/60  VAT on independent education 1971-1973 

Contains 51 items being correspondence, memoranda and parliamentary debates 

concerning VAT on educational supplies, and the Independent schools' exemption 

from this taxation; and correspondence on the VAT on charities order of 1973. 

 

JH/EDU/61   Department of Education and Science 1966-1974 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/EDU/61/1 Reports on Education 1966-1974 

JH/EDU/61/2 D.E.S. press notices 1966-1974 

JH/EDU/61/3 Publications 1966-1972 

 

JH/EDU/61/1  Reports on Education 1966-1974 

Contains 26 items being reports issued by the Department of Education and 

Science.  Also included is a report on civil science which describes the 

Department's responsibilities for science and its relationship to education. 

 

JH/EDU/61/2  D.E.S. press notices 1966-1974 

Contains 123 items being press notices issued by the Department of Education 

and Science. 

 

JH/EDU/61/3  Publications 1966-1972 

Contains 39 items which include the following titles: 'Education and science in 

1966'; 'Education and science in 1969'; 'Education and science in 1970'; 

'Education and science in 1972'; a working party report on 'Central arrangements 

for promoting educational technology in the United Kingdom'; a report of a 

research project 'Educational priority: EPA problems and policies' vol. 1; copies of 

'Trends in education'; a report on smoking in schools; a list of local education 

authorities; and a journal 'On course'. 

 

JH/EDU/62  Education in Europe 1965-1974 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/EDU/62/1 European School 1966-1974 

JH/EDU/62/2 European Economic Community 1965-1966, 1972 

JH/EDU/62/3 Commission of the European Communities 1973-1974 

JH/EDU/62/4 Miscellaneous papers 1967-1974 

JH/EDU/62/5 Conference of European Ministers of Education 1969-1970 

 

See also [JH/POL/EUR/38] and [JH/POL/EUR/49/3] for education in Europe. 

 

JH/EDU/62/1  European School 1966-1974 

Contains 66 items being documentation which relates to the European School and 

a visit to one of the schools in Brussels from the European Parliament Working 

Party for a Common Education Policy.  JH was the President of this group.  The 

European School at the time was a group of official educational institutions set up 

by the governments of Belgium, Germany, France, Luxembourg, Italy and the 

Netherlands with the aim of multicultural education.  Also included are proposals 



for a European schools excursion service, a co-ordination service through which 

British schools could develop European links. 

 

JH/EDU/62/2  European Economic Community 1965-1966, 1972 

Contains 15 items being MS notes; a copy of 'European review' and published 

material from the European Community Information Service; notes on the school 

population in the E.E.C.; a note on the material for a comparison of the United 

Kingdom and E.E.C. educational policies; and a N.U.T. report on the educational 

implications of membership of the E.E.C. 

 

JH/EDU/62/3  Commission of the European Communities 1973-1974 

Contains three items being papers on education in Europe and a paper entitled 

'Working program in the field of research, science and education'. 

 

JH/EDU/62/4  Miscellaneous papers 1967-1974 

Contains 27 items being MS notes; press cuttings; correspondence; journal 

promotional literature; an address to the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee 

on international co-operation in science and technology in Europe; papers on 

teaching in Europe; comments on community education policy; and grants for 

theses and research. 

 

JH/EDU/62/5  Conference of European Ministers of Education 1969-1970 

Contains two items: a published report of the 1969 conference and a published 

paper presented at the 1971 conference. 

 

JH/EDU/63  Education in East Anglia 1958, 1964-1973 

Contains four sub-files 

 

JH/EDU/63/1 Norfolk Education Committee 1964-1974 

JH/EDU/63/2 Norfolk education – miscellaneous papers 1958, 1965-1973  

JH/EDU/63/3 Other counties’ education – miscellaneous papers 1966-1970 

JH/EDU/63/4 Further education courses 1970-1971 

 

JH/EDU/63/1  Norfolk Education Committee 1964-1974 

Contains 149 items being mainly correspondence concerning school building 

development in Norfolk, and in particular Thetford; details of the major building 

programmes; a 1967 Bill concerning school premises; grants to village halls and 

community centres; a report from the Committee on the reorganisation of 

secondary education in Norfolk; copies of the committee's 'Bulletin'; a bound copy 

of a 'Development plan for primary & secondary education'; and correspondence 

concerning Sir Lincoln Ralphs, Chief Education Officer for Norfolk. 

 

JH/EDU/63/2  Norfolk education – miscellaneous papers 1958, 1965-

1973  

Contains 21 general items on Norfolk education: press cuttings and 

correspondence; a bulletin of the Norfolk Youth Service; a D.E.S. circular on the 

organisation of secondary education in local authorities; a memorandum on rural 

education in Norfolk; a report on comprehensive education in West Norfolk; and 

literature from the Campaign for the Advancement of Norfolk Education (CANE). 

 

JH/EDU/63/3  Other counties’ education – miscellaneous papers 1966-

1970 

Contains correspondence concerning the proposal to make Bungay Grammar 

School a Senior School after reorganisation.  JH was approached on this subject 

by people concerned with the school as he lived in East Suffolk and the area 

bordered his constituency of South Norfolk.  JH approached the East Suffolk 

Education Committee for a copy of the East Suffolk reorganisation plan. 



 

Also included is an information sheet on opportunities for East Anglian Regional 

Advisory Council for Further Education. 

 

JH/EDU/63/4  Further education courses 1970-1971 

Contains 78 items being mainly printed brochures, programmes and prospectuses 

produced by the Norfolk Education Committee in conjunction with other institutes 

for further education and youth courses in Norfolk. Courses include drama, bee-

keeping, agricultural and horticultural courses, skiing, crafts, drama and design, 

gardening, cookery, folk singing and dancing, etc..  Courses are offered by the 

Norfolk School of Horticulture, the Norfolk Youth Service, the Norfolk School of 

Agriculture, King's Lynn Technical College, and the National Federation of Young 

Farmers' Clubs. 

 

JH/EDU/64  Mentally handicapped children 1968-1973 

Contains 90 items being press cuttings, memoranda, pamphlets, MS notes, 

correspondence and journal articles on the provision for handicapped children and 

the problems facing the education and care of these children.  The responsibility 

and role of the LEAs are also examined. Includes parliamentary debates; a copy 

of 'Forward trends'; a report on 'Better services for the mentally handicapped'; 

D.E.S. circulars and press notices; 'Progress' - a journal of the Disablement 

Income Group; and a leaflet from the Department of Health and Social Security. 

 

A few items relate to the physically handicapped child.  This includes explanatory 

notes on a bill, an annual report from an action group for the crippled child, and 

parliamentary questions on spina bifida. 

 

JH/EDU/65  Educational deprivation and children with special needs 

1966-1973 

Contains seven items which concern the training of education welfare officers.   

Includes correspondence, press cuttings, a dinner invitation, and a working party  

report. 

 

JH/EDU/66  Education Welfare Officers 1973-1974 

Contains seven items and concerns the training of education welfare officers.  

Includes correspondence, press cuttings, a dinner invitation, and a working party 

report. 

 

JH/EDU/67  National Children’s Bureau 1969-1983 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/EDU/67/1 Papers and correspondence 1969-1978 

JH/EDU/67/2 Publications 1969-1983 

 

JH/EDU/67/1  Papers and correspondence 1969-1978 

Contains 38 items being newsletters; correspondence and promotional literature 

for the 1972 and 1973 conferences; parliamentary questions; a press cutting; 

and a study day programme. 

 

JH/EDU/67/2  Publications 1969-1983 

Contains 23 items being: 'Concern'; annual reviews and reports; a report on 

handicapped school-leavers; a report 'Born to fail'; and a booklet 'A pattern of 

disadvantage'. 

 

JH/EDU/68  Audio-visual aids in education 1965-1973 

Contains 22 items being correspondence, leaflets and published material from the 

National Committee for Audio-Visual Aids in Education and concerns a joint 



conference with the Education Foundation for Visual Aids.  Also included is a 

'Catalogue of audio-visual documents for the training of teachers' provided by the 

Council of Europe; and a government publication on 'Audio-visual aids in higher 

scientific education'. 

 

JH/EDU/69  Literacy 1961-1963, 1970-1973 

Contains 15 items being miscellaneous papers on literacy and papers relating to 

Literacy International.  Also includes parliamentary questions, a booklet on 

improving speed of comprehension, and a journal reprint on learning to read. 

 

JH/EDU/70  Statistics, census figures and predictions 1964-1973 

Contains 10 items being figures for post school employment and studies; a D.E.S. 

publication on statistics in 1966; a census on school pupils; A-level passes in 

1972; population changes and educational planning; and international price 

trends. 

 

JH/EDU/71  General correspondence 1960-1974, 1981-1982 

Contains 28 items being MS notes and correspondence on general educational 

issues. 

 

See also [JH/EDU/53/2] for general correspondence on education whilst JH was 

Chairman of the Education Committee in the early 70s. 

 

JH/EDU/72  Miscellaneous education papers 1965-1966, 1968-1974 

Contains 40 items being a parliamentary paper and a speech by John Page on 

metrication; a report on grants to medical and dental students; a lecture 

delivered by Lord Snow; a manifesto plan of the Greater London LEA Advisory 

Committee on Education; notes on an urban education programme; a report on 

computers and schools; and other miscellaneous papers. 

 

JH/EDU/73  MS notes on education 1962-1974 

Contains 78 items being miscellaneous MS notes by JH. 

 

JH/EDU/74  Press-cuttings 1965-1981 

Contains 46 items being miscellaneous press cuttings and journal articles. 

 

JH/EDU/75  Publications 1955-1957, 1961-1974 

Contains 98 items being miscellaneous publications: 'Ingles em 20 liçoes' 'The 

international festival of youth orchestras'; 'Citizens of tomorrow'; Conservative 

students' charter; 'The lesson for Britain' by the NUT; a prospectus of the 

Imperial College of Science and Technology; an inaugural lecture by Lord Robbins 

'Of academic freedom'; 'East-West digest'; 'Towards a new education act' by Sir 

William Alexander; 'Learning beyond our means' by Stuart Maclure; 'British 

universities annual, 1967'; 'Co-operation in the planning and development of 

higher education'; 'Accent on youth'; 'Higher education and preparation for 

teaching'; 'The changing school: a challenge to the teacher'; 'Fight for education'; 

'Black paper two'; 'Black paper three'; 'Education for our future'; 'Christian 

education in state schools should be saved'; 'Higher and further education, by the 

Labour Party'; 'Drug dependence'; 'Attitudes of young immigrants'; and journals 

which include: 'Schoolmaster' 'Preparatory schools review', the 'AMA', 'Top link',, 

'New Society', 'Educational Exchange', 'Education', 'Education and culture', 

'Danforth news and notes', 'Capital service', and 'Parents & schools'. 

 

 

 



 

SERIES JH/PER 

PERSONAL PAPERS 1901-1902, 1914-1918, 1925-2000 

 

Contains 60 files 

 

JH/PER/1 Hill-Ratto Trust Settlement 1914-1918, 1925, 1938, 1944-1952, 

1963, 1970, 1981 

JH/PER/2 Eliza Cockman – estate 1956-1958, 1964-1968  

JH/PER/3 R.W. Hill Will Trust 1925-1983 

JH/PER/4 C.S. Maxwell’s Settlement Trust 1946-1955, 1978  

JH/PER/5 Edith Hill’s 1936 Settlement 1961-1993  

JH/PER/6 M.L. Sander’s estate 1966-1980  

JH/PER/7 Linda J.M. Jackson 1951-1975, 1984  

JH/PER/8 Daniel Jones 1916, 1982-1986 

JH/PER/9 Henrietta Catherine Kempson 1934  

JH/PER/10 Gerald Lloyd-Jones 1919, 1950-1962  

JH/PER/11 Gabrielle Lacy-Hulbert 1972-1973, 1982-1986 

JH/PER/12 B.G. Lloyd-Jones 1902, 1926, 1941-1945, 1966-1981  

JH/PER/13 Marjorie Jane Lloyd-Jones 1890, 1933, 1962, 1972, 1979-1989  

JH/PER/14 Clare Hill (Esher) Association Ltd 1929, 1935-1939, 1964  

JH/PER/15 Mr & Mrs B.G. Lloyd-Jones – invoices 1974, 1980-1982  

JH/PER/16 Murray & Jones Ltd 1916, 1962-1974 

JH/PER/17 Violet Scott-Miller 1961-1966, 1973 

JH/PER/18 Wills 1936-1940, 1977-1991 

JH/PER/19 Gilts and equities 1942-1950 

JH/PER/20 Share investments – Family and Trusts 1948-1987  

JH/PER/21 London Brick Company 1979-1984 

JH/PER/22 Investments – J.E.B. Hill and E. Hill 1963-1969, 1977-1986, 1995 

JH/PER/23 Income tax – J.E.B. Hill 1965-1978, 1983-1989  

JH/PER/24 Sur tax 1937-1972  

JH/PER/25 Singleton, Fabian, Derbyshire and Co. 1951-1972 

JH/PER/26 Personal insurance 1953-1970 

JH/PER/27 14 Cowley Street SW1 1953-1977, 1999 

JH/PER/28 Private vehicles  1953-1960, 1966-1973 

JH/PER/29 National Council of Social Service  1921, 1945-1954 

JH/PER/30 Donations and appeals 1957, 1969-1971, 1979-1988 

JH/PER/31 Invoices – personal 1960-1990  

JH/PER/32 Bank accounts 1934-1944, 1971-1988 

JH/PER/33 Haynes family trusteeship 1953 

JH/PER/34 Thelveton Estate 1934, 1967-1973 

JH/PER/35 Charterhouse 1928-1932 

JH/PER/36 Merton College 1901, 1932-1991 

JH/PER/37 Bar examinations and Inner Temple 1936-1950 

JH/PER/38 Yachting 1960-1969 

JH/PER/39 Clubs and societies 1926-1938, 1949-1958, 1968-1981, 1987, 

1994-1999 

JH/PER/40 M. Le Bras 1938-1942 

JH/PER/41 Salary - J.E.B. Hill 1968-1969 

JH/PER/42 Desk diaries 1969-1971 

JH/PER/43 Memorial services and obituaries 1958-1983, 1990 

JH/PER/44 Art and music 1961, 1968-1998 

JH/PER/45 EMG newsletters 1951-1975 

JH/PER/46 Book reviews and promotions 1923, 1963, 1971-1972, 1982-1988 

JH/PER/47 Recipes 1966, 1979 

JH/PER/48 Correspondence 1936-1998 



JH/PER/49 Miscellaneous printed ephemera 1938, 1958-1964, 1977-1979, 

1992 

JH/PER/50 Times Tournament of the Mind 1988 

JH/PER/51 East Anglia - local interest 1968-1973, 1979-1987 

JH/PER/52 Alzheimer's disease 1992-1998 

JH/PER/53 Vernon Winter 1935-1940 

JH/PER/54 Pocket diaries 1959-1995 

JH/PER/55 Lord Pearce and family 1927, 1938-1943, 1970-1972, 1985-1994, 

2000 

JH/PER/56 Edith Hill's estate 1991-1997 

JH/PER/57 Joan Everest's estate 1996 

JH/PER/58 Grandchildren's Trust 1966   1966-1974, 1982-1985, 1993 

JH/PER/59 Edith Hill's 1974 settlement 1974-1993 

JH/PER/60 Edith Hill's covenant to I.L. Luard 1980-1993 

JH/PER/61  J.C. Hill 1899, 1912-1915, 1979, 1997 

JH/PER/62  Robert W. Hill 1914-1917 

JH/PER/63  J.E. Hill 1930, 1936-1937 

JH/PER/64  Constance M. Hill 1906 

 

Contains personal and family papers of JH and Edith Hill.  Includes financial  

documents, files on JH's school and university years, and files on his general  

interests. 

 

JH/PER/1  Hill-Ratto Trust Settlement 1914-1918, 1925, 1938, 1944- 

1952, 1963, 1970, 1981 

This file contains 91 items. The Hill Ratto Trust was a settlement made by Mrs M. 

J. Lloyd-Jones, JH's mother, in 1911, settling her share of her Father's estate, so  

that she had the income for life with the remainder to her children. The trustees  

of this were JH and Frank Ratto. 

 

Included is a copy of the settlements, deeds of trustee appointments, and a 1925  

statement and correspondence with solicitors concerning the share investments  

and financial transactions of this trust.  

 

In 1949 Mr and Mrs Lloyd-Jones negotiated for the purchase of a cottage in 

Surrey but the deal fell through. Shares were sold in order to pay for this  

expected purchase and the funds were finally used in 1950 for the mortgage on  

27 Montpelier Place in London. This was the property in which they already  

resided. 

 

Frank Ratto resigned his trusteeship in 1952 and B.G. Lloyd-Jones took over. The 

trust then became known as the Hill Lloyd-Jones Trust and it remained dormant  

for 30 years as investments did not change. 

 

Correspondence in 1981 concerns JH's attempts to track down some of these  

documents. 

 

JH/PER/2  Eliza Cockman – estate 1956-1958, 1964-1968  

Contains 31 items of correspondence between JH and Miss Cockman concerning 

her move from her own home to a residential home in 1958. JH also assists in 

claiming tax back for her. Miss Cockman died on 24/12/67 and JH queries the 

circumstances of her death, and delay of three days in notifying the next of kin. 

Miss Cockman's next of kin was her niece, Isabelle Jones. It is unclear what her 

relationship was with JH's mother, Mrs B.G. Lloyd-Jones. 

 

JH/PER/3  R.W. Hill Will Trust 1925-1983 

Contains five sub-files 



 

JH/PER/3/1 National Westminster Bank Temple Bar 15630412 R.W. Hill Will 

Trust 1943-1969, 1977-1982 

JH/PER/3/2 Correspondence and income 1925, 1933-1983 

JH/PER/3/3  Ledgers 1942-1973 

JH/PER/3/4 Dewsbury Road properties 1954-1979  

JH/PER/3/5 Estate accounts 1948-1949, 1961-1973  

JH/PER/3/6 Wills and settlement agreements 1917-1944 

 

Contains material relating to the trust of JH's father who died on 31/7/17. 

 

JH/PER/3/1   National Westminster Bank Temple Bar 15630412 R.W. Hill 

Will Trust 1943-1969, 1977-1982 

Contains 747 items being bank statements; cancelled cheques; credit slips and 

attached shares vouchers; and several letters of correspondence. 

 

JH/PER/3/2  Correspondence and income 1925, 1933-1983  

Contains 444 items being details and calculations of the taxed investment  

income, the sale and purchase of properties including Normandy cottages in  

1947, and an account of the shares comprising this trust account. 

 

JH/PER/3/3  Ledgers 1942-1973 

Contains two ledgers: 1942-1961 and 1960-1973. 

 

JH/PER/3/4  Dewsbury Road properties 1954-1979  

Contains 117 items being correspondence regarding the sale of freeholds on the 

properties 59-86 Dewsbury Road, Willesden, NW10. Some of these properties 

were originally purchased by R.W. Hill in 1914 and 1915. The transfer of 24 of the 

properties took place in 1969. Negotiations for others continued through till 1978. 

Correspondence also relates to the state of dilapidation of no. 85, and the 

alterations made without permission to the entrance of no. 75. 

 

Reference is also made to the sale of a strip of land at Wenhaston adjoining the 

old Southwold railway track. The sale was made to C.C. Goodwin in 1962, the 

freehold owners being JH and his mother, and was included in the title of the 

Blyford Estate purchased from the Day family in 1944. 

 

JH/PER/3/5  Estate accounts 1948-1949, 1961-1973  

Contains 44 items being statements of accounts as prepared by the chartered 

accountants Singleton, Fabian, Derbyshire & Co. 

 

JH/PER/3/6  Wills and settlement agreements 1917-1944 

Contains nine items being the will of R.W. Hill, and legal documents for the 

appointment of trustees and the assignment of leasehold premises. 

 

JH/PER/4  C.S. Maxwell’s Settlement Trust 1946-1955, 1978  

Contains 13 items of correspondence, mainly with solicitors, regarding the income 

and tax of JH's mother-in-law's trust settlement. Original trustees were Mr Allen 

and Roger Luard. They were replaced by the solicitors McCreath and H.T. 

Waddell, and there also followed a request by C.S. Maxwell that her son Eric 

would also be appointed a trustee. 

 

A statement of the gross income in 1952 is included. Final distribution of the 

funds took place on 11/7/78. 

 

JH/PER/5  Edith Hill’s 1936 Settlement 1961-1993  



Contains 260 items of correspondence with solicitors regarding income payments 

from the settlement, statements of account, and tax certificates. 

 

JH/PER/6  M.L. Sander’s estate 1966-1980  

Contains 28 items being correspondence, notes, and official documents 

concerning the estate of JH's sister-in-law.  Includes a schedule of contents at 

Wood Farm, Reydon, documents relating to her income tax and vehicle, and 

details of the tenancy and sale of her property. 

 

JH/PER/7  Linda J.M. Jackson 1951-1975, 1984  

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/PER/7/1 Settlement 1951-1970 

JH/PER/7/2 Assurance policies 1954-1955, 1964-1966  

JH/PER/7/3 General correspondence 1959-1960, 1975, 1983-1984  

 

JH/PER/7/1  Settlement 1951-1970 

Contains 164 items which refer to the settlement dated 16/3/51 which makes 

provision for Linda. Trustees are JH, Edith Hill, and the solicitor J.S. Gatkwin. 

Correspondence mainly refers to income tax returns and the holding of shares. 

Linda provides details of her earnings. Tax on rent received from the trusts' farms 

Church and Lyons are taken into account when working out claims, and marshes 

in Wenhaston, owned by the trust, are exchanged with a neighbour L.A. Freeman. 

Trust account statements are also included. In July 1970 the trust was in the 

process of being wound up since Linda became absolutely entitled to the capital 

on attaining the age of 25. 

 

Some of the letters overlap with minor correspondence regarding JH's London 

property at 14 Cowley Street, and a covenant for Roger [surname unknown]. 

 

JH/PER/7/2   Assurance policies 1954-1955, 1964-1966  

Contains 22 items being mainly correspondence regarding a life assurance policy 

with the Sun Alliance Insurance Group. 

 

JH/PER/7/3   General correspondence 1959-1960, 1975, 1983-1984 

Contains 12 items being two copies of a letter from JH to Mr and Mrs R. Jackson 

in connection with their daughter's tuition fees at Hurtwood; a 1960 French visa 

for Linda; correspondence regarding her school performance in 1959; a letter 

from JH to the Jacksons regarding tax in 1975; press cuttings of Linda's wedding; 

and details of summer holiday English language courses offered at Hurtwood 

House by the principals, Linda and Richard, Jackson. 

 

JH/PER/8  Daniel Jones 1916, 1982-1986 

Contains 19 items which refer to JH's step-great-grandfather Daniel Jones (1836-

1918). Contains Jones's will and correspondence between JH and a researcher at 

the University of Keele working on Jones's family history. Includes photocopies of 

family trees, and a county biography. Jones is referred to as a "geologist, mining 

engineer and iron-master, of Shropshire". A letter relating to this family history is 

included from Mrs Gabrielle (Gay) Lacy-Hulbert, Jones's granddaughter; and  

Charlotte Cunliffe Shaw, sister to Gerald Lloyd-Jones and H.C. Kempson, includes 

a letter and genealogical table of the family's ancestry and connection to the 

Royal Family. 

 

JH/PER/9  Henrietta Catherine Kempson 1934  

Contains one item: the will of Mrs H.C. Kempson, Gerald Lloyd-Jones's sister. 

 

JH/PER/10  Gerald Lloyd-Jones 1919, 1950-1962  



Contains 214 items which refer to JH's step-grandfather Gerald Lloyd-Jones (d. 

1956). Contains property insurance policies, wills, and correspondence dealing 

with his estate. A letter and map relating to rights of way on a property known as 

Strood Green Cottage are included. Lloyd-Jones was considering purchasing this 

property in 1954. 

 

JH/PER/11  Gabrielle Lacy-Hulbert 1972-1973, 1982-1986 

Contains nine items which include two letters from Gabrielle (Gay) to Marjorie 

and Bernard Lloyd-Jones, an engagement announcement, and later 

correspondence with JH.  Gay was the daughter of Gerald Lloyd-Jones. 

 

JH/PER/12  B.G. Lloyd-Jones 1902, 1926, 1941-1945, 1966-1981  

Contains 193 items which refer to Bernard Gerald Lloyd-Jones, JH's step-father 

(1902-1981).  Contains personal papers including his birth, marriage and death 

certificates, and his will; and a naval pay book. Correspondence refers to the 

purchase of 27 Montpelier Place in 1945 and insurance and mortgage on this 

property; death duty negotiations; the collection of payment from S.J. Stocker, 

who removed two fields of hay from Lloyd-Jones's Wisborough Green 

establishment; the transfer of shares from G. Lloyd-Jones's estate; and shares, 

investments and tax returns.  Also included is a death certificate of his mother 

Agnes Lloyd-Jones; an accident claim; assurance policies; a shot gun certificate; 

and a programme of livery entertainment attended by the Royal Family.  

Arrangements for the homecare of Lloyd-Jones are discussed, and matters 

concerning his health in 1978 and 1981.  B.G. Lloyd-Jones died on 15/5/81 at Ivy 

Farm and correspondence relating to his death and estate is included. 

 

JH/PER/13  Marjorie Jane Lloyd-Jones 1890, 1933, 1962, 1972, 1979-

1989  

Contains 122 items which refer to JH's mother who was born on 11/11/1890 and 

who's birth certificate records her name as Marjery Jane.  Included is a deed 

assignment relating to her interest in the R.W. Hill Will Trust; a cheque book and 

will; a marriage settlement between her and R.W. Hill; a marriage certificate to 

B.G. Lloyd-Jones; and correspondence relating to the sale of Burrows Cottage, 

Otford, Kent and the redemption of the mortgage in favour of Marjorie and JH 

(Hill Lloyd-Jones trust); a claim for an attendance allowance; and correspondence 

relating to her settlement in a home for the elderly. Mrs Lloyd-Jones died on 

26/11/1981, seven months after her husband.  Included are papers relating to 

her estate. 

 

JH/PER/14  Clare Hill (Esher) Association Ltd 1929, 1935-1939, 1964  

Contains 12 items being papers relating to the property at Esher, Surrey which 

was owned and altered by B.G. Lloyd-Jones.  Included are quotes, plans and 

works specifications; meeting minutes of estate plot owners; a memorandum and 

articles of association; and a 1964 clipping from Country Life for the sale of the 

Sussex manor house Clare Hill. 

 

JH/PER/15  Mr & Mrs B.G. Lloyd-Jones – invoices 1974, 1980-1982  

Contains 26 items being personal invoices from the period when the Lloyd-Jones's 

were residing at Ivy Farm, Blyford. 

 

JH/PER/16  Murray & Jones Ltd 1916, 1962-1974 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/PER/16/1 Correspondence 1916, 1962, 1969-1974  

JH/PER/16/2 Murray & Jones Ltd – accounts 1964-1971  

JH/PER/16/3 Macnair, Mason, Evans and Co. 1939-1971  

 



JH/PER/16/1  Correspondence 1916, 1962, 1969-1974  

Contains 39 items which include a 1916 share certificate.  Correspondence refers 

to: the designation of the Murray & Jones factory site and the premises occupied 

by J. Carey & Sons (Contractors) Ltd; debt collection; relocation to a site in 

Canning Town in 1969; payment of a disturbance claim; correspondence with 

suppliers and the delivery of liquid glue; and electricity account queries.  

Correspondence and an agreement of sale, dated 16/10/70, of the West Ham 

Testing Laboratory to R.A. Wiseman and E.S. James are also included.  This was 

an analytical chemist business [affiliated to Murray and Jones Ltd]. 

 

On 1/11/71 Murray and Jones Ltd was taken over by Beharell & Son Ltd.  The 

transfer of shares and the employees provident fund are discussed.  An 

agreement dated 25/2/72 and signed by B.G. Lloyd-Jones refers to a three year 

period wherein he would act as consultant to the company. 

 

JH/PER/16/2  Murray & Jones Ltd – accounts 1964-1971  

Contains 104 items being correspondence and invoices regarding the payment of 

accounts. 

 

JH/PER/16/3  Macnair, Mason, Evans and Co. 1939-1971 

Contains 377 items being correspondence with the chartered accountants 

Macnair, Mason, Evans & Co.  Most of the correspondence relates to income tax 

for Murray & Jones Ltd. 

 

JH/PER/17  Violet Scott-Miller 1961-1966, 1973 

Contains 19 items which refer to Marjorie Jane Lloyd-Jones's sister and JH's aunt, 

Violet Scott-Miller.  She became Mrs Winter when she married Raoul Winter, and 

later became Mrs Scott Sowman after marrying the solicitor Philip Sowman, who 

handled much of the Lloyd-Jones's legal affairs.  B.G. Lloyd-Jones was the 

executor of Philip Sowman's estate when he died in 1961.  Included are letters to 

his widow which offer personal and financial advice.  Correspondence also deals 

with the estate of Violet Sowman who died in 1964, and a press announcement of 

the death of Arthur Geoffrey Sowman [related?]. 

 

JH/PER/18  Wills 1936-1940, 1977-1991 

Contains 24 items being a 1936 and 1945 will of JH and miscellaneous 

information and MS notes relating to wills; a 1980 will and two codicils from 1986 

and 1991; and correspondence with solicitors concerning the will and the change 

of the trustee Ben Candler.  Includes legacies to charity, an application for 

probate, and instructions for execution of a will. 

 

JH/PER/19  Gilts and equities 1942-1950 

Contains 20 items being MS notes and calculations on fixed interest securities.  

Securities held by Roger Luard, Edith Hill, the R.W. Hill Will Trust, and also the 

Eric H.H. Everest Will Trust are detailed.  [This all relates to a changeover of JH 

and Edith's assets from gilts to equities in the 1940s]. 

 

JH/PER/20  Share investments – Family and Trusts 1948-1987  

Contains 402 items being correspondence, statements, vouchers, share portfoilios 

including those of Anglia Television, and certificates. Includes an annual report of 

Associated British Picture Corporation, and of EMI.  The majority of shares are 

held in Edith Hill's name. 

 

JH/PER/21  London Brick Company 1979-1984 

Contains 20 items being printed reports and accounts as well as printed literature 

to stockholders.  [JH's father was the founder of this company]. 

 



JH/PER/22  Investments – J.E.B. Hill and E. Hill 1963-1969, 1977-1986, 

1995 

Contains 52 items being correspondence and statements relating to life assurance 

policies held with Abbey Life and M & G Assurance Group Limited; and 

correspondence concerning premium bonds held by Edith Hill. Details of JH's 

pension funds are also included. 

 

JH/PER/23  Income tax – J.E.B. Hill 1965-1978, 1983-1989  

Contains 18 items being advice on income tax returns, MS calculations, and 

correspondence on wealth tax. 

 

JH/PER/24  Sur tax 1937-1972  

Contains 223 items being correspondence and MS calculations and notes relating 

to surtax assessments on income.  Included are details of dividends and returns.  

Later material relates to calculations of tax savings due to losses, and surtax 

payable. 

 

JH/PER/25  Singleton, Fabian, Derbyshire and Co. 1951-1972 

Contains 443 items being correspondence which mainly relates to income tax  

returns and surtax liabilities for JH and Edith Hill.  Also included is  

correspondence relating to the R.W. Hill Will Trust account. 

 

JH/PER/26  Personal insurance 1953-1970 

Contains 36 items being correspondence relating to the underwriting and renewal 

of policies.  A list of personal insured items is included.  This lists jewellery, 

clothing, valuable personal and household items, paintings and carvings.  Claims 

for missing jewellery are also included.  For private vehicle insurance see 

[JH/PER/28]. 

 

JH/PER/27  14 Cowley Street SW1 1953-1977, 1999 

Contains 432 items being plans and invoices for building alterations; solicitor's 

invoices; correspondence concerning a rating appeal, parking zones, and water 

rates; and calculations on capital gains tax for the purchase and sale of lease of 

14 Cowley Street.  The lease was acquired in 1959 and disposed of in 1976.  

Invoices for household furnishings and maintenance are included.  Papers relating 

to the lease of 146A Ashley Gardens, JH's former residence are included, as well 

as listings for properties in Barton Street, Westminster. 

 

See also [JH/PER/31] for further invoices on expenditure whilst at 14 Cowley 

Street. 

 

JH/PER/28  Private vehicles  1953-1960, 1966-1973 

Contains 41 items of correspondence relating to the sale and purchase of 

vehicles; maintenance and accident repair work; insurance; fines; a hire purchase 

agreement for a Triumph Estate; and the recovery of a stolen Morris.  For records 

on the fuelling of private vehicles refer to [JH/BLY/2/5]. 

 

JH/PER/29  National Council of Social Service  1921, 1945-1954 

Contains 94 items.  JH and Edith Hill held a general charitable covenant with the 

NCSS Benevolent Fund.  Included is correspondence relating to the disbursement 

of these funds, and deeds of covenant for their annual contributions.  

Correspondence with certain charitable benefactors is included. 

 

A bursary was set up in the memory of Edith Hill's late husband.  This was called 

the Roger Luard Bursary and was for Marlborough College students to further 

their studies at Christchurch, Oxford.  Luard was a past scholar at Marlborough. 

 



JH offered advice for the restoration of the Wenhaston Village Hut in lieu of the 

fact that the NCSS had a special interest in village halls.  

 

The NCSS appealed to JH for charitable assistance in upholding the service it 

offered as headquarters to the Citizens Advice Bureaux.  JH declined as he felt 

that it was a matter which should be sorted by the Treasury. 

 

Other beneficiaries of the Hills' covenant with the NCSS included The Barristers' 

Benevolent Association, and the Artists' General Benevolent Institution. 

 

JH/PER/30  Donations and appeals 1957, 1969-1971, 1979-1988 

Contains 37 items being correspondence relating to requests for donations.  

These are from the local and surrounding parishes and communities; a 

Conservative gift shop; conservation trusts; and a national children's appeal.  

Also included is a charity credit book. 

 

JH/PER/31  Invoices – personal 1960-1990  

Contains 153 items being miscellaneous invoices. 

 

JH/PER/32  Bank accounts 1934-1944, 1971-1988 

Contains four sub-files 

 

JH/PER/32/1 National Westminster Bank Bloomsbury A.P. Richards, J.E.B. Hill 

and M.J. Lloyd-Jones 1934-1944 

JH/PER/32/2 National Westminster Bank, Temple Bar 15613682 J.E.B. Hill 1961, 

1971, 1977-1988 

JH/PER/32/3 National Westminster Bank, Hanover Square 05721792 E. Hill 

1974-1986 

JH/PER/32/4 Société Générale Alsacienne de Banque 1983-1985 

 

JH/PER/32/1  National Westminster Bank Bloomsbury A.P. Richards,  

J.E.B. Hill and M.J. Lloyd-Jones 1934-1944 

Contains one item: a MS account book of deposits and withdrawals.  This account  

was held by JH, his mother, and a solicitor. 

 

JH/PER/32/2  National Westminster Bank, Temple Bar 15613682 

J.E.B. Hill 1961, 1971, 1977-1988 

Contains two boxes of items which relate to the personal banking account of JH. 

Contains cheque book stubs, statements, deposit slips, cancelled cheques, and  

brief letters from the bank explaining account transactions. 

 

JH/PER/32/3  National Westminster Bank, Hanover Square 05721792 E. 

Hill 1974-1986 

Contains two boxes which refer to a personal banking account of E. Hill.  Contains  

statements, deposit slips, cancelled cheques, and correspondence.  This account  

was held in 1979 at 291b Oxford Street, before being transferred to Hanover  

Square. 

 

JH/PER/32/4  Société Générale Alsacienne de Banque 1983-1985 

Contains four items of correspondence and bank account statements. 

 

JH/PER/33  Haynes family trusteeship 1953 

Contains two letters.  JH is asked to be a co-trustee with Don Haynes on Don's 

mother's settlement trusteeship.  Phil Sowman of Sowman, Wells & Potter writes 

to JH on behalf of the family. 

 

JH/PER/34  Thelveton Estate 1934, 1967-1973 



Contains 51 items which concern the management of the Thelveton Estate near 

Diss, and family arrangements for the succession of the estate from Sir John 

Mann to his grandnephew Rupert Edward Mann.  These arrangements are 

considered when Rupert is 21 years of age, four years before the death of Sir 

John Mann in 1971.  Correspondence is included between Lady Clare and JH, who 

is asked to be a trustee of the estate.  Included are minutes of the trustees' 

meetings; a map of the estate; details of the estate's reorganisation and an 

improvement programme; and a report on the woodlands. 

 

JH/PER/35  Charterhouse 1928-1932 

Contains 17 items being JH's class, rugby and cricket team photographs, a 

photograph of [faculty] of Brooke Hall, and lists of staff and pupils. 

 

For old boys' clubs and material on JH's association with Charterhouse as a 

member of the governing body see [JH/PUB/1]. 

 

JH/PER/36  Merton College 1901, 1932-1991 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/PER/36/1 General correspondence and miscellanea 1901, 1932-1938, 1963-

1964, 1977-1985 

JH/PER/36/2 Correspondence with Clayton L. Burwell 1970-1979  

JH/PER/36/3 Correspondence with Dr Roger Highfield 1976-1983 

JH/PER/36/4 JH's examinations and awards 1934 

JH/PER/36/5 Correspondence with H.W. Garrod 1936-1991 

 

JH/PER/36/1  General correspondence and miscellanea 1901, 1932- 

1938, 1963-1964, 1977-1985 

Contains 96 items being general correspondence with and concerning past fellows  

of Merton College; draft speeches and plays; invitations and programmes for  

receptions, anniversary celebrations and gaudy festivals; annual reports; press  

cuttings; photographs of Frank Ratto rowing and the Myrmidons Dining Club; a  

1901 university certificate belonging to R.W. Hill; impressions by JH on Sir Edgar  

Trevor Williams; and an obituary of F.H. Lawson. 

 

JH/PER/36/2  Correspondence with Clayton L. Burwell 1970-1979 

Contains 125 items of correspondence with Clayton L. Burwell, a former Merton 

College friend of JH.  In 1971 JH becomes trustee of 200 Transamerica 

Corporation shares for the benefit of Merton College by Burwell.  These shares 

are used to purchase a gift of two paintings for Merton College, these were works 

of Patrick Heron and Sir Jacob Epstein.  The remainder of the fund goes to buying 

a copy of 'Old Spain', 'Days in old Spain', and art library books.  Included is a 

postcard of Burwell playing at Wimbledon. 

 

JH/PER/36/3  Correspondence with Dr Roger Highfield 1976-1983 

Contains 44 items being correspondence with Dr Roger Highfield, librarian at 

Merton College.  Past and present fellows and lecturers of the College are 

mentioned and this includes photographs of H.W. Garrod, and a press cutting and 

service leaflet commemorating the life of Airey Neave. 

 

JH/PER/36/4  JH's examinations and awards 1934 

Contains five items being press cuttings of JH's class list at Merton, examination 

papers for the School of Modern History and the second public examination, and 

telegrams congratulating JH on his results. 

 

JH/PER/36/5  Correspondence with H.W. Garrod 1936-1991 



Contains 128 items being two pocket display books with photocopied letters from 

Garrod to JH from 1936-1960, the year he died.  Garrod was a fellow of Merton 

College and Professor of Poetry at Oxford from 1923-1928.  Included is a book of 

poetry 'Epigrams'; a list of the writings of Garrod; a 1937 photograph of Merton 

College; a photograph of Frank Ratto; Garrod's obituary; and letters to JH 

concerning the publication of these letters and others which Garrod wrote to 

fellows. 

 

JH/PER/37  Bar examinations and Inner Temple 1936-1950 

Contains 60 items being 14 notebooks of MS notes for Bar examinations which 

cover: company law, real property, procedure, evidence, conveyancing, 

interpretation, tort, and lectures; vouchers for money received on JH's call to the 

Bar; a press cutting showing examination results; and correspondence and 

vouchers concerning legal publications.  JH was called to the Bar, Inner Temple in 

1938. 

 

JH/PER/38  Yachting 1960-1969 

Contains eight items being journals and printed material from yacht clubs. 

 

JH/PER/39  Clubs and societies 1926-1938, 1949-1958, 1968-1981, 

1987, 1994-1999 

Contains eight sub-files 

 

JH/PER/39/1 General 1949-1956, 1968-1977, 1983, 1994-1999 

JH/PER/39/2 Cricket clubs 1926-1936, 1956, 1971-1974 

JH/PER/39/3 Garrick Club 1938, 1954-1958, 1972-1973, 1996 

JH/PER/39/4 Oxford University Association Football Club 1933-1935, 1994-1998 

JH/PER/39/5 Corinthian Football Club 1933 

JH/PER/39/6  Old Carthusian Football Club 1933-1938 

JH/PER/39/7  Vincent's Club 1934, 1989-1999 

JH/PER/39/8 Farmers' Club 1954, 1973-1981, 1987, 1996-1998 

 

JH/PER/39/1  General 1949-1956, 1968-1977, 1983, 1994-1999 

Contains 21 items being correspondence and printed ephemera which relate to 

miscellaneous clubs and societies including: the British Society for International 

Understanding; the Unionist Club, etc. 

 

JH/PER/39/2  Cricket clubs 1926-1936, 1956, 1971-1974 

Contains 29 items being printed ephemera, press cuttings and correspondence 

relating to Esher Cricket Club, the Grasshoppers' Cricket Club, and Merton College 

Cricket Club. Also includes general material on cricket and a 1956 photograph of 

JH playing cricket at Westminster. 

 

JH/PER/39/3  Garrick Club 1938, 1954-1958, 1972-1973, 1996 

Contains 26 items of correspondence, press cuttings, and printed ephemera on 

the Club which was instituted for the general patronage of drama. 

 

JH/PER/39/4  Oxford University Association Football Club 1933-1935, 

1994-1998 

Contains 132 items being press cuttings, correspondence, printed ephemera, and 

photographs of JH's football achievements.  In 1933 and 1934 he played 

goalkeeper for Oxford University and received a "blues award".  JH was elected 

Honorary Secretary of the Club in 11/34.  Also included are annual dinner menus 

for the Bodley Club which carry notes from fellow football players. 

 

JH/PER/39/5  Corinthian Football Club 1933 



Contains 17 items being press cuttings and printed ephemera relating to matches 

played by the Club for which JH was goalkeeper.  Some of the matches were 

played against Oxford University Association Football Club, a club which JH also 

played for. 

 

JH/PER/39/6  Old Carthusian Football Club 1933-1938 

Contains seven items being press cuttings, printed ephemera and correspondence 

relating to the Club, match fixtures, and annual dinners.  JH played goalkeeper 

for this team of Charterhouse old boys. 

 

JH/PER/39/7  Vincent's Club 1934, 1989-1999 

Contains 43 items being printed ephemera and correspondence relating to 

Vincent's Club [Oxford University old boys' sporting club]. 

 

JH/PER/39/8  Farmers' Club 1954, 1973-1981, 1987, 1996-1998 

Contains 45 items being miscellaneous information relating to JH's membership of 

the Club; rules and subscriptions; meeting minutes; and invitations to dinners. 

 

JH/PER/40  M. Le Bras 1938-1942 

Contains 35 items of correspondence between JH and Monique Le Bras, with 

whom he had a relationship in 1938.  Other letters are addressed to Lojie [John 

Field].  Le Bras left France in [1939?] and settled in the United States with her 

husband David Telstoy Nichols.  There she had a son Johnny [photograph 

included].  She died on 4/8/42 of a rare heart infection.  At around the same time 

Lojie was reported missing, presumed killed.  He was on a ship doing convoy duty 

in the Mediterranean. 

 

JH/PER/41  Salary - J.E.B. Hill 1968-1969 

Contains 38 items being notifications of salary deposits. 

 

JH/PER/42  Desk diaries 1969-1971 

Contains 24 items of diaries and enclosures relating to diary dates.  Engagements 

relate to local constituency and parliamentary commitments as well as private 

appointments. 

 

JH/PER/43  Memorial services and obituaries 1958-1983, 1990 

Contains 59 items being thanksgiving service leaflets, press cuttings and 

correspondence.  The deceased are not confined to personal acquaintances of JH.  

They include: Kathryn Stewart, Viscount and Viscountess Waverley, Richard Ward 

Barber, Edward Wakefield, Rosemary John, Robert Mathew, Edward Fellowes, 

Edward Seago, Reginald Maudling, and Herbert Ashton; and of Suffolk and 

Norfolk: Algy and Edith Borthwick, Pat Macnamara, Sir Robert Gooch, Herbert 

Hazelwood, Sir William Aitken, Herbert Hambling, Katherine Holmes, Geraldine 

Ffolkes, Lincoln Ralphs, Peter Greenwell, Richard Freeland, William Carr, Edmund 

Bacon, John Rous, Barbara Stradbroke, Monica Topham, Desmond Longe, and 

Winifred Pritchard-Barrett. 

 

See also the obituaries section of the press cuttings in [JH/PRE/1]. 

 

JH/PER/44  Art and music 1961, 1968-1998 

Contains 101 items which refer to JH's interests in music, art and antiques.  

Includes exhibition details and invitations, correspondence regarding JH's chairing 

of the opening of an exhibition 'Celtic Charisma', correspondence relating to 

antiques belonging to H. Sutton of Beccles, press cuttings, printed ephemera on 

the principle periods of Chinese art, music and theatre programmes, a 

photograph of one of JH's paintings by Lord Pearce, details of paintings and items 

found in various churches in Norfolk, a note on the restoration of the steeple at 



Drinkstone church near Bury St Edmunds, correspondence on the copyright of 

one of JH's paintings, a newsletter from the Furniture History Society, 

correspondence regarding artefacts uncovered near Blyford, a copy of the 

'National Art-Collections Fund Magazine', details of radio music broadcasts, etc.. 

 

JH/PER/45  EMG newsletters 1951-1975 

Contains 293 monthly newsletters 7/51 - 11/75. 

 

JH/PER/46  Book reviews and promotions 1923, 1963, 1971-1972, 1982-

1988 

Contains 32 items being reviews, publicity material, press cuttings and 

correspondence on various books and publications.  Included are extracts from 

'Lays of Ind' - poems illustrative of life in India. 

 

JH/PER/47  Recipes 1966, 1979 

Contains eight items being press cuttings of recipes, MS recipes, printed recipes, 

and a bouquet garni. 

 

JH/PER/48  Correspondence 1936-1998 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/PER/48/1 Family and friends, A-Z 1936-1940, 1948-1998 

JH/PER/48/2 Personal correspondence, A-Z 1962, 1970-1978, 1991 

JH/PER/48/3 Personal political correspondence, A-Z 1956-1978 

 

JH/PER/48/1  Family and friends, A-Z 1936-1940, 1948-1998 

Contains 499 items being letters, greetings cards and postcards from friends, 

family, and personal acquaintances. 

 

JH/PER/48/2  Personal correspondence, A-Z 1962, 1970-1978, 1991 

Contains three boxes of personal correspondence relating to all aspects of JH's 

activities.  Arranged in alphabetical sequence. 

 

JH/PER/48/3  Personal political correspondence, A-Z 1956-1978 

Contains 192 items being correspondence, postcards, invitations and greetings 

cards which primarily relate to JH's parliamentary or political life, his activities, 

and colleagues.  Bundles of items relate to JH's appointment as Lord 

Commissioner of the Treasury in 1960, his move to the front bench in 1965 as 

the opposition in the Department of Education and Science, and his retiring as a 

Parliamentary representative for South Norfolk in 1973. 

 

JH/PER/49  Miscellaneous printed ephemera 1938, 1958-1964, 1977-

1979, 1992 

Contains 20 items being church service leaflets; programmes for trooping the 

colour in 1959, beating the retreat in 1964 and motor racing; notes on posture 

and physical exercises; a mother's day telegram message; a sewing pattern; a 

hangover pack; arithmetical tables; laws of croquet; armorial bearings pertaining 

to JH; information on ammonites and dental structures of elephants; and a wall 

chart of the English Civil War. 

 

JH/PER/50  Times Tournament of the Mind 1988 

Contains 30 items being press cuttings and MS notes on the competition run in 

the Times newspaper to challenge the reader's brain power. 

 

JH/PER/51  East Anglia - local interest 1968-1973, 1979-1987 

Contains 43 items being miscellaneous items which relate to places and events 

within East Anglia.  Includes correspondence; press cuttings; an official guide to 



Wainford Rural District; a 1961 official guide to Norwich; a 1968 copy of 'East 

Anglia Life' with an article by JH; leaflets on Thetford Forest, Gainsborough's 

House, St Peter's church in Wenhaston, Heveningham Hall, and Holton Post Mill; 

a list of Norwich restaurants; a Henham steam rally progamme; printed 

ephemera from the Museum of East Anglian Life in Stowmarket; a guide to Saint 

Mary's West Tofts; brochures for church restoration appeals and church trusts; 

details of a talk show on the history of the Blyth Valley given by Peter Warner; a 

copy of the 'Suffolk Fair'; notes on Lavenham; news on Wingfield College; a 

Wenhaston week programme; and clues for a country trip in the Halesworth area. 

 

JH/PER/52  Alzheimer's disease 1992-1998 

Contains copies of the Alzheimer's Disease Society newsletter, advice and 

information sheets, details of AGMs, publication lists, press cuttings and 

correspondence.  JH was a member of the Society, Edith Hill as well as her sister 

Phyllis both suffered from the disease.  Also included are items relating to home 

help and community care. 

 

See also [JH/PER/56] for carers' reports on the patient, and diagnosis. 

 

JH/PER/53  Vernon Winter 1935-1940 

Contains 14 items.  Vernon Theodore Fowler Winter was 22 when he was killed in 

a mine laying accident on 14/9/40.  He was the cousin of JH and the son of Violet 

and Raoul Winter.  Included are letters from Vernon to JH; a letter from JH's 

step-father announcing Vernon's death; press notices; and a publication of 

memories and impressions of Vernon by his Merton College friend C.L. Bibby. 

 

JH/PER/54  Pocket diaries 1959-1995 

Contains small diaries which note JH's political and family engagements. 

 

JH/PER/55  Lord Pearce and family 1927, 1938-1943, 1970-1972, 1985-

1994, 2000 

Contains eight sub-files 

 

JH/PER/55/1 Richard Bruce Holroyd Pearce 1987 

JH/PER/55/2 James Edward Holroyd Pearce 1985 

JH/PER/55/3 The permissive garden 1927, 1970, 1987-1991 

JH/PER/55/4 The Pearce's correspondence with JH 1938-1943, 1989-1991 

JH/PER/55/5 Lord Pearce's speeches and addresses 1970, 1994 

JH/PER/55/6 Pearce Commission in Rhodesia 1971-1972 

JH/PER/55/7 Lord Pearce's art interests 1987-2000 

JH/PER/55/8 Lord Pearce's obituary and memorial service 1990-1991 

 

Contains material relating to Lord Pearce who was a judge, painter, and a tutor 

and friend of JH; his wife Lady Erica Pearce and her publication 'The permissive 

garden'; Lord Pearce's two sons, both judges, who predeceased him; and Lord 

Pearce's contributions to a settlement in Rhodesia in the 1970s. 

 

JH/PER/55/1  Richard Bruce Holroyd Pearce 1987 

Contains five items.  Richard Bruce Holroyd Pearce (12/5/30 - 3/9/87) was the 

first son of Lord Pearce.  Like his father, brother and JH he was a Carthusian, and 

a judge.  Included are memorial service sheets; and press cuttings. 

 

JH/PER/55/2  James Edward Holroyd Pearce 1985 

Contains 13 items.  James Edward Holroyd Pearce (18/3/34 - 11/6/85) was the 

second son of Lord Pearce.  Like his father, brother and JH he was a Carthusian, 

and a judge.  Included is a Christmas card from his parents to JH mentioning his 



illness; a death notice; a press cutting mentioning his will; personal letters; and 

an obituary or funeral address [drafted by JH]. 

 

JH/PER/55/3  The permissive garden 1927, 1970, 1987-1991 

Contains 24 items being a copy of the book 'The permissive garden' written by 

Lady Erica Pearce (1906-1985) and published posthumously in 1987; 

correspondence regarding the purchase of copies of this book; press reviews of 

the book; three slides of her garden taken in 1967; and an invitation from Lord 

Pearce to celebrate the launch of the book. 

 

Also included are press cuttings relating to the bronze garden statue by Adriaen 

de Vries which Lord Pearce bought for £7 in 1951 and which was later sold for 

£6.8 million; a 1927 letter [from a publisher] to Lady Erica concerning her MS 

entitled 'The captive princess'; and a luncheon guest list from the Eastern Daily 

Press which included Lady Pearce. 

 

JH/PER/55/4  The Pearce's correspondence with JH 1938-1943, 1989-

1991 

Contains 67 items being a folder of mainly MS letters from Lord Pearce and his 

sons Bruce and James to JH before and during the war; and correspondence 

between JH and Lord Pearce's family before and after his death; and a few 

photocopies of obituaries which precede the letters in the folder. 

 

JH/PER/55/5  Lord Pearce's speeches and addresses 1970, 1994 

Contains 10 items being drafts of speeches delivered by Lord Pearce to the Royal 

Academy in 1970; two tapes of speeches; and 1994 correspondence from JH 

concerning copies of the speeches. 

 

JH/PER/55/6  Pearce Commission in Rhodesia 1971-1972 

Contains eight items being parliamentary reports and a pamphlet on proposals for 

a Rhodesian settlement and the commission on Rhodesian opinion under the 

chairmanship of Lord Pearce; and a photograph of Lord Pearce in his "judge's 

outfit". 

 

JH/PER/55/7  Lord Pearce's art interests 1987-2000 

Contains 39 items being correspondence with Charterhouse concerning a gift of 

paintings to the school from Lord Pearce; a photograph of Lord Pearce with these 

paintings which are primarily of snow covered mountains; a photograph of Lord 

Pearce painting at Brook Farm; negative film of his paintings; and ephemera 

relating to exhibitions. 

 

JH/PER/55/8  Lord Pearce's obituary and memorial service 1990-1991 

Contains 34 items which include three photographs; brief notes on the Pearce 

family heritage by Lord Pearce; obituary and press notices on the death of Lord 

Pearce; notes and drafts of a memorial service address; background details 

supplied by Charterhouse archives; and a copy of the 'Carthusian'. 

 

JH/PER/56  Edith Hill's estate 1991-1997 

Contains seven sub-files.  Edith Hill died on 14/10/95 after suffering from 

Alzheimer's disease.  Included is correspondence concerning her health and 

diagnosis; documents relating to the registration of an Enduring Power of 

Attorney; details of attendance allowances; printed ephemera and 

correspondence with care homes; press notices of her death; letters and cards of 

sympathy; funeral service related material; and details of legacies which she left 

to her family and which were administered by JH and Linda Jackson [Edith Hill 

having made no will]. 

 



JH/PER/57  Joan Everest's estate 1996 

Contains 17 items of correspondence relating to donations in memory of Joan 

Everest, JH's cousin; an evaluation of her estate; and a church service sheet.  

Joan Everest [Millachip] died in 5/96. 

 

See also the Everest Archive [EVE]. 

 

JH/PER/58  Grandchildren's Trust 1966   1966-1974, 1982-1985, 1993 

Contains 33 items being copies of settlements and correspondence relating to the 

1966 trust executed for JH and Edith Hill's grandchildren from Linda Jackson. 

 

To avoid confusion, JH explained in a letter to solicitors on 5/11/85 that in 1978 

he made a settlement on the same grandchildren and this is commonly known as 

the J.E.B. Hill 1978 (Jackson Children) Trust. 

 

JH/PER/59  Edith Hill's 1974 settlement 1974-1993 

Contains 65 items being correspondence and statements of account for Edith 

Hill's settlement executed in 3/74, the sole asset being a share in Hurtwood 

House.  Trustees were Edith Hill, Linda Jackson and the solicitor P. Lawson. 

 

JH/PER/60  Edith Hill's covenant to I.L. Luard 1980-1993 

Contains 37 items being documentation relating to a deed of covenant from Edith 

Hill to Irene Lucille Luard; and correspondence relating to tax rebates for this 

covenant. 

 

JH/PER/61  J.C. Hill 1899, 1912-1915, 1979, 1997 

Contains 20 items. John Cathles Hill was JH's paternal grandfather. Born in, 

Hawkhill, Angus County (now Tayside) he moved with his parents to 

Auchterhouse when he was three years old. His father was wheel and cartwright 

at the Toll of Auchterhouse, as his father and grandfather had been before him. 

Press-cuttings have variant birth dates of 1857 and 1858. 

 

The file contains mainly press-cuttings and correspondence. They provide a 

biographical history, include obituaries, information on J.C. Hill’s business 

activities, correspondence relating to his burial site, and images of the old 

tollhouse at Auchterhouse. 

 

J.C. Hill was most successful as a builder and brick manufacturer in Fletton, 

Peterborough, and under the name of London Brick Company in Essex. However a 

1912 article describes the first meeting of creditors’ gross liabilities of 

£1,000,000. 

 

J.C. Hill died on 5 April, 1915. Correspondence from Joan Schwitzer at the 

Hornsey Historical Society, in 1997, provides details and a map of the burial place 

of J.C. Hill in Highgate, London. She also refers to Robert W. Hill’s (JH’s father) 

time at Merton College, and includes reference and pictures of Southwood Hall, 

Highgate. 

 

Other images include a family army roll which includes the names of G. Cathles, 

W. Cathles, R.Hill and E. Hill; and the Mayor and Officers Peterborough 

Territorials, 1913. 

 

JH/PER/62  Robert W. Hill 1914-1917 

Contains 14 items. Press articles relating to Robert William Hill (JH’s father) and 

letters of correspondence.  

 



Includes: a 1904 letter from A.A. Johnson (tutor at Merton) to R.W. Hill; two 

letters from Frank Ratto to R.W. Hill dated 1906; a 1906 personal letter from a 

[school?] friend in Argyllshire, signed: [Smuggins?]; letter from A.E. Bowen to 

R.W. Hill, dated 31/12/1906; personal letter from R.W. Hill to Liz Christie, dated 

3/02/1907; a second letter from A.E. Bowen to R.W. Hill, dated 13/05/1907; a 

1908 letter from John H. Douglas to R.W. Hill; press-cuttings detailing the 

marriage of Robert W. Hill to Miss Scott Miller (Marjorie Lloyd-Jones) on 

7/08/1910; a personal letter dated 17/03/1915 from [John ---?]; photocopy of a 

photograph of R.W. Hill in the 5th Battalion the Bedfordshire Regiment c. 1917; 

and a 1970 letter from Frank Ratto to JH. 

 

JH/PER/63  J.E. Hill 1930, 1936-1937 

Contains 10 items. Press-cuttings detail the military career, working and political 

life of John Edgar Hill. Obituaries and pictures of Hill are also included. 

 

Hill served in Egypt and the East in the First World War. He was a director of the 

London Brick Company, the company founded by his father. In 1930 he was 

adopted by the Isle of Ely as the Conservative and Unionist Association’s 

prospective candidate. A 1936 article describes proceedings in Malden and 

Coombe, Surrey, when it emerged as the youngest borough in the country. J.E. 

Hill, the Charter Mayor, received the Charter. A photograph is included. 

 

J.E. Hill died on 9/03/1937. He left a widow Dorothy Alice Hill (nee Kemmis-

Betty), two daughters and a son. 

 

JH/PER/64  Constance M. Hill 1906 

Contains 4 items. Constance Mary Hill was JH’s aunt (his father’s sister). 

 

Contains press-cuttings describing the fashionable wedding of Constance Hill to 

John Murdoch Beddall in July 1906. Photographs of the couple are included in the 

article. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SERIES JH/PHO 

PHOTOGRAPHS AND FILMS 18--?-1999 

 

Contains 52 sub-series 

 

JH/PHO/1  Photographs and films up to 1930 

JH/PHO/2  Photographs and films 1930-1939 

JH/PHO/3  Photographs and films 1940-1954 

JH/PHO/4  Photographs and films 1955 

JH/PHO/5  Photographs and films 1956 

JH/PHO/6  Photographs and films 1957 

JH/PHO/7  Photographs and films 1958 

JH/PHO/8  Photographs and films 1959 

JH/PHO/9  Photographs and films 1960 

JH/PHO/10  Photographs and films 1961 

JH/PHO/11  Photographs and films 1962 

JH/PHO/12  Photographs and films 1963 

JH/PHO/13  Photographs and films 1964 

JH/PHO/14  Photographs and films 1965 

JH/PHO/15    Photographs and films 1966 

JH/PHO/16  Photographs and films 1967 

JH/PHO/17  Photographs and films 1968 

JH/PHO/18  Photographs and films 1969 

JH/PHO/19  Photographs and films 1970 

JH/PHO/20  Photographs and films 1971 

JH/PHO/21  Photographs and films 1972 

JH/PHO/22  Photographs and films 1973 

JH/PHO/23  Photographs and films 1974 

JH/PHO/24  Photographs and films 1975 

JH/PHO/25  Photographs and films 1976 

JH/PHO/26  Photographs and films 1977 

JH/PHO/27  Photographs and films 1978 

JH/PHO/28  Photographs and films 1979 

JH/PHO/29  Photographs and films 1980  

JH/PHO/30  Photographs and films 1981 

JH/PHO/31  Photographs and films 1982 

JH/PHO/32  Photographs and films 1983 

JH/PHO/33  Photographs and films 1984 

JH/PHO/34  Photographs and films 1985 

JH/PHO/35  Photographs and films 1986 

JH/PHO/36  Photographs and films 1987 

JH/PHO/37  Photographs and films 1988 

JH/PHO/38  Photographs and films 1989 

JH/PHO/39  Photographs and films 1990 

JH/PHO/40  Photographs and films 1991 

JH/PHO/41  Photographs and films 1992 

JH/PHO/42  Photographs and films 1993 

JH/PHO/43  Photographs and films 1994 

JH/PHO/44  Photographs and films 1995 

JH/PHO/45  Photographs and films 1996 

JH/PHO/46  Photographs and films 1997 

JH/PHO/47  Photographs and films 1998 

JH/PHO/48  Photographs and films 1999- 

JH/PHO/49  Photographs and films date unknown 19--? 

JH/PHO/50  Albums and subject ordered photographs 1980-1999 

JH/PHO/51 Photographic equipment, processing, and notes on JH's 

photographs 1930-1997 



JH/PHO/52  Films 

 

JH/PHO/1  Photographs and films up to 1930 

Contains three files 

 

JH/PHO/1/1 Family and friends photographs 18--? - 1929? 

JH/PHO/1/2 Wenhaston; Blyford 1918--? - 1929? 

JH/PHO/1/3 Miscellaneous photographs 1929  

 

JH/PHO/1/1  Family and friends photographs 18--? - 1929? 

Contains 41 items being photographs of JH as a child [with his cousin Betty 

Haynes]; JH's mother [Marjorie Jane Scott-Miller] as a child, her siblings [which 

included Toi, Dorothy, Edward (Chum) and Violet], parents [Kate Fowler Wells 

and Edward Scott Miller] and George Scott-Miller.  Also included is JH's father 

[Robert William Hill]; Frank Ratto [a friend of JH's father whilst at Merton 

College]; John Maxwell; and Roger and Jane Luard [Edith Hill's first husband and 

his sister?]. 

 

JH/PHO/1/2  Wenhaston; Blyford 1918--? - 1929? 

Contains 14 items being photographs of the mill at Watermill Farm; and slides 

and photographs of the lock at Wenhaston on the River Blyth. 

 

JH/PHO/1/3  Miscellaneous photographs 1929  

Contains two items:  one 1929 photograph of an Esher Cricket Club team, and an 

undated photograph of a cemetery. 

 

JH/PHO/2  Photographs and films 1930-1939 

Contains 15 sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/2/1 Canada; skiing in Austria; Madeira and Morocco; Hellenic tour 

1931-1933 

JH/PHO/2/2 India, 1937; yachting in East Anglia; cricket 1937 

JH/PHO/2/3 India, 1937; Balinese art; various sporting events 1936-1937 

JH/PHO/2/4 Brittany 1938 

JH/PHO/2/5 Maxwell photographs 193-? 

JH/PHO/2/6 Maxwell negatives from Warrambien Cove, Dumbarton 193-? 

JH/PHO/2/7 Coronation of George VI 1937 

JH/PHO/2/8  Family and friends 1930-1939? 

JH/PHO/2/9 Southwold railway 1930 

JH/PHO/2/10 Miscellaneous photographs 1931, 1937, 193-? 

JH/PHO/2/11 Esher Cricket Club and sport 193-? 

JH/PHO/2/12 Crosslanes Cottage 193-? 

JH/PHO/2/13 Scotland 1931 

JH/PHO/2/14 Hellenic travellers to Greece 1933 

JH/PHO/2/15 Skiing 193-? 

 

JH/PHO/2/1  Canada; skiing in Austria; Madeira and Morocco; Hellenic 

tour 1931-1933 

Contains album of 419 negative exposures which covers JH's 1931 trip to Canada 

with 24 cadets from public schools; and one photograph.  The cadets went to 

Toronto and Ottawa to take part in rifle meetings. JH was part of the  

Charterhouse team. Travel was by boat on 29/7/31. The tour included a  

visit to Niagara, and 10 days at Petawawa. 

 

Also included are negatives of a 1932 skiing vacation in St Anton (Austria) with R.  

Merz; a trip to Scotland with John Squires; a cruise to Madeira and Rabat 

(Morocco) with [Alex] Gregory-Hood; a 1933 Hellenic tour from Venice to Greece  



including Athens and  Rhodes, and Istanbul. 

 

JH/PHO/2/2  India, 1937; yachting in East Anglia; cricket 1937 

Contains one album of negative film with 92 frames. Included is a MS note by JH 

which refers to the Tripura Palace and Government House in Calcutta, blank shots 

of a failed glimpse of Mount Everest from Nepal, and JH on a train trip back to 

Calcutta. 

 

Some yachting pictures in East Anglia are shown in this album before and after 

the trip to India, as well as an [Esher?] cricket match and a [public?] gathering. 

 

JH/PHO/2/3  India, 1937; Balinese art; various sporting events 1936- 

1937 

Contains two volumes of negative film. Each holds 100 frames. Album "A" shows  

a football match, a tennis tournament, Esher cricket club, skiing in Austria, and 

Balinese drawing and sculpture.  Album "B" covers JH's trip to India, 1/37 - 3/37. 

 

JH/PHO/2/4  Brittany 1938 

Contains 57 items being photographs of Monique Le Bras and friends which were 

taken whilst JH was on holiday in Brittany. 

 

JH/PHO/2/5  Maxwell photographs 193-? 

Contains 99 items being photographs and negatives.  Some are of Edith Hill's trip 

to the United States, the Maxwell family and friends. 

 

JH/PHO/2/6  Maxwell negatives from Warrambien Cove, Dumbarton  

193-? 

Contains 66 items being negatives of Maxwell family photographs. 

 

JH/PHO/2/7  Coronation of George VI 1937 

Contains five strips of negative film. 

 

JH/PHO/2/8  Family and friends 1930-1939? 

Contains 104 items. 

 

JH/PHO/2/9  Southwold railway 1930 

Contains 14 items being photographs of the Southwold railway line near 

Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/2/10  Miscellaneous photographs 1931, 1937, 193-? 

Contains 25 items being one photograph of [grain] elevators in Toronto; an aerial 

photograph of a farming area [Blyford?]; Chartres cathedral, France; George Field 

at Kettleburgh Mill, Suffolk; and the windmill and cottage at Earl Soham, Suffolk. 

 

JH/PHO/2/11  Esher Cricket Club and sport 193-? 

Contains group photographs of Esher Cricket Club; and friends and family playing 

tennis and golf. 

 

JH/PHO/2/12  Crosslanes Cottage 193-? 

Contains 11 items being photographs of the interior of Crosslanes Cottage, Esher;  

and M.J. Lloyd-Jones [1 frame]. 

 

JH/PHO/2/13  Scotland 1931 

Contains six items being photographs of a salmon fishing holiday in Scotland, JH's 

first summer holiday whilst at Oxford University. 

 

JH/PHO/2/14  Hellenic travellers to Greece 1933 



Contains 40 items. 

 

JH/PHO/2/15  Skiing 193-? 

Contains 28 items. 

 

JH/PHO/2/16  World travels 1935 

Contains 21 reels of positive monochrome film. Used in the illustration of JH's 

book 'Better late than never'. 

 

JH/PHO/3  Photographs and films 1940-1954 

Contains 10 files 

 

JH/PHO/3/1 Miscellaneous undated slides 1950s? 

JH/PHO/3/2 Family and friends photographs 1944, 1953 

JH/PHO/3/3 Blyford Estate photographs 1947-1949 

JH/PHO/3/4 Military photographs 194-? 

JH/PHO/3/5 Scotland 1947? 

JH/PHO/3/6 Snetterton motor racing; children and ponies 195-? 

JH/PHO/3/7 Blyford Estate photographs 195-? 

JH/PHO/3/8 Southwold and Blyford bridge 195-? 

JH/PHO/3/9 Political and publicity photographs 195-? 

 

JH/PHO/3/1  Miscellaneous undated slides 1950s? 

Contains nine slides which show Linda Hill on a scooter; a lake; an elderly 

woman; the interior of the top floor of the Watermill Farm farmhouse [2 frames]; 

a group of [Far East businessmen] visiting Watermill Farm; power lines; a town 

street; and horses in a street.  Some of the slides are unmounted. 

 

JH/PHO/3/2  Family and friends photographs 1944, 1953 

Contains 26 items being photographs and negatives including those of JH and 

Edith Hill's wedding in 1944. 

 

JH/PHO/3/3  Blyford Estate photographs 1947-1949 

Contains 18 items being photographs of a shoot in 1948; Watermill Farm 

dwellings; and 1947 aerial photographs of the River Blyth, Watermill Farm, and 

Southwold harbour. 

 

JH/PHO/3/4  Military photographs 194-? 

Contains 68 items. Includes negatives and photographs of a snow covered 64 Fd 

at Mystole House, Canterbury and an unidentified officer; portrait photographs of 

JH; a group photograph with B.G. Lloyd-Jones; Captain Billingham flying a plane 

in 1943; group photographs of a post-war reunion for Air O.P. Squadron; 

photographs taken by Spencer Chapman of the 5th Scots Guard at Bordon and 

Chamonix; a wedding photograph of Remy Eades [Ades?] of the Scots Guard 

(formerly of Oxford), and Stella Worley on 4/05/1940; school doctor Max Wilson 

in Austria at the outbreak of war; a church parade of the 64th Field Regiment 

near Folkestone, with the Archbishop of Canterbury; five air reconnaissance 

photographs of Thornham and Titchwell on the north Norfolk coast; negatives and 

four prints of a crashed Piper Cub near [Larkham?]. 

 

JH/PHO/3/5  Scotland 1947? 

Contains 14 items being photographs and negatives of a family holiday in 

Scotland. 

 

JH/PHO/3/6  Snetterton motor racing; children and ponies 195-? 

Contains 11 slides. 

 



JH/PHO/3/7  Blyford Estate photographs 195-? 

Contains 100 items being photographs and negatives of Edith Hill with Red Poll 

cattle in 1950; a Red Poll cattle sale; River Blyth; the refacing of Watermill Farm 

farmhouse; and family with dogs and horses. 

 

JH/PHO/3/8  Southwold and Blyford bridge 195-? 

Contains 15 items being photographs and postcard photographs of Southwold, 

Blyford bridge, and Giants causeway. 

 

JH/PHO/3/9  Political and publicity photographs 195-? 

Contains 22 items being portrait photographs of JH; photographs at Conservative 

Party evening events, pictures of JH with Edith Hill, and a photograph of Barbara 

and Edward Castle. 

 

JH/PHO/4  Photographs and films 1955 

Contains 11 files 

 

JH/PHO/4/1 Edith Hill and her sister in Blyford Wood; Watermill Farm 1955 

JH/PHO/4/2 Riddlesworth School sports; sowing 1955 

JH/PHO/4/3 Sailing Capricorn to Windsor; Edward Seago painting at Windsor 

1955 

JH/PHO/4/4 Sailing Capricorn to Windsor; Edward Seago painting at Windsor 

1955 

JH/PHO/4/5 Up the Thames with Capricorn 1955 

JH/PHO/4/6 Italy - Porto Fino 1955 

JH/PHO/4/7 Italy - Santa Marganta; Blickling Hall 

JH/PHO/4/8 Miscellaneous slides 1955 

JH/PHO/4/9 Blyford Estate photographs 1955 

JH/PHO/4/10 Family and friends photographs 1955? 

JH/PHO/4/11 Political and publicity photographs 1955 

 

JH/PHO/4/1  Edith Hill and her sister in Blyford Wood; Watermill 

Farm 1955 

Contains 18 slides which show Edith Hill and her youngest sister Phyllis Drew in 

Blyford Wood with Linda Hill, horses, dogs and an old gypsy caravan; Watermill  

Farm farmhouse; JH with a labrador; two motor cars; and a family group at a  

picnic table. 

 

JH/PHO/4/2  Riddlesworth School sports; sowing 1955 

Contains 16 slides which show Linda Hill's sports day at Riddlesworth School; 

Walberswick beach; Watermill farmhouse; Diss fete; and ploughing and rolling of 

a field at Watermill Farm in preparation of a seed bed for spinach after peas. 

 

JH/PHO/4/3  Sailing Capricorn to Windsor; Edward Seago painting 

at Windsor 1955 

Contains 23 slides which Slides show the sailing vessel 'Capricorn' en route to 

Windsor from an industrial part of London.  Edward Seago is seen painting on the  

boat as well as on the river bank. Includes three frames of the Castle. 

 

JH/PHO/4/4  Sailing Capricorn to Windsor; Edward Seago painting at  

Windsor 1955 

Contains 22 slides which show the sailing vessel 'Capricorn' en route to Windsor;  

Edward Seago painting at Windsor; a Conservative Party fete at Scole; bean  

picking [at Blyford Estate]; Mr [E.J.] Ablett in his garden; and a view of  

Blythburgh church. 

 

JH/PHO/4/5  Up the Thames with Capricorn 1955 



Contains one item being MS notes to the slides contained at [JH/PHO/4/3 - 4/4]. 

 

JH/PHO/4/6 Italy - Porto Fino 1955 

Contains 38 slides which show a sailing and walking holiday in Porto Fino, Italy. 

 

JH/PHO/4/7  Italy - Santa Marganta; Blickling Hall 

Contains 22 slides which show the continuation of a sailing holiday in Italy 

including Santa Marganta; and Blickling Hall [frames 19-23]. 

 

JH/PHO/4/8  Miscellaneous slides 1955 

Contains one slide of a painting of the Thames by Edward Seago from the boat 

'Capricorn'. 

 

JH/PHO/4/9  Blyford Estate photographs 1955 

Contains 20 items which include a photograph of Higham's Farm, Wenhaston; and 

general photographs of Blyford Estate farm buildings and the Watermill Farm 

farmhouse. 

 

JH/PHO/4/10  Family and friends photographs 1955? 

Contains six items being photographs of JH, Edith and Linda Hill looking at a 

scrapbook. 

 

JH/PHO/4/11  Political and publicity photographs 1955 

Contains one item: a photograph of JH and Edith Hill at an election campaign, 

taken by the Eastern Daily Press. 

 

JH/PHO/5  Photographs and films 1956 

Contains 10 files 

 

JH/PHO/5/1 Shooting at Yoxford and Thelveton 1956 

JH/PHO/5/2 Visit to Bulbourne; Larkhill 1956  

JH/PHO/5/3 Lord's Cricket Ground; 146A Ashley Gardens; Germany 1956 

JH/PHO/5/4 Germany 1956 

JH/PHO/5/5 China and Hong Kong 1956 

JH/PHO/5/6 Switzerland skiing holiday Christmas 1956 

JH/PHO/5/7 SNCA: Christmas fair 1956 

JH/PHO/5/8 Runner beans; Watermill Farm 1956 

JH/PHO/5/9 Charterhouse; tomatoes; Ditchingham fete 1956  

JH/PHO/5/10 Miscellaneous slides 1956 

 

JH/PHO/5/1  Shooting at Yoxford and Thelveton 1956 

Contains 19 slides which show a shoot at Yoxford and Thelveton, Suffolk; an 

amateur football match [frame 20]; cattle in a shed [frame 1]; and Edith Hill with 

a dog [frame 11]. 

 

JH/PHO/5/2  Visit to Bulbourne; Larkhill 1956  

Contains 22 slides which show an [official] visit to a small family experimental 

farm in Bulbourne, Hertfordshire on 7/6/56 and includes a presentation of 

trophies; and aerial and ground views of Larkhill, a military base near Salisbury, 

on 13/6/56 which also includes slides of a small aeroplane and a missile 

launching exercise. 

 

JH/PHO/5/3  Lord's Cricket Ground; 146A Ashley Gardens; Germany 

1956 

Contains 38 slides which show Lord's Cricket Ground; Edith Hill and JH's mother 

(Marjorie Lloyd-Jones) in a motor car; and Edith Hill at home at 146A Ashley 

Gardens.  The rest of the slides relate to an official agricultural visit to Germany 



in 6/56 and shows the delegates' aeroplane, general farming, and an auction.  

Two bought slides are included of Bruhl and Bonn. 

 

JH/PHO/5/4  Germany 1956 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/5/4/1  Plant laboratory etc. 1956 

JH/PHO/5/4/2  Crop inspection and agricultural visits 1956 

JH/PHO/5/4/3  Aerial views 1956 

JH/PHO/5/4/4  Agricultural activities; war memorial park; Berlin 1956 

JH/PHO/5/4/5  Plant nursery; cropping; and miscellanea 1956 

 

JH/PHO/5/4/1  Plant laboratory etc. 1956 

Contains 39 slides which show a visit to a laboratory where research was being 

carried out on plants; a [museum] display; a visit to a brewery; miscellaneous 

buildings; and a luncheon.  JH does not feature.  Also included are two additional 

slides of a city on a river. 

 

JH/PHO/5/4/2  Crop inspection and agricultural visits 1956 

Contains 40 slides which show an official agricultural visit which includes crop 

inspecting, and visits to a dairy, distillery, and [agricultural college].  Bought 

slides are included. 

 

JH/PHO/5/4/3  Aerial views 1956 

Contains 20 slides which show a shop window display; and aerial views over 

Germany. The aeroplane from which these photographs were taken is included 

and also the interior of an airport. 

 

JH/PHO/5/4/4  Agricultural activities; war memorial park; Berlin 1956 

Contains 40 slides which show an economically deprived area; agricultural 

activities; and a war memorial park.  Bought slides show a Russian memorial and 

the Triumphal Column in Berlin; Schöneberg Town Hall; and a n English garden in 

Berlin. 

 

JH/PHO/5/4/5  Plant nursery; cropping; and miscellanea 1956 

Slides show a plant nursery in Germany; cropping; scenes of a town; the 

delegates before boarding their aeroplane; aerial photographs; Edith Hill at home 

at 146A Ashley Gardens; and a flower arrangement.  Bought slides are of 

Oberammergau; German towns, villages and countryside; and a palace in 

Neuschwanstein. 

 

JH/PHO/5/5  China and Hong Kong 1956 

Contains seven sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/5/5/1  Europe en route to China 1956 

JH/PHO/5/5/2  Hong Kong 1956 

JH/PHO/5/5/3  Eastern flight 1956 

JH/PHO/5/5/4  Return flight Hong Kong to Cairo 1956 

JH/PHO/5/5/5  Return flight Thailand to Saudi Arabia 1956 

JH/PHO/5/5/6  Return flight Cairo to Rome 1956 

JH/PHO/5/5/7  Return flight Alps; Tory conference Llandudno; Conservative Party    

 bargain sale 1956 

 

JH/PHO/5/5/1  Europe en route to China 1956 

Contains 39 slides. JH left London on 13/8/56 and travelled to China via 

Amsterdam, Copenhagen, and Russia.  Slides show a map of the route travelled; 



European countryside and mountains; farm visits in Europe from a British 

parliamentary delegation; and a visit to a bottling factory. 

 

JH/PHO/5/5/2  Hong Kong 1956 

Contains 35 slides.  At the end of JH's visit to China he spent a few days in Hong 

Kong and arrived there on 10/9/56.  Slides show images of Hong Kong;  a textile 

mill; poor housing; school children; and a resettlement scheme in Kowloon.  JH 

arrived back in London on 15/9/56. 

 

JH/PHO/5/5/3  Eastern flight 1956 

Contains 27 slides which show aerial views of a flight in the East.  Slides of the 

aeroplane before take-off are included. 

 

JH/PHO/5/5/4  Return flight Hong Kong to Cairo 1956 

Contains 37 slides which show aerial views of JH's journey home after his China 

and Hong Kong visit and cover Vietnam, Thailand, Saudi Arabia, the Suez Canal, 

and Cairo. 

 

JH/PHO/5/5/5  Return flight Thailand to Saudi Arabia 1956 

Contains 19 slides which show an aeroplane before take-off and aerial views of a 

flight from the East [Thailand?] to [Saudi Arabia?].  Frame 20 is of Hugh and Tim 

Bucknall on Lock marsh. 

 

JH/PHO/5/5/6  Return flight Cairo to Rome 1956 

Contains 38 slides.  The first two slides show an aeroplane and Cairo airport on 

15/9/56.  The rest are aerial views of JH's journey home which cover Egypt, 

Crete, Naples and Rome. 

 

JH/PHO/5/5/7  Return flight Alps; Tory conference Llandudno; 

Conservative Party bargain sale 1956 

Contains 35 slides.  Frames 1-11 show aerial views of the Alps taken during JH's  

flight home from his trip to China and Hong Kong; harvest at Blyford Estate; Mr  

B. Barber amongst bean plants; bean growing at Watermill Farm; scenery en  

route to a Tory conference in Llandudno; Conway Castle and Anglesey beaches; a 

Conservative Party bargain sale held on 1/12/56 in the Corn Hall, Diss; and the  

start of a family skiing holiday in Switzerland [frames 35-37] which show Linda  

and Edith Hill standing in a street, Linda in the aeroplane and an aerial view from  

the aeroplane. 

 

JH/PHO/5/5/8  Photographs 1956 

Contains 33 items. Official photographs of JH’s trip to China. 

 

JH/PHO/5/5/9  Explanatory notes to slides and photographs 

Contains 2 items. A list of slides entitled: 'Chinese visit 1956 - serial 2'. Peking 

and neighbourhood; and an order of projection of 36 slides entitled 'Journey to 

China'. 

 

JH/PHO/5/6  Switzerland skiing holiday Christmas 1956 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/5/6/1  Switzerland skiing holiday Christmas 1956: pt.1 

JH/PHO/5/6/2 Switzerland skiing holiday Christmas 1956: pt.2 

 

JH/PHO/5/6/1  Switzerland skiing holiday Christmas 1956: pt.1 

Contains 26 slides which show a family skiing holiday in Saanenmoser 

Switzerland. 

 



JH/PHO/5/6/2  Switzerland skiing holiday Christmas 1956: pt.2 

Contains 34 slides which show family holiday in Saanenmoser Switzerland.  Aerial 

views from the flight home are included.  Frame 33 shows a gravel hole in 

Riverside field, Wenhaston; a gardener [frame 36]; and flowers at Strood Green 

Cottage [frame 37]. 

 

JH/PHO/5/7  SNCA: Christmas fair 1956 

Contains 24 slides which show a Christmas fair in Diss organised by the South 

Norfolk Conservative Association. 

 

JH/PHO/5/8  Runner beans; Watermill Farm 1956 

Contains seven slides which are of 6/56 and show the stringing of runner beans; 

and Watermill Farm farmhouse. 

 

JH/PHO/5/9  Charterhouse; tomatoes; Ditchingham fete 1956  

Contains 12 slides which show the Field room at Charterhouse; tomatoes 

produced by Lea Valley Growers; Ditchingham fete; a gathering at Wood Farm; 

Blythburgh marshes photographed from the A12; and an aerial view of Danish 

farms. 

 

JH/PHO/5/10  Miscellaneous slides 1956 

Contains one slide of an amateur football game.  The slide refers to a Mr Pascoe 

in the goal. 

 

JH/PHO/6  Photographs and films 1957 

Contains 15 sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/6/1 Strood Green Cottage 1957 

JH/PHO/6/2 SNCA outings; daffodil Sunday; Royal Norfolk Show 1957  

JH/PHO/6/3 Blyford Estate; sand-pit 1957 

JH/PHO/6/4 East Suffolk and Norfolk River Board inspection 1957 

JH/PHO/6/5 Wayland Show; shooting 1957 

JH/PHO/6/6 Watermill Farm; power station; river 1957 

JH/PHO/6/7 MP visit to Calder Hall; Tory conference in Brighton 1957 

JH/PHO/6/8 Sotherton Hall; harvesting 1957 

JH/PHO/6/9 Oxford; Royal Norfolk Show 1957 

JH/PHO/6/10 Royal Norfolk Show 1957 

JH/PHO/6/11 Woodton steam tractor engine rally 1957 

JH/PHO/6/12 Southeast Asia 1957 

JH/PHO/6/13 Hunt; Oxford; Christmas 1957 

JH/PHO/6/14 Miscellaneous slides 1957 

JH/PHO/6/15 Tory conference in Brighton; Royal Show; Southeast Asia 

photographs 1957 

 

JH/PHO/6/1  Strood Green Cottage 1957 

Contains 28 miscellaneous slides show family gatherings at Strood Green Cottage 

(the property bought by JH's stepfather and mother); views of farmhouses; 

garden plants; and Gerald Lloyd-Jones gardening. 

 

JH/PHO/6/2  SNCA outings; daffodil Sunday; Royal Norfolk Show 1957 

Contains 67 slides which show Sunday outings of the South Norfolk Conservative 

Association; spring daffodils; a football match; a public gathering; a cricket 

match; and the Royal Norfolk show [frames 41-43]. 

  

JH/PHO/6/3  Blyford Estate; sand-pit 1957 

Contains 20 slides which show landscapes of Blyford Estate; a view of a church; 

Edith Hill with flowers; and a sand-pit. 



 

JH/PHO/6/4  East Suffolk and Norfolk River Board inspection 1957 

Contains 22 slides which show a ploughed field [ready for runner beans?]; an 

East Suffolk and Norfolk River Board inspection on 13/5/57 with inspectors at 

Iken pumping station. Slides feature the Diogenes II - a pontoon floating pump, 

and show the inspectors taking a trip on a motor boat and their transfer to a 

larger vessel. The River Orwell is also shown. An unmounted slide is also 

included. 

 

JH/PHO/6/5  Wayland Show; shooting 1957 

Contains 20 items which show agricultural activities near Thetford; horses at the 

Wayland Show near Watton [frame 3]; and a shoot. 

 

JH/PHO/6/6  Watermill Farm; power station; river 1957 

Contains 32 slides which show Edith Hill and JH at Watermill Farm with their 

dogs, cattle, and calves; the piggery; a power station in the distance; and a river.  

Annotated by JH "Oxford June ETW DKP ? Mining subsidence visit Norfolk". 

 

JH/PHO/6/7  MP visit to Calder Hall; Tory conference in Brighton 1957 

Contains 38 slides which show a parliamentary visit to Calder Hall, a nuclear 

power station on the Cumbrian coast; and a Tory conference in Brighton from 10-

12/10/57. 

 

JH/PHO/6/8  Sotherton Hall; harvesting 1957 

Contains 25 slides which show cattle on Blyford Estate; Edith Hill; Linda Hill on a 

swing; flowers; a swan; Paul Maze; harvesting; Sotherton Hall farmhouse; 

Watermill Farm farmhouse; horses in a field; and hay cutting at Brook Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/6/9  Oxford; Royal Norfolk Show 1957 

Contains 19 slides. 

 

JH/PHO/6/10  Royal Norfolk Show 1957 

Contains seven sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/6/10/1 Equestrian events 1957 

JH/PHO/6/10/2 Crops 1957 

JH/PHO/6/10/3 Cattle showing 1957 

JH/PHO/6/10/4 Crops and a horse parade 1957 

JH/PHO/6/10/5 Horse parade, and horses and hound demonstration 1957 

JH/PHO/6/10/6 A picnic and Guinness advertisement 1957 

JH/PHO/6/10/7 General 1957 

 

JH/PHO/6/10/1  Equestrian events 1957 

Contains 14 slides which show equestrian events including horse-jumping and 

trap driving. Frame 38 is of cattle showing. 

 

JH/PHO/6/10/2  Crops 1957 

Contains eight slides which show crops at the Royal Norfolk Show; the Norfolk 

Education Committee stand; and JH having a drink. 

 

JH/PHO/6/10/3  Cattle showing 1957 

Contains 12 slides which are of cattle showing at the Royal Norfolk Show; horse-

jumping and vegetable crops. 

 

JH/PHO/6/10/4  Crops and a horse parade 1957 

Contains nine slides which show crops displayed at the Royal Norfolk Show; and a 

horse parade. 



 

JH/PHO/6/10/5  Horse parade, and horses and hound demonstration 

1957 

Contains 12 slides which show a horse parade at the Royal Norfolk Show; and a 

demonstration of horses and hounds working together. 

 

JH/PHO/6/10/6  A picnic and Guinness advertisement 1957 

Contains three slides. 

 

JH/PHO/6/10/7  General 1957 

Contains 85 slides. 

 

JH/PHO/6/11  Woodton steam tractor engine rally 1957 

Contains 15 slides which show a steam rally in 7/57. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12  Southeast Asia 1957 

Contains 24 sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/1 Flight from Karachi to Hong Kong  

JH/PHO/6/12/2 Hong Kong fish and vegetable market 

JH/PHO/6/12/3 Hong Kong agricultural activities  

JH/PHO/6/12/4 Aerial views of Hong Kong's surrounding countryside  

JH/PHO/6/12/5 Hong Kong agricultural activities; sailing boats; rug making 

JH/PHO/6/12/6 Flight from Hong Kong to Tokyo  

JH/PHO/6/12/7 Flight to Tokyo; Nikko temple  

JH/PHO/6/12/8 Fertilizer factory in Sizuoka; travels between Osaka and 

Kyoto; farms in Kanto  

JH/PHO/6/12/9 Mandarin farm; village primary school in Ojima, Japan 

JH/PHO/6/12/10 Miho beach; Ryugesi temple 

JH/PHO/6/12/11 Japanese farm; agricultural workers; temple 

JH/PHO/6/12/12 Flight from Japan to Taiwan; Shimen Dam construction 

JH/PHO/6/12/13 Agriculture in Chang-hua, Taiwan  

JH/PHO/6/12/14 Taiwan miscellanea  

JH/PHO/6/12/15 Chin-men, Taiwan  

JH/PHO/6/12/16 Kaohsiung iron works; Chinese womens' welfare school; 

Taipei streets  

JH/PHO/6/12/17 "Green Mountain", Taiwan; flight to Manila  

JH/PHO/6/12/18 Flight to Manila; Pasig River  

JH/PHO/6/12/19 Pasig River 

JH/PHO/6/12/20 Philippines and agriculture  

JH/PHO/6/12/21 Philippines and the flight to Hong Kong 

JH/PHO/6/12/22 Hong Kong; dam construction  

JH/PHO/6/12/23 Loose miscellaneous slides  

JH/PHO/6/12/24 Photographs  

 

Contains slides and photographs of the United Kingdom's parliamentary 

delegation to Southeast Asia.  JH was in Hong Kong from 27-29/8/57, Japan from 

29/8/57 - 8/9/57, Taiwan [Formosa] from 9/9/57 - 20/9/57, the Philippines from 

20/9/57 - 24/9/57, and back in Hong Kong from 24-30/9/57. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/1  Flight from Karachi to Hong Kong  

Contains 33 slides which show aerial views from JH's flight between Karachi, 

Pakistan, to Hong Kong, 26-28/8/57.  Includes views of Hong Kong harbour and 

streets. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/2  Hong Kong fish and vegetable market 

Contains 21 slides which show a fish and vegetable market in Hong Kong. 



 

JH/PHO/6/12/3  Hong Kong agricultural activities  

Contains 20 slides which show fishing boats; agricultural activities; cattle; school 

children; and a map of a livestock census in the colony. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/4  Aerial views of Hong Kong's surrounding countryside  

Contains 22 slides which show mainly aerial views of countryside surrounding 

Hong Kong which were taken on 27/8/57; two frames show Hong Kong at night; 

and there are three frames of sailing boats. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/5  Hong Kong agricultural activities; sailing boats; rug 

making 

Contains 19 slides which show agricultural activities including a piggery which 

was visited on 28/8/57; sailing boats; and workers making [rugs]. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/6  Flight from Hong Kong to Tokyo  

Contains 10 slides which show a small fishing boat; and aerial views of the flight 

to Tokyo on 29/8/57. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/7  Flight to Tokyo; Nikko temple  

Contains 17 slides which show aerial views of the flight to Tokyo; a temple in 

Nikko [9 frames]; and passengers on a train. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/8  Fertilizer factory in Sizuoka; travels between Osaka 

and Kyoto; farms in Kanto  

Contains 37 slides which show a fertilizer factory in Shizuoka; travels between 

Osaka and Kyoto; and farms in Kanto. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/9  Mandarin farm; village primary school in Ojima, Japan 

Contains 35 slides which show a mandarin farm in [Kogushi]; and a village 

primary school in Ojima, Japan. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/10  Miho beach; Ryugesi temple 

Contains 20 slides which show Miho beach; a cemetry; and three people 

partaking in a meal.  JH has annotated this box "Japan Ryugesi temple 4-5 Sept 

57". 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/11  Japanese farm; agricultural workers; temple 

Contains 22 slides show farms and agricultural workers; an entrance to a temple; 

Japanese children; and a meeting with Japanese [businessmen?]. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/12  Flight from Japan to Taiwan; Shimen Dam 

construction 

Contains 34 slides which show aerial views of JH's flight from Tokyo to Taiwan; 

the building of the Shimen dam; the China Artificial Fiber Corporation; and a 

welcome sign to JH and Mathew from a farmers' association.  An unmounted slide 

shows a [British] nurse. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/13  Agriculture in Chang-hua, Taiwan  

Contains 36 slides. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/14  Taiwan miscellanea  

Contains 36 slides which show rural life; agricultural equipment; a monument; 

bridge; college class; bundling of skeins of [wool?]; and the dissection of a rabbit.  

JH has marked the box with "Taichung [T'ai-chung]; Shishang Hsiang Corp. 

Kaohsiung." 

 



JH/PHO/6/12/15  Chin-men, Taiwan  

Contains 35 slides which cover JH's trip to the island of Kin men (Chin-men) just 

off the coast of China but part of (Quemoy) Taiwan.  Slides show JH in an 

aircraft; an airfield; a statue of Sun Yat Sen; a new road and roundabout; a war 

cemetery; a trip up a hill with military personnel to view Communist China, and 

the straits of Amoy; military headquarters in Chin-men; reclaimed land with 

crops; and the trip back to the airfield.  A MS list by JH relating to the slides is i 

ncluded. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/16  Kaohsiung iron works; Chinese womens' welfare 

school; Taipei streets  

Contains 38 slides which show the Kaohsiung iron works; a school; and streets of 

Taipei. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/17  "Green Mountain", Taiwan; flight to Manila  

Contains 21 slides which show the "Green Mountain"; Taipei; and JH's flight to 

Manila. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/18  Flight to Manila; Pasig River  

Contains 22 slides which show JH's flight to Pasig; and aerial and land views of 

the Pasig River.  JH has dated the slides at 21/9/57. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/19  Pasig River 

Contains 22 slides which show village life alongside the banks of the Pasig River. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/20  Philippines and agriculture  

Contains 22 slides which show agricultural activities and crops; JH drinking from a 

fruit; and an election placard for Joachin E. Chipeco.  JH has annotated the slide 

box with "Los Banos Ag. station [22/9/57]". 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/21  Philippines and the flight to Hong Kong 

Contains 34 slides which show streets and towns in the Philippines; JH with a 

Philippino family; aerial views of JH's flight to Hong Kong; and a development site 

in Hong Kong. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/22  Hong Kong; dam construction  

Contains 30 slides which show the construction of a dam; Hong Kong streets; and 

the island's scenery.  JH has annotated the slide box with "Sheko" and 

"Kadoorie". 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/23  Loose miscellaneous slides  

Contains three slides which show aerial views of the coastline; and a street with a 

church. 

 

JH/PHO/6/12/24  Photographs  

Contains 21 items being strip prints as well as individual prints. 

 

JH/PHO/6/13  Hunt; Oxford; Christmas 1957 

Contains 19 slides which show a hunt; a building and street in Oxford; Edward 

Seago; Edith Hill at Branfield House; Christmas 1957; and two children. 

 

JH/PHO/6/14  Miscellaneous slides 1957 

Contains six slides which show Watermill Farm farmhouse; and "Tang" figurines. 

 

JH/PHO/6/15  Tory conference in Brighton; Royal Show; Southeast Asia 

photographs 1957 

Contains 4 items of stip prints. 



 

JH/PHO/7  Photographs and films 1958 

Contains 10 files 

 

JH/PHO/7/1 United States of America 1958 

JH/PHO/7/2 Fetes, galas and socials in East Anglia 1958 

JH/PHO/7/3 Marine workshop, Lowestoft; Wood Farm, Reydon; Kirby Cane 

gymkhana; Young Conservatives 1958 

JH/PHO/7/4 Blyford Estate; Kirby Cane gymkhana; Young Conservatives 1958 

JH/PHO/7/5 Majorca 1958 

JH/PHO/7/6 Ditchingham fair 1958 

JH/PHO/7/7  Kilverstone shoot; Blyford Estate; Post offices; flight to Germany 

1958-1959 

JH/PHO/7/8 Miscellaneous slides 1958 

JH/PHO/7/9 Miscellaneous photographs 1958 

JH/PHO/7/10 Political photographs 1958 

 

JH/PHO/7/1  United States of America 1958 

Contains 30 sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/1    New York and New England  

JH/PHO/7/1/2    SNCA; Heveningham Hall; Southhampton; Cherbourg  

JH/PHO/7/1/3    New York; Washington D.C.  

JH/PHO/7/1/4    Washington D.C. 

JH/PHO/7/1/5    Federal Agricultural Research Centre (Beltsville, Maryland)  

JH/PHO/7/1/6    University of Virginia; Duke University, North Carolina  

JH/PHO/7/1/7   North Carolina Ranch and City  

JH/PHO/7/1/8    North Carolina Farmers' Exchange; agricultural show ground  

JH/PHO/7/1/9    New Orleans; Mississippi River  

JH/PHO/7/1/10 New Orleans; flight to Dallas  

JH/PHO/7/1/11 Dallas; agriculture in Texas  

JH/PHO/7/1/12 Dallas; agriculture in Texas; flight to El Paso  

JH/PHO/7/1/13 Star Branch Ranch, Texas; Dallas; flight to El Paso 

JH/PHO/7/1/14 Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona  

JH/PHO/7/1/15 Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona; Los Angeles  

JH/PHO/7/1/16 Phoenix, Arizona  

JH/PHO/7/1/17 Los Angeles; Yosemite National Park  

JH/PHO/7/1/18 Yosemite National Park, California  

JH/PHO/7/1/19 Yosemite National Park; Stanford; San Francisco 

JH/PHO/7/1/20 San Francisco; Boeing plant, Seattle; Vancouver 

JH/PHO/7/1/21 Vancouver; Washington 

JH/PHO/7/1/22 JH's visit with a family 

JH/PHO/7/1/23 Northern Pacific Railway; Bozeman; Yellowstone National Park 

JH/PHO/7/1/24 Yellowstone National Park; Montana 

JH/PHO/7/1/25 Montana University; flights from Montana to Iowa 

JH/PHO/7/1/26 Iowa 

JH/PHO/7/1/27 New York; New Hampshire 

JH/PHO/7/1/28 Washington D.C. 

JH/PHO/7/1/29 New York; boat trip to England; Blyford Estate 

JH/PHO/7/1/30 Miscellaneous photographs of US tour 1958 

 

The contents relate to a two-month tour of the United States made by JH in 1958 

under the auspices of the English Speaking Union and the Ford Foundation, and 

the holiday in New England and Canada which immediately followed and in which 

he was joined by his wife. 

 



The main theme of the tour was agriculture and JH visited a number of 

agricultural education and research establishments.  He also attended sessions of 

Congress and had meetings with US politicians, and gave lectures and presented 

screenings of his film of China, made in 1956. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/1  New York and New England  

Contains 105 slides which constitute JH's first slide show on the United States.  

He focussed purely on New York and parts of New England, the original old 

former British colonies which formed the nucleus of America after the War of 

American Independence.  A transcript of the trial recording of the slide show is 

included.  The slides are described in this document. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/2  SNCA; Heveningham Hall; Southhampton; Cherbourg  

Contains 16 slides.  Included are slides taken before the start of the United States 

trip.  Slides show a South Norfolk Conservative Association dinner at the Corn 

Hall in Diss; a Conservative Party weekend in Swinton which included Toby Low 

and Edward Heath; Heveningham Hall, Suffolk; SNCA's daffodil Sunday which 

included Earl Ferrers; the Queen Mary sailing from Southhampton on 17/4/58; 

and views of Cherbourg, France. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/3  New York; Washington D.C.  

Contains 17 slides which  were taken from 22-26/4/58 and show the crossing to 

New York; New York streets; Sir Winston Churchill's exhibition of paintings at the 

Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C.; and JH with W. Williams. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/4  Washington D.C. 

Contains 12 slides which were taken from 26-30/4/58 and show the Capitol; a 

cricket  match between Yale University and the British Embassy; and Washington 

D.C.. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/5  Federal Agricultural Research Centre (Beltsville, 

Maryland)  

Contains 18 slides which  were taken from 30/4/58 and show mainly cattle at  the 

Federal Agricultural Research Centre at Beltsville, Maryland. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/6  University of Virginia; Duke University, North Carolina  

Contains eight slides which were taken on 3/5/58 and show JH's visit to the 

University of Virginia.  Slides missing from 5/5/58 are of his visit to Duk e 

University, North Carolina. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/7  North Carolina Ranch and City  

Contains 13 slides which were taken from 4-5/5/58 and show a family at their 

ranch; and a North Carolina city. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/8  North Carolina Farmers' Exchange; agricultural show 

ground  

Contains 20 slides which were taken on 5/5/58 show the North Carolina Farmers' 

Exchange [an agricultural cooperative association] and its broiler processing 

plant.  Slides taken on 6/5/58 show an agricultural college in Raleigh, North 

Carolina; and a permanent agricultural show ground with a vast glass and 

concrete covered stadium with a seating capacity of 10,000 and a ring little 

smaller than a football pitch. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/9  New Orleans; Mississippi River  

Contains 16 slides which were taken on 7-9/5/58 and show New Orleans and the 

Mississippi River. 

 



JH/PHO/7/1/10  New Orleans; flight to Dallas  

Contains 39 slides which were taken from 9-11/5/58 and show shipping on the 

Mississippi River; JH at dinner at the Brennans Restaurant with Alastair Maitland; 

Dr Fisher at the Southern Region Research Centre (mainly for textiles); the 

longest bridge in the world which spans Lake Pontchartrain; Hammond, a 

strawberry growing area; and the flight from New Orleans to Dallas. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/11  Dallas; agriculture in Texas  

Contains 36 slides which were taken from 11-14/5/58 and show a Dallas street; 

the Southern Methodist University, a non-conformist educational institution; a 

motor car tour of Dallas; farming activities at Texas Agricultural Research 

Foundation in Renner; and Star Brand Ranch near Kaufman. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/12  Dallas; agriculture in Texas; flight to El Paso  

Contains 35 slides which were taken from 11-15/5/58 and show aerial views of 

Dallas including swimming pools, a drive-in cinema and earthmoving; Dallas 

airport; Texas Agricultural Research Foundation in Renner; Star Brand Ranch 

near Kaufman; an aluminium façade building [which housed the Republic Bank of 

Texas and where JH lunched with the Bank's President on the 34th floor]; an 

airport and an aerial view of the flight bound for El Paso, New Mexico.  Also 

includes an unmounted slide of a motorway. 

 

This spool of slides appears to have been taken simultaneously with 

[JH/PHO/7/1/11]. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/13  Star Branch Ranch, Texas; Dallas; flight to El Paso 

Contains 35 slides were taken from 14-15/5/58 and show Star Brand Ranch near 

Kaufman; interior views of the Republic Bank of Texas, and scenes taken from 

the 34th floor of this building; [University?] buildings; Dallas airport; and views of 

the flight to El Paso, New Mexico [where JH stopped briefly and then continued on 

to Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona]. 

 

This spool follows on from [JH/PHO/7/1/11]. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/14  Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona  

Contains 37 slides.  After a short stop in El Paso, New Mexico JH went on to 

Phoenix, Arizona and on the way made a stop in Tucson.  Slides were taken from 

15-17/5/58 and show Tucson airfield; aerial views of Arizona; the Phoenix 

Country Club; another flight over vast agricultural land; working of the land; and 

an [Arizona] family in a café. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/15  Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona; Los Angeles  

Contains 37 slides which were taken on 15-22/5/58 and show the airfield at El 

Paso, New Mexico; the flight to Tucson; Tucson airfield and the flight on to 

Phoenix, Arizona; aerial views of the vast desert lands [reclaimed by agriculture 

through surface irrigation] in Arizona; labourers working the land [of Mr Chuck 

Sherrill]; aerial views of the Theodore Roosevelt Dam [which irrigated Sherrill's 

land]; Phoenix airport and city; an aerial view of the flight to Los Angeles; Los 

Angeles streets; and Yosemite National Park. 

 

This spool was taken simultaneously with [JH/PHO/7/1/14]. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/16  Phoenix, Arizona  

Contains 38 slides which were taken from 17-18/5/58 and show aerial views of 

Arizona; agricultural lands; the hotel pool where JH was resident; the fauna of 

the area; streets of Phoenix; and aerial views of Phoenix as JH departed Phoenix 

for San Diego. 



 

Slides were taken simultaneously with [JH/PHO/7/1/14 and JH/PHO/7/1/15]. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/17  Los Angeles; Yosemite National Park  

Contains 38 slides which were taken from 19-23/5/58 and show the streets of Los 

Angeles; a Chinese Hollywood studio; the University of California; chess players 

in a park; JH in the grounds of his hotel; and views of Yosemite National Park. 

  

Slides were taken simultaneously with [JH/PHO/7/1/15]. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/18  Yosemite National Park, California  

Contains 38 slides which were taken on 23/5/58 and show Yosemite National Park 

in California.  Waterfalls and rivers feature as well as sequoia trees. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/19  Yosemite National Park; Stanford; San Francisco 

Contains 38 slides which were taken from 23-25/5/58 and show two frames of 

Yosemite National Park; the countryside between the Park and San Francisco; 

views from Hoover tower, Stanford including Stanford University; a new shopping 

centre in Stanford; spring-board divers participating in a sports display; and 

views above San Francisco. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/20  San Francisco; Boeing plant, Seattle; Vancouver 

Contains 35 slides which were taken from 25-30/5/58 and show San Francisco; a 

flight on 27/5/58 which took JH to Oakland on the other side of San Francisco 

Bay; the flight from Oakland to Portland, Oregon; the Boeing plant at Seattle; a 

farm in Vancouver; and one frame of JH's cousin Jim Beddall and his family. [JH 

caught a train between Seattle and Vancouver]. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/21  Vancouver; Washington 

Contains 24 slides which were taken from 30/5/58-1/6/58 and show JH's cousin 

Jim Beddall and his family in Vancouver;  views of JH's [train] journey back to 

Seattle;  JH's motel where he spent the night; and views on the 1/6/58 as JH left 

for Montana [by train]. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/22  JH's visit with a family 

Contains 10 slides which were taken on 31/5/58 and 1/6/58 and show JH with a 

family [a couple and their little boy of about four years old]. On 1/6/58 slides 

show JH leaving with them in a car and they are then seen together in a train  

heading for Montana. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/23  Northern Pacific Railway; Bozeman; Yellowstone 

National Park 

Contains 38 slides which were taken from 1-3/6/58 and show views from the 

Northern Pacific railway from Seattle to Montana; views within the coaches; 

Bozeman station and streets (Montana); and Yellowstone National Park and views 

en route to the park. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/24  Yellowstone National Park; Montana 

Contains 37 slides were taken from 3-4/6/58 and show Yellowstone National Park 

including bears; the closing of an election poll; and agricultural lands of Montana. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/25  Montana University; flights from Montana to Iowa 

Contains 39 slides which were taken from 4-5/6/58 and show an arena at 

Montana University, Bozeman; the University's dairy research centre under 

construction and a calf house; Bozeman airport; and aerial views of        

Montana, North Dakota, Missouri, Wisconsin and Iowa.  An unmounted slide 

shows a [country fair]. 



 

JH/PHO/7/1/26  Iowa 

Contains 36 slides which were taken on 5-8/6/58 and show aerial views of the 

flight to Cedar Rapids, Iowa; the cattle yards of Wilson and Co.; a silo of the 

Quaker Oats factory; a children's animal farm; real estate development; a horse 

show; various farms; and aerial views of Chicago and Cleveland on the flight to 

New York. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/27  New York; New Hampshire 

Contains five slides which were taken from 10-12/6/58 and show Pennysylvania 

Station in New York; children playing; a house in New Hampshire; and a four 

storey deep litter poultry house.  Included is an unmounted slide of a house. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/28  Washington D.C. 

Contains eight slides which were taken from 17-20/6/58 and show aerial views of 

the flight from Boston to Washington, D. C. [one frame is unmounted]; JH's 

engagements in Washington on 19/6/58; and the Gettysburg battlefield, 

Pennysylvania. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/29  New York; boat trip to England; Blyford Estate 

Contains 14 slides show D.K. Price with his family in New York; a gold statue; 

JH's journey home from New York by boat; and vining peas at Sotherton. 

 

JH/PHO/7/1/30  Miscellaneous photographs of US tour 1958 

Contains one photograph of JH at at the poolside at Chapman Park Hotel, Los 

Angeles. 

 

JH/PHO/7/2  Fetes, galas and socials in East Anglia 1958 

Contains 37 slides which were taken in 7/58 and 8/58 and show a [South Norfolk 

Conservative Association] social; Kenninghall fete; Harleston sports gala; and 

Diss fete. 

 

JH/PHO/7/3  Marine workshop, Lowestoft; Wood Farm, Reydon;  

Kirby Cane gymkhana; Young Conservatives 1958 

Contains 37 slides which were taken from 19-20/8/58 and show a dance and 

musical group playing at Farnham Hall; a marine workshop in Lowestoft; Wood  

Farm, Reydon [which belonged to JH's sister-in-law M.L. Sanders]; a Young  

Conservatives gathering at Watermill Farm; and a gymkhana at Kirby Cane,  

Norfolk. 

 

See also [JH/PHO/7/4]. 

 

JH/PHO/7/4  Blyford Estate; Kirby Cane gymkhana; Young Conservatives  

1958 

Contains 17 slides which show Edith Hill at Blyford Estate; images of Watermill 

Farm; additional slides of a gathering of Young Conservatives at Watermill Farm;  

a gymkhana at Kirby Cane, Norfolk; Edith Hill and Linda Hill with an elderly lady  

in a [motorised car for one]; hay baling; and a storm photographed from 146A  

Ashley Gardens. 

 

JH/PHO/7/5  Majorca 1958 

Contains five sub-files comprising: two strips of negative film, and slides which 

show a family holiday in Majorca in 8/58 and 9/58; slides of a bullfight and two 

reels of unmounted film. 

 

JH/PHO/7/6  Ditchingham fair 1958 

Contains 11 slides. 



 

JH/PHO/7/7  Kilverstone shoot; Blyford Estate; Post offices; flight 

to Germany 1958-1959 

Contains 35 slides which were taken from 24/10/58 to 8/1/59 and show Lord 

Fisher at a shoot in Kilverstone, near Thetford; J.B. Rosher with a car tyre 

puncture; Frank Kemp; a film show and meeting at Old Buckenham; Watermill 

Farm pond; ploughing at Blyford Estate; automatic telephone exchanges and post 

office franking machines at Diss and Wymondham; a nativity set at Ditchingham 

Hall; and JH's flight to Cologne as a member of a United Kingdom parliamentary 

delegation. 

 

JH/PHO/7/8  Miscellaneous slides 1958 

Contains nine slides which show a South Norfolk Conservative Association 

womens' Christmas party in Bunwell; Waveney Apple Growers' warehouse [2 

frames]; cattle in a field; a Rolls Royce car; and Edith and Linda Hill. 

 

JH/PHO/7/9  Miscellaneous photographs 1958 

Contains three photographs:  a gathering of friends on a beach; two teenagers; 

and a bullfight [1 frame each]. 

 

JH/PHO/7/10  Political photographs 1958 

Contains two photographs of JH, Edith Hill, and others at an evening function of 

the Conservative Party Blackpool conference in 1958. 

 

JH/PHO/8  Photographs and films 1959 

Contains 13 files 

 

JH/PHO/8/1 Germany 1959 

JH/PHO/8/2 Flight from Berlin; Hill Farm; Ivy Farm; Watton Secondary Modern 

School 1959 

JH/PHO/8/3 Hill Farm; daffodil Sunday; launching of 'Elk' 1959` 

JH/PHO/8/4 Wymondham College; Thetford 1959 

JH/PHO/8/5 BBC; flood defence work commemoration; Blythburgh Church; 

horse jumping 1959 

JH/PHO/8/6 Dunwich; election billboards; harvesting; journey to Iona 1959 

JH/PHO/8/7 Iona 1959 

JH/PHO/8/8 Iona; general election; Penny Forsyth 1959 

JH/PHO/8/9 General election; Royal wedding 1959-1960 

JH/PHO/8/10 Conservative office slides on voting 1959 

JH/PHO/8/11 Miscellaneous slides 1959 

JH/PHO/8/12 Political and publicity photographs 1959 

JH/PHO/8/13 Miscellaneous photographs 1959 

 

JH/PHO/8/1  Germany 1959 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/8/1/1 Bonn; Berlin 

JH/PHO/8/1/2  Berlin  

 

Contains slides of JH's visit to Germany from 11-16/1/59 as part of a United 

Kingdom parliamentary delegation. 

 

JH/PHO/8/1/1  Bonn; Berlin 

Contains 39 slides which were taken from 13-15/1/59 and show JH's visit to Bonn 

and Germany.  JH visited both the East and West sectors of Berlin. 

 

JH/PHO/8/1/2  Berlin  



Contains 37 slides which were taken from 15-16/1/59 and show Berlin and JH's 

departure from Berlin for London. 

 

JH/PHO/8/2  Flight from Berlin; Hill Farm; Ivy Farm; Watton Secondary  

Modern School 1959 

Contains 36 slides which were taken from 16/1/59 - 21/3/59 and show JH's flight 

from Berlin to London; Hill Farm before demolition; drainage at Ivy Farm; Brook  

Farm; Watton Secondary Modern School; and an entertainment evening of the  

British Legion, Haddiscoe division. 

 

JH/PHO/8/3  Hill Farm; daffodil Sunday; launching of 'Elk' 1959` 

Contains 35 slides which were taken from 3/59 - 13/4/59 and show Brook Farm; 

a drainage scheme and the laying of pipes at Hill Farm; daffodil Sunday at 

Thelveton [a South Norfolk Conservative Association organised day]; and the 

launching of the 'Elk' at Lowestoft. 

 

JH/PHO/8/4  Wymondham College; Thetford 1959 

Contains 32 slides which were taken from 17-24/4/59 and show Wymondham 

College; discussions with the Minister of Housing and Local Government, Henry 

Brooke, on development in Thetford; an opening ceremony [in Thetford] and an 

annual general meeting in Diss. 

 

JH/PHO/8/5  BBC; flood defence work commemoration; Blythburgh 

Church; horsejumping 1959 

Contains 33 slides which were taken from 18/6/59 - 5/7/59 and show a 

Parliamentary visit to the British Broadcasting Corporation; John Hare, Agriculture 

Minister, at Sea Palling commemorating the end of the flood defence works 

following the 1953 floods; a concert held at Blythburgh Church; and 

horsejumping at Passfield Corner. 

 

JH/PHO/8/6  Dunwich; election billboards; harvesting; journey to Iona  

1959 

Contains 37 slides which were taken from 14-22/8/59 and show Dunwich beach;  

Minsmere sluice; Linda Hill, Hugh McCreath and Louise Forsyth at Minsmere and  

the same group watching ducks at Watermill Farm; portrait pictures of JH on a  

farm at Stoke Holy Cross; election bill boards in Bungay; harvesting and  

rotovating at Blyford Estate; a Young Conservative's barbecue at Watermill Farm;  

farm buildings at Sotherton Hall; and the car journey to Iona including Newark. 

 

JH/PHO/8/7  Iona 1959 

Contains 10 sub-files.  Slides were taken from 22/8/59 - 7/9/59 and show JH and 

his family's sailing holiday around Iona.  One sub file holds the collection of slides  

which JH presented as a show, and a typescript of his presentation is included. 

 

The beginning of JH's holiday as he set off by car from Norfolk can be found at 

[JH/PHO/8/6].  The end of the trip is included at [JH/PHO/8/8]. 

 

JH/PHO/8/8  Iona; general election; Penny Forsyth 1959 

Contains 36 slides which were taken from 9/9/59 - 9/10/59 and show the end of  

a sailing holiday in Iona [6 frames]; an adoption meeting in Diss after the 1959  

election; Downing Street after dissolution; R.A. Butler and JH speaking in Loddon;  

Penny Forsyth [a child]; JH and Edith Hill with their "election car" setting out for 

the court; election billboards; and JH's mother and stepfather before the court in  

Wymondham. 

 

JH/PHO/8/9  General election; Royal wedding 1959-1960 



Contains 27 slides which were taken in 10/59 and 5/60 and show JH at 

Wymondham court after the general election; JH and Edith Hill beside their 

"election car"; demolition and drainage at Blue Tiles Cottage; shooting at 

Kilverstone; and Princess Margaret's wedding. 

 

JH/PHO/8/10  Conservative office slides on voting 1959 

Contains six slides produced by the Conservative office on postal voting. 

 

JH/PHO/8/11  Miscellaneous slides 1959 

Contains four slides which show a shoot at Kilverstone; the end of the harvest at 

Sotherton Hall; and Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/8/12  Political and publicity photographs 1959 

Contains one photograph of JH and Edith Hill at Watermill Farm, taken by the 

Eastern Daily Press. 

 

JH/PHO/8/13  Miscellaneous photographs 1959 

Contains three photographs of an agricultural show. 

 

JH/PHO/9  Photographs and films 1960 

Contains six files 

 

JH/PHO/9/1 Royal wedding 1960 

JH/PHO/9/2 Balhaldie; Swinton; 14 Cowley Street 1960 

JH/PHO/9/3 France 1960 

JH/PHO/9/4 Watermill Farm pond; Thetford water works; harvest 1960 

JH/PHO/9/5 Watermill Farm pond; Swinton; Haddiscoe bridge 1960-1961 

JH/PHO/9/6 Political and publicity photographs 1960, 196-? 

 

JH/PHO/9/1  Royal wedding 1960 

Contains two sub- files.   Sub file [JH/PHO/9/1/1] contains slides of Princess 

Margaret's wedding in 5/60, and [JH/PHO/9/1/2] contains photographs. 

 

JH/PHO/9/2  Balhaldie; Swinton; 14 Cowley Street 1960 

Contains 18 slides which were taken from 7/5/60 - 5/6/60 and show countryside 

near Balhaldie en route to Gleneagles; picturesque scenes of Swinton; and 14 

Cowley Street [JH's residence in London]. 

 

JH/PHO/9/3  France 1960 

Contains seven sub files of JH's holiday to France from 5-19/6/60.  Included is 

the collection of slides which he presented at a slide show [JH/PHO/9/3/6] along 

with notes to this show.  Sub file [JH/PHO/9/3/7] contains bought slides of French 

monuments.  Sub-file [JH/PHO/9/3/4] contains 10 frames of JH's holiday followed 

by images of the Thames; Diss South Norfolk Conservative Association's bargain 

sale; garden clearance at Watermill Farm; and early harvesting in 9/60. 

 

JH/PHO/9/4  Watermill Farm pond; Thetford water works; harvest 1960 

Contains 28 slides which were taken in 9/60 and show the making of the pond at 

Watermill Farm; a visit to a dressmaking enterprise; the opening of a water 

works in Thetford; harvesting at Blyford Estate; stacked bags in a farm shed; and 

the bulldozing of the tennis court at Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/9/5  Watermill Farm pond; Swinton; Haddiscoe bridge 1960-

1961 

Contains 29 slides which were taken from 6/10/59 - 15/5/61 and show a fashion 

show at Shadwell Hall near Diss; excavations for the pond at Watermill Farm; 

excavations and drainage associated with the tennis court at Watermill Farm; Sir 



John, Clare Mann, and Mark Turner shooting at Thelveton; Swinton countryside 

near Masham in North Yorkshire; and the opening of the Haddiscoe bridge in 

Norfolk. 

 

JH/PHO/9/6  Political and publicity photographs 1960, 196-? 

Contains three items which include a photograph at a Conservative Party fete; 

and group photographs of JH with ladies outside parliament. 

 

JH/PHO/10  Photographs and films 1961 

Contains six files 

 

JH/PHO/10/1 Haddiscoe bridge; Blyford fete 1961 

JH/PHO/10/2 Royal Show; Charterhouse; Watermill Farm pond 1961 

JH/PHO/10/3 Charterhouse; B.G. Lloyd-Jones; Sotherton Hall 1961 

JH/PHO/10/4 Sailing at Cowes 1961 

JH/PHO/10/5 Harvest; Sotherton Hall 1961 

JH/PHO/10/6 Blyford Estate photographs 1961 

 

JH/PHO/10/1  Haddiscoe bridge; Blyford fete 1961 

Contains 19 slides which were taken from 15/5/61 - 12/6/61 and show Haddiscoe  

bridge; a pea vining station at Haddiscoe [1 frame]; Reedham ferry; the British  

Sugar Corporation at Cantley; Blyford fete; the bulldozing of a tree on the Blyford 

Estate; a dance for the Young Conservatives in Wymondham; and levelling of a  

meadow on the estate. 

 

JH/PHO/10/2  Royal Show; Charterhouse; Watermill Farm pond 1961 

Contains 37 slides which were taken from 6-7/61 and show the Royal Norfolk 

Show [20 frames]; Watermill pond being filled; a grain barn at Sotherton Hall; 

and Charterhouse masque. 

 

JH/PHO/10/3  Charterhouse; B.G. Lloyd-Jones; Sotherton Hall 1961 

Contains 31 slides which were taken from 8-16/7/61 and show Charterhouse 

masque; B.  G. Lloyd-Jones and JH's mother; a grain barn at Sotherton Hall; and 

a Swedish kombi dinghy. 

 

JH/PHO/10/4  Sailing at Cowes 1961 

Contains four sub-files.  Slides were taken on 29-30/7/61 and show sailing at 

Cowes, Isle of Wight. 

 

JH/PHO/10/5  Harvest; Sotherton Hall 1961 

Contains 36 slides which were taken in 9/61 and show farm buildings and 

harvesting at Sotherton Hall; Watermill Farm farmhouse and pond; and [a local 

pub and church]. 

 

JH/PHO/10/6  Blyford Estate photographs 1961 

Contains nine photographs of the pond at Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/11  Photographs and films 1962 

Contains 13 files 

 

JH/PHO/11/1 Watermill Farm in snow; shoot at Thelveton 1962 

JH/PHO/11/2 Slimbridge Wildfowl Trust; Heath Farm 1962 

JH/PHO/11/3 Snetterton racing; daffodil Sunday; Edward Seago; Watermill 

Farm pond 1962 

JH/PHO/11/4 National Institute of Research in Dairying; Chelsea Flower Show 

1962 

JH/PHO/11/5 Puppies; Eric Maxwell; Watermill Farm pond 1962 



JH/PHO/11/6 Trooping the Colour 1962 

JH/PHO/11/7 Trooping the Colour; Sotherton Hall; Watermill Farm pond 1962 

JH/PHO/11/8 Great Witchingham animal park; Malta 1962 

JH/PHO/11/9 Malta 1962 

JH/PHO/11/10 Spain and Gibraltar 1962 

JH/PHO/11/11  Spain; Gibraltar; Watermill Farm; Christmas festivities in Diss  

 1962 

JH/PHO/11/12  Shooting; Watermill Farm; paintings 1962 

JH/PHO/11/13  Blyford Estate photographs 1962 

 

JH/PHO/11/1  Watermill Farm in snow; shoot at Thelveton 1962 

Contains 28 slides which were taken from 1/62 - 2/62 and show Linda Hill with a 

cat; labradors at Watermill Farm; ducks on the pond at the farm; snow scenes at 

the farm; a shoot in the snow at Thelveton; and Waveney Harriers at White  

House Farm, Frostenden. 

 

JH/PHO/11/2  Slimbridge Wildfowl Trust; Heath Farm 1962 

Contains 42 slides which show Slimbridge Wildfowl Trust; the laying of an 

irrigation main at Watermill Farm [1 frame]; Heath Farm buildings; and motor 

racing at Snetterton [1 frame]. 

 

JH/PHO/11/3  Snetterton racing; daffodil Sunday; Edward Seago;  

Watermill Farm pond 1962 

Contains 37 slides which show racing at Snetterton; daffodil Sunday at Thelveton 

Hall which includes some children; Edward Seago with his paintings; a dead 

pheasant; and the stocking of Watermill Farm pond with fish. 

 

JH/PHO/11/4  National Institute of Research in Dairying; Chelsea 

Flower Show 1962 

Contains 28 slides which show a Parliamentary visit by the Conservative 

Agricultural Committee to the National Institute of Research in Dairying at 

Shinfield near Reading; an open day at Tucks [Mill] of Burston near Diss; sailing 

on Watermill Farm pond; the Chelsea Flower Show; and JH's dogs. 

 

JH/PHO/11/5  Puppies; Eric Maxwell; Watermill Farm pond 1962 

Contains 16 slides which show JH's labrador puppies; and Eric Maxwell [Edith 

Hill's brother] at Watermill Farm pond with ducks. 

 

JH/PHO/11/6  Trooping the Colour 1962 

Contains 33 slides. 

 

JH/PHO/11/7  Trooping the Colour; Sotherton Hall; Watermill Farm  

pond 1962 

Contains 36 slides which show Trooping the Colour [14 frames]; the grain barn at  

Sotherton Hall; Southwold harbour; River Blyth pedestrian bridge at Walberswick;  

electricity cable laying in Watermill Farm pond; puppies; and silage cutting at  

Heath Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/11/8  Great Witchingham animal park; Malta 1962 

Contains 38 slides which show Hugh McCreath and the first trout caught at 

Watermill Farm pond; birds and animals at Great Witchingham [animal park, 16 

frames]; a rotospreader at Brook Farm; the flight and beginning of a holiday to 

Malta [17 frames]. 

 

JH/PHO/11/9  Malta 1962 

Contains four sub files of slides from JH's holiday to Malta in 9/62. 

 



[JH/PHO/11/9/4] holds a few frames of a trip to Spain which show the view 

across to Gibraltar from Spain. 

 

JH/PHO/11/10  Spain and Gibraltar 1962 

Contains five sub-files.  Slides show JH's holiday to Spain and Gibraltar from 

26/9/62 - 11/10/62.  His trip concentrated on Andalucia and the Costa del Sol. 

 

The last seven frames of the trip are to be found on [JH/PHO/11/11]. 

 

JH/PHO/11/11  Spain; Gibraltar; Watermill Farm; Christmas festivities  

in Diss 1962 

Contains 33 slides which show the end of JH's holiday to Spain and Gibraltar in 

10/62 [7 frames]; Watermill Farm; sand-pit works; Christmas sales and concerts 

 in Diss; dogs; and a winter shoot. 

 

JH/PHO/11/12  Shooting; Watermill Farm; paintings 1962 

Contains 33 slides which taken from 10/62 - 12/62 and show a shoot at 

Thelveton; a snow covered patio at 14 Cowley Street; Edith Hill and dogs at the 

frozen Watermill Farm pond; Edward Seago's paintings; Taiwanese art; and the 

view from Heath Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/11/13  Blyford Estate photographs 1962 

Contains one photograph of Watermill Farm farmhouse. 

 

JH/PHO/12  Photographs and films 1963 

Contains four sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/12/1 Sweden 1963 

JH/PHO/12/2 Blyford bridge; Ben Barker's grave; River Orwell 1963 

JH/PHO/12/3 France 1963  

JH/PHO/12/4 Blyford Estate photographs 1963 

 

JH/PHO/12/1  Sweden 1963 

Contains four sub-files.  Slides are of JH and Edith's trip to Sweden from 8/5/63 – 

15/5/63 where JH represented the President of the Board of Trade.  Included are 

slides of the Swedish Trade Fair, Gothenburg. 

 

Sub file [JH/PHO/12/1/3] contains 20 frames of the end of the trip to Sweden but  

also includes: the demolition of Blyford bridge; and a fete at Shadwell, near  

Thetford. 

 

Sub file [JH/PHO/12/1/4] contains photographs of JH and Edith Hill to a ball 

bearing factory. 

 

JH/PHO/12/2  Blyford bridge; Ben Barker's grave; River Orwell 1963 

Contains 17 slides which were taken in Spring 1963 and show hedge cutting; 

daffodil Sunday [organised by the South Norfolk Conservative Association]; the 

Blyford bridge under construction; flowers on Ben Barker's grave; a pea crop; 

views of the river Orwell [from 'Capricorn']; and fishing [at Watermill Farm]. 

 

JH/PHO/12/3  France 1963  

Contains three sub-files of slides which are of JH's holiday to Antibes, France in 

9/63.  Included in [JH/PHO/12/3/3] is Geoffrey Rippon opening a [wood and 

paper] factory in Thetford; squashes; London from the air; and Christmas at 

Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/12/4  Blyford Estate photographs 1963 



Contains 15 items being photographs of Watermill Farm garden; and fishing at 

Watermill Farm, and a covering letter. 

 

JH/PHO/13  Photographs and films 1964 

Contains seven files 

 

JH/PHO/13/1 Linda's 21st birthday; Minsmere beach; Watermill Farm; Alec Home 

1964 

JH/PHO/13/2 Thomas Paine statue; Horse Guards parade 1964 

JH/PHO/13/3 Royal Norfolk Show; Denver sluice opening ceremony 1964 

JH/PHO/13/4 Alec Home in Wymondham 1964 

JH/PHO/13/5 Linda's wedding; snow scenes; Watermill Farm in snow 1964 

JH/PHO/13/6 Political and publicity photographs 1964 

JH/PHO/13/7 Blyford Estate photographs 1964 

 

JH/PHO/13/1  Linda's 21st birthday; Minsmere beach; Watermill 

Farm; Alec Home 1964 

Contains 28 slides which show a local concert; Linda Hill's 21st birthday; 

Minsmere beach; floods at Watermill Farm; the stocking of fish in Watermill Farm 

pond; and Alec Home speaking in Diss. 

 

JH/PHO/13/2  Thomas Paine statue; Horse Guards parade 1964 

Contains 36 slides which show the unveiling of a statue of Thomas Paine in 

Thetford; cultivated flowers; the tercentenary Horse Guards' Parade; and 

drainage pipes. 

 

JH/PHO/13/3  Royal Norfolk Show; Denver sluice opening ceremony 

1964 

Contains 34 slides which show horse events at the Royal Norfolk Show [8 

frames]; a garden bench; a man taking a portrait photograph of a woman; 

sailing; Edith Hill feeding ducks at Watermill Farm pond; calves at Blyford Estate; 

straw baleing; the [Severn?] bridge; a log cabin on the edge of a lake; and Mary 

Soames at the opening of Denver sluice. 

 

JH/PHO/13/4  Alec Home in Wymondham 1964 

Contains 11 slides which show Alec Home at Wymondham campaigning for the 

1964 general election. 

 

JH/PHO/13/5  Linda's wedding; snow scenes; Watermill Farm in snow 

1964 

Contains 37 slides which show Linda Hill's wedding; a painting or drawing; 

Christmas at Ludham [in the snow]; Waxham beach, Norfolk, in snow; Watermill 

Farm farmhouse and pond. 

 

JH/PHO/13/6  Political and publicity photographs 1964 

Contains 18 items being photographs and negatives of JH and Edith Hill on their 

farm with dogs and cattle. Some are strip prints. 

 

JH/PHO/13/7  Blyford Estate photographs 1964 

Contains one photograph of Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/14  Photographs and films 1965 

Contains six files 

 

JH/PHO/14/1 Farming activities and buildings at Blyford Estate 1965 

JH/PHO/14/2 Switzerland 1965 

JH/PHO/14/3 Blyford Estate; Ipswich barge race 1965 



JH/PHO/14/4 Watermill Farm 1965 

JH/PHO/14/5 Watermill Farm; Myles Jackson; Ghana 1965 

JH/PHO/14/6 Ghana 1965 

 

JH/PHO/14/1  Farming activities and buildings at Blyford Estate 

1965 

Contains 21 slides which show JH with a photograph or painting of Watermill 

Farm; activities and buildings at Brook and Church farms which include calf  

sheds; ploughing; a motor car workshop; and the outside of a piggery building. 

 

JH/PHO/14/2  Switzerland 1965 

Contains four sub-files.  Slides show JH's holiday to Switzerland in 8/65.  Sub file 

[JH/PHO/14/2/3] contains seven frames which are unrelated to the trip and 

include one frame of tandem bicycles and a penny farthing; and six frames of the 

flooded River Blyth. 

 

JH/PHO/14/3  Blyford Estate; Ipswich barge race 1965 

Contains 37 slides which show a drainage outlet pipe from a farm building; a 

sand-pit; an unidentified house and garden which includes a circular pond with 

fountain; farm scenery; a horse jumping event [2 frames]; and a sailing race on 

the River Orwell. 

 

JH/PHO/14/4  Watermill Farm 1965 

Contains 15 slides which show scenes at Watermill Farm farmhouse. 

 

JH/PHO/14/5  Watermill Farm; Myles Jackson; Ghana 1965 

Contains 33 slides which show Watermill Farm farmhouse; dogs; Linda Jackson 

nee Hill with Myles Jackson as an infant; and the beginning of JH's trip to Ghana 

which includes the University of Legon; and demonstrations against Ian Smith 

and Rhodesia's Unilateral Declaration of Independence. 

 

JH/PHO/14/6  Ghana 1965 

Contains four sub-files of slides which show JH's trip to Ghana between 25/11/65 

and 6/12/65 when he was a member of a Delegation of the United Kingdom 

Branch of the Commonwealth and Parliamentary Association.  Sub file 

[JH/PHO/14/6/4] includes four frames of Bertram Mills Circus which were taken 

after the trip to Ghana. 

 

JH/PHO/15  Photographs and films 1966 

Contains 15 sub-files  

 

JH/PHO/15/1 Christmas 1965; skiing in Switzerland 1965-1966 

JH/PHO/15/2 Christening; Harleston industries; wayleave at Westhall 1966 

JH/PHO/15/3 Wayleave at Westhall; Dutch reclamation scheme 1966 

JH/PHO/15/4 Myles Jackson; sailing Capricorn 1966 

JH/PHO/15/5 Blythburgh Church; Blyford Estate 1966 

JH/PHO/15/6 Iran 1966 

JH/PHO/15/7 Miscellaneous slides 1966 

JH/PHO/15/8 Miscellaneous photographs 1966 

 

JH/PHO/15/1  Christmas 1965; skiing in Switzerland 1965-1966 

Contains 21 slides which were taken in 12/65 and 1/66 and show a family 

Christmas and a skiing holiday in Saanenmoser, Switzerland. 

 

JH/PHO/15/2  Christening; Harleston industries; wayleave at 

Westhall 1966 

Contains 34 slides which show [David Trappes-Lomex] holding a dog; Watermill 



Farm; a christening; the opening ceremony of old people's houses in Loddon; a  

country fair; the Queen's award for industry at Harleston Industries; and Eastern  

Electricity Board wayleave at Westhall. 

 

JH/PHO/15/3  Wayleave at Westhall; Dutch reclamation scheme 1966 

Contains 37 slides  which show Eastern Electricity Board's wayleave at Westhall; 

Sotherton Hall [2 frames]; a French partridge nest; and an official visit to the 

Delta Project site, a reclamation scheme, in Holland [26 frames]. 

 

JH/PHO/15/4  Myles Jackson; sailing Capricorn 1966 

Contains 37 slides which were taken in 8/66 and show swans on Watermill Farm 

pond; Myles Jackson [12 frames]; and sailing 'Capricorn' at the Thames barge 

race. 

 

JH/PHO/15/5  Blythburgh Church; Blyford Estate 1966 

Contains 36 slides which were taken from 28/8/66 - 30/9/66 and show B.G. 

Lloyd-Jones setting off for a walk from Watermill Farm to Blythburgh; views of 

Blythburgh Church as well as its interior; a news reel of England's goal in the 

world cup final; Blyford Wood; Wood cottage; an Ivy trunk strangling tree at 

Church Farm marshes; Spring Hill lane; and the start of JH's trip to Iran [19 

frames]. 

 

JH/PHO/15/6  Iran 1966 

Contains 7-sub files on JH's trip to Iran from 27/9/66 - 4/10/66. John Hill was a 

member of the British delegation to the 55th Conference of the Inter-

Parliamentary Union in Teheran.  The beginning of Sub file [JH/PHO/15/6/5] 

contains 11 frames of Blyford Estate.  Sub file [JH/PHO/15/6/7] contains three 

prints. 

 

JH/PHO/15/7  Miscellaneous slides 1966 

Contains one slide of a drain being laid next to a road alongside Union Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/15/8  Miscellaneous photographs 1966 

Contains a photograph of "A.V.M." on a Rhine cruise; and paintings by Edward 

Seago and Alan Gwynne-Jones. 

 

JH/PHO/16  Photographs and films 1967 

Contains 13 files 

 

JH/PHO/16/1 Nursery schools; Christmas 1966; shooting 1966-1967 

JH/PHO/16/2 Tunisia 1967 

JH/PHO/16/3 Myles Jackson; R.W. Hill's grave 1967 

JH/PHO/16/4 Ypres 1967 

JH/PHO/16/5 Ariel Foundation tour 1967 

JH/PHO/16/6 Oil rig; Myles Jackson; Haynes-Allen wedding 1967 

JH/PHO/16/7 Haynes-Allen wedding; sailing Capricorn 1967 

JH/PHO/16/8 Scotland 1967 

JH/PHO/16/9 Watermill Farm garden; Edward Heath; Uganda 1967 

JH/PHO/16/10  Uganda; Kenya 1967 

JH/PHO/16/11  Political and publicity photographs 1967 

JH/PHO/16/12  Blyford Estate photographs 1967 

JH/PHO/16/13  Miscellaneous photographs 1967 

 

JH/PHO/16/1  Nursery schools; Christmas 1966; shooting 1966-1967 

Contains 37 slides which  were taken from 11/66 - 1/67 and show a preschool in 

London; Christmas at Watermill Farm; and a shoot. 

 



JH/PHO/16/2  Tunisia 1967 

Contains four sub-files of slides which show a holiday which JH took in Tunisia 

from 12-19/2/67. 

 

JH/PHO/16/3  Myles Jackson; R.W. Hill's grave 1967 

Contains 37 slides which were taken in 6/67 and show the drained pond at 

Watermill Farm; Myles Jackson [19 frames]; sailing on a small river; dogs; Ypres, 

Belgium; and R.W. Hill's grave [in Flanders]. 

 

JH/PHO/16/4  Ypres 1967 

Contains 37 slides which were taken in 6/67 and show the graves and battlefield 

trenches at Ypres, Belgium.  JH's father is buried there. 

 

JH/PHO/16/5  Ariel Foundation tour 1967 

Contains 34 slides which show JH's visit to Germany as part of the Ariel 

Foundation tour which took place from 14/6/67 - 27/6/67. 

 

JH/PHO/16/6  Oil rig; Myles Jackson; Haynes-Allen wedding 1967 

Contains 39 slides which were taken in 7/67 and show an official visit to an oil 

rig; Myles Jackson at Southwold; and Rosemary Haynes' wedding to Mike Allen. 

 

JH/PHO/16/7  Haynes-Allen wedding; sailing Capricorn 1967 

Contains 38 slides which were taken in 7/67 and 8/67 and show Rosemary 

Haynes' wedding to Mike Allen; 27 Montpelier Place, the home of B.G. Lloyd-

Jones; 'Capricorn' sailing in a barge race on the River Orwell; rotovating at Union 

Farm; Thetford donkey and cart races organised by the South Norfolk 

Conservative Organisation; and Ballathie, Scotland. 

 

JH/PHO/16/8  Scotland 1967 

Contains two sub-files of slides which were taken in 8/67 and show JH's trip to 

Scotland which included visits to Lude, Ballathie, the fishing village of Pittenween, 

and JH's family's graves and tollgate cottage in Dundee.  A grain store is also 

included. 

 

JH/PHO/16/9  Watermill Farm garden; Edward Heath; Uganda 1967 

Contains 33 slides which were taken from 9/67 - 18/10/67 and show a bog 

garden at Watermill Farm; a shoot at Lyons Farm; [EHP] painting at Brook Farm; 

Edward Heath's visit to Diss; a barn on fire at Tivetshall; and the beginning of 

JH's trip to Uganda. 

 

JH/PHO/16/10  Uganda; Kenya 1967 

Contains 18 sub-files of slides on JH's visit to Uganda and Kenya from 15/20/67 - 

8/11/67 as a member of a Parliamentary Delegation.  He also attended the 

Conference of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association in Kampala. Sub files 

[JH/PHO/16/10/1-5] are of JH's trip to Uganda, and [JH/PHO/16/10/6] begins 

half way through  with slides of Kenya. Sub files [JH/PHO/16/10/10-16] are of 

slides from incomplete films [of both Uganda and Kenya]. Sub file [JH/ 

PHO/16/10/9] contains slides on Uganda but also of Watermill Farm garden; the 

grave of Robert Hill at Old Fletton; Lyons Farm; a new game trailer being used in 

a shoot; Lord Pearce painting at Brook Farm; Edward Heath speaking at 

Grasmere, Diss; and a fire at Tivetshall.  Sub file [JH/PHO/16/10/17] contains 

notes on the slides and Sub file [JH/PHO/16/10/18] contains photographs. 

 

JH/PHO/16/11  Political and publicity photographs 1967 

Contains one item. 

 

JH/PHO/16/12  Blyford Estate photographs 1967 



Contains five items.  Includes photographs of JH outside the Watermill Farm 

farmhouse which were published in Field magazine. 

 

JH/PHO/16/13  Miscellaneous photographs 1967 

Contains one photograph of a tug in Vancouver called "Ravenhill".  [Edith Hill was 

known as Raven to JH]. 

 

JH/PHO/17  Photographs and films 1968 

Contains seven files 

 

JH/PHO/17/1 Myles and Cosmo Jackson 1968 

JH/PHO/17/2 Watermill Farm garden; Geldeston and SNCA fetes 1968 

JH/PHO/17/3 Watermill Farm garden; stately homes in Yorkshire and Norfolk 

1968 

JH/PHO/17/4 Watermill Farm garden; flood 1968 

JH/PHO/17/5 Flood; dogs 1968 

JH/PHO/17/6 Family and friends photographs 1968 

JH/PHO/17/7 Blyford Estate photographs 1968 

 

 

JH/PHO/17/1  Myles and Cosmo Jackson 1968 

Slides were taken in 4/68 and show daffodils in bloom; three small dogs; 

Heveningham Hall; Linda, Myles, and Cosmo Jackson; and a South Norfolk 

Conservative Association fashion show at Wymondham [1 frame]. 

 

JH/PHO/17/2  Watermill Farm garden; Geldeston and SNCA fetes 1968 

Contains 38 slides which were taken from 17/4/68 - 6/5/68 and show a fashion 

show; South Norfolk Conservative Association (SNCA) meeting at Wymondham;  

daffodils in bloom, the garden and pond at Watermill Farm, and the old railway 

track on the property; Geldeston fete; JH's dog Sam; Eastern Electricity Board 

repairing buried cable to cottages which was cut by a bulldozer;  a meeting at 

Watermill Farm of the SNCA Women's Advisory Committee; and the SNCA 

women's fete at Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/17/3  Watermill Farm garden; stately homes in Yorkshire and 

Norfolk 1968 

Contains 37 slides which were taken from 6-9/68; and show Watermill Farm 

garden; Myles, Richard and Linda Jackson; the presentation of the Queen's  

Award to Vacuum Research Ltd in Thetford; stately homes in Yorkshire and  

Norfolk including Oxburgh Hall; harvesting at Watermill Farm; and Cosmo  

Jackson with a dog. 

 

JH/PHO/17/4  Watermill Farm garden; flood 1968 

Contains 39 slides which were taken in 9/68 and show Watermill Farm garden; 

and flood. 

 

JH/PHO/17/5  Flood; dogs 1968 

Contains 39 slides which were taken from 9-12/68 and show the effects of a flood 

in 9/68; harvesting; Myles Jackson with dogs; Cosmo Jackson; and the bearing of 

a coffin in the snow.  An unmounted slide shows a young girl with dogs and 

puppies. 

 

JH/PHO/17/6  Family and friends photographs 1968 

Contains three items being photographs and a press cutting of Mr and Mrs E.J. 

Ablett with JH on their diamond wedding anniversary. 

 

JH/PHO/17/7  Blyford Estate photographs 1968 



Contains one negative of an aerial view of floods. 

 

JH/PHO/18  Photographs and films 1969 

Contains four files 

 

JH/PHO/18/1 Germany 1969 

JH/PHO/18/2 Harvest 1969 

JH/PHO/18/3 Farm lands; Watermill Farm 1969-1970 

JH/PHO/18/4 Blyford Estate photographs 1969 

 

JH/PHO/18/1  Germany 1969 

Contains 37 slides which were taken from 3-8/69 and show a bitch with her 

puppies; JH's trip to Germany in 3/69 as part of a United Kingdom delegation to 

the 19th Germany-English Königswinter Conference; a dog in a field; and 

Watermill Farm pond. 

 

JH/PHO/18/2  Harvest 1969 

Contains 39 slides which show the 1969 harvest and highlights the difficulties in 

manoeuvreing equipment around electricity poles. 

 

JH/PHO/18/3  Farm lands; Watermill Farm 1969-1970 

Contains 26 slides which were taken from 9/69 - 8/70 and show farming land; 

and Watermill Farm.  Some of the slides are spoilt. 

 

JH/PHO/18/4  Blyford Estate photographs 1969 

Contains 79 items and includes photographs of Church Farm farmhouse; baling 

and of how the Eastern Electricity Board's proposal interferes with operations; a 

salt water pool; and negative film of floods; and negative film of vases. 

 

JH/PHO/19  Photographs and films 1970 

Contains nine files 

 

JH/PHO/19/1 Bulgaria 1970 

JH/PHO/19/2 General election; Royal Norfolk Show 1970 

JH/PHO/19/3 Edward Heath; Sardinia 1970 

JH/PHO/19/4 Sardinia 1970 

JH/PHO/19/5 Watermill Farm; Strassbourg 1970 

JH/PHO/19/6 Watermill Farm in snow 1970 

JH/PHO/19/7 Glazed bowl 1970 

JH/PHO/19/8 Watermill Farm photographs 1970 

JH/PHO/19/9 Political and publicity photographs 197-? 

 

JH/PHO/19/1  Bulgaria 1970 

Contains six sub-files of slides and photographic negatives which show JH's visit 

to Bulgaria as a member of a delegation from the British Group of the Inter-

Parliamentary Union. The visit took place from 11-21/5/70.  Sub file 

[JH/PHO/19/1/4] contains 18 frames of the Bulgaria trip and also slides of swans 

and cygnets on the pond at Watermill Farm; portrait slides of JH; a beauty 

pageant [1 frame]; and buildings associated with the general election.  Sub file 

[JH/PHO/19/1/5] contains bought slides, and [JH/PHO/19/1/6] contains 

photographic negatives. 

 

JH/PHO/19/2  General election; Royal Norfolk Show 1970 

Contains 38 slides which show JH's campaign in the 1970 general election; 

irrigation at Blyford Estate; and a protest [at the Royal Norfolk Show grounds]. 

 

JH/PHO/19/3  Edward Heath; Sardinia 1970 



Contains 36 slides which show Edward Heath making speeches at the end of the 

general election; and 11 frames of Sardinia. 

 

JH/PHO/19/4  Sardinia 1970 

Two sub-files of slides show a holiday on the Costa Smeralda, Sardinia from 7-

8/70. 

 

JH/PHO/19/5  Watermill Farm; Strassbourg 1970 

Contains 36 slides which show Watermill Farm pond and children playing in the 

garden; Strasbourg, France; and countryside. 

 

JH/PHO/19/6  Watermill Farm in snow 1970 

Contains 36 slides which show Blyford Estate's arable land in Autumn of 1970; 

aerial spraying; Watermill Farm and a puppy in the snow;  one frame of an 

interior view of a house; planting; and Edith Hill with grandchildren. 

 

JH/PHO/19/7  Glazed bowl 1970 

Contains two slides which show a glazed bowl which was purchased in Taiwan in 

1957. 

 

JH/PHO/19/8  Watermill Farm photographs 1970 

Contains five items being negatives and photographs of Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/19/9  Political and publicity photographs 197-? 

Contains six items. 

 

JH/PHO/20  Photographs and films 1971 

Contains six files 

 

JH/PHO/20/1 German agricultural visit to Cumbria; Ariel Foundation tour to 

Europe 1971 

JH/PHO/20/2 Ariel Foundation tour to Europe 1971 

JH/PHO/20/3 Sweden 1971 

JH/PHO/20/4 Cornwall 1971 

JH/PHO/20/5 France; Watermill Farm; Blyford Hall 1971 

JH/PHO/20/6 Political photographs 1971 

 

JH/PHO/20/1  German agricultural visit to Cumbria; Ariel Foundation 

 tour to Europe 1971 

Contains slides which were taken from 3/6/71 - 9/7/71 and show an agricultural 

visit by Germans [a German C.D.U. visit] to the Lowther Estate in Cumbria; and 

an Ariel Foundation tour to southern Italy, Bavaria and Brittany. 

 

JH/PHO/20/2  Ariel Foundation tour to Europe 1971 

Contains 23 items being photographs and negatives of the Ariel Foundation tour 

to Europe. 

 

JH/PHO/20/3  Sweden 1971 

Contains three sub-files of slides which show JH's visit to Sweden from 6-9/9/71 

as a member of the Agriculture Committee of the Consultative Assembly of the 

Council of Europe.  The visit included a trip to Swedish Lapland. 

 

JH/PHO/20/4  Cornwall 1971 

Contains three sub-files of JH and Edith Hill's holiday in Cornwall from 9-10/71.  

Sub-file [JH/PHO/20/4/1] contains photographs and  negatives of JH's visit to 

relatives of Edith Hill in St Mawes, Cornwall. [Sub-files JH/PHO/20/4/2-3 are 

slides]. 



 

JH/PHO/20/5  France; Watermill Farm; Blyford Hall 1971 

Contains 35 slides which were taken from 10/71 - 2/72 and show a Conservative 

Party visit to Bordeaux in connection with the Western European Union; Watermill 

Farm farmhouse; ponies at the farm; Leith Hill Place [a National Trust property]; 

drainage at Blyford Hall; and a cow yard at Blyford Hall. 

 

JH/PHO/20/6  Political photographs 1971 

Contains a group photograph at the Chateau Pichon Lalande. 

 

JH/PHO/21  Photographs and films 1972 

Contains 12 sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/21/1 Blyford Estate; Blyford Church 1972 

JH/PHO/21/2 Blyford Estate; Vienna 1972 

JH/PHO/21/3 Vienna; Myles and Cosmo Jackson; Union Farm 1972 

JH/PHO/21/4 France; Church Farm 1972 

JH/PHO/21/5 Political photographs 1972 

JH/PHO/21/6 Lyons Farm; river reclamation; Blyford Hall 1972 

JH/PHO/21/7 Tree felling at Watermill Farm 1972 

JH/PHO/21/8 Church Farm 1972 

JH/PHO/21/9 New farm buildings at Blyford Hall 1972 

JH/PHO/21/10  Blyford Estate miscellaneous photographs 1972 

JH/PHO/21/11  Family and friends miscellaneous photographs 1972  

JH/PHO/21/12  Harvest 1972 

 

JH/PHO/21/1  Blyford Estate; Blyford Church 1972 

Contains 37 slides which were taken from 4-5/72 and show Ivy Farm, Lyons 

Farm, Church Farm and Blyford Hall; a draining scheme; cattle at Heath farm; 

the University of East Anglia; a barn at Top Farm; Blythburgh Church; the 

opening of an old people's home at East Harling; overhead cables along the road 

near Riddlesworth, Thetford; the European Movement Congress at Bundeshaus, 

Bonn [1 frame]; and Myles and Cosmo Jackson. 

 

JH/PHO/21/2  Blyford Estate; Vienna 1972 

Contains 37 slides which show silage; cattle and irrigation at Union Farm; and 

Vienna.  JH attended a Council of Europe Conference on Education from 6-7/72 in 

Vienna. 

 

JH/PHO/21/3  Vienna; Myles and Cosmo Jackson; Union Farm 1972 

Contains 38 slides which were taken from 7-8/72 and show Vienna including 

views from Radio Tower; bad field drainage at Blyford; children swimming; Myles 

Jackson's birthday; combining with new combine harvesters at Union Farm; and 

vandalised buildings at Union Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/21/4  France; Church Farm 1972 

Contains 37 slides which show an agricultural tour to Saumur in France; an 

infant; and Church Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/21/5  Political photographs 1972 

Contains eight items being photographs of JH giving a speech at the Council of 

Europe; JH with Australian visitors who were directors of technical education; JH 

with visitors from Uganda; and a statue of Sir Winston Churchill being sculpted on 

a Suffolk farm.  Correspondence relating to the photographs of this statue is 

included. 

 

JH/PHO/21/6  Lyons Farm; river reclamation; Blyford Hall 1972 



Contains 13 items being photographs and negatives of Lyons Farm before the 

hurricane; river reclamation; and Blyford Hall. 

 

JH/PHO/21/7  Tree felling at Watermill Farm 1972 

Contains 12 items being photographs which were taken in 8/72.  One of them is 

of Linda Hill and two dogs. 

 

JH/PHO/21/8  Church Farm 1972 

Contains 13 items being photographs and negatives of Church Farm and 

Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/21/9  New farm buildings at Blyford Hall 1972 

Contains 13 items. 

 

JH/PHO/21/10  Blyford Estate miscellaneous photographs 1972 

Contains five items being a photograph of Ivy Farm farmhouse in a state of 

repair; and photographs of Watermill Farm farmhouse, some which were taken by 

Hazel Le Rougetel. 

 

JH/PHO/21/11  Family and friends miscellaneous photographs 1972 

Contains one photograph of JH and his parents at a family wedding. 

 

JH/PHO/21/12  Harvest 1972 

Contains 13 items being photographs and negatives of the 1972 harvest. 

 

JH/PHO/22  Photographs and films 1973 

Contains six files 

 

JH/PHO/22/1 Blyford Estate 1972-1973 

JH/PHO/22/2 Farm buildings; Italy 1973 

JH/PHO/22/3 Italy; Bressingham Steam Museum 1973 

JH/PHO/22/4 Family activities; harvest; Brook Farm 1973 

JH/PHO/22/5 Opening ceremony of Watton factories 1973 

JH/PHO/22/6 Miscellaneous photographs 1973 

 

JH/PHO/22/1  Blyford Estate 1972-1973 

Contains 37 slides which cover the winter of 1972/1973 and show a shoot at 

Lyons Farm; a farm shed under construction; a wood [not on Blyford Estate]; a 

gathering at Brook Farm [1 frame]; new crops; Watermill farm garden; Blyford 

Hall; Blyford Church graves; winter at Blyford Estate; and a family playing 

football. 

 

JH/PHO/22/2  Farm buildings; Italy 1973 

Contains 37 slides which show a tithe barn at Blyford Hall and the clearing away 

of an old cow house; the Jackson children on a log stack in Blyford Wood; winter 

at Watermill Farm; Billingford Mill; a castle entrance; new dairy at Blyford Hall; 

the dismantling of a bullock shed at Sotherton Hall; Ivy Farm farmhouse before 

rebuilding; Watermill Farm garden; and the Sabine Hills in Italy. 

 

JH/PHO/22/3  Italy; Bressingham Steam Museum 1973 

Contains 37 slides which were taken from 22/5/73 - 17/6/73 and show Sabine hill 

farmers in Italy; crops at Blyford Estate; old farm buildings; a duck pond; silage 

at Blyford Hall; two frames of aerial views; and Bressingham Steam Museum and 

garden. 

 

JH/PHO/22/4  Family activities; harvest; Brook Farm 1973 



Contains 37 slides which were taken around 8-9/73 and show the Campbell's 

canoeing on the River Blyth; a group photograph outside the Watermill; JH's 

family swimming at Southwold; a toddler on a swing; stubble burning; harvest, 

including Peter Holman; and Brook Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/22/5  Opening ceremony of Watton factories 1973 

Contains 11 items. 

 

JH/PHO/22/6  Miscellaneous photographs 1973 

Containsfour items being  [unmatching?] negatives and photographs which are 

loosely marked as "Bob & Sue Barnes at W'mill". 

 

JH/PHO/23  Photographs and films 1974 

Contains seven files 

 

JH/PHO/23/1 Harvest; Edward Jackson; Wenhaston views 1973-1974 

JH/PHO/23/2 Blyford Estate 1974 

JH/PHO/23/3 Farmhouse repairs; River Blyth; Watermill Farm 1974 

JH/PHO/23/4 Watermill Farm garden; Scotland 1974 

JH/PHO/23/5 Scotland; Edith Hill's 60th birthday 1974 

JH/PHO/23/6 Watermill Farm aircraft damage; rebuilding of Ivy Farm farmhouse 

1974 

JH/PHO/23/7 Miscellaneous photographs 1974 

 

JH/PHO/23/1  Harvest; Edward Jackson; Wenhaston views 1973-1974 

Contains 26 slides which show the 1973 harvest; Edward Jackson at Southwold; 

views around Wenhaston; a man mowing grass; and building at Ivy Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/23/2  Blyford Estate 1974 

Contains 11 slides which show building at Ivy Farm; a farm shed under 

construction; irrigation equipment; and the laying of electricity at Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/23/3 Farmhouse repairs; River Blyth; Watermill Farm 1974 

Contains 36 slides which show the rebuilding of Ivy Farm farmhouse; Watermill 

Farm; the repairing of roofs at Lyons Farm and Union Farm; a bouquet and 

painting of Watermill Farm; the River Blyth; and Church Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/23/4  Watermill Farm garden; Scotland 1974 

Contains 39 slides which  show Watermill Farm garden under irrigation; Edith 

Hill's presentation bouquet; and Ballathie, Scotland. 

 

JH/PHO/23/5  Scotland; Edith Hill's 60th birthday 1974 

Contains 37 items being  photographs, negatives and notes on a trip to Scotland 

which included shooting; Edith Hill's 60th birthday; the Jackson children; floral 

arrangements; and Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/23/6  Watermill Farm aircraft damage; rebuilding of Ivy 

Farm farmhouse 1974 

Contains 46 items being photographs, negatives, and notes relating to the 

photographs of a crashed Lightening aircraft at Watermill Farm on 13/2/74; and  

the rebuilding of Ivy Farm farmhouse. 

 

JH/PHO/23/7  Miscellaneous photographs 1974 

Contains two items. 

 

JH/PHO/24  Photographs and films 1975 

Contains three files 



 

JH/PHO/24/1 Houses of Parliament 1975 

JH/PHO/24/2 Christmas at Watermill Farm 1975 

JH/PHO/24/3 Miscellaneous photographs 1975 

 

JH/PHO/24/1  Houses of Parliament 1975 

Contains nine bought slides of the Houses of Parliament. 

 

JH/PHO/24/2  Christmas at Watermill Farm 1975 

Contains five negatives of a Christmas at Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/24/3  Miscellaneous photographs 1975 

Contains eight items: photographs of European political committees; and two 

photographs of JH at [Blyford Estate?]. 

 

JH/PHO/25  Photographs and films 1976 

Contain 13 files 

 

JH/PHO/25/1 Blyford 1976 

JH/PHO/25/2 France; Hurtwood House 1976 

JH/PHO/25/3 Hurtwood House School; CLA meeting 1976 

JH/PHO/25/4 Furniture at 14 Cowley Street 1976 

JH/PHO/25/5 Bonfire; Spring snow; fishing 1976 

JH/PHO/25/6 Golden wedding anniversary of B.G. and M.J. Lloyd-Jones 1976 

JH/PHO/25/7 France 1976 

JH/PHO/25/8 Watermill Farm garden 1976 

JH/PHO/25/9 Puppies and dogs 1976 

JH/PHO/25/10  Puppies and dogs; roof repairs at Watermill Farm 1976 

JH/PHO/25/11  Hurtwood House School; CLA AGM; George Sinclair 1976 

JH/PHO/25/12  Miscellaneous photographs 1976 

JH/PHO/25/13  Blyford Estate photographs 1976 

 

JH/PHO/25/1  Blyford 1976 

Contains seven slides which were taken in 3/76 and show views from Blyford 

Church tower of Blyford and Blyford Hall. 

 

JH/PHO/25/2  France; Hurtwood House 1976 

Contains 37 slides which show Opio in Southern France where JH spent a holiday; 

and Hurtwood House school [2 frames]. 

 

JH/PHO/25/3  Hurtwood House School; CLA meeting 1976 

Contains 24 slides which show Hurtwood House School; Watermill Farm garden; 

trout caught in Watermill Farm pond; A CLA visit to Somerleyton Hall; a dog; a 

South Norfolk Conservative Association meeting [in Watermill Farm garden] with 

a speech by Sir S. Sinclair (MP); and a painting 'Barns in wood'. 

 

JH/PHO/25/4  Furniture at 14 Cowley Street 1976 

Contains 30 slides which show paintings and furniture at 14 Cowley Street; 

exterior views of the property; harvesting; smoke from a fire; Watermill Farm 

and a dog at the farm; and a man in his workshop. 

 

JH/PHO/25/5  Bonfire; Spring snow; fishing 1976 

Contains 14 photographs. 

 

JH/PHO/25/6  Golden wedding anniversary of B.G. and M.J. Lloyd- 

Jones 1976 

Contains 21 photographs and negatives. 



 

JH/PHO/25/7  France 1976 

Contains 34 photographs and negatives of a holiday in France. 

 

JH/PHO/25/8  Watermill Farm garden 1976 

Contains 12 items including photographs taken by Beryl Sturge. 

 

JH/PHO/25/9  Puppies and dogs 1976 

Contains 23 photographs and negatives of brown labrador puppies and dogs. 

 

JH/PHO/25/10  Puppies and dogs; roof repairs at Watermill Farm 

1976 

Contains 16 items. 

 

JH/PHO/25/11  Hurtwood House School; CLA AGM; George Sinclair 1976 

Contains eight items being photographs of Hurtwood House School [the school  

run by  Linda Jackson]; Country Landowners Association AGM at Somerleyton  

Hall; and George Sinclair delivering a speech at a ladies meeting [of the South  

Norfolk Conservative Association] at Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/25/12  Miscellaneous photographs 1976 

Contains six photographs. 

 

JH/PHO/25/13  Blyford Estate photographs 1976 

Contains one item: strip photographs of new farm buildings at Blyford Hall; 

Blyford Church; and the Queen's Head pub. 

 

JH/PHO/26  Photographs and films 1977 

 

JH/PHO/27  Photographs and films 1978 

Contains three files 

 

JH/PHO/27/1 Ivy Farm; Jackson children 1978 

JH/PHO/27/2 Arthur Page's retirement 1978 

JH/PHO/27/3 Watermill Farm garden; gymkhana 1978 

 

JH/PHO/27/1  Ivy Farm; Jackson children 1978 

Contains 14 items being photographs of Ivy Farm farmhouse [1 frame]; a view 

across the farm; and the Jackson children. 

 

JH/PHO/27/2  Arthur Page's retirement 1978 

Contains 10 items being photographs of the retirement dinner, group 

photographs of Blyford Estate, and Arthur Page on a tractor. 

 

JH/PHO/27/3  Watermill Farm garden; gymkhana 1978 

Contains 16 items being photographs of Watermill Farm garden, some of which 

show snow; and the Jackson children at a gymkhana. 

 

JH/PHO/28  Photographs and films 1979 

Contains nine files 

 

JH/PHO/28/1 Watermill Farm garden 1979 

JH/PHO/28/2 Albert Long; harvest; BBC filming at Watermill Farm 1979 

JH/PHO/28/3 Watermill Farm in snow 1979 

JH/PHO/28/4 Suttons Hospital 1979 

JH/PHO/28/5 Watermill Farm 1979 

JH/PHO/28/6  Watermill Farm with fallen elm trees 1979 



JH/PHO/28/7 Snowbound Wenhaston and Blyford 1979 

JH/PHO/28/8 Wedding of Patricia Anderson, neé Roberts 1979 

JH/PHO/28/9 Watermill Farm; B.G. and M.J. Lloyd-Jones 1979 

 

JH/PHO/28/1  Watermill Farm garden 1979 

Contains eight slides which show Watermill Farm garden and a brown labrador. 

 

JH/PHO/28/2  Albert Long; harvest; BBC filming at Watermill Farm 1979 

Contains 21 items being photographs and negatives of Albert Long at Watermill 

Farm; harvest; and the British Broadcasting Corporation making a film of David 

Gentleman at Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/28/3  Watermill Farm in snow 1979 

Contains 16 items. 

 

JH/PHO/28/4 Suttons Hospital 1979 

Contains 18 items. 

 

JH/PHO/28/5  Watermill Farm 1979 

Contains 18 items being photographs of Watermill Farm farmhouse and garden; 

B.G. and M.J. Lloyd-Jones [1 frame] and a dog [1 frame]. 

 

JH/PHO/28/6  Watermill Farm with fallen elm trees 1979 

Contains 21 items and also includes a photograph of B.G. and M. J. Lloyd-Jones 

at Ivy Farm farmhouse. 

 

JH/PHO/28/7  Snowbound Wenhaston and Blyford 1979 

Contains 19 items and  includes photographs of the River Blyth in flood. 

 

JH/PHO/28/8  Wedding of Patricia Anderson, neé Roberts 1979 

Contains three items being photographs and an enclosed covering letter from 

Patricia Anderson. 

 

JH/PHO/28/9  Watermill Farm; B.G. and M.J. Lloyd-Jones 1979 

Contains 18 items being photographs and negatives of Watermill Farm; B.G. and 

M.J. Lloyd-Jones at Ivy Farm; farm buildings at Union Farm [1 frame]; Ivy Farm 

buildings [1 frame]; and a hunt with hounds at Mells [1 frame]. 

 

JH/PHO/29  Photographs and films 1980  

Contains 10 files 

 

JH/PHO/29/1 Home front 1980 

JH/PHO/29/2 Shooting; Watermill Farm; paintings 1980 

JH/PHO/29/3 Maize; Mr and Mrs Lloyd-Jones; Jim and Nina Ablett 1980 

JH/PHO/29/4 Watermill Farm in Snow 1980 

JH/PHO/29/5 William Nichols' retirement; Watermill Farm 1980 

JH/PHO/29/6 Shooting at Claxton; Christmas; Union Farm in snow 1980 

JH/PHO/29/7 Shooting; Christmas and New Year 1980-1981 

JH/PHO/29/8 Shoot at Watermill Farm 1980-1981 

JH/PHO/29/9 Sainsbury Centre slides and photographs 1980? 

JH/PHO/29/10 Tree felling; building of a pergola 1980 

 

JH/PHO/29/1 Home front 1980 

Contains 35 slides which were taken from 7-8/80 and show Radnor house and 

garden; JH; the grounds of  Watermill Farm, replastering of the house, and 

hedgecutting; a dog called Tarka; Edward Jackson; Ivy Farm; raspberry pickers; 

B.G. and M.J. Lloyd-Jones; Brian and Malcolm Barber fishing; a young kestrel; 



Japanese art [2 frames]; a water colour of Minsmere; a certificate belonging to 

JH; and a view of Blyford. 

 

JH/PHO/29/2  Shooting; Watermill Farm; paintings 1980 

Contains 37 slides. 

 

JH/PHO/29/3  Maize; Mr and Mrs Lloyd-Jones; Jim and Nina Ablett 

1980 

Contains 33 slides which show maize; the beginning of a shoot [1 frame]; 

ploughed fields [2 frames]; an exhibition poster from the University of East Anglia  

[2 frames]; B.G. Lloyd-Jones and M.J. Lloyd-Jones; new crops which were planted  

by exact drill method; an example of honey fungus [1 frame]; and Jim and Nina  

Ablett's golden wedding anniversary celebration. 

 

JH/PHO/29/4  Watermill Farm in Snow 1980 

Contains 35 slides which show Watermill Farm in snow; floral Christmas 

decorations; Peter Holman and family at Watermill farm; B.G. Lloyd-Jones and 

M.J. Lloyd-Jones; and William Nichols. 

 

JH/PHO/29/5  William Nichols' retirement; Watermill Farm 1980 

Contains 35 slides which Slides show William Nichols' retirement in 12/80, and 

Ben Candler at the retirement party; views around Blyford; Watermill Farm; and 

sunsets at Blue Tiles. 

 

JH/PHO/29/6  Shooting at Claxton; Christmas; Union Farm in snow 1980 

Contains 38 slides which were taken from 23/12/80 - 27/12/80 and show a shoot 

at Claxton; B.G. Lloyd-Jones and M.J. Lloyd-Jones at Christmas; pumpkins; and  

fields in snow at Union Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/29/7  Shooting; Christmas and New Year 1980-1981 

Contains 37 slides which  were taken from 27/12/80 - 4/1/81 and show a shoot; 

sunsets; Denis Mullock and John Buck; Cosmo and Edward Jackson at John 

Buck's cottage [1 frame]; Watermill Farm pond with a new terrace and duckweed 

cleaner; Earl Ferrers and George Walker at Brook Farm; and a floral Christmas 

decoration. 

 

JH/PHO/29/8  Shoot at Watermill Farm 1980-1981 

Contains 37 slides which were taken from 28/12/80 - 4/1/81 and show Watermill 

Farm including a shoot and pergola. 

 

JH/PHO/29/9  Sainsbury Centre slides and photographs 1980? 

Contains 37 slides, photographs and negatives of artwork which JH supplied to 

the Sainsbury Centre, University of East Anglia, for display. 

 

JH/PHO/29/10  Tree felling; building of a pergola 1980 

Contains 16 items being negative film which shows the felling of trees; W. Nichols 

building a pergola at Watermill Farm; and two images of paintings. 

 

JH/PHO/30  Photographs and films 1981 

Contains nine files 

 

JH/PHO/30/1 Crop spraying; paintings; wood 1981 

JH/PHO/30/2 Space shuttle; Watermill Farm; floods; Blyford Church 1981 

JH/PHO/30/3 Blyford Church; countryside scenery 1981 

JH/PHO/30/4 Watermill Farm farmhouse; Ivy Farm 1981 

JH/PHO/30/5 Sutton's Hospital; Lyons Farm 1981 

JH/PHO/30/6 Lyons Farm; Ivy Farm; Lord Blakenham's home 1981 



JH/PHO/30/7 Blyford landscapes; Harper's Farm 1981 

JH/PHO/30/8 Watermill Farm garden 1981 

JH/PHO/30/9 Shooting; tree felling; paintings 1981 

 

JH/PHO/30/1  Crop spraying; paintings; wood 1981 

Contains 34 slides which were taken from 4-5/81 and show crop spraying; 

paintings; the lay-by in Chapel Lane, Wenhaston; otter haven clearance in a 

wood; and Gay and Mark Barrell. 

 

JH/PHO/30/2  Space shuttle; Watermill Farm; floods; Blyford Church 1981 

Contains 35 slides which  were taken in 4/81 and show a United States space 

shuttle on television; Watermill Farm garden including floods; and Blyford 

Church. 

 

JH/PHO/30/3  Blyford Church; countryside scenery 1981 

Contains only four items, the rest of the slides were blank.  Slides show the 

graveyard at Blyford Church and countryside scenery. 

 

JH/PHO/30/4  Watermill Farm farmhouse; Ivy Farm 1981 

Contains 33 slides which were taken from 6-7/81 and show of Watermill Farm 

farmhouse including the interior; and Ivy Farm.  The photographs are mainly 

wide angle. 

 

JH/PHO/30/5  Sutton's Hospital; Lyons Farm 1981 

Contains 32 slides which were taken in 7/81 and show the dining room at 

Watermill Farm; Sutton's Hospital at Charterhouse; a "white government room"; 

the marina at Woodbridge [1 slide taken from a train]; dilapidated buildings at 

Lyons Farm; the home of Sir Tuckwell at Berthorpe; and a church. 

 

JH/PHO/30/6  Lyons Farm; Ivy Farm; Lord Blakenham's home 1981 

Contains 38 slides which were taken in 7/81 and show Bovington Hall, the 

Coutryside Commission Development Farm near Braintree [1 frame]; pea vining; 

a bedroom; demolition and rebuilding at Lyons Farm; Watermill Farm; Blythburgh 

Church; Orford; the home of Lord Blakenham near Ipswich; and Ivy Farm 

buildings. 

 

JH/PHO/30/7  Blyford landscapes; Harper's Farm 1981 

Contains 37 slides which were taken in 8/81 and show Blyford landscapes; and 

Harper's Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/30/8  Watermill Farm garden 1981 

Contains three sub-files of slides of Watermill Farm garden.  Sub-file 

[JH/PHO/30/8/3] shows a dog; and slides of a group of prints of roads and 

landscape [3 frames]. 

 

JH/PHO/30/9  Shooting; tree felling; paintings 1981 

Slides were taken from 11-12/81 and show the demolition and rebuilding of a 

barn; a shoot at Brook Farm; the cutting down of tree branches by John Buck; 

and Italian paintings at Watermill Farm by Griselda Cassone. 

 

JH/PHO/31  Photographs and films 1982 

Contains six files 

 

JH/PHO/31/1 Watermill Farm garden; France 1982 

JH/PHO/31/2 Skiing in Verbieres 1982 

JH/PHO/31/3 Dynadrive ground cutter; Watermill Farm garden 1982 

JH/PHO/31/4 Puppies; Watermill Farm garden 1982 



JH/PHO/31/5 Watermill Farm garden 1982 

JH/PHO/31/6 HMS Hermes; HMS Glamorgan 1982 

 

JH/PHO/31/1  Watermill Farm garden; France 1982 

Contains 38 slides which show Watermill Farm garden; and Ardeche and 

Launieres, France. 

 

JH/PHO/31/2  Skiing in Verbieres 1982 

Contains 37 slides which were taken in 4/82 and show Linda Jackson's skiing 

party in Verbieres. 

 

JH/PHO/31/3  Dynadrive ground cutter; Watermill Farm garden 1982 

Contains 38 slides which were taken in 4/82 and show a Dynadrive ground cutter; 

and Watermill Farm garden. 

 

JH/PHO/31/4  Puppies; Watermill Farm garden 1982 

Contains 37 slides which were taken in 5/82 and show Sam as a puppy in Emma's 

first litter; and Watermill Farm garden. 

 

JH/PHO/31/5  Watermill Farm garden 1982 

Contains three slides which were processed in 9/82 and show Watermill Farm 

garden including the pergola. 

 

JH/PHO/31/6  HMS Hermes; HMS Glamorgan 1982 

Contains two items being prints of aircraft carriers, sent to JH by Carl Ashpole. 

 

JH/PHO/32  Photographs and films 1983 

Contains two files 

 

JH/PHO/32/1 Watermill Farm garden; shooting at Low Farm 1983 

JH/PHO/32/2 Church Farm farmhouse; Blyford Church; Watermill Farm garden 

1983 

 

JH/PHO/32/1  Watermill Farm garden; shooting at Low Farm 1983 

Contains 38 slides which show Murray Stewart and Edith Hill in the grounds of 

Christ's College; Watermill Farm garden; shooting at Low Farm; a bat; and Clare 

and Titus Dickens. 

 

JH/PHO/32/2  Church Farm farmhouse; Blyford Church; Watermill 

Farm garden 1983 

Contains 32 slides which show Church Farm farmhouse; Blyford Church; Sutton's  

Hospital; and Watermill Farm garden. 

 

JH/PHO/33  Photographs and films 1984 

Contains two files 

 

JH/PHO/33/1 Shooting; Titus Dickens 1984 

JH/PHO/33/2 Blyford Church; Watermill Farm garden; Elisabeth Hill 1984 

 

JH/PHO/33/1  Shooting; Titus Dickens 1984 

Contains 35 slides which show Minsmere marsh; Jack and Eileen Naish's golden 

wedding anniversary; sunsets; a shoot; tree felling; Edith Hill's 70th birthday;  

and Titus Dickens. 

 

JH/PHO/33/2  Blyford Church; Watermill Farm garden; Elisabeth Hill 

1984 



Contains 38 slides which show Church Farm farmhouse; Blyford Church; Sutton's 

Hospital; and Watermill Farm garden. 

 

JH/PHO/34 Photographs and films 1985 

JH/PHO/35 Photographs and films 1986 

JH/PHO/36 Photographs and films 1987 

JH/PHO/37 Photographs and films 1988 

Contains one file 

 

JH/PHO/37/1 Scotland 1988 

 

JH/PHO/37/1  Scotland 1988 

Contains 39 slides. 

 

JH/PHO/38  Photographs and films 1989 

Contains one file 

 

JH/PHO/38/1 Orchid by Clive Naunton 1989 

 

JH/PHO/38/1  Orchid by Clive Naunton 1989 

Contains one slide of an orchid which was taken by Clive Naunton. 

 

JH/PHO/39  Photographs and films 1990 

JH/PHO/40  Photographs and films 1991 

JH/PHO/41  Photographs and films 1992 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/41/1 Watermill Farm; shooting 1992 

JH/PHO/41/2 Orchids; FWAG inspection; Blyford Hall 1992 

JH/PHO/41/3 Blyford Hall; Watermill Farm; Queen's Head pub 1992 

 

JH/PHO/41/1  Watermill Farm; shooting 1992 

Contains 32 slides which show Watermill Farm; sunsets; a shoot; road levelling [1 

frame]; a woman with a certificate [2 frames]; and a couple with a travelling bag 

[1 frame]. 

 

JH/PHO/41/2  Orchids; FWAG inspection; Blyford Hall 1992 

Contains 37 slides which show a group of people relaxing on grass; orchids at Top 

Farm, Blyford; a sand pit; Watermill Farm; Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group 

judges inspecting Blyford; a birds' nest; and Blyford Hall cattle sheds. 

 

JH/PHO/41/3  Blyford Hall; Watermill Farm; Queen's Head pub 1992 

Contains 37 slides which show cattle sheds at Blyford Hall; Watermill Farm; sheep 

grazing; views from Blyford Church including the Queen's Head pub in Blyford; 

and fungi growing in a field. 

 

JH/PHO/42  Photographs and films 1993 

JH/PHO/43  Photographs and films 1994 

Contains four files 

 

JH/PHO/43/1 Hunting; Watermill Farm 1994 

JH/PHO/43/2 Blyford Hall dairy; Blythburgh Church 1994 

JH/PHO/43/3 Watermill Farm; paintings 1994 

 

JH/PHO/43/1  Hunting; Watermill Farm 1994 

Contains 38 slides which show John Buck cutting tree branches; a hunt; Watermill 

Farm; and a protest meeting by the Waveney Harriers. 



 

JH/PHO/43/2  Blyford Hall dairy; Blythburgh Church 1994 

Contains 26 slides which show the dairy [at Blyford Hall]; Edith Hill and JH; floral 

arrangements; Blythburgh Church; and farm building. 

 

JH/PHO/43/3  Watermill Farm; paintings 1994 

Contains 31 slides which show Blythburgh Church; Watermill Farm; a fire engine 

in attendance; and paintings [5 frames]. 

 

JH/PHO/44  Photographs and films 1995 

Contains two files 

 

JH/PHO/44/1 Watermill Farm garden; hunting; paintings 1995 

JH/PHO/44/2 Watermill Farm; sheep; Sutton's Hospital 1995 

 

JH/PHO/44/1  Watermill Farm garden; hunting; paintings 1995 

Contains 36 slides which show Watermill Farm garden; the Queen's Head pub in 

Blyford; a hunt; a department store [1 frame]; and paintings [3 frames]. 

 

JH/PHO/44/2  Watermill Farm; sheep; Sutton's Hospital 1995 

Contains 37 slides which show the cottage at Watermill Farm; a sheep shed; 

calves and a cow in a barn; landscapes; a stream with reeds; London buildings [1 

frame]; a young woman; and Sutton's Hospital. 

 

JH/PHO/45  Photographs and films 1996 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/PHO/45/1 Shooting; Watermill Farm 1996 

JH/PHO/45/2 Sam; Watermill Farm garden 1996 

JH/PHO/45/3 Watermill Farm 1996 

JH/PHO/45/4 Saxstead Mill; Halesworth 1996 

JH/PHO/45/5 Watermill Farm; Union Farm; paintings 1996 

 

JH/PHO/45/1  Shooting; Watermill Farm 1996 

Contains 37 slides which show a cock shoot; dogs; an infant; and Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/PHO/45/2  Sam; Watermill Farm garden 1996 

Contains 36 items which show the dog Sam on his 14th birthday; boys fishing [1 

frame]; and Watermill Farm garden. 

 

JH/PHO/45/3  Watermill Farm 1996 

Contains five slides which show Watermill Farm and May blossoms on the way to 

Brick Meadow. 

 

JH/PHO/45/4  Saxstead Mill; Halesworth 1996 

Contains 38 slides which show Watermill Farm; Saxtead Mill; Dennington Church; 

Halesworth streets; and the interior of a library.  Some slides have double 

exposure. 

 

JH/PHO/45/5  Watermill Farm; Union Farm; paintings 1996 

Slides 38 slides which show Watermill Farm garden; the Sinclair's party; the 

Dickens family; maize; dilapidated farm sheds and barns [at Union Farm]; and 

paintings by G. Salmon. 

 

JH/PHO/46  Photographs and films 1997 

Contains seven files 

 



JH/PHO/46/1 Christmas 1996; Watermill Farm in snow 1996-1997 

JH/PHO/46/2 Watermill Farm 1997 

JH/PHO/46/3 Watermill Farm; paintings 1997 

JH/PHO/46/4 Tuscany; paintings; Thames River 1997 

JH/PHO/46/5 Gibraltar, Minorca and Malta by boat 1997 

JH/PHO/46/6 Gibraltar, Minorca and Malta; Watermill Farm 1997 

JH/PHO/46/7 Watermill Farm 1997 

 

JH/PHO/46/1  Christmas 1996; Watermill Farm in snow 1996-1997 

Contains 38 slides. 

 

JH/PHO/46/2  Watermill Farm 1997 

Contains 37 items. 

 

JH/PHO/46/3  Watermill Farm; paintings 1997 

Contains 37 slides which show Watermill Farm; the stocking of the pond with fish; 

aerial photographs and a map; a peacock and swan; and paintings. 

 

JH/PHO/46/4  Tuscany; paintings; Thames River 1997 

Contains 36 slides which show Tuscany; paintings at Watermill Farm [4 frames]; 

renovations being made to a farmhouse [1 frame]; and setting out on the 

Thames River by boat for Gibraltar. 

 

JH/PHO/46/5  Gibraltar, Minorca and Malta by boat 1997 

Contains 36 slides which were taken in 7/97 and show stops in towns en route to 

Gibraltar by boat from London. 

 

JH/PHO/46/6  Gibraltar, Minorca and Malta; Watermill Farm 1997 

Contains 37 slides. 

 

JH/PHO/46/7  Watermill Farm 1997 

Contains 36 slides which show Watermill Farm; and a pistol. 

 

JH/PHO/47  Photographs and films 1998 

Contains two files. 

 

JH/PHO/47/1 Watermill Farm 1998 

JH/PHO/47/2 Blyford Estate; carvings; beach hut 1998 

 

JH/PHO/47/1  Watermill Farm 1998 

Contains 35 slides which show Blyford Church [1 frame]; Blyford Hall [1 frame]; 

Watermill Farm including the top floor of the mill; preparations for a symphony 

concert; a poster display of the Royal Air Forces' activities in World War II; an 

antique chair; and an infant. 

 

JH/PHO/47/2  Blyford Estate; carvings; beach hut 1998 

Contains 37 slides which show farm engineering; a cattle shed; Betty Haynes with 

her daughter in the grounds of an estate; bird and figurine carvings; artwork of a 

hand print; and the Dog Watch beach hut. 

 

JH/PHO/48  Photographs and films 1999- 

JH/PHO/49  Photographs and films date unknown 19--? 

Contains four files 

 

JH/PHO/49/1 Miscellaneous undated slides 19--? 

JH/PHO/49/2 Undated photographs of family and friends 19--? 

JH/PHO/49/3 Undated photographs of Blyford Estate 19--? 



JH/PHO/49/4 Miscellaneous undated photographs 19--? 

 

JH/PHO/49/1  Miscellaneous undated slides 19--? 

Contains five items being four slides of Blyford Farm [taken for the Country 

Landowners' Association?]; and one slide mentioning the expansion of H.E.A.T. 

 

JH/PHO/49/2  Undated photographs of family and friends 19--? 

Contains 140 items. 

 

JH/PHO/49/3  Undated photographs of Blyford Estate 19--? 

Contains 57 items. 

 

JH/PHO/49/4  Miscellaneous undated photographs 19--? 

Contains 18 items. 

 

JH/PHO/50  Albums and subject ordered photographs 1980-1999 

Contains four files. 

 

JH/PHO/50/1 Watermill Farm garden albums 1981-1986 

JH/PHO/50/2 People and places albums 1981-1985 

JH/PHO/50/3 Blyford Estate and local community albums 1982-1986 

JH/PHO/50/4 Personal and household effects album 1981-1986 

 

Contains subject photograph albums, and photographs from the 1980s and 1990s 

which have been grouped by subject. 

 

JH/PHO/50/1  Watermill Farm garden albums 1981-1986 

Contains three items/albums of photographs showing Watermill Farm garden. 

 

JH/PHO/50/2  People and places albums 1981-1985 

Contains three items/albums of photographs showing friends and family; and 

Sutton Hoo ship burial excavation of graves in a sugarbeet field. 

 

JH/PHO/50/3  Blyford Estate and local community albums 1982-1986 

Contains two items/albums of photographs showing farming life in and around 

Blyford Estate and includes agricultural activities, shoots, local community 

activities, and art exhibitions. 

 

JH/PHO/50/4  Personal and household effects album 1981-1986 

Contains one item/album of photographs of JH and Edith Hill's personal household 

effects. 

 

JH/PHO/51  Photographic equipment, processing, and notes on JH's 

photographs 1930-1997 

Contains three files 

 

JH/PHO/51/1 Photographic equipment 1957, 1976, 1984, 1992-1996 

JH/PHO/51/2 Notes on JH's photographs 1930-1997 

JH/PHO/51/3 Correspondence on film equipment 1955-1957 

 

JH/PHO/51/1  Photographic equipment 1957, 1976, 1984, 1992-1996 

Contains 27 items being MS notes, guarantees, and product literature relating to 

photographic and slide equipment purchased by JH. 

 

JH/PHO/51/2  Notes on JH's photographs 1930-1997 

Contains 30 items being mainly MS notes made by JH on his photographs.  In 

some cases they may be useful for identification of photographic content.  Notes 



regarding the quality of JH's photography or the processing of photographs are 

also included. 

 

JH/PHO/51/3  Correspondence on film equipment 1955-1957 

Contains 36 items being a few invoices and correspondence with Pathe Equipment 

Ltd concerning film processing and production. [Some of this relates to JH's film 

of his visit to China in 1956]. 

 

JH/PHO/52  Films 19--? 

This sub-series of films remains uncatalogued at item level.  The archive holds 49 

items of which there are some sub-items. These films [and sound reels] cover 

politics, travel, and miscellaneous topics. Included are: general elections; the 

Prime Minister's world tour; Conservative speeches in South Norfolk; the opening 

of parliament; China; Hong Kong; France; New York and the 1938 World Fair; 

Iona; Rome and the Alps; Blyford floods; the 1957 Royal Show; a May Day 

wedding; 'Oil for the 20th century'; the coronation march; the 1964 Aldeburgh 

fair; and Christmas fayre. A large number of unidentified reels are also included. 

 

In addition to the above, the East Anglian Film Archive hold an undisclosed 

number of items.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SERIES JH/POL 

POLITICAL PAPERS 1944-1988 

 

Contains three sub-series 

 

JH/POL/EUR European papers 1954-1988 

JH/POL/LOC Constituency papers 1943-1999 

JH/POL/PARL Parliamentary papers 1943-1990 

 

SUB-SERIES JH/POL/EUR 

EUROPEAN PAPERS 1954-1988 

 

Contains 59 files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/1 Official Journal of the European Communities 1967-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/2 European Parliament Working Documents 1969-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/3 Agendas and minutes 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/4 Verbatim reports of debates 1972-1977 

JH/POL/EUR/5 European Parliament information 1974 

JH/POL/EUR/6 Budgets and financial reports 1972-1977 

JH/POL/EUR/7 General reports 1958, 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/8 Reports, Proposals, and draft resolutions 1967, 1972-

1976 

JH/POL/EUR/9 Information for MEP’s 1971-1977 

JH/POL/EUR/10 Common Agriculture Policy 1962-1976 

JH/POL/EUR/11 Beef 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/12 Dairy/Milk 1973-1976 

JH/POL/EUR/13 Animal welfare 1969-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/14 Tobacco 1973-1976 

JH/POL/EUR/15 Chocolate and cocoa 1972-1973 

JH/POL/EUR/16  Honey 1970-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/17 Ethyl alcohol 1972-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/18 Poultry meat 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/19 Value-added tax 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/20 Patents 1973 

JH/POL/EUR/21 Textile imports 1973 

JH/POL/EUR/22 Forestry 1973-1976 

JH/POL/EUR/23 Food production and supply 1962-1963, 1970- 

 1974 

JH/POL/EUR/24 Fuel and energy 1972-1973 

JH/POL/EUR/25 Agriculture organisation in Europe 1962-1976 

JH/POL/EUR/26 Wheat denaturing 1972-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/27 Pesticide residue in cereals 1972-1973 

JH/POL/EUR/28 Animal feeding stuffs 1970-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/29 Sugar 1967-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/30  Committee on Agriculture 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/31              Food and agricultural prices 1973-1979 

JH/POL/EUR/32 Law of the sea 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/33 Fishing policy 1970-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/34 Social affairs 1963-1975 

JH/POL/EUR/35 Regions 1971-1977 

JH/POL/EUR/36 Environment 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/37 Youth 1971-1974  

JH/POL/EUR/38 Education 1962, 1968-1975 

JH/POL/EUR/39 European union 1973-1977, 1986 

JH/POL/EUR/40 Budgetary powers 1973-1977 

JH/POL/EUR/41 Member currencies, revaluation etc. 1973-1974 



JH/POL/EUR/42 Customs and tariffs 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/43 General Agreement on Tariffs and trade 1973 

JH/POL/EUR/44 European elections 1971-1979 

JH/POL/EUR/45 European Community expansion 1972-1973 

JH/POL/EUR/46 External relations 1954-1959, 1970-1975 

JH/POL/EUR/47 Papers from international organisations 1956-1960,  

  1970-1973 

JH/POL/EUR/48 NATO 1954-1959, 1973 

JH/POL/EUR/49 Council of Europe 1957, 1966-1979 

JH/POL/EUR/50 Western European Union 1968-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/51 Conservative organisation 1970-1980 

JH/POL/EUR/52 Briefing notes 1962-1963, 1970-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/53 Correspondence, invoices, general papers 1965- 

  1981 

JH/POL/EUR/54 European Movement 1970-1980, 1987 

JH/POL/EUR/55 Miscellaneous European papers 1959-1962, 1971- 

  1978, 1987 

JH/POL/EUR/56 Official European publications 1962-1980, 1988 

JH/POL/EUR/57 Unofficial European publications 1955-1962,  

  1970-1980  

JH/POL/EUR/58 Free trade area 1953-1959 

JH/POL/EUR/59 Radio Liberty 1972-1973 

  

Contains papers retained by JH pertaining to the work of the European  

Parliament, European Community and related bodies. 

 

See also [JH/POL/PARL/38-39] on the European debate, [JH/POL/PARL/40] on the 

1970s United Kingdom referendum on joining the European Community, and  

[JH/AGR/18] on agriculture in Europe. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/1  Official Journal of the European Communities 1967-1974 

Contains 36 items being an incomplete run of the Official Journal detailing the 

debates and the regulations approved.  Three of the items are French versions of 

the Journal, one of which is a photocopy of two pages.  Also contains 11 editions 

of the Methodological Table for 1973, a monthly supplement to the Journal which 

acts as a cumulative index.  The December 1973 issue is not present. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/2  European Parliament Working Documents 1969-1974 

Contains 18 items being papers for discussion in parliament on miscellaneous 

topics.  Working documents for subjects which have a specific file can be found 

within those files.  The subjects dealt with here include seed marketing, cultural  

heritage, information programmes, greenhouse cultivation, and establishing a  

Public Accounts Committee. 

 

Two of the Working Documents are French versions. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/3  Agendas and minutes 1973-1974 

Contains 13 items being minutes of the proceedings of the sittings of 14/2/74, 

12/6/74, 28/6/79, 11/7/74, 12/7/74, and 16/9/74; agendas for the sittings of 

1/7/74 and 12/7/74; a members' list; a copy of "Bulletin" detailing the draft 

agenda for sittings on 4-5/10/73, and a copy of "Bulletin" listing written 

questions; and a press release comprising the minutes of the Council of the 

European Communities meeting held between 28/4/73 and 1/5/73. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/4  Verbatim reports of debates 1972-1977 

Contains 18 items being reports of European Parliament debates held on 18/1/73, 

12/3/73, 13/11/73, 14/11/73, 23/4/74, 24/4/74, 12/6/74, 9/7/74, 16/9/74, and 



12/9/77; reports of the 19th and 20th joint meetings of the Consultative 

Assembly of the Council of Europe and the European Parliament held on 17/5/72 

and 14/11/73; and scripts of questions and debates in which JH participated. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/5  European Parliament information 1974 

Contains 37 items being press releases announcing European Parliament 

decisions and policies.  Some items are in French. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/6  Budgets and financial reports 1972-1977 

Contains 17 items being the European Coal and Steel Community financial report 

for 1972; the first (1971) and second (1972) financial reports of the European 

Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund; a draft general budget for the 

European Community for 1974; the fourth preliminary draft supplementary and 

amending budgets of the European Community for 1973; the first European 

Social Budget (1970-1975); proposed amendments to the 1974 draft general 

budget tabled by JH; and committee reports on the 1974 draft general budget, 

the fo urth draft supplementary and amending budget of the European 

Community for 1973, and the first financial report of the European Agricultural 

Guidance and Guarantee Fund. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/7  General reports 1958, 1973-1974 

Contains three items being the First General Report on the Activities of the 

Community (1/1/58-17/9/58); the Seventh General Report on the Activities of 

the European Communities (2/74); and the Sixth General Report from the 

Commission of the European Communities, including the Second Report on 

Competition Policy (9/8/73). 

 

JH/POL/EUR/8  Reports, Proposals, and draft resolutions 1967,  

1972-1976 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/8/1  Reports on procedure 1972-1976 

JH/POL/EUR/8/2  Miscellaneous reports 1967, 1973-1976 

JH/POL/EUR/8/3  Proposed regulations, drafts, and explanatory memoranda 

              1973-1974 

 

Contains official European Parliament and European Communities reports, draft 

resolutions and directives, and explanatory notes and memoranda detailing the  

impact of proposed regulations on the United Kingdom. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/8/1  Reports on procedure 1972-1976 

Contains 11 items being European Parliament reports and notes for discussion on 

consultation procedure, the powers of the European Parliament, and meeting 

places for the European Communities' institutions. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/8/2  Miscellaneous reports 1967, 1973-1976 

Contains 16 items being a 1967 submission to the Council of the European 

Communities on opinions of the applications for membership received from the 

UK, Ireland, Denmark and Norway; reports on agricultural incomes, foot-and-

mouth disease, relations between the Council of the European Communities and 

the European Parliament, protein supplies, an information programme, the World 

Food Conference, the state of the Community, the effects of United Kingdom 

membership, the economic situation in the Community, and agricultural reform. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/8/3  Proposed regulations, drafts, and explanatory 

memoranda 1973-1974 

Contains 47 items being explanatory memoranda and briefing notes, some 



prepared by H.M. Customs and Excise and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, 

and Food, on proposed directives on a wide range of issues.  These include  

transport, duties, agricultural issues, remuneration of European Communities  

staff, movement of workers within the Community, inflation, foodstuffs, and  

prices. Proposals for new directives, and texts of agreed directives are also 

included. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/9  Information for MEP’s 1971-1977 

Contains 23 items being a ring-binder including photographs of all MEPs, details 

of membership of the political groups, list of representatives by member state, 

parliamentary institutions, and the rules of procedure; booklets and notes on 

procedure; details of the membership of the Commission of the European 

Communities; lists of MEPs; seating plans; calendars of meetings; British 

membership of committees; and a directory of the European Commission. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/10  Common Agriculture Policy 1962-1976 

Contains 67 items being official European Parliament working documents, reports, 

and papers on improvement of the Common Agricultural Policy, fixing prices  

within the CAP, and the agricultural situation within the Community; European  

Parliament and European Communities press releases and background notes on  

the CAP; papers reflecting the views of the National Farmers' Union on the CAP;  

briefing notes for the United Kingdom delegation to the European Parliament; MS  

notes; papers relating to the establishment of a Christian Democra tic-European  

Conservative Group joint working party to investigate the CAP; and cuttings and  

booklets, including one by Political and Economic Planning on the CAP. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/11  Beef 1973-1974 

Contains 10 items being press cuttings, European Parliament papers, and MS 

notes on beef prices and breeding. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/12  Dairy/Milk 1973-1976 

Contains six items being papers on the fat content of whole milk and balance in 

the milk market, and a copy of the Milk Marketing Board's "EEC Dairy Facts and  

Figures". 

 

 JH/POL/EUR/13  Animal welfare 1969-1974 

Contains four sub-files 

 

 JH/POL/EUR/13/1 Standing Veterinary Committee for professional 

qualifications 1972-1974 

 JH/POL/EUR/13/2 Papers from UK veterinary organisations 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/13/3 Animal experiments 1970-1971 

 JH/POL/EUR/13/4 Livestock welfare 1969-1971 

 

 Contains British and European papers, correspondence, and press-cuttings 

 concerning farm animal welfare, codes of recommendations for animal welfare,  

 veterinary qualifications, Anglo-European veterinary liaison and organisations,  

 and animal experiments. 

 

 JH/POL/EUR/13/1  Standing Veterinary Committee for professional 

 qualifications 1972-1974 

 Contains 11 items being European Parliament papers on the procedures and 

 powers of the Standing Veterinary Committee; briefing notes and extracts from  

 the official Journal regarding the Committee; and correspondence with H.R. Nord  

 and P. Minoprio concerning JH's question regarding professional qualifications;  

 and MS notes. 

 



JH/POL/EUR/13/2   Papers from UK veterinary organisations 1973-1974 

Contains 16 items being correspondence with and papers from the Liaison 

Committee of Veterinarians of the EEC, the British Veterinary Association, and the 

Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons regarding better liaison between the  

European Parliament and British vets, and the State Veterinary Service.  Also 

contains a list of existing draft directives and proposed amendments on  

veterinary issues, and a diagram illustrating the lines of communication and  

liaison between national parliaments, the European Parliament, and veterinary  

organisations.  A European Communities Commission press release gives details 

of a new consultative veterinary committee. 

 

 JH/POL/EUR/13/3  Animal experiments 1970-1971 

Contains 31 items of correspondence with and literature from the Fund for the  

replacement of Animals in Medical Experiments and the Research Defence  

Society.  Draft resolutions to the Council of Europe and the British government for  

alternatives to animal testing and related correspondence are included.  FRAME  

newsletters, accounts, and collections of relevant press-cuttings are included.  A 

report from the Research Defence Society defends the use of animals in  

experiments. 

 

 JH/POL/EUR/13/4   Livestock welfare 1969-1971 

 Contains nine items being a preliminary draft convention on animal welfare in 

 industrial stockbreeding; Recommendation 641 of the Council of Europe  

 concerning animal welfare in intensive rearing; four booklets published by the  

 Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food outlining codes of recommendations  

 for the welfare of cattle, pigs, domestic fowls, and turkeys; a paper setting out  

 the National Farmers' Union's views on the codes; and MAFF papers on the  

 Brambell Committee's recommendations. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/14  Tobacco 1973-1976 

Contains six items being European Parliament working documents on directives 

for tobacco taxes and for a tariff quota on tobacco from developing countries, 

briefing papers for British MEPs on tobacco policy, anda Common Agricultural 

Policy newsletter on the current tobacco situation and prospects for the future. 

 

 JH/POL/EUR/15  Chocolate and cocoa 1972-1973 

Contains 12 items being the text of an amendment, tabled by JH, to a proposal 

for a directive on legislation on chocolate and cocoa products, the European  

Parliament working document on the same issue, the text of the debate on the  

matter, and correspondence with the Cocoa, Chocolate, and Confectionary  

Alliance and Rowntree Mackintosh. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/16  Honey 1970-1974 

Contains 14 items being European Parliament reports, working documents, and  

proposed directives concerning honey production and the approximation of laws 

of member states relating to honey.  Also contains correspondence with the Bee  

Farmers' Association and briefing notes on the issues, and MS notes. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/17  Ethyl alcohol 1972-1974 

Contains 32 items being a draft regulation and working documents on the  

organisation of the market in ethyl alcohol; briefing notes; correspondence with,  

and papers from, the Scotch Whisky Association, The Distillers Company, ICI,  

Chemical Industries Association, and the European Council of Chemical  

Manufacturers' Federations expressing their views. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/18  Poultry meat 1973-1974 

Contains 21 items being European Parliament papers on health problems affecting  



trade in fresh poultry meat; correspondence with, and papers from, the National  

Farmers' Union regarding dressed poultry and the state of the poultry industry; a  

memorandum on Danish attitudes to poultry meat trade directives; and copies of  

the British Poultry Federation's booklet entitled "The case on behalf of the poultry  

industry in the United Kingdom for the retention of trade in clean plucked  

poultry." 

 

JH/POL/EUR/19  Value-added tax 1973-1974 

Contains 10 items being a copy of the official Journal, a working document, and 

papers expressing the opinions of the Committee on Agriculture and the 

Committee on Budgets on a proposed directive for a common system of VAT.  

Briefing notes, and correspondence concerning the directive from the National 

Book League and Phillips are also included. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/20  Patents 1973 

Contains five items of correspondence with the Fisher Committee concerning the  

establishment of a British branch office in the European patent system.  A paper  

on the European Patent Office and a press-cutting are also included. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/21  Textile imports 1973 

Contains four items being a memorandum by the Textile Industry Support  

Campaign on the increase of cotton yarn imports from developing countries, a  

covering letter, and JH's reply. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/22  Forestry 1973-1976 

Contains five items being a working document on the proposal for a directive on  

"the marketing of forest reproductive material", a briefing note for the debate, a  

paper by the British Paper and Board Industry Federation on a sectorial policy for  

the pulp, paper and board industry, a covering note requesting JH's views, and a  

letter from JH regarding the EEC directive on forestry. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/23  Food production and supply 1962-1963, 1970- 

1974 

Contains 14 items being: an extract from Hansard regarding imports of eggs from  

Poland; an article (provenance unknown) entitled "Who shall produce Britain's 

food"; forecasts for the production of cereals and sugar beet in the United  

Kingdom; an issue of "World Food Programme News"; a table of potato price 

statistics; an article from "British Farmer and Stockbreeder" comparing the price 

of land in the United Kingdom with continental Europe; a copy of an article by  

Lord Rothschild on the energy required to produce an acre of maize and how  

energy can be used more rationally; a National Farmers' Union press release on a  

plan to save £750 million on food imports; an offprint of an article by Gunther  

Thiede entitled "Technological advances and growth of food production"; and  

miscellaneous items. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/24  Fuel and energy 1972-1973 

Contains 16 items being pamphlets entitled "Coal and energy policy in Europe"  

and "Coal and the Common Market"; correspondence between JH and Derek Ezra  

regarding JH's limited involvement in European energy policy; a leaflet on coal in  

north Derbyshire; an itinerary for the visit of John Osborn MP and JH to Markham  

Colliery, and letters of thanks from JH to officials of the establishments  

visited; and MS notes. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/25  Agriculture organisation in Europe 1962-1976 

Contains 13 items being pamphlets and booklets entitled "Organising Europe's  

Agriculture", Les Grands Couvoirs Réunis de l'Est", and "L'Agriculture Bas- 

Rhinoise"; a report on West German agriculture on behalf of the Clan Trust, a  



paper by H. Schelhaas entitled "Techniques of controlled production", and a  

National Farmers' Union paper entitled "Horticulture in the E.E.C. countries"; a  

Conservative Party research paper on safeguards for British horticulture, a copy 

Of the Official Journal containing the text of a directive on agricultural  

modernisation; and press-cuttings on the French agricultural expansion and  

structural reform in agriculture.  Also included are MS notes for a speech by JH to  

the Workers' Educational Association in Norwich on agriculture in the EEC. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/26  Wheat denaturing 1972-1974 

Contains 16 items being multiple copies of correspondence between JH and W.F.  

Tuck and Sons regarding the removal of the wheat denaturing subsidy;  

correspondence between JH, the Compound Animal Feeding Stuffs Manufacturers  

National Association, the Northern Ireland Grain Trade Association, and Joseph  

Godber, the Minister of Agriculture, on the same issue; a copy of an amendment  

tabled by JH on the matter; a newspaper article; and a copy of the Home-Grown  

Cereals Authority's Marketing Notes leaflet on denaturing. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/27  Pesticide residue in cereals 1972-1973 

Contains nine items being discussion papers by the National Farmers' Union and  

the Grain and Feed Trade Association on proposed legislation to set the maximum 

content of pesticide residues in raw cereals; MS notes; and an unofficial MAFF  

translation of the draft legislation. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/28  Animal feeding stuffs 1970-1974 

Contains five items being a proposal for an EEC directive concerning "the  

manufacture and/or marketing of compound feedingstuffs containing substances  

with a medicinal effect" by the European Federation of Manufacturers of  

Compound Feedingstuffs for Animals; and papers from the Compound Animal  

Feeding Stuffs Manufacturers' National Association on a draft resolution on  

marketing straight animal feeding stuffs. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/29  Sugar 1967-1974 

Contains six sub-files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/29/1  Official European documents 1967, 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/29/2 Official UK documents 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/29/3 Publications 1968-1973 

JH/POL/EUR/29/4 Correspondence 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/29/5 Background and briefing notes 1966-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/29/6 MS notes 1971-1974 

 

JH/POL/EUR/29/1  Official European documents 1967, 1973-1974 

Contains 64 items being European Parliament reports and working documents on 

various aspects of sugar policy such as prices, organisation of the market, and 

imports from developing countries; texts of questions and amendments tabled;  

copies of "European Report" and the official Journal which contains details of  

debates on sugar; and a copy of a report by Comité des Organisations 

Professionnelles Agricole de la C.E.E. on future sugar policy. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/29/2  Official UK documents 1973-1974 

Contains four items being two copies of Hansard, dated 3/4/73 and 1/2/74, 

including a debate on sugar and a question on sugar policy; a talk by K.C. Sinclair 

to the Conservative Agricultural Committee; and the text of a question tabled by 

JH on transport allowances paid to sugar beet producers. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/29/3  Publications 1968-1973 



Contains 14 items being a guide to the British Sugar Corporation research 

laboratories at Colney, Norwich; a paper by Tate and Lyle on British cane refiners 

and the Common Market; a French publication on the value of sugar; articles 

from 'Farmers Weekly' on sugar beet production in Europe; British Sugar 

Corporation's interim report for 1973; a Council of Aims of Industry pamphlet 

entitled "Economic Study No. 1 Sugar"; a leading article and a letter to the editor 

from "The Times" on the politics of sugar; a World Development Movement 

pamphlet entitled "Cane sugar - the battle for survival"; a joint Haslemere Group 

and Third World First pamphlet entitled "Sugar today, jam tomorrow?"; and a 

table comparing the cost of sugar in the United Kingdom and the original six 

members of the EEC. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/29/4  Correspondence 1973-1974 

Contains 13 items being correspondence with Tate & Lyle, Michael Shersby, M.P., 

and civil servants of the Sugar Directorate regarding sugar production in the 

United Kingdom and Europe, the refining process margin, the position of British 

sugar refiners, and future EEC sugar policy. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/29/5  Background and briefing notes 1966-1974 

Contains 24 items being a memorandum on the sugar position in the EEC, a 1966 

speech of the Assistant Director General of the Committee of Agriculture of the 

EEC, background and briefing notes by the House of Commons Library, the 

Conservative Research Department, MAFF, the European Conservative Group on 

the role of sugar in the negotiations for British entry to the Common Market,  

sugar policy, the organisation of the sugar market, the refiners' margin, future 

sugar policy, and Commonwealth sugar.  Also contains a paper by O.S. Rose on 

sugar beet growing in the United Kingdom; minutes of a Conservative 

Parliamentary Agriculture Committee meeting on sugar; the text of a speech by 

Sir John Winnifrith on prices within the EEC; a draft resolution on future sugar 

policy and sugar imports prepared by the European Conservative Group; the text 

of amendments to a European Parliament regulation on sugar prices; tables 

setting out sugar production and prices; an Aims of Industry press release calling 

for an end to the Government-Controlled sugar monopoly; and a paper on the 

Government's Commitment to Commonwealth producers, British refiners, and the 

Common Market. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/29/6  MS notes 1971-1974 

Contains seven items being rough MS notes [by JH?] on sugar policy. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/30  Committee on Agriculture 1973-1974 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/30/1  Minutes and agendas 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/30/2  Reports 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/30/3  Miscellaneous papers 1973-1974 

 

JH/POL/EUR/30/1  Minutes and agendas 1973-1974 

Contains 44 items being minutes of committee meetings held between 26/3/73 

and 24/5/74, draft agendas, details of work in progress, and details of the dates 

and venues of forthcoming meetings. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/30/2  Reports 1973-1974 

Contains 44 items being reports prepared by and for the Committee on various 

aspects of agricultural policy including beef policy, sugar policy, environmental 

concerns, marketing of agricultural products, GATT, grant aid, and improvement 

of the Common Agricultural Policy. 

 



JH/POL/EUR/30/3  Miscellaneous papers 1973-1974 

Contains seven items being briefing notes for Committee debates on animal feed, 

beef imports, and the 1973 draft budget; a French speech for a dinner in 

Brussels; a note on forestry measures; and a letter from the National Farmers' 

Union congratulating JH on his appointment to the Committee. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/31  Food and agricultural prices 1973-1979 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/31/1  Official documents 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/31/2  Publications 1973-1979 

JH/POL/EUR/31/3  Miscellaneous papers 1973-1974 

 

Contains official papers and reports, publications and press-cuttings, and briefing 

notes and background papers on price debates and price fixing. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/31/1  Official documents 1973-1974 

Contains 14 items being  working documents, reports, proposed regulations, and 

amendments to regulations concerning fixing prices for certain agricultural 

products; and summaries of debates on prices. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/31/2  Publications 1973-1979 

Contains 16 items being copies of the Open Seas Forum's 'Why meat is dear', 

'Why cheese is dear', 'Why beef is dear', and 'Why bacon is dear', and the 

National Farmers' Union's 'Insight', 'European Community', the European 

Movement's 'Facts', and 'European Parliament Report' devoted to prices; cuttings 

from the 'Department of Employment Gazette' and 'Le Figaro'; MS notes; and a 

paper by the European Movement entitled 'Why food is dear'. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/31/3  Miscellaneous papers 1973-1974 

Contains 14 items being papers and briefing notes by MAFF, Conservative 

Research Department, and COPA regarding prices within the Common Agricultural 

Policy, prices debates and fixing farm prices; unidentified papers on price issues; 

and MS notes. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/32  Law of the sea 1973-1974 

Contains 13 items being articles and pamphlets on the law of the sea, European 

Parliament papers relating to the third United Nations Law of the Sea Conference, 

and briefing notes on the conference. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/33  Fishing policy 1970-1974 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/33/1  Official European papers 1970-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/33/2  Background, briefing and other papers 1973-74 

JH/POL/EUR/33/3  Miscellaneous papers 1973-1974 

 

JH/POL/EUR/33/1  Official European papers 1970-1974 

Contains 24 items being extracts from the official Journal, texts of European 

regulations, Council of Europe resolutions, working documents, and Committee on 

Agriculture reports regarding common fishing policy, organisation of the market, 

grant aid to the fishing industry, and recognition of producers' organisations. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/33/2  Background, briefing and other papers 1973-74 

Contains 12 items being paper, briefing notes, and press releases on marketing, 

grants, supplies, and salmon fishing regulations.  Also contains a booklet entitled  

"All About Trawl Fishing" by the British Trawlers' Federation. 



 

JH/POL/EUR/33/3  Miscellaneous papers 1973-1974 

Contains six items being rough MS notes; correspondence with the MAFF and the 

White Fish Authority concerning state aid for the fishing industry; and a map 

indicating the boundaries of regional fishing zones. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/34  Social affairs 1963-1975 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/34/1  Economic and Social Committee 1970-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/34/2  Publications 1963-1973 

JH/POL/EUR/34/3  Miscellaneous papers 1971-1975 

 

JH/POL/EUR/34/1  Economic and Social Committee 1970-1974 

Contains nine items being details of Committee and working group membership, 

biographical details of members, details of issues under consideration, schedules 

of forthcoming work, the notes of a meeting between the Committee and United 

Kingdom MEPs, a report of the participation of United Kingdom members of the 

Committee during 1973, and a Conservative Research Department paper on the 

organisation and workings of the Committee. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/34/2  Publications 1963-1973 

Contains eight items being publications on health services in western Europe, 

Europe and the law, employee participation in Management, the social 

responsibility of the Church within Britain's place in Europe, and trade unions.  

The publications were produced by a variety of organisations including the 

Conservative Political Centre, the General Synod of the Church of England, the 

Trades Union Congress, and European Communities Press and Information. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/34/3  Miscellaneous papers 1971-1975 

Contains 14 items being the text of a talk by Raymond Rifflet on social policy, an 

agenda for an address by JH on the EEC and its benefits to the poor, papers on 

manpower and the free movement of workers, European Commission papers on 

the creation of a European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 

Working Conditions and a social action programme, equal pay, and poverty. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/35  Regions 1971-1977 

Contains 15 items being a report of regional policies in Southern Italy, Bavaria, 

and Brittany; a paper on regional policy among the six EEC members and Britain; 

French Embassy publications on public enterprise and town planning; a 289-page 

report by the European Commission on regional problems in the enlarged 

community; official European documents on aid to specific agricultural regions; 

various items on regional policy in Britain; and a large article from 'The Times' on 

the regions of Italy. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/36  Environment 1973-1974 

Contains eight items being European Commission papers and a draft resolution 

on a Community environmental programme, a paper setting out the view of 

Committee on Agriculture on the agricultural aspects of the programme, and a 

brochure giving details of the College of Europe's conference on environmental 

policy, and a bulletin on the Communities' programme of environmental action. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/37  Youth 1971-1974  

Contains four sub-files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/37/1  Official European documents 1972-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/37/2  Organisations 1971-1974 



 JH/POL/EUR/37/3  Correspondence with UK and European colleagues 1973-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/37/4  Miscellaneous papers 1972-1974 

 

JH/POL/EUR/37/1  Official European documents 1972-1974 

Contains European Parliament minutes, reports, notes, and working documents 

concerning the establishment of a Youth Advisory Committee, the role of youth in 

European development, youth organisations, the establishment of a Committee 

for Youth Questions, budgets for education and youth affairs, and amendments to 

proposed directives on the role of youth.  Papers from the Committee on Cultural 

Affairs and Youth are included. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/37/2  Organisations 1971-1974 

Contains 34 items being correspondence with and papers by the Conservative and 

Christian Democratic Youth Community, the European Union of Christian-

Democratic and Conservative Students, the Federation of Conservative Students, 

the Council of European National Youth Committees, and the European Co-

ordination Bureau for International Youth Organisations.  The papers concern the 

status of the organisations within the European consultative framework, the role 

of the Committee on Cultural Affairs and Youth, amendments to proposals on the 

role of youth in European development, means of contact between youth 

organisations, and the proposed establishment of a Youth Advisory Council. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/37/3   Correspondence with UK and European colleagues 

1973-1974 

Contains 60 items of correspondence with, and papers for or from, JH's  

parliamentary and European colleagues concerning youth affairs.  Correspondents  

chiefly include John Brewis, John Bowis and Lady Elles. Matters discussed include 

Committee of Cultural Affairs and Youth business, the establishment of a Youth  

Advisory Committee, proposals for the role of youth in the development of  

Europe.  British attitudes to European youth policy, and meetings with  

representatives of youth organisations. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/37/4  Miscellaneous papers 1972-1974 

Contains 34 items being a large number of rough MS notes, an article on uniting 

European youth policies, papers regarding the establishment of a Youth Advisory 

Committee, and the role of youth in the development of Europe. 

 

 

JH/POL/EUR/38  Education 1962, 1968-1975 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/38/1  Mutual recognition and equivalence of qualifications 1969- 

 1974 

JH/POL/EUR/38/2  European institutions 1969-1975 

JH/POL/EUR/38/3  Professional qualifications 1968-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/38/4  General 1962, 1970-1974 

JH/POL/EUR/38/5  Miscellaneous papers 1971-1974 

 

Contains papers on European education policy, European schools, mutual 

recognition and equivalence of academic and professional qualifications, and 

general educational issues. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/38/1   Mutual recognition and equivalence of qualifications 

1969-1974 

Contains 24 items being European Parliament, Council of Europe, and European 

Commission reports, papers, and draft proposals for mutual recognition and 

equivalence of educational qualifications throughout the member states. 



 

JH/POL/EUR/38/2  European institutions 1969-1975 

Contains 45 items being correspondence and papers regarding: the British section 

of the Lycée International, St. Germain-en-Laye; proposals for the creation of a 

European University Institute; the work of the European Council of International 

Schools; and plans for a European Schools Excursion Service. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/38/3  Professional qualifications 1968-1974 

Contains 26 items being correspondence and papers regarding the harmonisation 

of professional qualifications in member states.  There is particular emphasis on 

the veterinary profession and correspondence with  the Royal College of 

Veterinary Surgeons, MAFF, the Department of Education and Science, and the 

Liaison Committee of Veterinarians of the EEC. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/38/4  General 1962, 1970-1974 

Contains Council of Europe papers on the rules of procedure for the Committee 

for Higher Education and Research, the payment of scholarships to students 

studying abroad, and a book on geography teaching in Europe; a French Embassy 

pamphlet on education in France; European Parliament reports and working 

documents on general education policy and research; and a European Parliament 

report on the European university. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/38/5  Miscellaneous papers 1971-1974 

Contains 21 items being European and British documents, papers, and 

Correspondence concerning the use of computers in higher education, the 

National Union of Teachers' views on European education policy, and private 

education policies in member states.  MS notes are also included. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/39  European union 1973-1977, 1986 

Contains 14 items being European Parliament working documents and reports on 

political co-operation and unification, the future of European institutions, and 

progress towards integration; a report by Umberto Serafini entitled "Europe union 

and the struggle for reason"; a paper by Tufton Beamish on Lord Gladwyn's 

report on a European foreign policy; an unofficial report by Leo Tindemans on 

union; an article by David Blake on why union is "less an economic objective than 

a political paradox"; an order form for a Monday Club publication on a 

Conservative approach to union; and a discussion paper by the European 

Educational Research Trust on union. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/40  Budgetary powers 1973-1977 

Contains 12 items of working documents, reports and proposed amendments, MS 

notes, and draft opinions on strengthening the European Parliament's budgetary 

powers.  Also contains the text of a speech by Willy Brandt in which he refers to 

financial matters within the Community. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/41  Member currencies, revaluation etc. 1973-1974 

Contains 22 items being working documents, press releases, reports, MS notes, 

and texts of questions tabled regarding action to be taken following fluctuations, 

revaluations, or raising of interest rates in the Dutch, Italian, and German 

currencies. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/42  Customs and tariffs 1973-1974 

Contains 13 items being working documents, reports, and proposed directives 

concerning levies on imports of beef from Yugoslavia, suspension of tariffs on 

certain agricultural products, recovery of levies and duties paid in error, co-

operation between relevant authorities in member states to ensure the  



correct application of customs regulations, duties on Norwegian fish products, and 

the free importation of educational, scientific, and cultural materials. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/43  General Agreement on Tariffs and trade 1973 

Contains nine items being reports on the Community's position with regard to 

upcoming GATT talks, the development of an overall approach to trade with GATT 

 in mind, and a working document on problems associated with tariff negotiations 

 in GATT drawn up for the 20th joint meeting of the Council of Europe and the  

European Parliament.  Also contains MS notes, and reports prepared by the Trade 

Policy Research Centre entitled "British European, and American interests in the 

forthcoming international negotiations on industrial/agricultural trade." 

 

JH/POL/EUR/44  European elections 1971-1979 

Contains four sub-files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/44/1  UK papers on direct elections 1971-1979 

JH/POL/EUR/44/2  European papers 1973-1976 

JH/POL/EUR/44/3  Publications 1973-1979 

JH/POL/EUR/44/4  Miscellaneous papers 1972-1978 

 

JH/POL/EUR/44/1  UK papers on direct elections 1971-1979 

Contains 57 items being copies of Sir Tufton Beamish's and Michael Stewart's 

suggested systems for electing British MEPs; a Conservative Research 

Department paper on direct elections; questions and answers published by the 

European Elections Information Programme; correspondence concerning JH's  

membership of Earl Jellicoe's committee to consider direct elections, and 

committee minutes, papers and drafts of the committee's report with detailed 

comments by JH; a detailed paper on the subject by Baroness Elles; a paper 

expressing the views of the South Norfolk Conservative Association;  

publications by the European Movement, the Bow Group, and the Federal Trust 

on the matter; press-cuttings on proposals for direct elections; the first and 

second reports of the House of Commons select committee on direct elections; 

and copies of Hansard containing the debates on the issue. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/44/2  European papers 1973-1976 

Contains 35 items being a paper by Peter Kirk on the procedures and practices of 

the European Parliament; a draft report on the issue of direct elections; a 

European Conservative Group memorandum on the issues surrounding the 

question of direct elections; reports and discussion papers  

from a symposium on European integration and the role of parliaments; draft 

conventions and motions for the introduction of direct elections; and a note on 

bills tabled in the national parliaments of member states and recent policy 

statements concerning direct elections. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/44/3  Publications 1973-1979 

Contains copies of "The Parliamentarian"; a European Movement pamphlet 

entitled "The European Parliament - The Years Ahead"; official European 

Parliament publications on the role, procedure, and 

functions of the parliament; copies of "Your voice in Europe"; copies of European 

Elections Briefing"; a Westminster Industrial Brief pamphlet entitled "The First 

European Election"; a booklet entitled "Your Vote in Europe" published by the 

European League for Economic Co-operation; and the published text of the act 

allowing for MEPs to be elected by direct universal suffrage. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/44/4  Miscellaneous papers 1972-1978 

Contains 18 items being a Conservative Research Department paper on the 

workings of the European Parliament; correspondence between JH and Marcus 



Fox regarding JH's (unsuccessful) attempt to be included on the list of 

Conservative candidates for the first direct elections in 1979, and on the  

selection process generally; rough MS notes; a bibliography of works relating to 

parliaments in member countries; and a paper by JH on the development of the 

European Community in both the long- and short-terms. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/45  European Community expansion 1972-1973 

Contains five items being a paper on farm income in the enlarged community; a 

paper by Sir John Rodgers on the issues surrounding expansion; a memorandum 

on the composition and functions of the European Parliament's committees 

viewed against the background of an enlarged Community; Barclay's guide to the 

enlarged community; and an official guide to the enlarged community. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/46  External relations 1954-1959, 1970-1975 

Contains 46 items being official European Parliament reports, journals, articles, 

and papers on relations with the United States, Canada, the Soviet bloc, and co-

operation agreements with unnamed foreign powers.  Papers on the formation of 

a federation of democratic nations and on increasing the twin towns project are 

also included, as are papers on the Soviet role in developing countries.  Texts of  

speeches by Henry Kissinger and Kurt Waldheim on Europe's role are included.  

Correspondence regarding a speech by JH on "one Europe from the Atlantic to the 

Urals", and a report on the future of the Conference on Security and Cooperation 

in Europe are also included.  Papers relating to West Germany's treaties with 

Poland and the Soviet Union, and a pamphlet on the reunification of Germany 

are included.  Also contains booklets on the Communities' overseas aid 

programmes, and a report of the British Group of the Inter-Parliamentary Union. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/47  Papers from international organisations 1956-1960, 

1970-1973 

Contains 14 items being the charter of the United Nations and Statute of the 

International Court of Justice; text of the address by Eisenhower to the 15th UN 

General Assembly; Food and Agriculture Organization papers pertaining to the 

Eighth FAO Regional Conference for Europe; Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development Agriculture Committee papers on meat and dairy 

forecasts for 1975 and 1978; United Nations' economic surveys on Europe, the 

Far East and Asia; and reports of the Second World Food Congress. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/48  NATO 1954-1959, 1973 

Contains six items being: 'NATO The First Five Years 1949-1954' by Lord Ismay; 

'Alliance for Peace', an anonymous pamphlet published by HMSO; 'Britain in 

NATO' by Ursula Branston; and 'Why Nato?' by Paul-Henri Spaak.  Minutes of 

NATO's 19th annual assembly are also included. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/49  Council of Europe 1957, 1966-1979 

Contains six sub-files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/49/1  General reports and papers 1957, 1971-1972 

JH/POL/EUR/49/2  Agricultural papers 1966-1973 

JH/POL/EUR/49/3  Education, cultural and youth papers 1966- 

 1974 

JH/POL/EUR/49/4  Economic, environmental and foreign affairs 1971-1972 

JH/POL/EUR/49/5  Committee membership and dates of meetings 1970-1971 

JH/POL/EUR/49/6  Miscellaneous papers 1970-1979 

 

Contains Council reports, papers, and minutes, details of committee membership, 

papers on agriculture and education, and correspondence relating to JH's and 

other United Kingdom representatives' attendance at Council affairs. 



 

JH/POL/EUR/49/1  General reports and papers 1957, 1971-1972 

Contains 15 items being a handbook to the Council of Europe; official reports of 

proceedings and speeches; a report on the role of the Council in the near future; 

and reports on the Council's activities in 1971 and 1972. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/49/2  Agricultural papers 1966-1973 

Contains 118 items being reports, draft reports, comments on reports, 

correspondence, and texts of Council resolutions concerning the social protection 

of farmers, a European agriculture charter, fishing policy, animal welfare in 

industrial stock-breeding, co-operation in agricultural production, rural youth,  

integration of European agriculture, agriculture and the environment, a European 

soil charter, contract farming, limits to growth, the slaughter of meat animals, 

biological farming in the United Kingdom, agricultural incomes in Germany, and 

water pollution by fertilisers.  Many of the papers were produced by or for the 

Committee on Agriculture. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/49/3  Education, cultural and youth papers 1966- 

1974 

Contains 128 items being papers, reports and correspondence concerning the 

equivalence of academic qualifications in member states; education systems and 

reform in France, Italy, Sweden, West Germany, England and Wales, and 

Switzerland; the Symposium on Basic Education in Salerno; the  

establishment of a European Centre for the Advancement of Education; the 

creation of a European University Institute; a Symposium on Higher Education in 

Vienna; reports and minutes of the Council for Cultural Co-operation; the 

protection of cultural and architectural heritage; the establishment of a  

European Television University; and youth organisations. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/49/4  Economic, environmental and foreign affairs 1971-

1972 

Contains 29 items being reports, papers, and press releases regarding trade and 

political relations between Europe and the United States and between Europe and 

New Zealand; Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty; Soviet attitudes to East-West 

relations; German Smirnovsky's article on William Fulbright; the conservation of 

natural resources; limits to economic growth; and environmental policy. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/49/5  Committee membership and dates of meetings 1970-

1971 

Contains 23 items being lists of United Kingdom members of Council of Europe 

committees; correspondence with the House of Commons Overseas Office 

regarding arrangements for attending meetings; and a calendar of committee 

meetings. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/49/6  Miscellaneous papers 1970-1979 

Contains 41 items being Council of Europe papers on world hunger, drug 

dependence, intergovernmental work programme, European integration, and 

human rights; correspondence regarding JH's attendance at Council affairs, 

biographical details for a Council handbook, and liaison of the journal 'Forum'; 

and rough MS notes. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/50  Western European Union 1968-1974 

Contains 22 items being a report on the problems raised by the possible 

accession of the United Kingdom to the European Communities; a General Affairs 

Committee report on British application for membership of the European 

Communities; verbatim reports of proceedings; bound assembly documents for 

discussion; monthly notes on the main events of interest to the WEU; a monthly  



information bulletin on European parliamentary activity in the WEU's member 

states; and WEU reports on east-west relations; defence, current economic and 

political problems, relations with Parliaments in member states, and the European 

summit conference.  Copies of a speech by JH in a WEU debate on east-west 

relations are also included. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/51  Conservative organisation 1970-1980 

Contains four sub-files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/51/1  European Conservative group 1973-1975 

JH/POL/EUR/51/2  Conservative Group for Europe 1970-1980 

JH/POL/EUR/51/3  Other European parties 1971-1977 

JH/POL/EUR/51/4  Overseas offices and personnel 1973-1977 

 

Contains papers relating to the Conservative Party's organisation within the 

European Parliament, the other centre-right parties with which it allied itself as 

the European Conservative Group; papers relating to conferences, meetings, and 

joint committees these centre-right parties held; and papers concerning the 

Conservative Group for Europe, a non-parliamentary, British centre-right, pro-

European movement. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/51/1  European Conservative group 1973-1975 

Contains 49 items being calendars, agendas, and minutes of Group meetings; 

notes on the interpretation of the rules of procedure; papers prepared for the 

Group on issues such as foreign policy and defence, European Union, transport, 

education, environment and other main areas of policy; notes on the meetings of 

the various European Parliament committees, prepared for the information of 

Group members; draft and published copies of 'The European Community: our 

common cause' published by the Group; and discussion papers from the Group's 

study days in Copenhagen in 5/74 on the devlopment of the European 

Community.  The Group, a political alignment within the European Parliament, 

comprised MEPs from conservative parties in the United Kingdom and Denmark. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/51/2  Conservative Group for Europe 1970-1980 

Contains 72 items being agendas and minutes of CGE meetings; papers of a 

meeting with the Christian Democratic Union; draft and printed constitutions for 

the organisation; membership lists; reports of liaison meetings with German and 

French parties; papers and reports of CGE conferences in Bordeaux  

in 1971 and Oxford in 1972; notes of CGE annual general meetings; and details 

of arrangements for the visit of German MPs to the United Kingdom and of CGE 

members to Brus sels and Luxembourg. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/51/3  Other European parties 1971-1977 

Contains agendas, minutes, and reports of the Christian Democrat/Conservative 

groups joint working party on agriculture; papers from the CDU/Conservative 

Party conference in Eiehholz in 1974; details of European parties with whom the 

Conservative Party has full or limited relations; miscellaneous  

Christian Democrat group publications; a detailed research paper on European 

centre-right political parties; and papers relating to the visit of a number of 

centre-right MEPs to London; and notes of a visit to the Danish Conservative 

conference. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/51/4  Overseas offices and personnel 1973-1977 

Contains 43 items being the names and contact details of Conservative Party 

officers based in Europe and those of Britain's permanent representatives, 

committee dates, items concerning postal services, and lists of officials to whom 

requests for briefing material on specific subjects should be sent. 



 

JH/POL/EUR/52  Briefing notes 1962-1963, 1970-1974 

Contains 257 items being Ebury Research Notes, Conservative Research 

Department papers, Advisory Service on Common Market Questions briefing 

notes, information sheets on Britain and the EEC, United Europe Association 

briefing notes, papers from the Office of the Minister without Portfolio,  

House of Commons Library briefs, economic bulletins prepared by the Treasury's 

Information Division, and briefs prepared by various Government departments.  

The notes cover every major issue surrounding British entry and major European 

policy. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/53  Correspondence, invoices, general papers 1965- 

1981 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/POL/EUR/53/1  Correspondence regarding European business 1970-1973 

JH/POL/EUR/53/2  Correspondence regarding travel expenses, timetables etc  

 1965-1973 

JH/POL/EUR/53/3  Travel tickets, invoices receipts 1971-1975 

JH/POL/EUR/53/4  Correspondence regarding income tax on travel expenses, and  

 subsistence allowances 1973-1981 

JH/POL/EUR/53/5  Miscellaneous maps and brochures 1973-1974 

 

JH/POL/EUR/53/1  Correspondence regarding European business 1970-

1973 

Contains 106 items being general correspondence concerning meetings with 

visiting European Parliamentarians; covering notes and letters of thanks for items 

sent by air to JH on matters of interest to the Parliament; correspondence with 

interested parties and employers' organisations concerning issues raised in 

Parliament; texts of questions on European matters asked by JH in the House of  

Commons; press-cuttings; and letters of thanks from JH to European colleagues 

for their assistance and hospitality during his visits abroad. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/53/2  Correspondence regarding travel expenses, 

timetables, etc. 1965-1973 

Contains 78 items being correspondence with travel agents, secretarial staff, and 

House of Commons transport office and fees office staff concerning JH's overseas 

travel arrangements and expenses.  Also includes claim forms, the published 

rules for claiming European Parliament expenses, and notes on travel timetables. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/53/3  Travel tickets, invoices receipts 1971-1975 

Contains 76 items being aeroplane tickets, hotel bills, travel agents' invoices, and 

timetables. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/53/4  Correspondence regarding income tax on travel  

expenses, and subsistence allowances 1973-1981 

Contains 42 items being correspondence and memoranda regarding JH's income 

tax on travel expenses, and subsistence allowances as a member of the European 

Parliament. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/53/5  Miscellaneous maps and brochures 1973-1974 

Contains three items being a car rental brochure, and maps of Rome and 

Copenhagen. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/54  European Movement 1970-1980, 1987 

Contains four sub-files 

 



JH/POL/EUR/54/1  National organisation 1971-1978 

JH/POL/EUR/54/2  Regional Organisation 1975 

JH/POL/EUR/54/3  Publications 1972-1980, 1987 

JH/POL/EUR/54/4  Campaigns and issues 1970-1978 

 

Contains minutes, reports, and publications relating to the European Movement, a 

cross-party organisation dedicated to keeping the United Kingdom within the 

European Community. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/54/1  National organisation 1971-1978 

Contains 20 items being  agendas and minutes of annual general meetings, 

executive committee meetings, and general purpose committee meetings; a full 

list of the executive; copies of the constitution; registration forms for the annual 

congress; and an annual report for 1975-1976. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/54/2  Regional Organisation 1975 

Contains notices and minutes of East Anglian branch meetings; guidelines for 

local branch activity; lists of group officers in Norfolk and Suffolk; and 

correspondence thanking JH and his wife for hosting branch meetings; and 

registration forms, weekly report forms for organisers, and speaker  

request forms. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/54/3  Publications 1972-1980, 1987 

Contains copies of 'Facts', the European Movement's monthly publication; copies 

of a leaflet entitled 'About the European Movement'; a manifesto of the 

organisation; and papers prepared by the Movement for the Council of Europe on 

technology and research, and Europe in the world. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/54/4  Campaigns and issues 1970-1978 

Contains 33 items being correspondence and papers regarding local press and 

letter writing campaigns, the Movement's activities in local government, 

celebrating Europe week 1972, the 1972 annual congress in Bonn, a visit ot 

Brittany to discuss local government and regional policy, and the first direct 

elections to the European Parliament. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/55  Miscellaneous European papers 1959-1962, 1971- 

1978, 1987 

Contains 120 items being correspondence, press-cuttings, articles, journals, and 

a large amount of rough MS notes on general or non-specific European affairs. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/56  Official European publications 1962-1980, 1988 

Contains 468 items being official publications, journals, posters, and pamphlets 

published by the European Communities concerning a wide range of European 

affairs.  Includes long runs of 'New Europe', 'European Community', 'European 

Parliament Report', and 'European Report'. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/57  Unofficial European publications 1955-1962, 

1970-1980 

Contains 50 items being publications, journals, and pamphlets regarding 

European affairs not published by European Community bodies. 

 

JH/POL/EUR/58  Free trade area 1953-1959 

Contains 66 items being a variety of papers and pamphlets on the issues 

surrounding the United Kingdom's considerations on entering the European  free 

trade area or the Common Market.  Implications for the exclusion of agricultural 

and raw goods in the free trade area are examined, and the impact on the 

Commonwealth countries. 



 

JH/POL/EUR/59  Radio Liberty 1972-1973 

Contains eight items being a fact book or profile on Radio Liberty and 

correspondence with the President, Howard H. Sargeant. 

 

  

  

SUB-SERIES JH/POL/LOC 

CONSTITUENCY PAPERS 1943-1999 

 

Contains 42 files 

 

JH/POL/LOC/1   Water in South Norfolk 1957-1958, 1964-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/2   Rating of broiler houses 1963-1971 

JH/POL/LOC/3   Hospitals 1959, 1964-1974 

JH/POL/LOC/4   1957 Litter Bill  

JH/POL/LOC/5   Closure of RAF Watton 1968-1970 

JH/POL/LOC/6   Proposed prison at Griston 1968-1971 

JH/POL/LOC/7   Rural electricity supplies 1955-1957, 1970 

JH/POL/LOC/8   Petrol rationing 1956-1957 

JH/POL/LOC/9   Jobs and unemployment 1943-1944, 1957-1964, 1970-1971 

JH/POL/LOC/10  Agriculture statistics 1964-1968 

JH/POL/LOC/11  Television appearance fees 1968-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/12  Ugandan Asians 1972 

JH/POL/LOC/13  Education 1955, 1964-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/14  Boundary Commission 1965-1974 

JH/POL/LOC/15  Local government reorganisation 1962, 1968-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/16  Historic buildings 1970-1972 

JH/POL/LOC/17  Thetford 1959-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/18  1962 Television Bill 1962-1963 

JH/POL/LOC/19  East of England development 1963-1972, 1995-1999 

JH/POL/LOC/20  British Rail Eastern Region 1959-1974  

JH/POL/LOC/21  JH’s Diss Express and Eastern Daily Press articles 1955-1970 

JH/POL/LOC/22  Local authority housing 1955, 1964-1967   

JH/POL/LOC/23  By-passes 1970-1973   

JH/POL/LOC/24  Closure of RAF Pulham 1957-1959 

JH/POL/LOC/25  Correspondence with constituents 1955-1977 

JH/POL/LOC/26  JH’s election campaigns 1954-1974 

JH/POL/LOC/27  South Norfolk Conservative Association 1955- 1979 

JH/POL/LOC/28  Floods and coastal defences 1953-1959, 1965-1969, 1978 

JH/POL/LOC/29  JH's speech notes 1946-1969? 

JH/POL/LOC/30  Norfolk County Council  1970-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/31  Missile and nuclear power bases 1958 

JH/POL/LOC/32  Training boards and local business 1970-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/33  Opening of the Earsham Mill 1975 

JH/POL/LOC/34  Anglia Television broadcasting 1970-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/35  Pine View Developments Limited 1972-1974 

JH/POL/LOC/36  Trunk roads and principle roads development 1964-966, 1971- 

 1973 

JH/POL/LOC/37  Engineering 1969 

JH/POL/LOC/38  Conference on communication and participation in local   

 government 1974-1975 

JH/POL/LOC/39  Criticisms of the Conservative Party 1972 

JH/POL/LOC/40  Conservation and the environment 1961, 1969-1974, 1979,  

 1985-1992 

JH/POL/LOC/41  Suffolk county structure plan 1950, 1974-1977, 1984 

JH/POL/LOC/42  Air Ministry airfields and buildings 1955-1956 



 

Contains political and parliamentary papers pertaining to local issues in JH's 

South Norfolk constituency, or to national issues with a local impact. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/1 Water in South Norfolk 1957-1958, 1964-1973 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/POL/LOC/1/1  Reorganisation of water undertakings in South Norfolk 1957- 

 1958, 1964-1966 

JH/POL/LOC/1/2  South Norfolk Water Board 1968-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/1/3  Reorganisation of water undertakings in Norwich 1966 

JH/POL/LOC/1/4  Proposed regional water authorities 1969-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/1/5  Opposition to the Water Bill 1973 1973 

 

Contains correspondence, reports and press cuttings regarding plans to re-group 

Norfolk's various water supply concerns into unified boards, and the rates 

charged by the single board, in the case of South Norfolk, once it had been 

created. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/1/1  Reorganisation of water undertakings in South Norfolk 

1957-1958, 1964-1966 

Contains 78 items being press-cuttings, correspondence with local councils, local 

firms, constituents, and civil servants concerning the reorganisation of the various 

water supply undertakings into a unified board for South Norfolk.  Reports by 

interested parties setting out their views are also included, and a publication by 

the Water Resources Board 'Water supplies in South East England'. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/1/2 South Norfolk Water Board 1968-1973 

Contains 114 items being  press-cuttings, parliamentary reports, correspondence 

with civil servants, constituents, local firms, the water board, and local councils, 

and a report by the ombudsman into the steep rise in water rates imposed by 

South Norfolk Water Board.  The matter was raised in the House  

of Commons by JH and extracts from Hansard are included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/1/3  Reorganisation of water undertakings in Norwich 

1966 

Contains 35 items being correspondence and reports concerning the regrouping 

of water undertakings in Norfolk local authorities with the City of Norwich.  

Correspondents include local district councils. Proposals were made for a joint 

water board rather than a joining with Norwich City Council. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/1/4  Proposed regional water authorities 1969-1973 

Contains 44 items being correspondence, memoranda and reports concerning the 

reorganisation of the British Waterways Board, the introduction of regional water 

authorities and the implications for the East Suffolk and Norfolk River Authority 

and navigation on the River Yare.  Background information to water 

reorganisation in England and Wales is also included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/1/5  Opposition to the Water Bill 1973 1973 

Contains 100 items being shows reactions from East Anglia to the Water Bill of 

1973 which proposes the reorganisation of water authorities.  Includes 

parliamentary debates, correspondence, memoranda, press cuttings, and maps of 

the Broads.  Of particular concern is the impact on the Norfolk Broads. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/2  Rating of broiler houses 1963-1971 

Contains 65 items of correspondence with constituents, the NFU, civil servants, 

and government ministers regarding the rating of broiler houses. 



 

JH/POL/LOC/3  Hospitals 1959, 1964-1974 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/POL/LOC/3/1  Thetford 1959, 1965-1970 

JH/POL/LOC/3/2  General 1964-1974 

 

Contains correspondence and press-cuttings relating to the provision of hospital 

services in East Anglia. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/3/1  Thetford 1959, 1965-1970 

Contains 148 items of correspondence with constituents, government ministers 

and officials, and local businesses concerning hospital facilities in Thetford; and 

press cuttings, and papers from the East Anglian Regional Hospital Board.  

Particular issues covered are: the arrangement at Thetford Cottage Hospital; 

increasing the number of beds; adequate hospital provision to cater for the 

expansion of the industrial estate and the new housing estates; and accident and 

emergency provisions. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/3/2  General 1964-1974 

Contains 180 items of correspondence with constituents, East Anglian Regional 

Hospital Board officials, and government officials concerning hospital provision in 

East Anglia.  Press-cuttings, Hospital Board meeting minutes, and extracts from 

Hansard are also included.  Also contains correspondence concerning the staffing 

of mental hospitals in particular Little Plumstead Hospital, prolonged delays in 

hospital treatment for constituents of JH, and an annual report of the Norwich, 

Lowestoft and Great Yarmouth Hospital Management Committee.  

Correspondence with the Minister of Health, Kenneth Robinson, discussing the 

region's hospitals' problems is also included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/4  1957 Litter Bill  

Contains 11 items being correspondence with constituents regarding JH's support 

for the bill, an invitation to address the Hampshire Association of Parish Councils 

on the matter, and a press-cutting. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/5  Closure of RAF Watton 1968-1970 

Contains 84 items being correspondence and press-cuttings regarding plans to 

close RAF Watton.   

Correspondents include Merlyn Rees, local council and planning officers, 

landowners, constituents, and Ministry of Defence civil servants.  The letters 

discuss what will be done with the site and how the impact on local jobs and 

services which  depend on the base can be lessened.  Industrial development  

or the building of a technical college are two suggestions for the site.  A 1961 

letter deals with road safety in the case of route B1108 at the R.A.F. station. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/6  Proposed prison at Griston 1968-1971 

Contains 72 items being  press-cuttings, and correspondence with constituents, 

local councils, Home Office officials concerning plans to build a prison on the 

Griston side of the former RAF station at Watton.  Reports of public meetings, and 

copies of the Home Office's Notice of Proposed Development and site maps are 

also included. 

 

See also JH/POL/LOC/5 and JH/POL/LOC/24. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/7  Rural electricity supplies 1955-1957, 1970 

Contains 296 items being correspondence with constituents and the Eastern 

Electricity Board regarding providing electricity supplies to rural locations.  Press-



cuttings, correspondence with Aubrey Jones (Minister of Fuel and Power), minutes 

of Eastern Electricity Consultative Council meetings, and a copy of the of the 

1956 Electricity Bill are also included.  Papers setting out the views of the CLA 

and  NFU on the bill are included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/8  Petrol rationing 1956-1957 

Contains 182 items of correspondence with constituents regarding their attempts 

to obtain supplementary petrol rations and requesting JH's intervention.  

Correspondence with the Regional Petroleum Officer and officials of the Ministries 

of Housing and Local Government and of Fuel and Power (including the Minister, 

Aubrey Jones) is included.  Also contains Ministry of Fuel and Power rules for 

supplementary allowances, press-cuttings, and offprints of an article by JH on the 

matter from the ‘Norfolk and Suffolk Journal and Diss Express’. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/9  Jobs and unemployment 1943-1944, 1957-1964, 1970-

1971 

Contains 116 items.  Tables detail the number of insured employees and the 

number unemployed; details of local Government Training Centres; and press-

cuttings on job losses and unemployment figures in Norfolk.  Correspondents 

include Norfolk County Council, the Ministry of Labour and National Service, and 

the Board of Trade. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/10  Agriculture statistics 1964-1968 

Contains 16 items.  Tables produced by the MAFF detailing statistics relating to 

agricultural grants and subsidies, improvement schemes, the number of farms 

and agricultural workers, and agricultural returns. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/11  Television appearance fees 1968-1973 

Contains 90 items being correspondence with Anglia Television and the BBC 

regarding JH's appearances, and with local charities to whom JH donated his fees. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/12  Ugandan Asians 1972 

Contains 33 items being letters to the local press and correspondence with 

constituents regarding the arrival of Ugandan Asians in Britain.  Without 

exception each letter received by JH opposed the immigration, while the letters in 

the press present a more balanced argument. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/13  Education 1955, 1964-1973 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/POL/LOC/13/1  Specific schools 1955, 1969-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/13/2  General 1964-1972 

 

Contains correspondence, press-cuttings, and reports on education in Norfolk. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/13/1  Specific schools 1955, 1969-1973 

Contains 132 items being correspondence with teachers, parents, local councils 

and education authorities, and Department of Education and Science officials, 

including the Minister, Margaret Thatcher, concerning issues at particular schools 

in JH's constituency.  The main issues are: rats in a canteen catering for Diss 

schools and the need for rebuilding; primary school provision in East Harling  

and district and the need for additional space; new accommodation at 

Wymondham College to replace Nissen huts; and indoor toilets at Banham County 

Primary School.  Also contains press-cuttings, printed ephemera from Long 

Stratton Secondary Modern School and Sir John Leman High Scool, a folder 

containing photographs and correspondence pertaining to the campaign for a new 

infants school in Loddon; and prospectuses for various schools and colleges. 



 

JH/POL/LOC/13/2  General 1964-1972 

Contains 31 items being correspondence with local councils and education 

authorities, and Department of Education and Science officials including the 

Minister, Margaret Thatcher regarding Norfolk education statistics and the 

provision for school improvements and building programmes.  Also contains 

Norfolk Education Committee publications and press-cuttings. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/14  Boundary Commission 1965-1974 

Contains 81 items being copies of the Boundary Commission's recommendations 

for the redistribution of parliamentary seats affecting JH's constituency and 

neighbouring constituencies; correspondence with local councils, constituency 

Labour Parties, and Conservative Associations in the affected areas detailing their 

views on the proposed changes; and copies of representations made to the 

Commission by interested parties. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/15  Local government reorganisation 1962, 1968-1973 

Contains six sub-files 

 

JH/POL/LOC/15/1  Parliamentary and ministerial papers 1971-1972 

JH/POL/LOC/15/2  Correspondence with ministers and MPs 1971-1972 

JH/POL/LOC/15/3  Local councils 1962, 1969-1972 

JH/POL/LOC/15/4  Other interested parties 1970-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/15/5  Press-cuttings and publications 1971-1972 

JH/POL/LOC/15/6  Royal Commission on Local Government in England 1968-1970 

 

JH/POL/LOC/15/1  Parliamentary and ministerial papers 1971- 1972 

Contains 32 items being copies of Hansard outlining the debate on the Local 

Government Bill; the Department of the Environment's White Paper, and 

accompanying map, on proposals for reorganisation; the paper presented to 

Parliament on the proposals; Department of the Environment and  

Home Office consultation papers on the proposals; a report presented to 

Parliament on the future shape of local government finance; the Local 

Government Boundary Commission's report on the draft proposals for new local 

government districts; and suggested alterations for Norfolk. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/15/2  Correspondence with ministers and MPs 1971-1972 

Contains 66 items being correspondence with Peter Walker, Paul Hawkins, Francis 

Pym, Lord Gage, Lord Stradbroke, Tufton Beamish and Mark Carlisle regarding 

local government reorganisation and the provisions of the Local Government Bill.  

Also contains notes by JH on the bill's committee stage and suggested 

amendments. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/15/3  Local councils 1962, 1969-1972 

Contains 93 items being a folder containing correspondence, maps, and reports 

from councils within JH's parliamentary constituency and in neighbouring 

constituencies giving their views on the government's plans for the reorganisation 

of local government in the region. 

 

Also includes two maps of possible groupings of London boroughs, and a 1962 

parliamentary debate on Greater London boundaries. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/15/4  Other interested parties 1970-1973 

Contains 83 items being correspondence with and papers from the Rural District 

Councils Association, South Norfolk Conservative Association, the National and 

Local Government Officers Association, the Association of Municipal Corporations, 

the Urban District Councils Association, Norfolk Police Federation, the Association 



for Neighbourhood Councils, South Norfolk Constituency Labour Party, the County 

Councils Association, Norfolk Surveyors Association, the NFU, the Norfolk 

Federation of Schoolmasters, and the Joint Negotiating Committees for town 

clerks and chief officers.  Also contains a petition from individuals in Beccles, 

Suffolk.  The papers set out the bodies' views on the planned reorganisation. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/15/5  Press-cuttings and publications 1971-1972 

Contains 14 items being press-cuttings on national and local aspects of local 

government reform, and copies of "The Councillor", "Building Society Affairs", 

"Local Government Chronicle", and "District Council Review". 

 

JH/POL/LOC/15/6  Royal Commission on Local Government in England 

1968-1970 

Contains 126 items being press-cuttings, correspondence, MS notes, memoranda, 

and parliamentary reports and debates on the report of the Royal Commission on 

Local Government in England.  This report, also known as the Redcliffe-Maud 

report was published on 11/6/69 and concerns the re-drawing of local boundaries 

so as to reduce the number of local authorities, and to end the division between  

town and country.  Included are comments and criticisms of this report, as well 

as observations on the Hunt Committee report which was appointed under Sir 

Joseph Hunt in 1967 to examine economic growth in rural areas. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/16  Historic buildings 1970-1972 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/POL/LOC/16/1  Grey Gables, Thetford 1970-1972 

JH/POL/LOC/16/2  Diss 1970-1972 

 

Contains items relating to proposals to demolish listed buildings in Thetford and 

Diss and redevelop the sites. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/16/1 Grey Gables, Thetford 1970-1972 

Contains 142 items being correspondence with chartered surveyors and solicitors, 

constituents, Thetford Borough Council officials, and Department of the 

Environment officials, including Peter Walker, the Secretary of State concerning 

plans to demolish Grey Gables, a listed building reputed to be the birthplace of 

Thomas Paine, and redevelop the site.  Also contains site plans, press-cuttings, 

and copies of Hansard containing a debate on the matter.  Correspondence and 

representations from The Thomas Paine Society, South Place Ethical Society, and 

the Thomas Paine National Historical Association, and copies of the owner's 

application for Listed Building Consent to demolish are also included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/16/2  Diss 1970-1972 

Contains 36 items being correspondence with Department of the Environment 

officials (including Peter Walker, the Secretary of State), property owners, 

developers, surveyors, and county council officials regarding plans to demolish 

listed buildings in Diss and redevelop.  The application for consent to  

demolish is also included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/17  Thetford 1959-1973 

Contains four sub-files 

 

JH/POL/LOC/17/1  Roads 1959-1971 

JH/POL/LOC/17/2  Development and expansion 1961-1972 

JH/POL/LOC/17/3  Salop (No. 2) Order 1966-1967 

JH/POL/LOC/17/4  Presentation to William Ellis Clarke 1973 

 



JH/POL/LOC/17/1  Roads 1959-1971 

Contains 198 items being correspondence, a street map and press-cuttings 

regarding Thetford's roads, particularly the A11.  Issues discussed include the 

siting of traffic lights on the A11 in the town centre, the creation of a by-pass and 

relief road to remove heavy through traffic from the town centre, speed limits on 

the A11, signs on the relief road to indicate services in the town, and the 

provision of a pedestrian crossing, underpass or bridge.  Correspondents include 

Thetford Borough Council, Norfolk County Council, constituents, and Ministry of 

Transport officials, including Michael Heseltine. 

 

See also By-passes [JH/POL/LOC/23], and Trunk roads and principle roads 

development [JH/POL/LOC/36]. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/17/2  Development and expansion 1961-1972 

Contains 85 items relating to the expansion of housing developments and the 

siting of new industry in the town.  The sub-file comprises correspondence, press-

cuttings, and reports.  Correspondents include businesses planning to move to 

Thetford, Thetford Borough Council officials, and officials of MAFF (including Jim 

Prior) and the Ministry of Housing and Local Government.  The cost of increasing 

the housing stock and building new schools to cater for the new inhabitants is 

discussed.  Maps and plans are also included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/17/3  Salop (No. 2) Order 1966-1967 

Contains 10 items of correspondence with Thetford Borough Council and Jasper 

More MP regarding his attempt to defeat the Salop (No.2) Order which sought to 

demote all existing boroughs in Shropshire, except Shrewsbury, to the status of 

rural borough.  Thetford's opposition, and that of JH, stemmed presumably from 

the fear that the Order would set a precedent for other rural boroughs.  It  

was also felt that with a Royal Commission being set up to consider local 

government it would be better left to that body.  A copy of the Order is included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/17/4  Presentation to William Ellis Clarke 1973 

Contains two items being an invitation and seating plan for a presentation of the 

honorary freedom of the borough of Thetford to William Ellis Clarke. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/18  1962 Television Bill 1962-1963 

Contains 39 items being correspondence with Aubrey Buxton of Anglia Television, 

Jim Prior, Ian Gilmour, J.R. Bevins (Postmaster General), and R.A. Butler (First 

Secretary of State) regarding provision in the Television Bill for a levy on 

advertising revenue and the impact on  regional television companies.  Also 

contains press-cuttings, a  copy of a report to parliament, and an Anglia 

Television directors' report and accounts for 1962. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/19  East of England development 1963-1972, 1995-1999 

Contains 142 items being correspondence, press-cuttings, minutes, publications, 

and reports on a wide variety of issues affecting the development of the east of 

England.  Matters such as new towns, planning machinery, natural gas, overspill 

populations in East Anglia, the expansion of Ipswich, the work of regional 

Economic Planning Councils, the wash barrage, north-south divide, the Ely Ouse-

Essex Water Bill, lottery funding, millenium greens or open spaces, sport, and 

tourism are covered.  Papers from the Agricultural Development and Advisory 

Service, the Standing Conference of East Anglian Local Authorities, Norfolk 

County Council, the Eastern Federation of Amenity Societies, the CLA, the SNCA, 

the Department of Economic Affairs, the East Anglia Economic Planning Council, 

the Conservative East of England policy study group, and the CBI are included, as 

are articles by William Deedes, Eldon Griffths, and Michael  Shanks. 

 



JH/POL/LOC/20  British Rail Eastern Region 1959-1974  

Contains 258 items being correspondence with, and reports and papers by, the 

British Transport Commission, British Rail, Conservative Party, the Transport 

Users' Consultative Committee, Ministers of Transport (Ernest Marples, Tom 

Fraser, Barbara Castle, and John Peyton), Jim Prior, local councils, the National 

Council on Inland Transport and its President Lord Stonham, the National Union 

of Railwaymen and the National Union of Agricultural Workers, constituents, the 

Rail Invigoration Society, and the East Suffolk Travellers' Association regarding 

rail services in East Anglia.  The main issues are the closure of routes or stations, 

or restrictions in service to rural stations; Sunday services; the frequency of bus 

services which replace trains; the closure of the East Suffolk line between Ipswich 

and Lowestoft, and Saxmundham and Aldeburgh; and the closure of the 

Swaffham-Thetford line. Press-cuttings are also included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/21  JH’s Diss Express and Eastern Daily Press articles 

1955-1970 

Contains 213 items being four  press cuttings albums and 195 loose items of 

typescript, MS, and offprint versions of some of JH's regular columns for the ‘Diss 

Express’ and the ‘Eastern Daily Press’ in which he discussed local, national, and  

international affairs and current political issues.  Some related correspondence 

with the editor of the ‘Diss Express’ is also included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/22  Local authority housing 1955, 1964-1967 

Contains 40 items being correspondence with local councils in which JH requests  

statistics on council housing, and correspondence on a 1968 housing programme. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/23  By-passes 1970-1973   

Contains 191 items being correspondence with local councils, constituents, 

businesses, and officials from the ministries of Transport (including Michael 

Heseltine, Paul Channon, and John Peyton, the Minister) and the Environment 

regarding by-passes for 'towns' and villages in JH's constituency, particularly 

Loddon and towns and villages along the A11.  Also contains press-cuttings, 

copies of parliamentary questions tabled by JH, and maps of the Wymondham by-

pass. 

 

See also Thetford roads [JH/POL/LOC/17/1], and Trunk roads and principle roads 

development [JH/POL/LOC/36]. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/24  Closure of RAF Pulham 1957-1959 

Contains 85 items being correspondence with officials of the Air Ministry 

(including Charles Orr-Ewing) and the Ministry of Labour and National Service 

(including Robert Carr) regarding the closure of RAF Pulham and the impact on 

the local community, particularly the subsequent unemployment.  

Correspondence with constituents, local councils, chambers of commerce, and 

political parties is also included, as are press-cuttings. Details of the workers 

made redundant and attempts to find alternative employment for them are 

included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/25  Correspondence with constituents 1955-1977 

CLOSED FILE 

Contains 29 boxes of correspondence with constituents.  JH was MP for South 

Norfolk from 1955 to 1974. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/26  JH’s election campaigns 1954-1974 

Contains 26 sub-files 

 

JH/POL/LOC/26/1  1955 South Norfolk by-election 1953-1955 



JH/POL/LOC/26/2  1955 general election, South Norfolk 1955 

JH/POL/LOC/26/3  1959 general election, South Norfolk 1959-1960 

JH/POL/LOC/26/4  1964 general election, South Norfolk 1964 

 JH/POL/LOC/26/5  1966 general election, South Norfolk 1966 

JH/POL/LOC/26/6  1970 general election, South Norfolk 1969-1974 

 

JH/POL/LOC/26/1  1955 South Norfolk by-election 1953-1955 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/POL/LOC/26/1/1 Pre-election issues and campaign 1953-1955 

JH/POL/LOC/26/1/2 Good luck, congratulations, and thank you correspondence 

1955 

JH/POL/LOC/26/1/3   Press-cuttings 1954-1955 

JH/POL/LOC/26/1/4   Itineraries and campaign material 1954-1955  

JH/POL/LOC/26/1/5   Photographs 1955 

 

Contains five items or folders, each containing sub-items. They deal with pre-

election campaign issues; correspondence relating to JH's success in the 

campaign; press cuttings; and itineraries and campaign material.  The by-election 

came about after the imprisonment of the sitting MP, Peter Baker, for forgery. JH 

retained the seat for the Conservatives but the majority fell from 3239 to 865. 

 

  Each item contains many sub-items. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/26/1/1  Pre-election issues and campaign 1953-1955 

Contains 144 sub-items being 1954 papers and concerns current issues in the 

run-up to the election.  Included are JH's speeches, draft adoption notes, extracts 

from R. Butler's speeches, a political broadcast from Osbert Peake, and a speech 

extract from D. Heathcoat Amory; Conservative Political Centre diaries of the 

news; draft articles for the 'Diss Express'; notes and papers on current issues 

including: general agricultural issues, coastal flooding, road haulage, rural 

housing, and property rating; copies of weekend talking point on general issues; 

notes on the West Derby be-election; correspondence with the Conservative 

Office; and summaries of public opinion. 

 

 JH/POL/LOC/26/1/2  Good luck, congratulations, and thank you 

correspondence 1955 

 Contains 203 sub-items being letters and telegrams from constituents, political 

colleagues, and friends wishing JH luck with the election or congratulating him on 

the result, and replies to letters of thanks from JH to volunteers who helped in 

the campaign. 

 

 JH/POL/LOC/26/1/3  Press-cuttings 1954-1955 

 Contains press cuttings on the campaign and the issues involved. 

 

 JH/POL/LOC/26/1/4  Itineraries and campaign material 1954-1955  

 Contains 63 sub-items being JH's campaign itinerary and election material, amd 

copies of JH's speech at his adoption meeting on 28/12/54. 

 

 JH/POL/LOC/26/1/5  Photographs 1955 

  Contains 17 sub-items being photographs of JH's victory as well as his campaign. 

 

See additional copies of these photographs and press cuttings which feature 

these photographs in [JH/PRE/2]. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/26/2   1955 general election, South Norfolk 1955 



Contains four items being letters from friends, constituents, and political 

colleagues wishing JH good luck for the campaign or congratulating him on the 

result, and replies to letters sent by JH thanking volunteers for their help during 

the election; press-cuttings and briefing notes on the campaign and the major 

issues; JH's campaign material and samples of Labour Party and Liberal Party 

material; and details of JH's election itinerary, adoption meeting, and speeches.  

JH retained the seat with an increased majority of 1475. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/26/3   1959 general election, South Norfolk 1959-1960 

Contains seven items being letters from friends, constituents, and political 

colleagues wishing JH good luck or congratulating him, and replies to letters sent 

by JH thanking volunteers for their help during the campaign; press-cuttings, on 

the campaign and the main issues involved, including a large number reporting 

on Hugh Gaitskell's East Anglian tour; briefing notes on campaign issues; copies 

of JH's adoption speech when selected as the Conservative candidate; itineraries, 

speeches and campaign organisation material; and JH's campaign material, such 

as posters.  JH retained the seat with an increased majority of 2733. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/26/4  1964 general election, South Norfolk 1964 

Contains seven items being letters of congratulation to JH, and replies to letters 

of thanks sent by JH to volunteers in the election campaign; campaign material of 

all three parties standing in the election, and a leaflet supporting Eldon Griffiths, 

the Conservative candidate in the Bury St. Edmunds by-election in May 1964; 

press-cuttings and briefing material on the campaign and the key issues; copies 

of JH's adoption  speech, and other speeches given during the campaign; 

itineraries and campaign organisation material; and election expenses returns.  

JH retained the seat with a slightly reduced majority of 2166. 

 

Each item contains many sub items. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/26/5   1966 general election, South Norfolk 1966 

Contains 146 items being  press-cuttings regarding the campaign; campaign 

material from JH and his Liberal opponent; SNCA material relating to adopting a 

candidate, and campaign plans and procedure; pre-election correspondence with 

constituents; and letters of congratulation.  JH retained the seat but with a vastly 

reduced majority of just 119. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/26/6   1970 general election, South Norfolk 1969-1974 

Contains 199 items being letters from friends, constituents, and political 

colleagues (including the text of a telegram from Edward Heath), wishing JH good 

luck or congratulating him on the result; press-cuttings; itineraries and campaign 

organisation material; and an election leaflet for JH.  Also contains press cuttings 

of the Labour candidate Cyril; and an election leaflet for John MacGregor, JH's 

successor in the seat, for the February 1974 election.  JH retained the seat with a 

greatly increased majority of 5442. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/27  South Norfolk Conservative Association 1955-1979 

 

Contains seven sub-files 

 

JH/POL/LOC/27/1  JH's adoption as a Parliamentary Candidate 1954 

JH/POL/LOC/27/2  Branches, officers, organisation 1956-1975 

JH/POL/LOC/27/3  Events and functions 1954-1979 

JH/POL/LOC/27/4  Miscellaneous papers 1955-1977 

JH/POL/LOC/27/5  Committee's, minutes, accounts 1955-1958, 1966-1974 

JH/POL/LOC/27/6  Mrs Hill's cocktail party for Edward Heath 1967 

JH/POL/LOC/27/7  General correspondence on constituency matters 1969-1972 



 

Contains papers relating to SNCA organisation, personnel, events, committee 

meetings, and JH's engagements. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/27/1  JH's adoption as a Parliamentary Candidate 1954 

Contains 91 items being correspondence from constituents and members of the 

SNCA congratulating JH on his adoption as a prospective Parliamentary 

Candidate; and correspondence concerning JH's engagements and activities 

within the SNCA in 1954. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/27/2  Branches, officers, organisation 1956-1975 

Contains 81 items being letters of thanks to retiring branch officials and their 

replacements, and letters informing JH that he had been elected as a branch 

officer; press-cuttings after JH was adopted as prospective candidate for the 

enlarged South Norfolk constituency in 1972, and after his decision to retire from 

Parliament; group leader's reports from the Conservative Contact Programme of 

the Conservative Political Centre; a map of the constituency and a bound c opy of 

the electoral roll for 1967-68; a rules book; maps of the parliamentary divisions; 

and copies of the SNCA year book. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/27/3  Events and functions 1954-1979 

Contains 171 items being calendars of SNCA events and JH's commitments; texts 

and notes of speeches made by JH at SNCA events; correspondence regarding 

JH's engagements; letters of thanks to and from JH regarding functions; and 

press-cuttings reporting speeches given by JH in his constituency; and a 

photograph of JH with his retirement gift of a painting of Watermill Farm. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/27/4  Miscellaneous papers 1955-1977 

Contains 93 items being an address book, correspondence, papers and notes on a 

variety of general SNCA matters such as spare parts and repair of the 

Association's projector; county council elections; conduct of elections and 

Representation of the People Bill; JH's biographical notes; the recommendation 

for an honour for Sir John Mann; correspondence concerning a leading article in 

the ‘Diss Express’; portraits of the Prime Minister for the Association office; and 

Pete r Rollins' application to be a Conservative parliamentary candidate and his 

use of JH as a sponsor. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/27/5   Committee's, minutes, accounts 1955-1958, 1966-

1974 

Contains 111 items being notices of meetings, agendas, and minutes of SNCA 

and area Conservative Party meetings; annual reports and accounts; statements 

to the Executive Committee on the redistribution of constituency boundaries; and 

details of donations. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/27/6  Mrs Hill's cocktail party for Edward Heath 1967 

Contains 104 items being correspondence and notes regarding a cocktail party for 

Edward Heath and  

representative members from each Norfolk and Suffolk rural constituency, at 

Watermill Farm, Wenhaston on 30/9/67. Includes menus for the Saturday night 

party as well as for suppers on the Friday and Sunday evenings; replies to 

invitations; lists of acceptances and declines; letters and instructions concerning 

volunteer help from South Norfolk Conservative Association members; and maps. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/27/7   General correspondence on constituency matters 

1969-1972 

Contains 26 items being correspondence and press cuttings pertaining to general 

constituency matters.  These include a resolution by the South Norfolk Women's 



Advisory Council; post offices and overseas parcel delivery; taxation; a case of 

eviction from a tied cottage; low flying; electricity complaints; the development of 

the countryside; the cancellation of a bus service, nursery provision in Thetford, 

etc.  Requests for questions to be put to JH at a constituency meeting are also 

included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/28  Floods and coastal defences 1953-1959, 1965-1969, 

1978 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/POL/LOC/28/1  Reports, correspondence, maps and photographs 1953-1959,  

 1965-1969 

JH/POL/LOC/28/2  Press-cuttings 1953-1959, 1968-1969, 1978 

 

JH/POL/LOC/28/1   Reports, correspondence, maps and photographs 

1953-1959, 1965-1969 

Contains 109 items which relate mainly to the floods of 12/53 and 9/68.  Includes 

coloured maps of the flooded areas of Norwich and Yarmouth in 1953, 42 black 

and white aerial photographs of the floods in Norfolk in 1968, reports by the East 

Suffolk and Norfolk River Board on the possibility of tidal control at Yarmouth, a 

parliamentary report on coastal flooding, parliamentary questions, and statutory 

instruments.  Correspondence relates to agricultural and bridge damage, and 

flood relief. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/28/2   Press-cuttings 1953-1959, 1968-1969, 1978 

Contains 27 items being press cuttings which concentrate on the floods of 12/53 

and 9/68; articles refer to flood defences in East Anglia, in particular the 

Yarmouth area, the responsibility of the river boards for flood defences, flooding 

of Halesworth town centre in 9/68, aid to farmers, and railway and bridge 

damage. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/29  JH's speech notes 1946-1969? 

Contains 319 items being JH's MS speech notes and typed transcripts for 

speeches delivered in Norfolk and Suffolk.  Also includes associated 

correspondence, luncheon and dinner invitations.  Included are events of the 

South Norfolk Conservative Association, annual dinners of associations, mayoral 

dinners, fetes, etc. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/30  Norfolk County Council  1970-1973 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/POL/LOC/30/1  General papers 1971-1973 

JH/POL/LOC/30/2  Council election 1970-1973 

 

JH/POL/LOC/30/1  General papers 1971-1973 

Contains 30 items being minutes and proceedings of the Council and its 

committees' meetings, as well as the New County of Norfolk's Conservative 

Group.  Included is a Council budget for 1972-1973, a booklet on the 1933 bye-

law of the Children and Young Persons Act, and correspondence and 

parliamentary questions concerning the rate support grant in the county. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/30/2  Council election 1970-1973 

Contains 24 items being miscellaneous printed campaign material; meeting 

minutes of the County of Norfolk Conservative Group which was formed after the 

results of the 12/4/73 election; a press cutting on the Conservative Group which 

was to control the Council; notes on a de-briefing meeting held by the SNCA; 

correspondence regarding constituency agents' salaries; an agents' guide to 



survey canvassing; a copy of 4/73 'Conservative Monthly News'; 'A guide to 

special interest meetings'; and a guide to news and current affairs programmes 

on radio and television. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/31  Missile and nuclear power bases 1958 

Contains 24 items being press-cuttings, and correspondence concerning the 

establishment of nuclear power sites and missile sites in Suffolk and Norfolk, and 

personal opinions on disarmament. Brochures from the 1980s comment on the 

Sizewell power station in Suffolk which opened in the 1960s. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/32  Training boards and local business 1970-1973 

Contains 160 items of correspondence and papers relating to various industrial 

training boards, the levies which they charge to businesses, and the negative 

impact which this has on Norfolk businesses.  Provisions made by the Road 

Transport Industry Training Board for the training of agricultural machinery 

engineers are examined, and the closure of the Spiraflite agricultural machinery 

firm.  Other training boards covered include the construction industry, and the 

Food, Drink and Tobacco Industry Training Board. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/33  Opening of the Earsham Mill 1975 

Contains seven items being MS notes, a letter requesting JH to open the newly 

remodelled Earsham Mill in Bungay, and an invitation card from Brooks Savill Ltd 

and RHM Agriculture Ltd. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/34  Anglia Television broadcasting 1970-1973 

Contains 106 items being correspondence and parliamentary debates concerning 

the proposal to transfer the area served by the Belmont transmitter from Anglia 

Television to Yorkshire Television.  Anglia television was awarded the Belmont 

transmitter by the Independent Television Authority (ITA) in 1965, and it was the 

early relinquishment of the lease which caused concern, as well as viewers 

preferences.  Rural Lincolnshire and Humberside viewers did not want a Yorkshire 

based industrial television programme, Anglia Television faced the prospect of 

losing 25% of its viewers and this had negative consequences on advertising.  

Correspondents include Sir Robert Fraser, Lord Aylestone, Aubrey Buxton, Sir 

Harry Legge-Bourke, etc.. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/35  Pine View Developments Limited 1972-1974 

Contains 17 items being correspondence, printed ephemera and MS notes on the 

proposed industrial and housing developments in Loddon by Pine View 

Developments Ltd. Also includes a commemorative brochure from Loddon Rural 

District Council. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/36  Trunk roads and principle roads development 1964-

1966, 1971-1973 

Contains 74 items being correspondence, parliamentary debates and maps which 

relate to proposals for more trunk roads and improved principle roads in Norfolk, 

greater funds for this development, and a deputation to the Department of the 

Environment on 29/3/72. 

 

See also Thetford roads [JH/POL/LOC/17/1], and By-passes [JH/POL/LOC/23]. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/37  Engineering 1969 

Contains 34 items being MS notes, press cuttings, printed material from the 

Economic Development Committee for Mechanical Engineering, correspondence 

on engineering in East Anglia, and correspondence relating to an invitation for JH 

to attend a dinner of the Eastern Branch of the Institution of Mechanical 

Engineers. 



 

JH/POL/LOC/38  Conference on communication and participation in local 

government 1974-1975 

Contains 13 items which relate to the East Anglian Conference Committee held in 

Cambridge in 4/75.  The conference was entitled: 'Them and us - communication 

and participation in local government'.  Contains press cuttings, MS notes, 

conference programmes, journal articles, and papers presented. 

                                                 

JH/POL/LOC/39  Criticisms of the Conservative Party 1972 

Contains 24 items being MS notes and correspondence from Party constituents 

and members who criticise the Government's handling of certain situations, and 

its attitude toward the electorate.  Correspondents include Robert Ferrers, William 

Deedes, and Francis Pym. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/40  Conservation and the environment 1961, 1969-1974, 

1979, 1985-1992 

Contains 48 items being miscellaneous papers concerning the environment, the 

countryside, sea defences, and conservation in East Anglia. These extend past 

JH's political career and include a conference on tree and woodland conservation, 

sea defences, pollution of rivers, correspondence and a conference on agriculture 

and rural conservation in East Anglia, otter protection, coypu trapping records, a 

sponsored walk code, papers of the Suffolk Naturalists' Society, a press article on 

the Suffolk Wildlife Trust, a leaflet from Suffolk County Council on the 

Countryside Access Project, a newsletter from the Suffolk Preservation Society, 

'Suffolk Scene' the magazine of Suffolk Acre, a report from the Suffolk and 

Wildlife Trust on the wildlife and conservation of the Suffolk estuaries, an appeal 

from the Suffolk Trust for Nature Conservation etc.. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/41  Suffolk county structure plan 1950, 1974-1977, 1984 

Contains 136 items.  Rapid changes in Suffolk and the reorganisation of Local 

Government in the early 70s, which resulted in planning responsibilities being 

given to District Councils, made a county structure plan essential.  Contained in 

this file are draft and final copies of the plan; memoranda; representations from 

councils to the Secretary of State and the Department of the Environment on the 

plan; statements for public examination; statements from various participants in 

the plan; and study and policy papers. JH was most interested in the affects of 

the plan on conservation, correspondence with the Country Landowners' 

Association in this regard is also included. 

 

JH/POL/LOC/42  Air Ministry airfields and buildings 1955-1956 

Contains 71 items being correspondence relating to the use of temporary 

buildings, and the purchase and sale of land for RAF stations.  Issues include the 

Air Ministry's request to extend the Tibenham airfield in order for the runway to 

accommodate the latest aircraft, and correspondence is included between JH, the 

NFU and the CLA.; the Air Ministry's proposals for acquiring Wayland Wood (near 

Watton) as one of a ring of five sites to be utilised by Bomber Command when 

Watton RAF station was handed over to them in 1956 [by 7/56, they found 

another site and Wayland Wood was no longer needed]; requests for the 

dilapidated buildings at RAF Watton to be removed [the Air ministry responded 

and issued tenders for their sale and demolition]; requests by RAF staff to keep 

temporary huts for storage near their caravan site on Air Ministry land near 

Griston; requests by the owners of Tubgate Farm, Blyford for the Air Ministry to 

de-requisition outbuildings on the outskirts of this farm [the buildings were once 

used for the storage of explosives]; and a request from Depwade Rural District 

Council to buy a small piece of land on the edge of RAF Pulham so that they could 

develop the waterworks at Rushall [the Air Ministry agreed to sell this land to the 

Council in 11/55]. 



 

  See also [JH/POL/LOC/5 and JH/POL/LOC/24] for files on the closure of RAF 

airbases. 

 

 

 

SUB-SERIES JH/POL/PARL  

PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS 1943-1990 

 

Contains 64 files 

 

JH/POL/PARL/1  Hansard 1955-1982 

JH/POL/PARL/2 Bills and acts 1948, 1955-1976 

JH/POL/PARL/3 Royal Commissions and Parliamentary Committee Reports 

1945, 1951-1978 

JH/POL/PARL/4 Papers presented to Parliament 1944, 1955-1974, 1981 

JH/POL/PARL/5 National Physical Laboratory 1968-1970 

JH/POL/PARL/6 Inland waterways 1958-1959 

JH/POL/PARL/7 Road and rail transport 1958-1975 

JH/POL/PARL/8  1965 Commons Registration Bill 1965 

JH/POL/PARL/9     Sugar Beet 1966-1970 

JH/POL/PARL/10 British Standard Time 1970 

JH/POL/PARL/11 Animal disease 1954-1957, 1968-1969 

JH/POL/PARL/12 Emergency governance 1972 

JH/POL/PARL/13   1966 Veterinary Surgeons Bill 1965-1967 

JH/POL/PARL/14 Value-added tax 1967-1972 

JH/POL/PARL/15 1955 Copyright Bill 1952-1956 

JH/POL/PARL/16 Oxford road enquiry 1955-1961 

JH/POL/PARL/17 Teachers’ salaries 1961 

JH/POL/PARL/18 1966 Selective Employment Act 1966-1968 

JH/POL/PARL/19 Select Committee on Procedure 1966-1972 

JH/POL/PARL/20 Parliamentary and Scientific Committee 1957, 1969-1973 

JH/POL/PARL/21 Nuclear weapons and defence 1956-1962, 1973,  

 1980-1983 

JH/POL/PARL/22 1957 Electricity Bill 1954-1957 

JH/POL/PARL/23 Kenya 1959, 1965-1959 

JH/POL/PARL/24 Nyasaland 1959 

JH/POL/PARL/25 1956 Coal Mining (Subsidence) Bill 1949, 1956-1957 

JH/POL/PARL/26 Monopolies and restrictive practices 1947, 1953-1959 

JH/POL/PARL/27 Speed Limits 1956-1957 

JH/POL/PARL/28 Countryside Review Committee 1972-1979 

JH/POL/PARL/29 Education 1944, 1955-1973 

JH/POL/PARL/30 Parliamentary papers on agriculture 1955-1979 

JH/POL/PARL/31 Select Committee on Agriculture 1966-1969 

JH/POL/PARL/32 JH’s parliamentary speeches and questions 1955-1958, 1965-

1974 



JH/POL/PARL/33 Opening of Parliament; information for new MPs 1952-1955, 

1961-1973 

JH/POL/PARL/34 Correspondence with MPs 1955, 1963-1975 

JH/POL/PARL/35 Conservative Party whips and organisation 1954-1974, 1990 

JH/POL/PARL/36 Dual mandate for MPs/MEPs 1973-1978 

JH/POL/PARL/37 Conferences and courses 1945, 1958-1971, 1988 

JH/POL/PARL/38 European debate 1950s-1960s 1956-1967  

JH/POL/PARL/39 European debate 1970s 1969-1975  

JH/POL/PARL/40 Referendum on UK membership of the European Community 

1971-1979 

JH/POL/PARL/41 General election material 1955-1974 

JH/POL/PARL/42  Conservative Party Agriculture Committee 1943, 1957-1962, 

1970-1974 

JH/POL/PARL/43 Tied cottages 1965, 1974-1976  

JH/POL/PARL/44 1964 Protection from Eviction Bill  

JH/POL/PARL/45 1968 Customs (Import Deposits) Bill 1968-1969 

JH/POL/PARL/46 JH’s rough MS notes 1955-1977 

JH/POL/PARL/47 Miscellaneous papers 1955-1981 

JH/POL/PARL/48 Bee keeping 1969-1973 

JH/POL/PARL/49 Political publications 1954-1978 

JH/POL/PARL/50 Coal mining safety issues 1971-1973 

JH/POL/PARL/51 Health and social welfare 1959, 1968-1974 

JH/POL/PARL/52 Countryside Commission 1974-1981 

JH/POL/PARL/53 World Refugee Year 1959-1960 

JH/POL/PARL/54 Industrial relations 1956, 1969 

JH/POL/PARL/55 Radio talks for the British Broadcasting Corporation 1956-

1960 

JH/POL/PARL/56 Adoption 1950, 1956-1958, 1973 

JH/POL/PARL/57 Parliamentary expenses 1955-1976 

JH/POL/PARL/58 Consumer protection 1970-1972 

JH/POL/PARL/59 Conservation and the environment 1965-1969, 1974, 1980-

1984 

JH/POL/PARL/60 Suez crisis 1956, 1978 

JH/POL/PARL/61 Far East 1929, 1945-1948, 1950-1968-1973, 1986 

JH/POL/PARL/62 USSR 1956-1959 

JH/POL/PARL/63 Commonwealth Parliamentary Association 199-? 

JH/POL/PARL/64 Rhodesia 196-? 

 

Contains parliamentary and political papers collected by JH, MP for South Norfolk 

from 1955-1974. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/1  Hansard 1955-1982 

Contains 175 items being an incomplete set of Hansard. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/2  Bills and acts 1948, 1955-1976 

Contains 44 items being Agricultural Wages Act 1948; Transport Act 1968; 

Agricultural Holdings Act 1948; Sugar Bill 1955; Sugar Act 1956; Agriculture Acts 

1957, 1958, and 1967; Agriculture (Small Farmers) Act 1959; Horticulture Act 

1960; Water Resources Act 1963; Agriculture and Horticulture Act 1964; Housing 

Act 1964; Finance Acts 1965, 1969, 1975, and 1976; Prices and Incomes Act 

1966; Rent (Agriculture) Act 1976; Veterinary Surgeons Act 1948; and bills on 

trustee investments, land registry, abortion, appropriation, public lending rights, 

murder (abolition of death penalty), London Government Bill, licensing private 

detectives, equal access to industrial training, insurance companies, head 

teachers' contracts, transport grants, land, and customs duties (dumping and 

subsidies). 

 



JH/POL/PARL/3  Royal Commissions and Parliamentary Committee 

Reports 1945, 1951-1978 

Contains 48 items being reports of the Royal Commissions on Trade Unions and 

Employers' Associations, local government and the Constitution; Boundary 

Commission reports; reports of committees on farm buildings, firearms, cruelty to 

wild animals, sugar, urban household diets, improper disclosure about the raising 

of the Bank Rate, corporal punishment, horticultural co-operatives, salmon 

fisheries, estimates, fowl pest, fatstock and carcass meat marketing, beer supply, 

MPs' pay, experiments on animals, intensive livestock husbandry, the age of 

majority, land use, tax credit, and wealth tax. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/4  Papers presented to Parliament 1944, 1955-1974, 1981 

Contains 52 items being reports on national service, rural housing, land, full 

employment, prices and incomes policy, cereals trade, the economic situation 

(1964), steel nationalisation, leisure, price restraint, fruit and vegetable 

distribution costs, incomes policy, pay and conditions in the building industry, 

public expenditure, reorganisation of central government, death duties, wealth 

tax, inflation, hospital services, air pollution, population, William Vassall, and 

trade union immunities; and House of Commons background papers on 

ministerial salaries, value-added tax, economic measures of the Wilson 

government, and pollution. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/5  National Physical Laboratory 1968-1970 

Contains 21 items being correspondence, memoranda, and the text of 

parliamentary questions relating to the staffing, financing, and work of 

government research institutes, particularly the National Physical Laboratory.  A 

NPL report for 1967 is also included. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/6  Inland waterways 1958-1959 

Contains 14 items being Inland Waterways Association publications, a report of 

the Committee of Inquiry into Inland Waterways, a paper on the Canal 

Conservancy, and a copy of Hansard containing a debate on inland waterways. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/7  Road and rail transport 1958-1975 

Contains 22 items being parliamentary reports and papers on the modernisation 

and reorganisation of British Railways, reorganisation of nationalised transport 

undertakings, Britain's transport needs for the 20 years from 1963, a map of 

proposed metropolitan roads for London, road pricing, product literature on 

pothole repair, rural transport provision, and transport policy.  Press-cuttings on 

Norfolk reaction to the 1968 Transport Bill, a copy of Hansard containing a debate 

on the bill, a British Railways report on re-shaping the railways, a study of rural 

transport in West Suffolk, and an off-print of an article by Dr Beeching are also 

included, as is a National Council on Inland Transport newsletter. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/8  1965 Commons Registration Bill 1965 

Contains 20 items being correspondence with Arthur Skeffington (Joint 

Permanent Secretary at the Ministry of Land and Natural Resources), D.R. 

Denman of the department of land economy at the University of Cambridge, Fred 

Willey (Minister of Land and Natural Resources) regarding the Commons 

Registration Bill concerning proposed amendments to the bill; a copy of the bill; a 

committee report on the bill; and a copy of Hansard containing the debate on the 

bill. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/9  Sugar Beet 1966-1970 

Contains 54 items being  correspondence, reports, press cuttings, and 

memoranda on the British sugar beet industry, the price of sugar beet pulp, the 

lifting and delivery of frozen beet from the ground in the winter of 1963 in 



Norfolk, the deficit of the sugar beet fund in 1967, research, European and 

international sugar trade and policies, parliamentary coverage of sugar beet 

issues, prices, imports, international agreements and East Anglia's farmers' bid to 

keep their extra sugar beet acreage.  Also contains notes of a speech by  B. 

Heringa and notes of an interview with Sicco Mansholt. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/10  British Standard Time 1970 

Contains 19 items being correspondence from constituents and bodies 

representing postal and farm workers urging JH to vote against the retention of 

British Standard Time.  Also contains a review of British Standard Time by the 

Home Office. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/11  Animal disease 1954-1957, 1968-1969 

Contains 51 items being parliamentary papers, press-cuttings, committee reports, 

and memorandum of evidence given to committees regarding myxomatosis, foot-

and-mouth, and brucellosis.  Also contains press cuttings, a journal, and 

correspondence on fowl pest and swine fever, and correspondence on a visit to 

the Weybridge veterinary laboratory. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/12  Emergency governance 1972 

Contains 12 items being copies of Hansard containing debates on emergency 

powers, a copy of an Emergency Powers statutory instrument, and 

correspondence with Francis Pym and William Deedes concerning the 

government's ability to deal with an emergency situation. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/13  1966 Veterinary Surgeons Bill 1965-1967 

Contains 44 items being correspondence with the Royal College of Veterinary 

Surgeons concerning elements of the bill, copies of the bill and the final act, and 

a copy of the Royal College's guide to professional conduct. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/14  Value-added tax 1967-1972 

Contains 135 items being parliamentary reports and papers, and correspondence 

with constituents and firms in JH's constituency discussing the impact of VAT on 

business, education, and agriculture.  Papers on VAT in Europe are also included. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/15  1955 Copyright Bill 1952-1956 

Contains 18 items being correspondence with, and papers from, the Performing 

Right Society, the British Joint Copyright Council, and Benjamin Britten regarding 

proposed amendments to the bill.  Also includes parliamentary reports and 

Hansards containing debates on the bill. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/16  Oxford road enquiry 1955-1961 

Contains 14 items being press-cuttings, correspondence with officials of Oxford 

colleges, a copy of Hansard, and a copy of the Ministry of Housing and Local 

Government's report, with the accompanying map. The enquiry recommended a 

relief road be built across Christ Church Meadow. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/17  Teachers’ salaries 1961 

Contains 69 items being press-cuttings, and correspondence with constituents, 

many of them teachers, regarding teachers' salaries.  Background notes, extracts 

from Hansard, and notes by teaching unions are also included. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/18  1966 Selective Employment Act 1966-1968 

Contains 11 items being a guide to the act for employers, a leaflet on refund of 

selective employment tax, correspondence regarding the number of cases which 

have been brought to the tribunal under the act, and MS notes. 

 



JH/POL/PARL/19  Select Committee on Procedure 1966-1972 

Contains 34 items being a copy of Hansard containing a debate on procedure; 

statistics on short speeches compiled by the House of Commons library; general 

correspondence regarding attendance at Select Committee meetings; notes on 

short speeches by JH for consideration by the Committee; Committee minutes; 

and a copy of the Committee's second report. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/20  Parliamentary and Scientific Committee 1957, 1969- 

1973 

Contains 16 items being agendas, minutes, and discussion papers. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/21  Nuclear weapons and defence 1956-1962, 1973, 

1980-1983 

Contains 14 items being press-cuttings, articles, parliamentary papers, notes, 

extracts from Hansard, and miscellaneous publications regarding nuclear 

weapons, disarmament, east-west relations, and defence.  Among the cuttings 

are articles by Max Beloff, George Kennan, John Strachey, Walter Lippmann, 

Arnold Toynbee, Solly Zuckerman, and extracts from the Crossman Diaries.  

Texts of speeches by Harold Macmillan, Nikita Krushchev, Lord Home and JH are 

included.  Contains pamphlets and publications on Soviet efforts to find a solution 

to the Berlin question, a summary of efforts at disarmament, and unilateral 

nuclear disarmament.  Official United Kingdom publications include the texts of 

principal documents tabled at the Geneva talks in 1959, defence reports, and the 

text of a draft treaty banning nuclear tests. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/22  1957 Electricity Bill 1954-1957 

Contains 42 items being a copy of the bill; committee stage reports; a copy of 

Hansard containing a debate on the bill; the report of a committee of inquiry into 

electricity supply; and Eastern Electricity Board report, accounts, and statistics. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/23  Kenya 1959, 1965-1959 

Contains 37 items being official documents relating to the deaths of 11 Mau Mau 

detainees at Hola Camp; papers on agriculture in Kenya including land transfer, 

the position of European farmers in Kenya, papers from the Kenya National 

Farmers' Union, and a report of the Agricultural Education Committee; and 

correspondence and papers relating to the 1968 Commonwealth Immigrants Bill.  

A road map of East Africa is also included. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/24  Nyasaland 1959 

Contains 20 items being Hansards, press-cuttings, and MS notes relating to the 

Devlin Report into civil disturbances in Nyasaland.  Also contains Federation of 

Rhodesia and Nyasaland Newsletters.  The Hansards also contain debates on the 

deaths of Mau Mau detainees at the Hola Camp in Kenya.  A statement by Sir 

Arthur Benson, Governor of Northern Rhodesia, on the disturbances and the 

subsequent state of emergency is also included. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/25  1956 Coal Mining (Subsidence) Bill 1949, 1956- 

1957 

Contains 147 items being Hansards, copies of the bill, printed details of 

amendments, and committee stage reports; correspondence with the NFU, the 

Association of Drainage Authorities, the River Boards' Association, the Country 

Landowners' Association, and the Yorkshire Ouse River Board; leaflets printed by 

the Ministry of Fuel and Power on how to make claims under the 1957 Act; 

correspondence with the MAFF and the  Ministry of Fuel and Power regarding the 

bill; an extract from the Doncaster Area Drainage Act, 1929; a map of the River 

Dearne drainage area; and the 1949 report of the Committee on Mining 

Subsidence. 



 

JH/POL/PARL/26  Monopolies and restrictive practices 1947, 1953- 

1959 

Contains 39 items being press-cuttings, parliamentary papers and reports, MS 

notes, and publications concerning discriminatory and restrictive trade practices, 

particularly in the motor and tyre industries.  Contains publications and 

submissions by the Tyre Manufacturers' Conference, the Fair Prices Defence 

Committee, the Federation of British Industries, the Motor Accessories 

Manufacturers' Association, and the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders.  

Also includes the text of the Restrictive Trade Practices Bill and a copy of the 

Monopolies and Restrictive Practices Commission report. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/27  Speed Limits 1956-1957 

Contains 12 items being correspondence with the NFU and the Ministry of 

Transport and Civil Aviation concerning provisions in a proposed statutory 

instrument on speed limits regarding agricultural vehicles.  The farmers' aim was 

to have the regulation extended to allow pick-up vehicles to travel at 40 mph 

thus enabling them to pass heavy lorries whose speed limit was to be increased 

to 30 mph.  Much of the correspondence is concerned with defining a pick-up 

vehicle. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/28  Countryside Review Committee 1972-1979 

Contains 42 items being press-cuttings, published Committee reports, and 

correspondence and papers from the Country Landowners' Association and the 

NFU on issues addressed by the Committee, such as departmental responsibility 

for landownership, agricultural housing, rural communities, leisure, wealth tax, 

land use, public access to private land, wildlife issues, and food production. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/29  Education 1944, 1955-1973 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/POL/PARL/29/1  Reports 1955-1973 

JH/POL/PARL/29/2  Bills and acts 1944, 1969-1970 

 

JH/POL/PARL/29/1  Reports 1955-1973 

Contains 19 items being Ministry of Education/Department of Education and 

Science annual reports on education for 1955, 1957-1960, 1963-1968; and 

reports on technical education, educational expansion, the supply of teachers, 

school transport, and the development of the Youth Employment Service. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/29/2  Bills and acts 1944, 1969-1970 

Contains 19 items being a copy of the 1944 Education Act; a copy of the 1970 

Education Bill; and committee stage reports on the 1970 bill. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/30  Parliamentary papers on agriculture 1955-1979 

Contains 62 items being a set of the Annual Review and Determination of 

Guarantees from 1955, 1957-1974, and 1976-1979; a copy of the Agriculture 

(Miscellaneous Provisions) bill 1971; and papers presented to parliament on 

horticulture, talks between agricultural departments and the NFU in 1960, 

agricultural development, and the Common Agricultural Policy.  Reports relate to 

the improvement of roads, fowl pest policy, contract farming, transactions  in 

seeds, fatstock and carcase meat marketing, pig production, examinations on the 

horticultural industry, horticultural marketing, industrial democracy, land 

drainage, small farms, slaughterhouses, safety, health and welfare in agriculture, 

cereals marketing, and the environment. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/31  Select Committee on Agriculture 1966-1969 



Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/POL/PARL/31/1  Reports 1966-1969 

JH/POL/PARL/31/2  Minutes and memoranda 1966-1969 

JH/POL/PARL/31/3  Correspondence 1967-1968 

JH/POL/PARL/31/4  Press-cuttings 1967-1969 

JH/POL/PARL/31/5  MS notes 1967-1969 

 

Contains committee reports, minutes, and discussion papers, correspondence 

concerning the committee's work, and press-cuttings relating to the Committee. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/31/1  Reports 1966-1969 

Contains 16 items being reports, special reports, and minutes of evidence from 

the Committee's 1966-67, 1967-68, and 1968-69 sessions; copies of Hansard 

which refer to the Committee; and a note on departmental observations on the 

Committee's 1966-67 report.  An extract from Hansard, announcing the formation 

of the Committee is also included. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/31/2  Minutes and memoranda 1966-1969 

Contains 125 items being meeting minutes, discussion papers and memoranda. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/31/3  Correspondence 1967-1968 

Contains 24 items being correspondence with Sir Edward Fellowes, Sir Richard 

Nugent, Christopher Soames, Richard Trehane, D.R. Denman, Derek Prag, and 

R.S. Lankester in which JH requests views on how select committees work and 

what specific issues the Committee might look in to. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/31/4  Press-cuttings 1967-1969 

Contains 41 items being press-cuttings on the work of the Committee, its 

winding-up and on the role of select committees generally. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/31/5  MS notes 1967-1969 

Contains 10 items. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/32  JH’s parliamentary speeches and questions 1955- 

1958, 1965-1974 

Contains 100 items being typescript and MS versions of speeches or questions by 

JH in the House of Commons.  Also contains a list of all JH's questions tabled  

between 20/11/68 and 17/7/69, an offprint of JH's maiden speech from 4/55, and 

ministers' statements of policy for use in speeches. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/33  Opening of Parliament; information for new MPs 

1952-1955, 1961-1973 

Contains 36 items being notes and correspondence from House of Commons 

officials concerning postal services, secretarial passes, the allocation of rooms and 

desks, the library service, regulations concerning the admission of visitors, 

security warnings, and invitations to the State Opening of Parliament.  Brochures 

outlining the ceremonial to be observed during the State Opening, and a 

pamphlet on the paintings in Westminster are also included. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/34  Correspondence with MPs 1955, 1963-1975 

Contains 20 items being letters from colleagues thanking JH for his letters of 

congratulation or commiseration.  Amongst the correspondents are Ted Heath 

writing after his resignation as party leader and Margaret Thatcher writing on her 

assumption of the leadership. 

 



JH/POL/PARL/35  Conservative Party whips and organisation 1954- 

1974, 1990 

Contains 98 items being letters from friends and constituents congratulating JH 

on his appointment as assistant whip in 1959 and as opposition spokesman on 

education and science in 1965; notices of whip's meetings; press-cuttings relating 

to the work and role of whips; circulars from whips to MPs stressing the need for 

their attendance at particular divisions in the House of Commons; a copy of a 

letter from Ian Gilmour to Ronald Bell urging him not to interfere in fellow 

Conservative MPs constituencies; and papers and MS notes on party organisation 

and structure.  The agenda of a Parliamentary Conservative Party meeting held 

on 11/11/63 to discuss Harold Macmillan's retirement and to elect Sir Alec 

Douglas-Home as new leader is also included. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/36  Dual mandate for MPs/MEPs 1973-1978 

Contains 34 items being correspondence with Sir Barnett Cocks, K.A. Bradshaw, 

Humphrey Atkins, and Jim Prior regarding the rules governing attendance or 

absence of MPs who were also MEPs during parliamentary debates and votes.  

Press-cuttings, a proposed amended standing order by JH, and JH's memorandum 

explaining the need for the matter to be addressed are also included. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/37  Conferences and courses 1945, 1958-1971, 1988 

Contains 16 items being brochures, papers, and MS notes relating to Wilton Park 

conferences, a Swinton Conservative College discussion weekend on trade unions, 

lobbying, a computer course for MPs, a Conservative Party policy discussion 

weekend at Swinton, and notes on politics and society post-1945.  Also contains 

the official report of the 1958 party conference and JH's name badge for the 1971 

conference. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/38  European debate 1950s-1960s 1956-1967 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/POL/PARL/38/1  Parliamentary Papers 1956, 1962-1967 

JH/POL/PARL/38/2  Publications 1957-1967 

JH/POL/PARL/38/3  Press-cuttings 1956-1962 

JH/POL/PARL/38/4  Miscellaneous 1957-1962 

JH/POL/PARL/38/5  Agriculture 1961-1967 

 

Contains press-cuttings, publications, and parliamentary papers reporting both 

sides of the debate on whether or not Britain should join the European 

Communities. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/38/1  Parliamentary Papers 1956, 1962-1967 

Contains 13 items being copies of Hansard containing debates on whether or not 

to join the European Communities, and reports presented to Parliament on talks 

between United Kingdom and European officials. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/38/2  Publications 1957-1967 

Contains 23 items being Conservative Political Centre, PEP, NFU, Conservative 

Research Department, and European Community publications both pro-and anti- 

Britain's entry into the European Community and giving details of how Britain's 

membership or absence would affect the country. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/38/3  Press-cuttings 1956-1962 

Contains 18 items being papers on Britain's role in Europe, trade relations, and 

the impact on agriculture of British membership. 

 



JH/POL/PARL/38/4  Miscellaneous 1957-1962 

Contains 13 items being MS notes, correspondence with the NFU regarding British 

entry into the European Communities, a programme for the visit of Conservative 

MPs to Brussels, and notice of a Franco-British Society debate on the impact of 

the EEC on Anglo-French relations. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/38/5  Agriculture 1961-1967 

Contains 21 items being MS notes, printed material on agriculture and the 

Common Market.  Includes an extract of a speech delivered by JH in Diss on 

'Agriculture and the Common Market'. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/39  European debate 1970s 1969-1975 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/POL/PARL/39/1  Parliamentary papers 1970-1975 

JH/POL/PARL/39/2  Publications 1969-1975 

JH/POL/PARL/39/3  Press-cuttings 1969-1975 

JH/POL/PARL/39/4  Miscellaneous 1970-1975 

JH/POL/PARL/39/5  Business and industry 1973 

 

Contains parliamentary papers, publications, and press-cuttings relating to the 

debate in the 1970s over whether or not the United Kingdom should join the 

European Communities, and on renegotiating the terms of entry in the years 

following the United Kingdom's entry. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/39/1  Parliamentary papers 1970-1975 

Contains 30 items being copies of Hansard, extracts, and reports presented to 

Parliament on the United Kingdom's negotiations to join the EEC and 

renegotiation of terms of membership in 1974 and 1975. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/39/2  Publications 1969-1975 

Contains 68 items being European Movement, Economist, Conservative Group for 

Europe, Conservative Political Centre, Labour Committee for Europe, 

Commonwealth Producers' Organisation, European Conservative Group, NFU, HM 

Government, Forward Britain Movement, New Statesman, and Pressure for 

Economic and Social Toryism publications putting arguments for and against the 

United Kingdom's entry into and her remaining in the EEC. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/39/3  Press-cuttings 1969-1975 

Contains 70 items being press-cuttings covering all aspects of the European 

debate in the 1970s. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/39/4  Miscellaneous 1970-1975 

Contains 122 items being texts of speeches by John Davies, Jim Prior, and Enoch 

Powell; briefing notes on Common Market negotiations by the House of Commons 

Library, the European Commission, and the Conservative Research Department; 

pro-European stickers and postcards issued by the European Movement; a 

typescript of a Bow Group publication supporting Britain's entry; NFU press 

releases; miscellaneous correspondence with newspaper editors and MPs 

concerning the quality of debate on Europe; and a paper by Sir William Gorell 

Barnes. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/39/5  Business and industry 1973 

Contains 38 items being MS notes, press-cuttings, correspondence, leaflets and 

briefs on industry, exports and the European Community.  Includes supportive 

documents for JH's speech to the [Norwich Exporters' Club?], extracts from a 



speech by Peter Walker, and correspondence from the Confederation of British 

Industry. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/40  Referendum on UK membership of the European  

Community 1971-1979 

Contains nine sub-files 

 

JH/POL/PARL/40/1 European Movement 1972-1979 

JH/POL/PARL/40/2 Britain in Europe 1975 

JH/POL/PARL/40/3   Conservative Party papers 1974-1975 

JH/POL/PARL/40/4   Referendum Information Unit papers 1975 

JH/POL/PARL/40/5  Campaign material 1975 

JH/POL/PARL/40/6  Local and regional campaign papers 1974- 

 1975 

JH/POL/PARL/40/7   Press-cuttings and publications 1974-1975 

JH/POL/PARL/40/8   Miscellaneous papers 1975 

JH/POL/PARL/40/9   Norfolk and Suffolk in Europe 1971-1975 

 

Contains papers, correspondence, publications, and press-cuttings relating to the 

1975 referendum.  Papers from both pro- and anti-membership factions are 

included, although the majority of items originate from pro-European groups with 

which JH was involved, particularly the European Movement and Britain in 

Europe. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/40/1  European Movement 1972-1979 

Contains 159 items being minutes of the 1973 AGM and a copy of the European 

Movement's constitution; fact sheets and information for the letter writing panel 

which was formed to promote a 'yes' vote; copies of "Facts", the organisation's 

monthly publication; notes regarding Movement meetings and conferences; notes 

on campaign strategy; calendars of events; leaflet stock and distribution details; 

lists of members; letters of thanks to volunteers in the campaign; and headed 

notepaper. Also includes post referendum correspondence. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/40/2  Britain in Europe 1975 

Contains 134 items being papers relating to the regional and national campaigns 

and organisation of Britain in Europe; guidelines on local fund raising and 

telephone fund raising techniques; calendars of BIE events; notices of meetings; 

weekly briefings of the organisation's work; details of literature and films 

available for the use of local groups; membership details and details of 

sympathetic organisations; lists of cities selected for rallies, advertising 

campaigns and information centres; forms for collecting volunteers' details; 

guidelines for local groups on producing their own literature; a booklet listing all 

local groups; copies of the relevant clauses of the Referendum Act; notes on 

letter writing campaigns; a briefing for speakers at women's group meetings; and 

expenses forms. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/40/3  Conservative Party papers 1974-1975 

Contains 29 items being correspondence with Sir William Gorell Barnes 

concerning a Conservative Commonwealth and Overseas Council report entitled 

"The EEC Now", and draft copies of the report; Conservative Party Eastern Area 

papers and correspondence concerning the referendum campaign in the region; 

and a European Conservative Group paper on the campaign. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/40/4  Referendum Information Unit papers 1975 

Contains 18 items being factual leaflets explaining the workings of the European 

Community and its benefits for the United Kingdom. 

 



JH/POL/PARL/40/5  Campaign material 1975 

Contains 12 items being 'Keep Britain in Europe', 'Yes', and 'Say Yes to Europe' 

stickers, 'Keep Britain in Europe' posters, and a 'Keep South Norfolk in Europe' 

poster. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/40/6  Local and regional campaign papers 1974- 

1975 

Contains 189 items being correspondence and papers relating to public meetings 

and talks given by or attended by JH in the eastern region.  Notes for some of 

JH's speeches and letters of thanks are also included. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/40/7  Press-cuttings and publications 1974-1975 

Contains 83 items being press-cuttings, leaflets, and publications both for and 

against the United Kingdom staying in the European Community.  Also contains 

newspaper supplements detailing the results.  The final result was a 67%-33% 

vote in favour of continuing the United Kingdom's membership. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/40/8  Miscellaneous papers 1975 

Contains 28 items being a paper on the referendum presented to Parliament; 

proposals for an all-party pressure group; European Parliament press releases 

and speakers' notes; details of an Open University home-study course on the 

EEC; a paper on metrication; and a NFU paper on EEC negotiations. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/40/9  Norfolk and Suffolk in Europe 1971-1975 

Contains 391 items being working papers and documents of the campaign in 

Norfolk and Suffolk of the organisation Britain in Europe, and JH's Common 

Market campaign in the area.  Includes details of speakers and letter writing 

panels, correspondence and group registration forms. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/41  General election material 1955-1974 

Contains seven sub-files 

 

JH/POL/PARL/41/1  1955 general election 1955 

JH/POL/PARL/41/2  1959 general election 1959 

JH/POL/PARL/41/3  1964 general election 1964   

JH/POL/PARL/41/4  1966 general election 1966 

JH/POL/PARL/41/5  1970 general election 1970 

JH/POL/PARL/41/6  February 1974 general election 1974 

JH/POL/PARL/41/7  October 1974 general election 1974 

 

Contains manifestos, briefing notes, candidates' leaflets and posters, and related 

materials concerning the general elections of 1955, 1959, 1964, 1966, 1970, and 

1974.  JH's campaigns in Norfolk are contained in sub-series JH/POL/LOC. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/41/1  1955 general election 1955 

Contains one item being a folder containing samples of election leaflets, posters, 

and manifestos produced by the Conservative, Labour, and Liberal parties. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/41/2  1959 general election 1959 

Contains 99 items being an incomplete set of Conservative Party policy briefs; 

transcripts of party political broadcasts; manifestos and election leaflets produced 

by the Conservative and Labour parties; and other miscellaneous items. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/41/3  1964 general election 1964   

Contains 71 items being policy briefing notes for Conservative parliamentary 

candidates; a copy of the Conservative Party campaign guide and the manifesto; 

and press-cuttings and newspapers containing the election results. 



 

JH/POL/PARL/41/4  1966 general election 1966 

Contains 240 items being Conservative policy briefing notes and election 

campaign memoranda; press-cuttings on issues surrounding the elections 

particularly in the agricultural sector; transcripts of party political broadcasts by 

the Conservative, Labour, and Liberal parties; press-cuttings and newspapers 

detailing the results; and a copy of the Conservative campaign guide. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/41/5  1970 general election 1970 

Contains 184 items being the Conservative campaign guide; election broadcasts; 

questions of policy; copies of the Party publication "Daily Notes" from the election 

campaign period; copies of the Conservative, Labour, and Liberal party 

manifestos; and cuttings comparing the manifestos. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/41/6  February 1974 general election 1974 

Contains 11 items being the Conservative Party's campaign guide and manifesto; 

a brief on Liberal Party policy; and copies of "Daily Notes" from the election 

campaign period. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/41/7  October 1974 general election 1974 

Contains 16 items being copies of "Daily Notes" from the campaign period and 

the Conservative campaign guide. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/42  Conservative Party Agriculture Committee 1943, 

1957-1962, 1970-1974 

Contains 79 items being notices of, agendas for, and minutes of Committee and 

sub-committee meetings, briefing notes, and discussion papers.  The majority of 

the papers date from 1970-1974 and concern United Kingdom entry into the 

European Community and its impact in agriculture. 

 

In addition, papers are included from a Conservative Agricultural Parliamentary 

Committee tour of the Midlands from 15-17/10/57 at the invitation of the 

Agricultural Central Co-operative Association.  The tour intended to show the 

different farming enterprises in the Midlands, provide demonstrations, and offer 

discussions on problems relating to co-operatives.  Included is literature which JH 

collected on the tour, and correspondence relating to the organisation thereof. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/43  Tied cottages 1965, 1974-1976  

Contains 41 items being press-cuttings; copies of speeches, NFU press releases, 

memoranda by JH, and correspondence with MAFF officials and the Minister 

regarding the abolition of the tied cottage system in agriculture. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/44  1964 Protection from Eviction Bill  

Contains 11 items being observations from the Country Landowners' Association, 

the NFU, and the National Union of Agricultural Workers on the provisions of the 

bill and suggested amendments; a briefing paper for the committee stage; copies 

of the NUAW journal "Land Worker"; and a 1960 press-cutting. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/45  1968 Customs (Import Deposits) Bill 1968-1969 

Contains 36 items being copies of the bill and notices of amendments; 

correspondence between JH and Lotus Cars and Customs and Excise concerning 

the provisions of the bill; press-cuttings; Lotus promotional literature; and Lotus 

shares prospectuses. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/46  JH’s rough MS notes 1955-1977 

Contains 25 items being a folder of rough MS notes on parliamentary matters.  

Also included are notes on an interview with Brian Walden in 1977. 



 

JH/POL/PARL/47  Miscellaneous papers 1955-1981 

Contains 125 items being miscellaneous papers on parliamentary issues. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/48  Bee keeping 1969-1973 

Contains 98 items being correspondence with MAFF and Department of the 

Environment officials, individual bee farmers, the NFU, and the Bee Farmers' 

Association regarding the VAT rating of honey, the dangers to pollinating bees 

from aerial spraying, and the rating of bee farming buildings; committee stage 

reports on the Rating Bill and copies of the bill; leaflets and information on bee 

keeping; and correspondence, meeting minutes, year books, and reports from the 

Bee Farmers' Association and the Norfolk Federation of Bee-keepers of which JH 

was a vice-president.  A MAFF pamphlet on bee health is also included. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/49  Political publications 1954-1978 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/POL/PARL/49/1  Conservative Party publications 1954-1978 

JH/POL/PARL/49/2  Miscellaneous publications 1954-1976 

 

JH/POL/PARL/49/1  Conservative Party publications 1954-1978 

Contains 233 items being long runs of 'Politics Today', 'Notes on Current Politics', 

and 'Contact Brief', and individual publications on specific issues of policy.  The 

items were published by the Conservative Political Centre, Conservative Central 

Office, Conservative Research Department, and the Bow Group. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/49/2  Miscellaneous publications 1954-1976 

Contains 95 items being publications of the British Society for International 

Understanding, 'British Survey' and the Atlantic Educational Trust's 'World 

Survey'; Aims of Industry publications on European trade unions and the extreme 

left; an annual report of the Commonwealth War Graves Commission; a copy of 

'World events: the annual register of the year 1958'; 'In the Caribbean political 

areas' by Enrique V. Corominas; Hearings from the Select Committee on 

Astronautics and Space Exploration; copies of the 'Three Banks Review'; HM 

Government publications on inflation, investment grants, and the economic 

outlook to 1972; an OECD survey of the United Kingdom economy; a copy of 'The 

Parliamentarian'; a copy of 'Interpreter Brief'; an extract from 'The Economist' on 

economic growth;  a copy of 'Economic trends'; 'Devaluation the crucial 

questions'; a report on home ownership in England and Wales; a satirical booklet 

entitled The World of Harold Wilson; 'Report of proceedings of the Commonwealth 

Parliamentary Conference held in New Delhi December, 1957'; an enquiry into 

health and wealth in the House of Commons; a guide to the report of the 

Sandilands Committee on inflation accounting; 'Occasion for ombudsman'; official 

handbooks of Britain; a lecture 'The origins of imperial defence'; 'a pocket guide 

to the British Colonial Empire'; a reprinted article on the First World War; and 

Barclays Bank reviews of the economic situation in Iran, Syria, and Sierra Leone 

in 1970. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/50  Coal mining safety issues 1971-1973 

Contains 16 items being photographs, publications on industrial relations and 

mines safety, a parliamentary report on safety and health at work, European 

Parliament reports on mines safety, and a report of a dispute between the 

National Coal Board and the National Union of Mineworkers. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/51  Health and social welfare 1959, 1968-1974 

Contains 23 items being a publication on the future structure and reorganisation 

of the National Health Service, a report on charities and taxation, a copy of the 



Seebohm report, a speech by Sir Keith Joseph on personal social services, a 

pamphlet on help for handicapped people, a memorandum from the Child Poverty 

Action Group, memoranda on social benefit payments and rehabilitation centres, 

a report on the United Nations Children's Fund, press-cuttings, a year book of the 

National Children's Home, and MS notes and printed material on pensions. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/52  Countryside Commission 1974-1981 

Contains 27 items being mainly printed material, some which relates to a 

demonstration farm in Essex, farm trails, countryside grants and second homes. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/53  World Refugee Year 1959-1960 

Contains 19 items being printed information and leaflets on the World Refugee 

Year which was proclaimed by the United Nations and ran from 1/6/59-31/5/60. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/54  Industrial relations 1956, 1969 

Contains five items being comments on a white paper, a parliamentary paper, 

and memoranda on industrial relations including restrictive labour practices. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/55  Radio talks for the British Broadcasting Corporation 

1956-1960 

Contains 36 items being correspondence relating to radio talks given by JH on 

BBC radio in 1956 and Payment vouchers and scripts of the recordings are 

included.  Titles include 'The Week in Westminster' and 'China revisited'.  A  

meeting of MPs in East Anglia to discuss improved broadcasting in the region 

takes place in 1956. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/56  Adoption 1950, 1956-1958, 1973 

Contains 80 items being press cuttings, parliamentary debates and papers, MS 

notes, and correspondence with the National Children Adoption Association 

concerning the Adoption Act of 1950 and amendments to this as set out in the 

Children’s Bill of 1958.  These amendments relate to the possibility of foreign 

nationals becoming adoptees of British children.  Includes memoranda from the 

International Social Service where procedures for processing foreign children for 

immigration and adoption by American citizens are outlined, a report on inter-

country adoption, etc.. [JH's daughter was adopted]. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/57  Parliamentary expenses 1955-1976 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/POL/PARL/57/1  General expenses 1955-1962 

JH/POL/PARL/57/2  14 Cowley Street 1967-1975 

JH/POL/PARL/57/3  Secretarial allowances 1972-1976 

 

Contains sub files on JH's allowances and tax claims regarding expenses incurred 

whilst being a member of parliament. 

 

For expenses whilst serving in the European Parliament see [JH/POL/EUR/53]. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/57/1  General expenses 1955-1962 

Contains 138 items being invoices and correspondence concerning associations 

and club membership, telephone calls, filming and lecturing fees, press cuttings 

services, vehicle services and transport costs, dinner and drinks bills, accounts 

from the House of Commons Refreshment Department, and Christmas cards. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/57/2  14 Cowley Street 1967-1975 

Contains 88 items which concerns expenses claims for living away from home, 

taxation claims and expenditure claims for 14 Cowley Street and the maintenance 



of a second home.  Includes water, telephone, electricity and gas bills of 14 

Cowley Street, details of JH's salary and deducted taxes. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/57/3  Secretarial allowances 1972-1976 

Contains 66 items being claims and subsidies for secretarial services. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/58  Consumer protection 1970-1972 

Contains two items being MS notes, and a House of Commons background paper 

on consumerism and consumer protection. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/59  Conservation and the environment 1965-1969, 1974,  

1980-1984 

Contains 48 items being mainly printed material from environmental bodies. 

Includes studies of the Standing Committee on National Parks; a survey of the 

British Ecological Society on treating land affected by industry; copies of 'Bat 

news', 'Conservation review', and 'Countryside Campaigner'; bills on the 

conservation of seals and hunting and hare coursing; extracts of a publication of 

the 'National Trust'; Nature Conservancy Council publications, miscellaneous 

press cuttings, printed ephemera from the Rural Development Commission, and a 

journal article on otters in Scotland. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/60  Suez crisis 1956, 1978 

Contains 32 items being material relating to the Suez Canal which began in 7/56 

when President Nasser of Egypt seized the canal. Three months later Britain and 

France agreed in secret to reassert control of this shipping route and a seaborne 

invasion began.  Includes press cuttings; the text of JH's speech at Kenninghall 

on 4/8/56; details from the Egyptian embassy of  the second part of a conference 

held in Saudi Arabia in 9/56 [the first session being held on 7/3/56]; a transcript 

of a speech by Anthony Nutting (Minister of State for Foreign Affairs) at the Suez 

conference; memoranda of the United Nations concerning the UN Emergency 

Force; the Conservative Party's Weekly Newsletter; the United Nations 

newsletter; a memorandum to the Conservative members of the United Nations 

Association of Great Britain and Northern Ireland; Conservative Party addresses; 

copies of the Arab Newsletter of the Arab student union in the UK; a transcript of 

a speech [by JH?] in Woodbridge on the Tories' handling of the Suez crisis;  Sir 

Anthony Eden's broadcast of 3/11/56; a published letter by Sir Winston Churchill 

on his support for the Government on the Egyptian issue; and 1978 press 

cuttings of extracts from Selwyn Lloyd's book, Suez 1956. Lloyd was the Foreign 

Secretary at the time of the crisis. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/61  Far East 1929, 1945-1948, 1950-1968-1973, 1986 

Contains eight sub-files 

 

JH/POL/PARL/61/1 Journals, publications, and official reports on China 1929,  

1945-1948, 1954-1968, 1986 

JH/POL/PARL/61/2   Press cuttings 1954-1961 

JH/POL/PARL/61/3  MS notes on China and the Far East 195-? - 196-? 

JH/POL/PARL/61/4   Farm mechanisation in China 1959 

JH/POL/PARL/61/5 Korea 1950-1961 

JH/POL/PARL/61/6   Quemoy 1955-1961 

JH/POL/PARL/61/7   Parliamentary debates, draft speeches and notes, and  

 correspondence on the Far East 1956-1958 

JH/POL/PARL/61/8    Conservative Parliamentary Foreign Affairs Committee China  

Group, 1971-1973 

 

Relates mainly to the situation in the Far East in the late 1950s.  Including issues 

relating to the struggle for Formosa and Communism in China.  In 1956 and 1957 



JH was a member of UK parliamentary delegations to the Far East.  In the 1970s 

he was Chairman of the China Group of the Conservative Parliamentary Foreign 

Affairs Committee. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/61/1  Journals, publications, and official reports on 

China 1929, 1945-1948, 1954-1968, 1986 

Contains 57 items being copies of the 'Sunday Times magazine'; 'Time' 

magazine; 'Life'; 'Peking review'; 'Steel review' 'Far East Trade';  'The Royal 

Central Asian journal'; ' British survey'; 'Congressional record'; the Asia 

Foundation's bulletin; 'The free China gazette'; the 'Free China information' 

bulletin;  the Foreign Policy Association publication on US policy towards China; a 

UN bulletin on economic planning and development in Asia and the Far East; a 

study by the FAO and UN on the credit problems of small farmers in the Far East;  

Conservative Party publications; 'Let a hundred flowers bloom' by Mao Tse-tung; 

'The Green book: an answer to Mao-Tse-tung'; Statutes of the China society'; 

annual report of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization;  'A history of China' by  

W.E. Soothill; the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association's reports on foreign 

affairs; a 'Report on China's 1959 economic plan'; a press release by the Chinese 

Foreign Minister on the tearing up of the Geneva agreements by the Kingdom of 

Laos; 'King-Hall news-letter' with an article on food production in China; 

'Statistical summaries of the national economy' in China; 'The Communist plan for 

world domination; 'G.E.C. export guide'; speeches by Walter H. Judd; and printed 

ephemera advertising Heather Angel's collection of photographic images. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/61/2  Press cuttings 1954-1961 

Contains 66 items being press cuttings on social and political conditions in China 

and Formosa. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/61/3  MS notes on China and the Far East 195-? - 196-? 

Contains 74 items being  JH's MS notes on China and the Far East.  Topics 

covered  include: China statistics; Kowloon resettlement; Chinese agriculture; 

British Commonwealth and the East; Japan; China under Communism; farms; 

Royal Central Asian Society; Formosa; Southeast Asia Treaty Organisation, etc. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/61/4  Farm mechanisation in China 1959 

Contains 15 items being material on British and Chinese farm mechanisation and 

includes press cuttings, MS notes, correspondence concerning information on the 

history of mechanisation in Britain, and an unpublished paper on the 

mechanisation of Chinese agriculture.  JH was asked by the BBC to speak on their 

Foreign Service on the Chinese proposal for the mechanisation of their 

agriculture.  In addition to this there is later correspondence concerning the 

possibility of increasing the number of BBC broadcast hours to China. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/61/5  Korea 1950-1961 

Contains five items being printed material which includes remarks made by 

Walter H.  Judd; a Ministry of Defence publication on the treatment of prisoners 

of war in Korea; 1956 copies of 'Korean survey'; and an issue of 'British survey' 

which concentrates on Korea. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/61/6  Quemoy 1955-1961 

Contains 22 items being material which relates to the 1958 crisis over Quemoy. 

Contains 1958 press cuttings, JH's MS notes on the crisis; a television address by 

Eisenhower on the Formosa situation; copies of the bulletin 'Free China 

information'; and 1955 and 1961 copies of 'The British survey' which is devoted 

to Formosa. 

 



JH/POL/PARL/61/7  Parliamentary debates, draft speeches and notes, 

and correspondence on the Far East 1956-1958 

Contains 1955 correspondence concerning pensioners of the Shanghai 

Waterworks Company Ltd [JH was taking an interest in the plight of this 

company's pensioners]; parliamentary debates on the Far East, comments on 

these debates, and draft speeches; correspondence with Selwyn Lloyd, Foreign  

Secretary, on Anglo-US policy on the Far East; a note by JH 'Hong Kong - a note 

on population and immigration', a press cutting on Japan's rapidly growing 

population , and a Hong Kong information bulletin describing a new quota 

immigration system; a comment on a research article concerning China's crop 

yields; a printed note on British foreign policy towards China; and a 1960 

parliamentary debate by J.C. Godber on Formosa [transcript]. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/61/8  Conservative Parliamentary Foreign Affairs 

Committee China Group, 1971-1973 

Contains 17 items being general correspondence and information relating to the 

China Group of the Conservative Parliamentary Foreign and Commonwealth 

Affairs Committee.  JH was Chairman of this group.  The correspondence relates 

mainly to the sharing of information between those who had made recent visits to 

China. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/62  USSR 1956-1959 

Contains 13 items being press cuttings and printed material on the Soviet Union 

and Communism.  Includes remarks by Howland H. Sargeant in a pamphlet 

entitled 'Communicating with the people behind the iron curtain'; copies of 'Soviet 

news'; articles from 'The Economist'; press cuttings on the Soviet Deputy Prime 

Minister's visit to Washington; a full text of Khruschchev's speech on the 

dethronement of Stalin; and an article 'Target figures for the economic 

development of the USSR - 1959-65'. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/63  Commonwealth Parliamentary Association 199-? 

Contains one item being a booklet of rules of the United Kingdom Branch of the 

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association. 

 

JH/POL/PARL/64  Rhodesia 196-? 

Contains four items being MS notes and printed notes on the position with regard 

to the issue of passports and citizenship to residents in Rhodesia; the 1961 

constitution; and the use of force and sanctions against Rhodesia. 

 

See also JH/PER/55/6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SERIES JH/PRE 

PRESS CUTTINGS 1939-2000 

 

Contains two files 

 

JH/PRE/1  Loose cuttings and whole newspapers 1939-2000 

JH/PRE/2  Press cuttings albums 1954-1965 

 

This series contains loose press cuttings, whole newspapers, and press cuttings 

albums. 

 

JH/PRE/1  Loose cuttings and whole newspapers 1939-2000 

Contains four boxes containing items from national and regional newspapers.  

The main East Anglian newspapers include the 'Suffolk and Norfolk Journal and 

Diss Express', the 'East Anglian Daily Times',  

and the 'Eastern Daily Press'. 

 

The East Anglian newspapers are filed separately from the other papers and are 

arranged chronologically.  The other papers are organised into subject areas and 

political topics are kept separately. 

 

JH/PRE/2  Press cuttings albums 1954-1965 

Contains four items being three press cuttings albums and an unbound collection 

of cuttings.  Interspersed within the albums are items other than press cuttings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SERIES JH/PUB 

PUBLIC LIFE, NON-POLITICAL 1930-1998 

 

Contains ten files 

 

JH/PUB/1  Charterhouse  1930-1937, 1945-1991, 1998 

JH/PUB/2   Sutton’s Hospital in Charterhouse 1966-1981 

JH/PUB/3   University of East Anglia 1959, 1966-1983, 1991-1997 

JH/PUB/4   Langley School 1963-1965, 1973-1978, 1985-1990, 1996 

JH/PUB/5   Country Landowners’ Association 1950-1959, 1965-1998 

JH/PUB/6   River boards, land drainage and flood control 1941-1979, 1993-1994 

JH/PUB/7   Suffolk Trust for Nature Conservation 1973-1979 

JH/PUB/8   Suffok Institute of Archaeology and History 1973-1979 

JH/PUB/9   Chartered Land Agents' Society 1958-1959 

JH/PUB/10  Action with Communities in Rural England, Suffolk 1987-1998 

 

Contains files of organisations which JH belonged to or had a personal interest in. 

These included Charterhouse where JH was a member of the governing body, and 

the University of East Anglia where JH was a member of Council. 

 

JH/PUB/1  Charterhouse  1930-1937, 1945-1991, 1998 

Contains ten sub-files 

 

JH/PUB/1/1 Governing body 1957-1985 

JH/PUB/1/2 School appeals 1937, 1960-1966, 1976-1978 

JH/PUB/1/3 War Memorial Fund 1971-1974 

JH/PUB/1/4 Tercentenary Fund 1962-1973 

JH/PUB/1/5 Modernisation of boarding houses 1945-1971, 1980 

JH/PUB/1/6 Headmastership 1964, 1972-1974, 1980-1981  

JH/PUB/1/7 Disciplinary action 1984-1985  CLOSED FILE 

JH/PUB/1/8 Old boys’ societies, clubs and tours 1932-1934, 1945-1950, 1958- 

1961, 1968-1975, 1981-1991, 1998 

JH/PUB/1/9 Miscellanea and general correspondence 1930, 1946-1950, 1956- 

1990 

JH/PUB/1/10 Brian Rees and Sir Robert Birley 1989-1991 

 

JH/PUB/1/1   Governing body 1957-1985 

Contains 838 items being material relating to the meetings and activities of the 

Governing Body of Charterhouse, on which JH served.  Included are agendas, 

minutes, general correspondence, and account reports of the school.  Records 

relating to the Food Committee and the Finance and General Purposes Committee 

are included and documentation by the Association of Governing Bodies of Public 

Schools [G.B.A.]. 

 

JH/PUB/1/2  School appeals 1937, 1960-1966, 1976-1978 

Contains 47 items being minutes, progress reports and correspondence relating 

to various fund raising appeals and trusts.  These include an appeal to old 

Carthusians in 1937, a 1960s school appeal fund and committee, the Carthusian 

Trust and the Charterhouse Projects Appeal. 

 

JH/PUB/1/3   War Memorial Fund 1971-1974 

Contains 25 items being an accounts statement, a chairman's statement and 

general correspondence relating to this fund and committee. 

 

JH/PUB/1/4   Tercentenary Fund 1962-1973 

Contains 18 items being letters of correspondence and account statements 

relating to the fund. 



 

JH/PUB/1/5   Modernisation of boarding houses 1945-1971, 1980 

Contains 70 items being  correspondence, maps, plans, architects' brief and 

costings for the building of boarding houses.  Catering arrangements and cost 

appear to be the main issues. In 1971 the possibility of re-siting the houses in 

new premises is mentioned. An article is included from 1980 which reports on the 

progress of the houses at Charterhouse, ten years after they are built. 

 

Product literature and correspondence is included from the 1950s which relates to 

the flooring of the school monitors' room. 

 

JH/PUB/1/6   Headmastership 1964, 1972-1974, 1980-1981  

Contains 154 items being correspondence and notes relating to applicants for the 

post of headmaster and includes curricula vitae and references. 

 

JH/PUB/1/7   Disciplinary action 1984-1985  CLOSED FILE 

Contains 22 items. 

 

JH/PUB/1/8   Old boys’ societies, clubs and tours 1932-1934, 1945-1950, 

1958-1961,  1968-1975, 1981-1991, 1998 

Contains 78 items being general information and correspondence relating to the 

Carthusian Society, the Old Carthusian Football Club, Charterhouse Friars Cricket 

Club, a [cricket?] tour to Jersey, and Charterhouse in Southwark. 

 

JH/PUB/1/9   Miscellanea and general correspondence 1930, 1946-1950, 

1956-1990 

Contains 58 items being press cuttings including a car advertisement featuring 

Charterhouse and a review of Simon Raven's memoirs in which he mentions 

James Prior, correspondence, a map, poems by Philip Lewtas, founder's day 

programmes and draft speeches, programmes of thanksgiving services, publicity 

material on plays, a music review, information from the British Records 

Association, an advertisement for Charterhouse music cassettes, 'Carthusian' 

magazine, and a 1934 recipe for a Charterhouse pudding. 

 

JH/PUB/1/10  Brian Rees and Sir Robert Birley 1989-1991 

Contains 16 items being  press cuttings on the "fall of Brian Rees", the former 

headmaster of  Charterhouse [1973-1981] and Rugby [1981-1984], and letters 

from Rees to JH after he had left Rugby.  Rees thanks JH for his assistance with 

the Königswinter Conference, and a commemorative booklet is included on the 

conferences. Also included is the script of a lecture on Sir Robert Birley's work in 

South Africa.  Sir Robert was Brian Rees' father-in-law and Headmaster of 

Charterhouse [1935-1947]. 

 

JH/PUB/2  Sutton’s Hospital in Charterhouse 1966-1981 

Contains 384 items.  JH became a member of the governing body of Sutton's 

Hospital in 1966.  Included are papers of the governing body and associated 

committees and account statements.  Central to this file is the issue of property 

owned by Charterhouse, and related land taxation. The hospital is described as a 

charity the objects of which are to apply half of its income in the provision of an 

alms house and for the maintenance of certain pensioners and to apply the other 

half of its income for [Charterhouse] school. 

 

A short biographical sketch of Thomas Sutton is included and a photograph of his 

portrait. 

 

JH/PUB/3  University of East Anglia 1959, 1966-1983, 1991-1997 

Contains 14 sub-files 



 

JH/PUB/3/1 Capital grants and the establishment of the university 1959-1969 

JH/PUB/3/2 Council and court minutes and papers 1965, 1971-1982 

JH/PUB/3/3 Overseas Development Group 1972-1981  

JH/PUB/3/4 Working Party on the Provision and Use of Workshops 1977 

JH/PUB/3/5 Site Development Board 1976-1979  

JH/PUB/3/6 Honorary degrees  1977-1982 

JH/PUB/3/7 Barclays Bank dispute 1970-1971, 1978-1979 

JH/PUB/3/8 Discipline rules 1971-1972   

JH/PUB/3/9 Student housing 1969-1971, 198 

JH/PUB/3/10 General correspondence and miscellanea 1966-1980 

JH/PUB/3/11 Blue asbestos 1976 

JH/PUB/3/12 John Gawaine Maxwell's university application 1978 

JH/PUB/3/13 Anglo-American Studies conferences 1978-1979 

JH/PUB/3/14 Climate change and global warming 1991-1997 

 

JH/PUB/3/1   Capital grants and the establishment of the university 

1959-1969 

Contains 36 items being correspondence between JH and the university 

concerning building and development grants.  Includes early proposals; a draft 

plan of the main building complex; annual reports; a prospectus; and statements 

of accounts. 

 

JH/PUB/3/2   Council and court minutes and papers 1965, 1971-1982 

Contains 170 items being minutes as well as reports to the Council from a wide 

range of University committees and departments. 

 

JH/PUB/3/3  Overseas Development Group 1972-1981  

Contains six items being reports to the Council, and the memorandum and 

articles of association of the company. 

 

JH/PUB/3/4   Working Party on the Provision and Use of Workshops 

1977 

Contains 57 items being papers and reports from this working party which 

considered alterations to workshops in the light of legal requirements and safety.  

JH was the Chairman. 

 

JH/PUB/3/5   Site Development Board 1976-1979  

Contains 67 items being minutes and reports from the board and reports 

submitted to the Board from other boards and committees. 

 

JH/PUB/3/6   Honorary degrees  1977-1982 

Contains 46 items being correspondence in which JH recommends Lord Cranbrook 

for an honorary degree.  The following month Lord Cranbrook died and draft and 

printed obituaries are included. 

 

In 1979 and again in 1981 JH submitted the name of the Dowager Lady 

Cranbrook for an honorary degree.  An account is also given  by JH of a meeting 

with F.J. Hill [no relation] who was to receive a degree in 1982. 

 

JH/PUB/3/7   Barclays Bank dispute 1970-1971, 1978-1979 

Contains 80 items being correspondence, press-cuttings, meeting minutes and 

agendas relating to the dispute over the Barclays Bank account which the 

University held.  Anti-apartheid students objected to Barclays' South African 

connections.  The decision by Council to open an alternative bank account, 

separate from their ordinary Barclays account into which these students could 



pay their dues, resulted in the resignation of the Earl of Cranbrook from the 

Council and the resignation of Professor Roy Campbell, Pro-Vice-Chancellor. 

 

JH/PUB/3/8   Discipline rules 1971-1972   

Contains nine items being press-cuttings relating to sit-ins by students in the Arts 

Block in protest against the dismissal of an American student who had been 

involved in a drugs case. 

 

JH/PUB/3/9   Student housing 1969-1971, 1983 

Contains 11 items being press-cuttings, memoranda, correspondence, a leaflet on 

loan-financed residences, and a 1983 copy of 'Concrete' showing the residences. 

 

JH/PUB/3/10  General correspondence and miscellanea 1966-1980 

Contains 62 items being letters regarding: the appointment of JH to Council and 

to the Site Development Committee; the Fabric Committee [a committee of the 

Site Development Board] which JH declined to join; the appointment of the new 

Vice-Chancellor in October 1980 for which JH puts forward a recommendation; 

arrangements for JH to borrow library books; JH's submission of art to a 

Sainsbury Centre exhibition; and a meeting with the Association of University 

Teachers. 

 

Miscellaneous items include a programme for the installation of the Chancellor in 

1966; a note on higher education in East Anglia; a summary of expenses of 

universities in the United Kingdom for 1972-1973; a press-cutting on universities' 

financial pressures; a press-cutting of a 1970s degree ceremony; miscellaneous 

press-cuttings; MS notes; a report on the University's research into East Anglia; a 

request for a lecture boycott; a report of the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and 

Principals of the Universities of the United Kingdom; newsletters; and a copy of 

'Careers Weekly'. 

 

Copies of 'Newsletter', 1974-1975 and 1980-1982, were held in the original 

collection. 

 

JH/PUB/3/11  Blue asbestos 1976 

Contains nine items being MS notes, committee papers, and newsletters 

concerning the removal of blue asbestos in plant rooms and ventilation ducts, and 

the associated health risks. 

 

JH/PUB/3/12  John Gawaine Maxwell's university application 1978 

Contains 11 items being correspondence concerning an application of John 

Gawaine Maxwell to the School of Development Studies at the University, JH 

writes on his behalf.  John Maxwell is the son of Eric Maxwell, and Edith Hill's 

nephew.  Included is a lengthy report from UEA Appointments Board on graduate 

employment. 

 

JH/PUB/3/13  Anglo-American Studies conferences 1978-1979 

Contains 23 items being papers relating to a 1979 Seminar in Anglo-American 

Studies and a 1978 conference of the European Association of American Studies, 

both held at the University of East Anglia. 

 

JH/PUB/3/14  Climate change and global warming 1991-1997 

Contains 12 items being notes and an invitation to a Country Landowners' 

Association 1996 conference on global warming held at the University of East 

Anglia; press cuttings; and journal articles and reports on climate change. 

 

JH/PUB/4  Langley School 1963-1965, 1973-1978, 1985-1990, 1996 



Contains 116 items being general correspondence with JH, a governor at Langley 

School, Norwich from 1962-1977.  In 1966 JH is asked for advice on raising 

financial aid for the school.  Included are references for staff, school brochures, 

meeting minutes and agendas, statements of accounts, reports to the governors, 

and copies of the school's magazine. 

 

JH/PUB/5  Country Landowners’ Association 1950-1959, 1965-1998 

 

Contains ten sub-files 

 

JH/PUB/5/1 Minutes and memoranda 1955-1959, 1974-1988, 1995-1996 

JH/PUB/5/2 Land nationalisation 1973-1983 

JH/PUB/5/3 Charitable land ownership 1975-1977 

JH/PUB/5/4 Recovery and letting of agricultural dwellings 1965-1973 

JH/PUB/5/5 Publications subscribers’ circulars 1965-1971 

JH/PUB/5/6 CLA/NFU agreement on the succession of tenancies 1979-1981 

JH/PUB/5/7 Personal correspondence with JH 1975-1982, 1995 

JH/PUB/5/8 Miscellaneous papers 1950-1955, 1967-1973, 1978-1984 

JH/PUB/5/9 Minutes and memoranda of the Suffolk Branch 1975-1996 

JH/PUB/5/10 Reports, handbooks, occasional papers and yearbooks 1978-1998 

 

JH/PUB/5/1   Minutes and memoranda 1955-1959, 1974-1988, 1995- 

1996 

Contains 646 items being mainly meeting minutes of the Executive Committee 

and the Council but also of the East Suffolk and Norfolk branches in the 1950s, 

and the Agricultural Policy Sub-Committee, the Sub-Committee on Taxation, and 

the Legal and Parliamentary Sub-Committee in the 1970s.  Correspondence, 

pamphlets and memoranda are also included.  The tied cottage issue is  

discussed in 1976. 

 

JH/PUB/5/2  Land nationalisation 1973-1983 

Contains 218 items being papers on land nationalisation, the debate on private 

versus public ownership, and papers on the CLA Working Party on Land 

Nationalisation. 

 

JH/PUB/5/3   Charitable land ownership 1975-1977 

Contains 60 items being correspondence concerning charitable holding of land 

and capital transfer tax.  Various charitable trusts are described to the CLA Land 

Ownership Working Party including the Guiting Manor Community Trust in 

Cheltenham and two charitable companies which held farm land in Cornwall. 

 

JH/PUB/5/4   Recovery and letting of agricultural dwellings 1965-1973 

Contains 13 items which concern an agricultural bill on the recovery of possession 

of a dwelling-house occupied by a person primarily engaged in agriculture, and 

the letting of vacant tithe cottages and vacant farm dwellings.  Included are 

parliamentary debates; correspondence and MS notes. 

 

JH/PUB/5/5   Publications subscribers’ circulars 1965-1971 

Contains 51 items being circulars on a variety of issues including: shotgun 

certificates; payments to tenant farmers dispossessed; the Countryside Act of 

1968; farm and cottage rents; taxation; Redundancy Payments Act; the Housing 

Act of 1969; the making of a golf course; interest and finance; sale and 

leaseback; Central Council for Agricultural Horticultural Co-operation; public 

rights of way; redundancy payments; farm amalgamations; farm structure, 

grants and loans; retirement grants, etc.. 

 



JH/PUB/5/6   CLA/NFU agreement on the succession of tenancies 1979-

1981 

Contains 30 items being correspondence, memoranda and a press cutting on 

negotiations between the CLA and National Farmers' Union concerning an 

agreement on the formula for fixing farm rents and succession tenancies.  

Correspondents include the CLA President Lord Middleton and Sir Richard  

Storey, a CLA member. 

 

JH/PUB/5/7   Personal correspondence with JH 1975-1982, 1995 

Contains 82 items being personal correspondence with JH concerning his 

attendance at meetings, lunch engagements, etc.; election to the Council and 

CLA Committees; travelling expenses claims; donations to the CLA charitable 

trust; details of evidence of conservation measures carried out at Blyford. Also 

includes MS notes by JH. 

 

JH/PUB/5/8   Miscellaneous papers 1950-1955, 1967-1973, 1978-1984 

Contains 33 items being miscellaneous publications and papers of the CLA 

including: press-notices and comments on the Northfield Committee report on the 

acquisition and occupancy of agricultural land; a report of the Working Party on 

Employment; a report on public relations; membership forms; a memorandum on 

inheritance tax; reports on agricultural rents; correspondence from the East 

Anglian Standing Committee on Planning; and a proposal for the 1973 budget. 

 

JH/PUB/5/9   Minutes and memoranda of the Suffolk Branch 1975-1996 

Contains 217 items. 

 

JH/PUB/5/10  Reports, handbooks, occasional papers and yearbooks 

1978-1998 

Contains 94 items being printed material of the CLA including: occasional papers; 

budget representations; yearbooks; advisory handbooks; and reports. 

 

JH/PUB/6  River boards, land drainage and flood control 1941-1979, 

1993-1994 

Contains six sub-files 

 

JH/PUB/6/1 Minutes and memoranda 1955-1962 

JH/PUB/6/2 Publications 1952-1973 

JH/PUB/6/3 River Blyth Internal Drainage Board 1941-1963 

JH/PUB/6/4 Correspondence 1954-1956, 1965-1966 

JH/PUB/6/5 Yare basin flood control and the future of the broads 1977-1979 

JH/PUB/6/6 National Rivers Authority and fishing in East Anglia 1993-1994 

 

Contains papers relating to various river boards.  JH was a member of the East 

Suffolk and Norfolk River Board between 1952-1962, he was Vice-President of the 

River Boards' Association and Chairman of the River Blyth Internal Drainage 

Board. 

 

JH/PUB/6/1  Minutes and memoranda 1955-1962 

Contains 80 items being meeting minutes and an abstract of accounts of the East 

Suffolk and Norfolk River Board, the Land Drainage Committee, and the River 

Boards' Association.  Included is a letter from JH, 13/4/62, in which he resigns as 

Vice-President of the River Boards' Association, and parliamentary notes and 

reports on water conservation.  A 1956 court judgement refers to rates and an 

appeal concerning Kent River Board, Lower Medway Internal Drainage Board, and 

B.P. Refinery Ltd. 

 

JH/PUB/6/2   Publications 1952-1973 



Contains 24 items being board rules and annual reports of the East Suffolk and 

Norfolk River Authority and the Great Ouse River Authority, and year-books of the 

River Boards' Association. Also includes a map of the East Suffolk and Norfolk 

River Board showing internal drainage boards and main rivers; a report on land 

drainage needs; and a report on the dredging of Foulness. 

 

JH/PUB/6/3   River Blyth Internal Drainage Board 1941-1963 

Contains 187 items being meeting minutes, agendas and correspondence. In 7/56 

JH tendered his resignation as Chairman of the Board. 

 

JH/PUB/6/4  Correspondence 1954-1956, 1965-1966 

Contains 57 items being correspondence mainly with the Association of Drainage 

Authorities and the East Suffolk and Norfolk River Board.  Other correspondents 

include the Middle Alde Internal Drainage Board, the Lower Yare Second Internal 

Drainage Board and the County of East Suffolk.  Issues include the Yare river 

wall; the Rockland Broad wall at Claxton; developments at Southwold Harbour; 

and a pump at Sudbourne marshes. 

 

JH/PUB/6/5   Yare basin flood control and the future of the broads 1977-

1979 

Contains 40 items being consultation reports on the Yare basin flood control 

study; an assessment of the study proposals; correspondence; notes from a 

seminar held at the University of East Anglia on flood control and drainage in the 

Yare basin; and reports and published material on the future of the broads and 

considerations for a national park. 

 

JH/PUB/6/6   National Rivers Authority and fishing in East Anglia 1993-

1994 

Contains 20 items being printed ephemera of the National Rivers Authority 

including details of where to fish in East Anglia; an Anglian Water report on a 

fisheries survey of the river Blyth; and consultation documents concerning the 

raising of contributions from owners and occupiers of fishing  

rights. 

 

JH/PUB/7  Suffolk Trust for Nature Conservation 1973-1979 

Contains newsletters, notices and agendas of annual general meetings of the 

Trust, and three copies of 'Conservation review', a journal of the Society for the 

Promotion of Nature Conservation. 

 

JH/PUB/8  Suffolk Institute of Archaeology and History 1973-1979 

Contains 10 items being newsletters and a note asking for JH's subscription. 

 

JH/PUB/9  Chartered Land Agents' Society 1958-1959 

Contains seven items being printed ephemera and JH's draft speech notes 

concerning the Chartered Land Agents' Society and the profession of land agency. 

 

JH/PUB/10  Action with Communities in Rural England, Suffolk 1987-

1998 

Contains 32 copies of Suffolk ACRE's magazine 'Suffolk Scene', and details of 

membership. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SERIES JH/TRA 

JH's TRAVELS 

 

Contains 26 sub-series 

 

JH/TRA/1 Travel to 1930      

JH/TRA/2 Travel 1931-1939 

JH/TRA/3 Travel 1940-1954 

JH/TRA/4 Travel 1955 

JH/TRA/5 Travel 1956 

JH/TRA/6 Travel 1957 

JH/TRA/7 Travel 1958 

JH/TRA/8 Travel 1959 

JH/TRA/9 Travel 1960 

JH/TRA/10 Travel 1961 

JH/TRA/11 Travel 1962 

JH/TRA/12 Travel 1963 

JH/TRA/13 Travel 1964 

JH/TRA/14 Travel 1965 

JH/TRA/15 Travel 1966 

JH/TRA/16 Travel 1967 

JH/TRA/17 Travel 1968 

JH/TRA/18 Travel 1969 

JH/TRA/19 Travel 1970 

JH/TRA/20 Travel 1971 

JH/TRA/21 Travel 1972 

JH/TRA/22 Travel 1973 

JH/TRA/23 Travel 1974 

JH/TRA/24 Travel 1975 

JH/TRA/25 Travel 1976 

JH/TRA/26 Travel 1977- 

 

The series is arranged in a broadly chronological sequence of sub-series relating 

to JH's travels, chiefly those overseas.  The series covers both holidays and 

business trips and is complemented by Series JH/PHO, JH's collection of 

photographs and films.  It is complementary to Series JH/POL, which deals with 

his political career. 

 

JH/TRA/1  Travel to 1930      

JH/TRA/2  Travel 1931-1939 

Contains three files 

 

JH/TRA/2/1 Imperial Cadet Association Tour of Canada  29/7/31-8/31    

JH/TRA/2/2 Far East 1935 

JH/TRA/2/3 India 11/2/37-3/4/37 

  

JH/TRA/2/1  Imperial Cadet Association Tour of Canada  29/7/31-8/31    

Contains 13 items being printed ephemera and photographs of the educational 

tour which 24 cadets from public schools made to Toronto and Ottawa to take 

part in rifle meetings.  JH was part of the Charterhouse team.  Travel was by boat 

on 29/7/31.  An account of the tour is given in the 'Atheling Advertiser' ('Atheling' 

also being a code word) on 4/9/31.  The tour included a visit to Niagara, and 10 

days at Petawawa.  Included are pamphlets on the Grand Canyon. 

 

JH/TRA/2/2   Far East 1935 

Contains three items being miscellaneous correspondence written while JH was 

touring the Far East in 1935, or relating thereto, being: two letters from JH to 



'Dear Bone', the first, dated 25/3/35 from on board SS Ranchi, the second, from 

SS Hakusan, en route to Hong Kong, 20/6/35. 

 

Also included is a circular letter, addressed to 'Dear Friends', 2/12/38, sending 

Christmas greetings and news from Masao and Sachi Morikawa of Doshisha 

University.  The Morikawas were friends of the artist and print-maker Rakusan. 

 

JH/TRA/2/3   India 11/2/37-3/4/37 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/2/3/1   Diary   

JH/TRA/2/3/2   Correspondence, itineraries, etc. 

JH/TRA/2/3/3   Press cuttings 

 

Records a visit made by JH to India in the company of Alistair Anderson in the 

Spring of 1937.  Alastair Anderson was the son of Sir John Anderson (later 

Viscount Waverley) who was at that time Governor of Bengal.  Alistair Anderson, 

a doctor, was his father's official guest - taking a particular interest in medical 

services - and throughout the visit he and JH travelled in the Governor's 

entourage during tours of the Presidency and elsewhere.  The file includes an MS 

journal, itineraries, correspondence, and press cuttings. 

 

JH/TRA/2/3/1  Diary   

Contains two items being a bound quarto notebook containing an MS journal kept 

by JH for the period 1/1/37 to 17/4/37, together with an unbound typescript 

transcription of the journal. 

 

The MS opens with a description of a skiing holiday in Austria with Alistair 

Anderson and others, and concludes with the voyage from India to England,  3-

17/4/37.  The typescript opens on 14/1/37 with JH's preparations for the 

impending visit to India. 

 

Tipped-in to the MS at the entry for 1/4/37 is a cutting of the obituary of 

Brigadier John Hopwood taken from the 'Times', 5/8/87.  Hopwood was ADC to 

the Governor of Bengal at the time of JH's visit.  Loose cuttings found in the MS 

have been placed in sub-file [JH/TRA/3/3] but loose pages of MS notes remain in 

situ.  Inside the back cover is a short book list. 

 

JH/TRA/2/3/2  Correspondence, itineraries, etc. 

Contains 18 items.  Some of the itineraries take the form of printed booklets that 

include such details as the marshalling order and composition of the Governor's 

special train.  The contents are: itinerary for visit to Gosaba, 16/2/37; dance card 

for a ball at Government House, Calcutta, 15/2/37; itinerary for visit to Chakdighi 

and Burdwan, 25/2/37; itineraries for a visit to the State of Tripura (where their 

host was the Maharaja) 14-18/3/37 and other material relating to the visit; 

invitation to the opening, by Sir John Anderson, of the King George V Radiological 

Ward [Agartala V.M. Hospital, Tripura], 16/3/37; invitation to the laying of the 

foundation stone of the extension to the Central Jail, Agartala, by Sir John 

Anderson, 17/3/37; letter to Alistair Anderson, signed 'Billy' [Col. 'Billy' Butler, 

Military Secretary to the Governor of Bengal], 19/3/37; setting out arrangements 

for Anderson's and JH's visit to  the New Theatre Film Factory, Tollywood, 

Calcutta; invitation to opening by the Governor of the Sir John Anderson Casualty 

Block, Medical College Hospitals, Calcutta, 20/3/37; seating plan for a dinner at 

Government House, Calcutta, 23/3/37; itinerary for a visit to Darjeeling, 25-

31/3/37. 

 

JH/TRA/2/3/3  Press cuttings 



Contains four items being a cutting from the 'Times', c. 16/2/37, showing a 

photograph of Sir John Anderson and others during the visit to Gosaba, JH can be 

seen seated behind Sir John; a cutting from an unidentified source, 3/12/38, 

showing Sir John Anderson,  'Minister of Civil Defence', and his daughter Mary 

riding in Rotten Row; a cutting from the 'Daily Sketch', c. 1940, making satirical 

reference to Sir John Anderson's activities in relation to Air Raid Precautions; and 

a photocopy of an obituary in the 'Times', 23/2/90, of the 2nd Viscount Waverley 

(Alistair Anderson). 

 

JH/TRA/3  Travel 1940-1954 

Contains two files 

 

JH/TRA/3/1 Germany 18/7/48-13/8/48 

JH/TRA/3/2 France 28/9/51-16/10/51 

 

Covers a British-German Local Government Summer School in Germany, 1948, 

and a holiday in France in 1951. 

 

JH/TRA/3/1   Germany 18/7/48-13/8/48 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/3/1/1   Correspondence 

JH/TRA/3/1/2   Documents, etc. 

JH/TRA/3/1/3   JH's lecture and related notes 

JH/TRA/3/1/4   Press cuttings and miscellaneous publications 

JH/TRA/3/1/5   Tourist literature, etc. 

 

Refers to a British-German Local Government Summer School held at 

Hahnenklee, near Hannover, 18/7/48 to 13/8/48.  JH, at the time a councillor on 

Wainford Rural District Council, was one of the British team of lecturers. 

 

JH/TRA/3/1/1  Correspondence 

Contains 33 items. Correspondence is chiefly with the Foreign Office and various 

local government officers and relates to JH's participation in the Local 

Government Summer School at Hahnenklee in 1948 and an invitation to him to 

contribute the summer school scheduled for 1949 (declined). 

 

Also in the sub-file is correspondence with G.C. Lightfoot, Clerk to East Suffolk 

County Council, concerning JH's assistance with a visit to Suffolk by German local 

government officers from Hildesheim, planned for the Spring of 1949; and 

correspondence with Friederike Dannhausen, of Hildesheim.  Fraulein 

Dannhausen wished to work in England for six months and approached JH as a 

prospective employer through the Earl of Cranbrook; in the event the visit was 

postponed. 

 

JH/TRA/3/1/2  Documents, etc. 

Contains 24 items with English and German texts. Includes a list of lecturers at 

the Hahnenklee Summer School; notes for the English visitors; an account of the 

local government system in the British Zone of Germany; two group photographs 

of delegates; texts of some of the lectures given by British participants; and 

notes of questions to be addressed by discussion groups. 

 

JH's lecture to the Summer School and related notes are in sub file 

[JH/TRA/3/1/3]. 

 

JH/TRA/3/1/3  JH's lecture and related notes 



Contains 11 items.  Texts of two versions of the lecture prepared by JH for the 

Hahnenklee Summer School.  These include MS drafts and speaking notes. In its 

earlier form the lecture is entitled 'Value of Democracy in Local Government'.  

The final text, as delivered on 30/7/48 was entitled 'The Relation of Citizen to 

Councillor'.  Also included is the text, in English and German, of introductory 

remarks by JH [to his lecture?]. 

 

JH/TRA/3/1/4  Press cuttings and miscellaneous publications 

Contains nine items being three cuttings: a cutting from the 'Times', c. 2/3/48, 

on the currency issue in Germany and the blockade of Berlin; issue of the 

'Halesworth Times', 14/7/48, which was largely given over to reactions to 

proposals for the re-organization of some local authorities in N.E. Suffolk; and a 

cutting [from the 'Times'], 26/4/49, entitled 'Politics and Local Government' 

(letter from the Chairman of the Amersham, Bucks., Area of Parish Councils); and 

s ix pamphlets: 'Lies as Allies, or Hitler at War', by Viscount Maugham,  Oxford 

University Press,  1941; 'Germany after the War.  Proposals of a Committee of 

the Liberal Party under the chairmanship of... Lord Perth', Simpkin 

Marshall/Liberal Publications Department, 1941; 'How to deal with Germany.  A 

Plan for European Peace', by Sir Walter Layton, News Chronicle Publications 

Department, c.1943-1944; 'What do you think about the future of Germany', by 

Nigel Birch, Conservative Political Centre, 1947; and British Survey, vol. VIII, nos 

23 and 24 ('Western Germany I' and 'Western Germany II'), 12/47. 

 

JH/TRA/3/1/5  Tourist literature, etc. 

Contains eight items being two tourist brochures descriptive of Hahnenklee and 

five monochrome picture postcards of Hahnenklee and its environs. 

 

JH/TRA/3/2   France 28/9/51-16/10/51 

Contains 39 items.  The contents refer to a touring holiday of France in October 

1951 and include an MS itinerary, travel documents, hotel and restaurant bills 

from Amboise, Vironvay, Charge, Chatellerault, Gramat, Avignon, Aix-en-

Provence, Antibes, Le Lavandou, Arles, Fontainebleau, Calais, and Domme, a 

street map of Vendome, and nine monochrome picture postcards. 

 

The file also contains a copy of the publication 'Avignon: Villeneuve-les-Avignon', 

by Michel-Francois Braive, Olivier Perrie r Editeur, undated. 

 

JH/TRA/4  Travel 1955 

Contains one sub-file 

 

JH/TRA/4/1  Italy 9/55-10/55 

 

JH/TRA/4/1   Italy 9/55-10/55 

Contains one item. Refers to a holiday.  The sole content is a hotel bill from the 

Grand Hotel Miramare, Santa Margherita Ligure, for the period 29/9/55-1/10/55. 

 

JH/TRA/5  Travel 1956 

Contains three files 

 

JH/TRA/5/1 Germany 25/6/56-7/7/56 

JH/TRA/5/2 China 2/8/56-6/9/56 

JH/TRA/5/3 Hong Kong 10/9/56-14/9/56 

 

Covers the visit of a parliamentary delegation to the German Federal Republic 

from 6-7/56, and an extensive tour of The People's Republic of China with a brief 

visit to Hong Kong from 8-9/56. 

 



JH/TRA/5/1   Germany 25/6/56-7/7/56 

Contains six sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/5/1/1  Correspondence 

JH/TRA/5/1/2  Itinerary, programmes and notes 

JH/TRA/5/1/3  Press cuttings 

JH/TRA/5/1/4  Miscellaneous documents 

JH/TRA/5/1/5  Articles and broadcast by John Hill 

JH/TRA/5/1/6  Publications and printed ephemera 

 

Contains six sub-files.  In 5/56 the Speaker of the House of Commons received 

an invitation from the Parliament of the German Federal Republic to send a 

parliamentary delegation to Germany.  JH was selected to be one of the 

Conservative delegates.  The theme of the visit, which involved an extensive tour 

of West Germany, was agriculture. 

 

JH/TRA/5/1/1  Correspondence 

Contains 17 items. Contents include: four picture postcards sent by JH to his wife 

during the tour; a letter from Edward Heath, 25/5/56 inviting him to be a 

member of the delegation; and a circular letter from the Ministry of Agriculture, 

Fisheries and Food, 11/6/56, announcing the forthcoming visit to Britain of Dr 

Theodor Sonnemann, German Federal Secretary of State for Agriculture.  To the 

last is attached a typescript in English of Dr Sonnemann's 'Towards an up-to-date 

agrarian structure', 7/6/56, issued by the Conservative Research Department. 

 

JH/TRA/5/1/2  Itinerary, programmes and notes 

Contains 11 items. Contents include two MS notebooks recording JH's 

observations during the tour; two photographs of the delegation, one showing 

them about to board a flight [to Berlin?] and the other showing them on the steps 

of an unidentified building.  On the verso of the latter is stamped 'Farbenfabriken 

Bayer...29 Juni 1956 Leverkusen-Bayerwerk'; and a wallet of photographs of 

Bayer factories. 

 

An MS journal in File [JH/TRA/6/1] also includes notes relating to this visit. 

 

JH/TRA/5/1/3  Press cuttings 

Contains five items being press cuttings from 18-23/6/56, taken from 'The Times' 

and collected by JH in advance of the visit to West Germany. 

 

JH/TRA/5/1/4  Miscellaneous documents 

Contains 26 items being five copies of a briefing paper 'Federal German Republic. 

Standard prices to farmers', 4/6/56, produced by the Conservative Research 

Department; a typescript entitled ''Neu-Hemmerich'; 'The Development of 

Agriculture in the Federal Republic of Germany from 1945-1955'; 'Forestry and 

timber production' (pages 44-49 of an unidentified document); Jahresberichte 

uber die Entwicklung der Berliner Fluchtlingssituation im Jahre 1955', Senator fur 

Arbeit und Sozialwese, Soz IV [1956]; 'Informationen' vol. 5 no. 11, 2/6/56 and 

no. 24, 16/6/56, AID, Bad Godesberg, 1956; list of films produced by AID, 7/56; 

government statement made to the Bundestag by Dr Heinrich von Brentano, 

Federal Minister of Foreign Affairs, 28/6/56; and 18 Bundestag documents 

[relating to the business before it on 26/6/56?]. 

 

JH/TRA/5/1/5  Articles and broadcast by John Hill 

Contains three items. Relates to writings and a broadcast by JH about the visit to 

West Germany and contains: 'Germany has many agricultural problems to solve.  

Need for unity clear for all to see', 'Norfolk and Suffolk Journal and Diss Express', 

6/7/56  (offprints); 'Berlin the key to German Unity', 'Norfolk and Suffolk Journal 



and Diss Express', 20/7/56 (offprints); 'Agriculture in Western Germany', 

typescript draft script for a BBC Midland Region broadcast by JH, to be recorded 

at Postwick, Norwich, 10/8/56. 

 

JH/TRA/5/1/6  Publications and printed ephemera 

Contains 88 items of tourist literature, including two road maps of Germany and a 

pass for the Hotel am Tupenfeld, Bonn, 20/6/56, 23 items relating to agriculture 

and forestry, an envelope of picture postcards, and the following: 'Basic Law for 

the Federal Republic of Germany'; 'Guide to the Bundeshaus and its procedures'; 

'The Struggle for German reunification', by Fritz Erler, Social Democratic Party of 

Germany  (offprint from 'Foreign Affairs', April 1956); 'News from Germany', vol. 

10, no. 6/6/56; 'Germany behind the Iron Curtain. The Soviet Occupation Zone', 

Essen, Tellus-Verlag, n.d.; 'A Message from Berlin. The Soviet sea around us', 

n.d.; and a poster, 'Die beste Mitgift.  Ausbildung in Landwirtsch aftschule und 

Lehr betrieb'. 

 

JH/TRA/5/2   China 2/8/56-6/9/56 

Contains eight sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/5/2/1   Correspondence (1) 

JH/TRA/5/2/2   Correspondence (2) 

JH/TRA/5/2/3   Notebooks and itinerary 

JH/TRA/5/2/4   Russia 

JH/TRA/5/2/5   Miscellaneous publications, brochures, postcards, etc. 

JH/TRA/5/2/6   Miscellaneous press cuttings 

JH/TRA/5/2/7   China reconstructs 1955-1959 

JH/TRA/5/2/8   Articles, lectures, etc. by John Hill 

 

Relates to a visit to the People’s Republic of China, 2/8/56 to 6/9/56 by a UK 

parliamentary delegation, of which JH was a member. The delegation travelled via 

Moscow, where it made a brief visit.  JH made copious notes of the visit together 

with a comprehensive photographic and film record [see also File JH/PHO/5/5].  

The delegation travelled on from China to Hong Kong from where they were 

recalled abruptly in the wake of the Suez crisis. 

 

JH/TRA/5/2/1  Correspondence (1) 

Contains 109 items being general correspondence relating to the visit to China 

and to the film shot by JH during the visit.  Included is correspondence relating to 

screenings of this film at the Royal Geographical Society and other venues. 

 

JH/TRA/5/2/2  Correspondence (2) 

Contains 21 items being correspondence between JH and his wife, Edith, and 

daughter Linda while JH was visiting China. Includes eight picture postcards 

showing views of Brussels, Amsterdam, Riga, Moscow and historic sites in China. 

 

JH/TRA/5/2/3  Notebooks and itinerary 

Contains seven items being an MS & a typescript itinerary, 13/8/56-15/9/56 and 

five MS notebooks detailing JH's observations during his visit to China: notebook 

I, 13/-22/8/56 (includes notes on the brief visit to Moscow en route); notebook 

II, 22-27/8/56; notebook III, 28/8/56-2/9/56; notebook IV, 3-15/9/56; notebook 

V, cover missing; appears to contain miscellaneous data. 

 

JH/TRA/5/2/4  Russia 

Contains seven items being:  a sheet of MS notes; three tourist brochures about 

Moscow; a one-rouble banknote; a cutting from the 'Economist', 21/4/56 entitled 

'Khrushchev on the march'; and the printed text of 'The Education of engineers in 

Russia', lecture by B.L. Goodlett to the Royal Central Asia Society, 9/5/56. 



 

JH/TRA/5/2/5  Miscellaneous publications, brochures, postcards, etc. 

Contains 33 items being publications and printed ephemera produced in the 

People's Republic of China that were collected by or presented to JH during his 

visit to China.  Included are several sets of picture postcards and photographs. 

 

JH/TRA/5/2/6  Miscellaneous press cuttings 

Contains 2 items which includes a reprint of 'Mr John Hill tells of his visit to 

China', article by JH published in the 'Norfolk and Suffolk Journal and Diss 

Express', 5/10/56. 

 

JH/TRA/5/2/7  China reconstructs 1955-1959 

Contains 24 items being Vol. IV, 4; vol. V, 6-7, 9; vol. VI, 3, 5-7, 9-12 of this 

lavishly illustrated monthly publication of the China Welfare Institute, Peking. 

 

JH/TRA/5/2/8  Articles, lectures, etc. by John Hill 

Contains: 22 items of MS notes, some of which appear to refer to the film that JH 

shot during his visit to China; 'New China via Moscow', lecture to the Royal 

Central Asia Society, 11/12/57, with screening of his film - MS draft, typescript 

and nine offprints; 'Agriculture in China', talk scheduled for broadcasting by BBC, 

2/9/56 - typescripts; 'Mechanization of Chinese Agriculture No. 1', talk scheduled 

for broadcasting by BBC in series Science and Industry, 4/2/60 - typescript; 

'Mechanization of Chinese Agriculture' - two sets of amended typescripts [of text 

of a second programme to be broadcast in the Science and Industry series?]; a 

typescript, with MS amendments of an untitled article for the 'Eastern Daily Press 

[1957?]; 'Journey to China' - typescript [1956]; 'China visit' - typescript - [1956]; 

and a folder of correspondence, MS notes and miscellaneous documents relating 

to a lecture and screening of his film at a Workers' Educational Association 

Summer School, Cambridge, 26/7/63. 

 

JH/TRA/5/3   Hong Kong 10/9/56-14/9/56 

Contains 47 items. Contents consist chiefly of correspondence relating to the visit 

by a UK parliamentary delegation in 9/56.  The delegation, of which JH was a 

member, had travelled to Hong Kong from China, arriving on 10/9/56.  The visit 

was scheduled to last until 26/9/56 but was curtailed when the delegation was 

instructed to return to London immediately in order to participate in the debate 

on the Suez crisis. 

 

While in Hong Kong JH negotiated an arrangement with the pub lishers of the 

'South China Morning Post' under which he would write a fortnightly column of 

news from London.  The file contains items relating to this agreement. 

 

JH/TRA/6  TRAVEL 1957 

Contains two files 

 

JH/TRA/6/1 Southeast Asia 27/8/57-24/9/57 

JH/TRA/6/2 Switzerland 1957 

 

JH/TRA/6/1  Southeast Asia 27/8/57-24/9/57 

Contains seven sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/1  General 

JH/TRA/6/1/2   Film shot lists etc. 

JH/TRA/6/1/3   Correspondence etc. 

JH/TRA/6/1/4   Hong Hong 27-29/8/57 and 24-30/9/57 

JH/TRA/6/1/5   Japan 29/8/57-8/9/57 

JH/TRA/6/1/6   Taiwan (Formosa) 8/9/57-20/9/57 



JH/TRA/6/1/7   Philippines 20/9/57-24/9/57 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/1  General 

The sub-file contains 11 items being: a general itinerary for the tour; an MS 

journal covering the tour that also includes notes of a visit made by JH to West 

Germany, 25/6/56 - 7/7/56 (see also File JH/TRA/5/1); three maps showing parts 

of China, Siam and Sumatra, Burma and French Indo-China; and a BOAC route 

map (No. 2 - Britain, the Middle East, Australia, and the Far East); 'Recent events 

in Communist China', by Franz Michael - typescript; and a 'Report on research 

journey, January to August ', 1957, by Franz Michael - typescript. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/2  Film shot lists etc. 

Contains nine items being MS notes, shot lists and instruction leaflets relating to 

a film of the tour by JH. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/3  Correspondence etc. 

Contains 15 items being letters and postcards from JH, chiefly to his wife, 

describing the tour and recording his observations. Also includes correspondence 

with Group Captain H. St Clair Smallwood, Hon. Sec. of the Royal Central Asia 

Society concerning a dinner on 23/1/58 at which JH was the guest speaker, and 

background and speaking notes; and correspondence with Sydney [Mower?] 

concerning a speech by JH at Loddon Town Hall in November 1957. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/4  Hong Kong 27-29/8/57 and 24-30/9/57 

 

Contains two sub-sub-files.  

 

JH/TRA/6/1/4/1 Hong Kong 27-29/8/57 and 24-30/9/57 correspondence,  

itinerary,etc. 

JH/TRA/6/1/4/2 Hong Kong 27-29/8/57 and 24-30/9/57 correspondence, 

itinerary, etc. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/4/1  Hong Kong 27-29/8/57 and 24-30/9/57 

correspondence, itinerary, etc. 

Contains 56 items. Most of the contents relate to the visit by the UK 

parliamentary delegation and contemporary Hong Kong affairs, and include a 

number of business cards.  There is also some later correspondence with, among 

others, Alan Lennox-Boyd [Colonial Secretary] and Lord Hailsham relating to the 

work of Sir Alexander Grantham, Governor of the colony, and moves supporting 

his re-appointment.  Also included is a typescript 'New Hospital Accommodation' 

referring to plans for a new Kowloon Hospital. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/4/2  Hong Kong 27-29/8/57 and 24-30/9/57 

miscellaneous publications and printed ephemera 

Contains five items: 'The Kadoorie Agricultural Association. Agricultural and 

animal husbandry ventures' [first and second reports], 31/5/54 and 31/12/55; 

'Report on the riots in Kowloon and Tsuen Wan, 10/10/56 and 12/10/56, together 

with covering despatch dated the 23/12/56, from the Governor of Hong Kong to 

the Secretary of State for the Colonies', Hong Kong, W.F.C. Jenner, Government 

Printer, 12/56; 'Hong Kong Annual Report 1956', Hong Kong, The Government 

Printer, 1957; map of Hong Kong and the New Territories, 3rd ed., W & K 

Johnson and G.W. Bacon Ltd [1946?] - scale 1:80,000; and 'Far Eastern Review', 

vol. XXIII, no. 8, 22/8/57. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/5  Japan 29/8/57-8/9/57 

Contains two sub-sub-files 

 



JH/TRA/6/1/5/1  Japan 29/8/57-8/9/57 correspondence, notes, etc. 

JH/TRA/6/1/5/2  Japan 29/8/57-8/9/57 publications, printed ephemera, etc. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/5/1   Japan 29/8/57-8/9/57 correspondence, notes, etc.

   

Contains 27 items. The contents include: a Ms notebook recording JH's 

observations; itineraries, and guest lists for various functions; correspondence, 

chiefly with Japanese whom JH met during the visit; photographs, including three 

of JH and Robert Mathew MP visiting the Chikumeido shop in Shizuoka and two of 

their visit to the Kogotichi Primary School, Ojima; 'Agriculture at the crossroads', 

Japan FAO Association, 1961, inscribed to JH by Tsunemichi Takase of the 

Japanese Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry; and Christmas card, textile and 

hand-made paper with origami. 

 

Refers to a visit to Japan by a UK parliamentary delegation 29/8/57-8/9/57 as 

part of a wider tour of the Far East. 

 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/5/2  Japan 29/8/57-8/9/57 publications, printed 

ephemera, etc. 

Contains 32 items being material collected by, or presented to, JH during his visit 

to Japan with a UK parliamentary delegation.  The contents include numerous 

picture postcards and commercially-produced photographs of views of Japan and 

Japanese cultural sites, together with a variety of other tourist ephemera such as 

silk-trimmed bookmarks; material relating to the Todaiji Temple, Nara [Great 

Temple of the East] and the figure of the Vairochana Buddha (Daibutsu); a 

picture postcard showing the artist Rakusan Tsuchiya at work in his studio [JH 

became acquainted with Rakusan's work during a visit to Japan in 1935, see File 

JH/TRA/2/2]; published texts of the Japanese constitution and related 

documents; 'A General survey of the agriculture of Japan', Japanese Ministry of 

Agriculture and Forestry, n.d.; printed cotton banner, depicting a Japanese 

businessman who is saying "...of course, Great Britain will import as much of this 

as we can send, and it's duty-free as long as she re-exports it as 'British' - no 

wonder Lancashire suffers". 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/6  Taiwan (Formosa) 8/9/57-20/9/57 

Contains five sub-sub files. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/6/1 Taiwan (Formosa) 8-20/9/57 - correspondence 

JH/TRA/6/1/6/2 Taiwan (Formosa) 8-20/9/57 itinerary, notes, etc. 

JH/TRA/6/1/6/3 Taiwan (Formosa) 8-20/9/57 press cuttings 

JH/TRA/6/1/6/4 Taiwan (Formosa) 8-20/9/57 miscellaneous documents 

JH/TRA/6/1/6/5 Taiwan (Formosa) 8-20/9/57 miscellaneous publications 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/6/1  Taiwan (Formosa) 8-20/9/57 - correspondence 

Contains 33 items being general correspondence relating to JH's visit to Taiwan in 

9/57, and later associated correspondence.  Also included are a number of 

business cards and the following: 'Preparing for the Great Return', by William 

Teeling MP - cutting from 'The Tablet', 3/5/58; 'Why Communist China should not 

be admitted to the United Nations', by H.W. Henderson, Friends of Free China 

Association Pamphlet no. 2 [1957?]; and 'The Truth about conditions in 

Communist China', by Greg O'Dwyer, Friends of Free China Association Pamphlet 

no. 6 [1957?]. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/6/2  Taiwan (Formosa) 8-20/9/57 itinerary, notes, etc. 

Contains 10 items and includes: an MS notebook with reference no. FE/57/2 in 

which JH recorded his observations of the visit; one leaf of MS notes headed 



'Formosa.  Visit'; one leaf of MS headed 'Guest List' [for a dinner, 9/9/57?]; one 

leaf of MS notes headed 'Kinmen' [Quemoy]; a four-leaf MS headed 'Eastern Daily 

Press.  Day Trip to Quemoy, by John Hill' and a three-leaf typescript of the same, 

with MS additions; and 'Disputed Island.  Day Trip to Quemoy', by JH - cutting 

from 'Eastern Daily Press, 4/9/58. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/6/3  Taiwan (Formosa) 8-20/9/57 press cuttings 

Contains three items: 'The Fifth pillar', the 'Times', 258/56?; 'Does Formosa 

matter?', 'Eastern Daily Press', [early October 1956?]; and 'Chiang versus 

communism: his personal account...', ['Time', circa 12/8/57]. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/6/4  Taiwan (Formosa) 8-20/9/57 miscellaneous 

documents 

Contains unpublished documents supplied to, or collected by, JH during his visit 

to Taiwan.  Most refer to agriculture and land tenure but also included is a paper 

on the Shihmen Dam project and another on health care and medical training in 

Taiwan, and the following: 'The Status of Formosa', Royal Institute of 

International Affairs, 3/55; and 'Current facts and opinions', Information Series 

no. 166, Chinese Association for the United Nations, Taipei, 31/8/57. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/6/5  Taiwan (Formosa) 8-20/9/57 miscellaneous 

publications 

Contains 40 items being, publications and printed ephemera presented to, or 

collected by, JH during his visit to Taiwan.  They include: publications of the Asian 

Peoples' Anti-Communists League, the Chinese Women's Anti-Aggression League, 

and the Friends of Free China Association; three issues of 'Free China Review', 8-

10/57; a folder entitled 'Chinese-American Co-operation'  The U.S. Technical & 

Economic Programs on Taiwan (Formosa), Joint Commission on Rural 

Reconstruction/ International Co-operation Administration Mutual Security Mission 

to China [1957], and other publications of these two bodies; and two maps of 

Taiwan. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/7  Philippines 20/9/57-24/9/57 

Contains two sub-sub files 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/7/1 Philippines 20-24/9/57 -  itinerary and correspondence 

JH/TRA/6/1/7/2  Philippines 20-24/9/57 - miscellaneous publications, printed 

ephemera, etc. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/7/1  Philippines 20-24/9/57 -  itinerary and 

correspondence 

Contains 10 items being an itinerary and correspondence, chiefly with personnel 

of the British Embassy in Manila, relating to JH's visit to the Philippines in 9/57. 

 

JH/TRA/6/1/7/2  Philippines 20-24/9/57 - miscellaneous publications, 

printed ephemera, etc. 

Contains15 items being, publications, brochures and briefing papers presented to, 

or collected by, JH during his visit to the Philippines.  The contents relate chiefly 

to agriculture and land tenure and include copies of the following legislation: 

Agriculture Act of the Philippines, 1954; [Philippines] Rural Banks Act, 1952, as 

amended 1954 and 1955; [Philippines] Land Reform Act of 1955. 

 

JH/TRA/6/2  Switzerland 1957 

Contains six items. The contents relate to a holiday in Switzerland and consist of 

printed ephemera relating to the Hotel Bahnhof, Saanenmoser, a tourist map of 

the Gstaad - Saanen -  Saanenmoser - Turbach area, a guide to the Castle of 

Gruyeres, and picture postcards of Gruyeres and Les Diablerets. 



 

JH/TRA/7  Travel 1958 

Contains one file 

 

JH/TRA/7/1 United States of America 23/4/58-25/6/58 

 

JH/TRA/7/1   United States of America 23/4/58-25/6/58 

Contains 26 sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/1 Correspondence 

JH/TRA/7/1/2 Itineraries, etc. 

JH/TRA/7/1/3 Notes 

JH/TRA/7/1/4 Report and draft article 

JH/TRA/7/1/5 Miscellaneous travel documents, etc. 

JH/TRA/7/1/6 Maps 

JH/TRA/7/1/7 Crossing on R.M.S. 'Queen Mary', 4/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/8 New York 22-24/4/58 and 24-25/6/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/9 Washington D.C. 25/4/58-3/5/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/10 North Carolina 2-3/5/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/11 New Orleans 7-11/5/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/12 Dallas 11-15/5/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/13 Phoenix, Arizona 15-18/5/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/14 California 18-27/5/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/15 Los Angeles 18-20/5/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/16 San Francisco 23-27/5/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/17 Seattle 27-31/5/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/18 Montana 1-4/6/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/19 Cedar Rapids, Iowa 4-7/6/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/20 New England 8-13/6/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/21 Mid West 18-21/6/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/22 Pennsylvania 18/6/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/23 Washington D.C. 21-24/6/58 

JH/TRA/7/1/24 Press cuttings  

JH/TRA/7/1/25 English-Speaking Union and Ford Foundation publications 

JH/TRA/7/1/26 Miscellaneous publications 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/1  Correspondence 

Contains 156 items being correspondence relating to the organisation of JH's tour 

of the United States and with people whom he met in the course of it, and a 

bundle of letters written by Edith and Linda Hill to JH while he was abroad.  Also 

included are a number of business cards and lists of contacts. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/2  Itineraries, etc. 

Contains 18 items. As well as itineraries of JH's tour, the sub-file contains general 

background information prepared for visitors to the United States, notes on major 

cities that he would be visiting, and a standard CV of JH for distribution to his 

various hosts, the press, etc. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/3  Notes 

Contains 16 items being six MS notebooks in which JH recorded his activities and 

observations during his tour of the United States and a quantity of loose 

typescript notes. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/4  Report and draft article 

Contains nine items being typescripts of JH's report, entitled 'John Hill, M.P. - 

Tour of U.S.A., 23rd  April - 25th June, 1958.  At the invitation of the English 



Speaking Union and the Ford Foundation', and a draft  article  for the 'Farmers' 

Weekly' entitled 'Future outlook in America'. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/5  Miscellaneous travel documents, etc. 

Contains 11 items. The contents include hotel bills, airline tickets, a brochure for 

the TravelLodge Corporation, an insurance certificate, and financial statements. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/6  Maps 

Contains 17 items being maps, chiefly of the tourist or motoring variety, of the 

United States as a whole and individual states and cities. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/7  Crossing on R.M.S. 'Queen Mary', 4/58 

Contains seven items: five picture postcards of RMS 'Queen Mary' and two copies 

of a leaflet 'Facts and Figures about Cunard RMS. 'Queen Mary'. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/8  New York 22-24/4/58 and 24-25/6/58 

Contains eight items being: three pamphlets produced by British Information 

Services: 'British Information Services in the United States'; 'Health Services in 

Britain', I.D. 753 (Revised), 5/54; and 'Contemporary Britain', rev. ed., 1957.  

Also issues of 'Today's British Papers ' for 18-20/6/58 , and 23/6/58; and an 

issue of 'Summary of British Weeklies', 20/6/58. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/9  Washington D.C. 25/4/58-3/5/58 

Contains six sub-sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/9/1   U.S. Department of Agriculture 

JH/TRA/7/1/9/2   U.S. International Co-operation Administration 

JH/TRA/7/1/9/3   U.S. Department of Agriculture Research Center, Beltsville,  

Maryland 

JH/TRA/7/1/9/4   Visits to Congress (1) 

JH/TRA/7/1/9/5   Visits to Congress (2) 

JH/TRA/7/1/9/6   Visits to Congress (3) 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/9/1 U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Contains 13 items being documents and leaflets produced by the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture, which JH visited on 29/4/58. The material relates 

chiefly to government loans to farmers, but includes items on conservation of 

natural resources. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/9/2  U.S. International Co-operation Administration 

Contains 10 items being documents and printed material relating to the U.S. 

International Co-operation Administration, which JH visited on 1/5/58.  The 

contents refer to the United States' overseas relations, including the Mutual 

Security Program, the International Atomic Energy Agency, the Organization for 

Trade Co-operation, and United States policy towards Europe, the Middle East, 

and Latin-America. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/9/3  U.S. Department of Agriculture Research Center, 

Beltsville, Maryland 

Contains 25 items. The contents relate to the U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Research Center, Beltsville, Maryland which JH visited on 30/4/58.  They consist 

of unpublished and published papers, reports and advisory leaflets.  The majority 

refer to pig rearing.  Others refer to livestock generally, livestock feed and forage 

- including the use of stilboestrol, and the herd of Holstein cattle maintained at 

Beltsville. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/9/4  Visits to Congress (1) 



Contains 11 items being documents and printed material relating to the history 

and work of the United States Congress. These include: Congressional Record, 

vol. 104, no. 68, 30/4/58; Summary of Congressional Proceedings, vol. XIII, nos. 

3 7 4, vol. XIV, nos 1-4, 1957-1958; folder of reports relating to JH's visit to a 

hearing of the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee; and 'The Capitol in story and 

pictures', 84th Congress, 1st Session, House Document no. 232, inscribed to JH 

by Congressman Jim Fulton of Pennsylvania. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/9/5  Visits to Congress (2) 

Contains 18 items being examples of lobbying material and correspondence 

received by Congressmen; official programmes of the inaugurations of President 

Eisenhower and Vice-President Nixon, 31/1/57; a copy of the 'Congressional 

Daily', 1/5/58; and documents of the Select Committee on Astronautics and 

Space Exploration. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/9/6  Visits to Congress (3) 

Contains eight items being reports and other papers relating to hearings of the 

Congressional Committee on Foreign Affairs, and a sheet of MS notes [made by 

JH during the hearings?].  One of the subjects of the hearings was the Mutual 

Security Act, 1958. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/10  North Carolina 2-3/5/58 

Contains on item: a copy of 'Annual Progress Report of Rural Electrification in 

North Carolina', 1957 [given to JH during his visit to the state during his tour of 

the United States?]. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/11  New Orleans 7-11/5/58 

Contains 20 items being miscellaneous printed ephemera relating to New Orleans 

collected by JH during his visit to the city.  These include 'Annual Report of the 

Mayor of New Orleans 1957', five picture postcards, a map of the city, a copy of 

the Daily Strawberry Report no. 25, 9/5/58, and three press cuttings, two of 

which include reports of JH's visit. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/12  Dallas 11-15/5/58 

Contains 15 items being miscellaneous documents and printed ephemera relating 

to JH's visit to Dallas.  These include: a press cutting about the Texas Research 

Foundation's filed-crop demonstration farm, Renner, Texas; a guest-list for lunch 

at the Republic National Bank of Dallas, 14/5/58; picture postcards; material 

relating to the Southwestern Legal Foundation; 'Perkins School of Theology 

Journal', Spring 1958' Statement on desegregation by clergymen of the Dallas 

area'; 'The Story of Perkins Southern Methodist University', by Merrimon 

Cuninggim - offprint from 'Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 

Science', 3/56; and 'Freedom's Holy Light', by Merrimon Cuninggim, New York, 

Harper Brothers, 1955, inscribed to JH by the author. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/13  Phoenix, Arizona 15-18/5/58 

Contains two items being 'Arizona Highways Color Album 1957, and a copy of 

'Southern School News, vol. IV, no. 9, 3/58 with address label 'F.S. Marquardt, 

Arizona Republic, Phoenix' attached.  JH visited  Phoenix in mid 5/58, during his 

tour of the United States. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/14  California 18-27/5/58 

Contains eight items being printed ephemera relating to JH's visit to California 

during his tour of the United States, being eight road or tourist maps, and  a 

picture postcard and tourist brochure from Yosemite National Park. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/15  Los Angeles 18-20/5/58 



Contains 11 items being documents and printed ephemera relating to JH's visit to 

Los Angeles during his tour of the United States.  These include a folder of 

material relating to the motion picture industry [JH visited the studios of 20th 

Century Fox on 19/5/58]. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/16  San Francisco 23-27/5/58 

Contains three items being printed ephemera relating to JH's visit to San 

Francisco during his tour of the United States, being two picture postcards of the 

India House restaurant and a tourist map. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/17  Seattle 27-31/5/58 

Contains three items being printed ephemera relating to JH's visit to Seattle 

during his tour of the United States.  The contents include picture postcards; a 

route map of Northwest Orient Airlines; an invitation to the annual dinner held in 

honour of Clinton S. Harley at the Sunset Club, 28/5/58; and material descriptive 

of the Carnation Milk Farm and its dairy herd. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/18  Montana 1-4/6/58 

Contains 28 items being documents and printed ephemera relating to JH's visit to 

Montana during his tour of the United States.  The contents include picture 

postcards, tourist brochures and maps; Gallatin Dairy Herd Improvement 

Association annual report 1957 and other material relating to the Gallatin Co-

operative Creamery; 'The History of cattle brands' [brochure]; 'Livestock breeding 

at the U.S. Range Livestock Experimental Station [Fort Keogh, Montana]'; U.S. 

Department of Agriculture Information Bulletin no. 18; and a brochure marking 

the dedication of Montana State College Physical Education Center, 4/12/57. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/19  Cedar Rapids, Iowa 4-7/6/58 

Contains11 items being printed ephemera relating to JH's visit to Iowa during his 

tour of the United States.  The contents chiefly relate to the Quaker Oats 

Company but also include a copy of the front page of 'The Cedar Rapids Gazette', 

7/6/58 which features the arrival of Harold Macmillan in Washington on 6/6/58. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/20  New England 8-13/6/58 

Contains nine items. The contents relate to JH's visits to Massachustts and New 

Hampshire during his tour of the United States and include six picture postcards; 

'An Introduction to Harvard 1956-1957'; and 'Bulletin of the University of New 

Hampshire. General Information 1958-1959'. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/21  Mid West 18-21/6/58 

Contains one item: a brochure 'Welcome to Wilson' produced by Wilson & Co. 

Inc., Chicago, a meat processing company.  JH visited the Mid West in late 6/58 

during his tour of the United States. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/22  Pennsylvania 18/6/58 

Contains four items being printed ephemera relating to the Gettysburg National 

Park, which JH visited on 18/6/58. The contents include: 'Abraham Lincoln from 

his own words', ed. Roy Edgar Appleman, rev. ed., Washington, U.S.. 

Government Printing Office, 1956, National Parks Source Book no. 2; and 

'Artillery through the ages', by Albert Manucy, Washington, U.S. Government 

Printing Office, 1949, National Parks Service Interpretive Series, History, no. 3. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/23  Washington D.C. 21-24/6/58 

Contains one item: a guide to the National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C. JH 

revisited the city at the end of 6/58, during his tour of the United States. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/24  Press cuttings  



Contains 10 items being miscellaneous press cuttings collected by JH during his 

tour of the United States or relating in some way to it.  The contents include 

complete issues of:'The New Leader', 5/5/58; 'The Economist', 12/11/60 and 

19/11/60; and 'U.S. News and World Report, 20/6/58.One cutting refers to 

President Kennedy's views on the French government's attitude to the United 

States ('The Times', 19/5/62).   JH may have met Kennedy when he sat in on 

hearings of the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee during his first visit to Wa 

shington in 1958. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/25  English-Speaking Union and Ford Foundation 

publications 

Contains five items: The English Speaking Union of the United States' annual 

report 1956;'The King George VI Memorial Fund. The first five years', New York, 

English Speaking Union of the United States, 1957; 'The Ford Foundation and St 

Louis', New York, Ford Foundation; The Ford Foundation's annual report 1957; 

and press release 'News from the Ford Foundation', 13/1/58. 

 

JH/TRA/7/1/26  Miscellaneous publications 

Contains 17 items being miscellaneous publications and printed ephemera 

presented to, or collected by, JH during his tour of the United States or received 

by him subsequently.  As well as a range of general publications descriptive of the 

United States, the contents include: excerpts from President Eisenhower's 

Economic Report to Congress and his Budget Message, both published by the 

United States Information Service; President Kennedy's Report to Congress on 

Agriculture; publications on labour, employment and social security in the United 

States; an issue of 'Current History', 4/58 (Report on Japan issue); 'The Origins 

of the First World War', by Bernadotte Schmidt, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1958, 

Historical Association Pamphlet no. 39. 

 

JH/TRA/8  Travel 1959 

Contains two files 

 

JH/TRA/8/1  Germany 11-16/1/59 

JH/TRA/8/2  Iona 8-9/59 

 

JH/TRA/8/1   Germany 11-16/1/59 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/8/1/1  Programme, delegate lists, notes, and miscellaneous items 

JH/TRA/8/1/2  Press cuttings 

JH/TRA/8/1/3  Publications and printed ephemera 

 

Relates to a visit to West Germany by a UK parliamentary delegation, of which JH 

was a member, in 1/59.  The delegation visited Bonn and West Berlin.  The 

subject-matter is chiefly concerned with the international political situation at the 

time, and in particular the situation respecting Germany and Berlin. 

 

JH/TRA/8/1/1  Programme, delegate lists, notes, and miscellaneous 

items 

Contains 18 items. The contents include an MS notebook recording JH's activities 

and observations during the visit; three sets of loose MS notes; and the following 

documents:'Notaufnahme von Fluchtlingen aus der SBZ. Bundesminister fur 

Vertriebene, Fluchtlinge und Kriegsgeschadigte', 7/9/59; and 'Monthly 

immigration from the Soviet Zone and the Soviet Sector of Berlin as a result of 

the political and social conditions there', 19/2/58, a table issued by the Federal 

Minister for Expellees, Refugees and War Victims. 

 



JH/TRA/8/1/2  Press cuttings 

Contains four items being cuttings from the 'Times' and 'Guardian', 1/59, relating 

to Anglo-Soviet political exchanges over Berlin and pages 5-6 of an unidentified 

publication headed '250 million for foreign refugees.  No more "displaced 

persons" [the publication's title may have included the words '...on Soviet Zone 

refugee facts']. 

 

JH/TRA/8/1/3  Publications and printed ephemera 

The contents include: 76 items of tourist literature about Berlin; picture postcard 

of the Hotel Konigshof, Berlin; two copies of 'Guide to the Bundeshaus and its 

procedures', 4th ed., 1958;'Facts about Germany', by Helmut Arntz, 2nd ed., 

Federal German Press and Information Office, 1959; 'Report on the obstructing of 

human relations between the Federal Republic and the Soviet Zone of Germany', 

Federal Ministry for All-German Affairs, 6/58; 'Mitteilungen Verein Berliner 

Kaufleute und Industrieller e.v.' no. 65/66, 12/58; 'The Reunification and security 

of Germany. A documentary basis for discussion', by Heinrich von Siegler, 

Munich, Siegler 7 Co., 1957; 'Ich eroffne die Sitzung. Berliner Parliamentsarbet 

1955-1958'; two copies of 'The German View' no. 22, 16/1/59 (publication of the 

Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany, London); and 'Documents about 

the future of Germany (including Berlin). September to December, 1958.  

Germany No. 1 (1959)', Cmnd 634, HMSO, 1959. 

 

JH/TRA/8/2  Iona 8-9/59 

Contains six items being souvenir guides, maps, and MS notes. 

 

JH/TRA/9  Travel 1960 

Contains one file 

 

JH/TRA/9/1   France 5-19/6/60 

Contains 74 items. The contents refer to a touring holiday in France in 6/60 in 

which the Hills visited Amiens, Armeau, St-Germain-en-Laye, Vezelay, Vence, 

Perouges, Chablis, St Jean-le-Priche, Eze, Avignon, Noves, Aix-en-Provence, 

Enghien-les-Bains, Montreuil, and Megeve. They include: Correspondence with 

Thos. Cook; an MS itinerary; MS notes and a typescript by JH entitled 'A Fortnight 

in France'; tourist literature, including a number of picture postcards; a letter of 

introduction from Dick [?] to Alexander Wall [in Paris]; 100-franc banknote; bills 

and promotional literature from hotels and restaurants visited en route; Michelin 

road maps nos 65, 70, 74, 77, 96, 998, 999; and Bourgogne and Michelin guides 

to Bourgogne Morvan and Les Alpes Savoie-Dauphine. 

 

JH/TRA/10  Travel 1961 

JH/TRA/11  Travel 1962 

Contains two files 

 

JH/TRA/11/1  Malta 8-21/9/62 

JH/TRA/11/2  Spain and Gibraltar 26/9/62-11/10/62 

 

JH/TRA/11/1  Malta 8-21/9/62 

Contains 27 items. Deals with a visit made by JH and his wife to Malta in the 

company of Sir Edward Wakefield.  Since JH was a government whip at the time 

and Anglo-Maltese relations were delicate, permission for the visit had to be 

sought from the Foreign Office and the Prime Minister's office.  Permission was 

granted on condition that the visit remained purely private and that JH made no 

political statements, nor gave any press interviews.  The file includes: 

correspondence relating to the visit;invitations to dine on board HMS 'Hermes'; 

an invitation to luncheon with the Governor of Malta; four photographs of JH and 

unidentified persons, one photograph credited to the Central Photographic 



Section, RAF Malta and annotated on verso "16/9/62 Battle of Britain Service.  

Anglican Cathedral, Valletta"; printed material, including: a guide to Malta; a map 

of the island; two copies of the programme of the '8th September' Regatta, 

8/9/62, commemorating 'The Victory of 1565'; order of service for Battle of 

Britain Service, 16/9/62; and picture postcards of  Marsaxlokk, Mdina Cathedral, 

Palace Square, and Musta Church. 

 

JH/TRA/11/2  Spain and Gibraltar 26/9/62-11/10/62 

Contains 39 items. The file relates to a holiday in Spain by way of Gibraltar during 

which the Hills visited Granada, Jerz de la Frontera, Seville, Valderrama, Cordoba, 

Algeciras, and Malaga.  The contents include: itinerary; tourist literature about 

Gibraltar; two copies of a Michelin map of Spain, 1962; hotel bills and Thomas 

Cook booking confirmation; Barclays Bank Ltd factsheet on Spain, 12/9/62; and 

eight picture postcards. 

 

JH/TRA/12  Travel 1963 

Contains two files 

 

JH/TRA/12/1  Sweden 8-15/5/63 

JH/TRA/12/2  France 9/63 

 

JH/TRA/12/1  Sweden 8-15/5/63 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/12/1/1  Correspondence and papers 

JH/TRA/12/1/2  Publications and printed ephemera 

 

JH/TRA/12/1/1  Correspondence and papers 

Contains nine items. The contents include: a letter from R.W. Bailey of the British 

Consulate-General, Gothenborg, 10/4/63; programme and briefing papers for the 

visit; list of exhibitors at the Trade Fair; and a pre ss cutting reporting JH's return 

to London after visit [from either the 'Eastern Daily Press' or the 'Diss Express'?]. 

 

JH/TRA/12/1/2  Publications and printed ephemera 

Contains 16 items. The contents consist of material supplied to or collected by JH 

during his visit to Sweden or subsequent to it.  They include: a guide to Ystad, 

1954, and picture postcard; a road map of Sweden, 1962; a S.A.S. menu card; 

'Facts about Sweden', Forum/The Swedish Institute, 1962; 'Sweden', OECD 

Economic Survey, 4/62; desk diary, 'Sweden 1969'; 'Malmo 1862 1962...', 

Stadsingenjorskonterets Planavdelning Malmo, 4/62; 'Port of Gothenorg' 

(envelope containing guide book, map and brochure); five items relating to the 

SKF company; town plan of Gothenborg; and a map of Scandinavia. 

 

JH/TRA/12/2  France 9/63 

Contains 28 items. The contents relate to a holiday in France in 9/63 during 

which the Hills stayed at the Villa Val Romey, Chemin-des-Nielles, Cap d 'Antibes.  

During the holiday they also visited Villefranche, Avignon, Vezelay, Grenoble, 

Antibes, and Juan-les-Pins.  The contents include: a letter from JH's mother 

signed 'Googie', dated 26/9 concerning a ring belonging to 'Googie' that the Hills 

had found at the villa; a flyer advertising the Restaurant de la Gravette liberally 

illustrated with sketches of [friends of the Hills?]; a sheet of MS notes; restaurant 

bills and casino tickets; AA continental town plans nos. 1, 4, and 5; a photograph 

[of Villa Val Romey?] with MS message on verso;picture postcards of Vence and 

St Germain-en-Laye; exhibition catalogue for the 'Peintres du dimanche'; Map of 

the Antibes area annotated in MS; brochure for the Hotel Lesdiguieres, Grenoble 

and street map of Grenoble; leaflet, 'Les Relais de Campagne', 1963; Michelin 



guide to France, 1963, and road map no. 84 (Marseilles-Menton area) [1962]; 

and a pamphlet, 'Say it in French', Esso, n.d. 

 

JH/TRA/13  Travel 1964 

JH/TRA/14  Travel 1965 

Contains two files 

 

JH/TRA/14/1 Belgium 16-18/5/65 

JH/TRA/14/2 Ghana 25/11/65-6/12/65 

 

JH/TRA/14/1  Belgium 16-18/5/65 

Contains 24 items. The contents include: outline programme for the One Nation 

Group visit to Belgium;'Some of our "Faux Problemes", 14th Sir Daniel Stevenson 

Lecture given by Walter Hallstein to the Royal Institute of International Affairs, 

4/12/64 (two copies, one in the form issued by the European Community 

Information Service as 'Community Topics' no. 170; 'Trans-Atlantic farm policy', 

by Sicco L. Mansholt (advance text of speech delivered at the National Farm 

Institute, Des Moines, Iowa, 11/2/65);'European and Atlantic Cooperation.  

Euratom and the question of dependence, independence or interdependence', by 

E.M.J.A. Sassen, EUR/C/1099/65, 3/65;'The European Free Trade Association', 

factsheet issued by Barclays Bank Ltd, 8/4/65; 'Convention of Association 

between the European Economic Community and the African and Malagasy States 

associated with that Community and Annexed Documents', [1964?]; 'An 

Association of free peoples. The European Economic Community and the African 

and Malagasy States', European Community Information Service, [1964?]; 'The 

European Parliament', European Community Information Service, 3/65; 'The 

Association of meaning. African European partnership in practice, offprint from 

'European Community', 4/64; 'Twenty questions.  Some of the questions asked 

by critics of the European Community, and some relevant facts', reprint from 

'European Community', 3/64; 'European Community', 2/65; guidebook to 

Brussels; street maps of the city and road maps of Belgium [some of which may 

have been acquired in later visits]. 

 

JH/TRA/14/2  Ghana 25/11/65-6/12/65 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/14/2/1 Correspondence, notes and papers 

JH/TRA/14/2/2 Press cuttings 

JH/TRA/14/2/3 Miscellaneous publications and printed ephemera 

 

The file relates to a visit by JH to Ghana in 11/65 and 12/65 as a member of a 

delegation of the UK branch of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association. 

 

JH/TRA/14/2/1  Correspondence, notes and papers 

Contains 25 items. The contents include three letters from JH to his wife, Edith, 

written from Ghana, and three sets of MS notes recording his activities and 

observations during the visit. 

 

JH/TRA/14/2/2  Press cuttings 

Ontains 14 items. The contents include cuttings from Ghanaian newspapers 

reporting the UK parliamentarians' visit, some of which are illustrated with 

photographs, and also: two issues of 'The AATUF. The Revolutionary Journal of 

the All-African Trade Union Federation', vol.1, no.1, 9/65, and vol.1, no.2, 10/65; 

and a copy of 'British Weekly News', Accra, vol. V, no. 6, 11/65. 

 

JH/TRA/14/2/3  Miscellaneous publications and printed ephemera 



Contains 24 items being material presented to or collected by, JH during his visit 

and includes publications relating to: the Commonwealth Parliamentary 

Association; the Ghanaian legislature; the International Monetary Fund and the 

World Bank; the 2nd Conference of the All-Africa Trade Union Federation, 

Bamako, Mali, 10-14/6/64; Zambia; and Rhodesia, including a copy of the 

Rhodesia Bill, 1965; and the printed text of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, 1964, annotated in MS. 

 

JH/TRA/15  Travel 1966 

Contains two files 

 

JH/TRA/15/1  Netherlands 27-28/6/66 

JH/TRA/15/2   Iran 27/9/66-4/10/66 (55th Inter-Parliamentary Union Conference) 

 

JH/TRA/15/1  Netherlands 27-28/6/66 

Contains 16 items being printed and other material relating to land reclamation, 

polders, sea defences and flood protection in the Netherlands. Material deals in 

particular with the Delata Project (flood prevention in the Scheldt delta), the work 

of the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory, the Ijselmeer (Zuider Zee), and the 

Haringvliet. The only evidence of a visit by JH is a menu card for a dinner at the 

Hotel Wittebrug, 27/6/66, and annotations on the original folder. The contents 

also include a road map of the Netherlands. 

 

JH/TRA/15/2  Iran 27/9/66-4/10/66 (55th Inter-Parliamentary Union 

Conference) 

Contains four sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/15/2/1  Correspondence, notes and miscellanea 

JH/TRA/15/2/2  Conference documentation 

JH/TRA/15/2/3  Press cuttings 

JH/TRA/15/2/4  Miscellaneous publications and printed ephemera 

 

JH/TRA/15/2/1 Correspondence, notes and miscellanea 

Contains 17 items. The correspondence consists of an undated circular letter from 

R.L.O. Macfarlane of the British Council; and a letter from Edith Hill to her 

husband, 3/10/66, addressed to him c/o the British Embassy, Tehran.  The 

remaining contents are: two MS notebooks recording JH's activities and 

observations in Iran, four sets of MS notes, and an MS itinerary of visits made in 

Iran after the conference closed; a passport-type photograph of JH, certified on 

the verso as a true likeness; a photograph of a conference session, showing JH; a 

group photograph of delegates on the steps of the conference venue; a gate pass 

for Esfahan airport; a peacock's tail feather; and an envelope containing Kaolin 

powder and another annotated with directions for its use. 

 

JH/TRA/15/2/2  Conference documentation 

Contains 17 items including nine copies of the text of the speech given by JH in 

the conference's general debate, 28/9/66, MS drafts of the speech, and a 

summary (Summary Record No. 4, SR. 4/660. 

 

JH/TRA/15/2/3  Press cuttings 

Contains five items being: two issues of 'Kayhan ' (international edition), 

29/9/66, and 4/10/66, reporting the conference; 'Teheran Journal', vol. XII, no. 

3679, 5/10/66 also reporting the conference; and a special report issued with the 

'Times', 25/9/71, marking the 2,500th anniversary of the Persian monarchy. 

 

JH/TRA/15/2/4  Miscellaneous publications and printed ephemera 



Contains 19 items being material presented to, or collected by, JH during his visit 

to Iran. As well as general information on Iran and the Gulf States, including a 

street map of Tehran, there is also material     on land reform, education, and 

Afghanistan. 

 

JH/TRA/16  Travel 1967 

Contains six files 

 

JH/TRA/16/1  Tunisia 12-19/2/67 

JH/TRA/16/2  Belgium 12-13/4/67 

JH/TRA/16/3  Ariel Foundation Tour of Europe 14-27/6/67 

JH/TRA/16/4  Uganda and Kenya 15/10/67-8/11/67 

JH/TRA/16/5  Belgium 7-8/12/67 

JH/TRA/16/6  Belgium 7/67 

 

JH/TRA/16/1  Tunisia 12-19/2/67 

Contains three items. The contents relate to a holiday in Tunisia in 2/62 and 

consist of hotel bills and pages referring to Tunisia taken from the Summer Travel 

Supplement to 'Country Life', 19/1/67. 

 

JH/TRA/16/2  Belgium 12-13/4/67 

Contains two items. The contents relate to a visit by a delegation of Conservative 

MPs, including JH, to Brussels in 4/67.  They consist of a copy of the programme 

for the visit and a letter signed on behalf of Michael Joplin MP, 30/3/67.  The 

purpose of the visit was to meet officials of the Agriculture Directorate of the EEC. 

 

JH/TRA/16/3  Ariel Foundation Tour of Europe 14-27/6/67 

Contains four sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/16/3/1  Correspondence 

JH/TRA/16/3/2  Programmes 

JH/TRA/16/3/3  Notes etc. 

JH/TRA/16/3/4  Miscellaneous publications and printed ephemera 

 

In 5/67 JH was invited to participate in a programme of visits or "travelling 

seminars" designed to "permit specialists to discuss their particular areas of 

concern with officials of the E.E.C. and member countries, as well as with 

politicians, journalists, industrialists, academics and other experts" (letter, John 

Syson to JH, 4/5/67).  The tour encompassed visits to Brussels, Bonn, Munich, 

Stuttgart and Paris. 

 

The Ariel Foundation was founded in 1900 to encourage mutual understanding 

between Britain and the developing countries.  With Britain showing an interest in 

joining the EEC the Foundation became active in informing "people in public life 

on the issues involved" (letter, Syson to JH, above). 

 

JH/TRA/16/3/1  Correspondence 

Contains 27 items. The contents also include a photograph of participants in the 

tour, including JH, sent to JH by John Syson, Executive Secretary of the Ariel 

Foundation, 9/8/67. 

 

JH/TRA/16/3/2  Programmes 

Contains 11 items. 

 

JH/TRA/16/3/3  Notes etc. 

Contains three items being 2pp of loose notes and an MS notebook in which JH 

recorded his activities and observations during the tour; this notebook contains 



inter-filed loose notes, press-cuttings, and excerpts from memoranda.  Also 

included in the sub-file is a group photograph taken at a reception given by the 

Bavarian Minister of Agriculture, Dr Alois Hundhammer, on 22/6/67. 

 

JH/TRA/16/3/4  Miscellaneous publications and printed ephemera 

Contains eight items. The contents include: tourist material on Stuttgart and 

Munich; a leaflet, 'The Ariel Foundation 1960-1964', 1966 programme for 

performance of 'Fidelio' at the Bayerische Statsoper, 22/6/67; and 'Grunende 

Walder - fruchtbare Felder', Stuttgart, Baden-Wurttemberg Ministerium fur 

Ernahung, Landswirtschaft, Weinbau und Forsten, 1963. 

 

JH/TRA/16/4  Uganda and Kenya 15/10/67-8/11/67 

Contains seven sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/16/4/1   General 

JH/TRA/16/4/2   Uganda 15/10/67-2/11/67: correspondence 

JH/TRA/16/4/3   Uganda 15/10/67-2/11/67: itineraries, programmes and other  

documents, and MS notes made by JH 

JH/TRA/16/4/4   Uganda 15/10/67-2/11/67: Commonwealth Parliamentary 

Association Conference, Kampala, 25/10/67-2/11/67 - 

documents 

JH/TRA/16/4/5   Uganda 15/10/67-2/11/67: press cuttings 1967 

JH/TRA/16/4/6   Uganda 15/10/6-2/11/67: miscellaneous publications and 

printed ephemera 

JH/TRA/16/4/7   Kenya 2/11/67-8/11/67 

 

The contents relate to JH's visit to Uganda as a member of the UK parliamentary 

delegation to the Conference of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, 

Kampala, 25/10/67 - 2/11/67 and a short  visit to Kenya following the 

conference. 

 

JH/TRA/16/4/1  General 

Contains two items being two sets of MS notes, one of which comprises pages 

from a pocket diary, summarising JH's movements during his visit to Uganda. 

 

JH/TRA/16/4/2  Uganda 15/10/67-2/11/67: correspondence 

Includes an exchange of letters between JH and his wife, Edith. 

 

JH/TRA/16/4/3  Uganda 15/10/67-2/11/67: itineraries, programmes  

and other documents, and MS notes made by JH 

Contains 17 items and includes a programme of arrangements for UK delegates 

to the conference made by the Central Office of Information on behalf of the 

Foreign Office. 

 

JH/TRA/16/4/4  Uganda 15/10/67-2/11/67: Commonwealth 

Parliamentary Association Conference, Kampala, 25/10/67-2/11/67 – 

documents 

Contains thirteen items, the contents consist of a folder of documents relating to 

the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association Conference itself, with MS notes by 

JH relating to proceedings. 

 

JH/TRA/16/4/5  Uganda 15/10/67-2/11/67: press cuttings 1967 

Contains 18 items, the contents consist chiefly of photocopies of press cuttings 

supplied by House of Commons personnel to JH in advance of his visit to Uganda. 

 

JH/TRA/16/4/6  Uganda 15/10/6-2/11/67: miscellaneous 

publications and printed ephemera 



Contains 33 items being  material presented to, or collected by, JH during his visit 

to Uganda or in preparation for it, including: maps of Uganda; tourist brochures;  

picture postcards; material relating to Owen Falls Power Station, the Mehta Group 

Ltd and sugar production, and forestry; copy of 'London Calling', vol.3, no.55,  

10/67 (a listing of BBC overseas broadcasts); 'Rhodesia.  Proposals for a 

settlement.  1966', Cmnd 3159, HMSO, 1966; and 'The Prime Minister on Africa's 

problems.  A selection of speeches made by Mr Harold Macmillan, M. P., during 

his tour of Africa', Conservative  

and Unionist Central Office, [1960]. 

 

JH/TRA/16/4/7  Kenya 2/11/67-8/11/67 

Contains 23 items. The contents relate to JH's visit with a UK parliamentary 

delegation to Kenya in 11/67, following the Commonwealth Parliamentary 

Association in Kampala.  They include correpondence, itineraries, press cutings, 

background documents, printed material, JH's MS notes recording the visit, and a 

bundle of export permits and related documents for various items purchased 

during the visit. 

 

A significant part of the contents relate to the treatment by the Kenyan 

government of British farmers resident in Kenya, and the deportation of some 

Kenyan residents of European or Asian descent.  JH had been asked by Patrick 

Wall MP to take up these issues, if possible, during his visit.  This material 

includes: extract from Hansard (Commons), 28/7/67, cols. 1175-1196, covering a 

debate on the subject and JH's MS notes on Patrick Wall's contribution to the 

debate; correspondence between JH and Patrick Wall; press cuttings; and a 

photocopy of the text of a statement by the Vice-President of Kenya in the Kenya 

National Assembly, 6/7/67, on the deportations. 

 

JH/TRA/16/5  Belgium 7-8/12/67 

Contains one item. This file relates to a visit to Brussels by a group of 

Conservative MPs, including JH, in 12/67 to meet officials of the EEC's 

Directorates of Economic and Financial Affairs, External Commerce, Competition, 

Agriculture, and the Internal Market, and officials of Euratom. The contents 

consists of a folder containing the programme for the visit with MS notes by JH. 

 

JH/TRA/16/6  Belgium 7/67 

Contains four items. Relates to a visit of the United Kingdom delegation to the 

European Communities in Brussels in 7/67.  Included is a dinner guest list, a 

luncheon guest list; and typescript notes by JH on discussions at the lunch. 

 

JH/TRA/17  Travel 1968 

JH/TRA/18  Travel 1969       1961, 1969-1975 

Contains one file 

 

JH/TRA/18/1 Germany 20-25?/3/69   1961, 1969-1975 

 

JH/TRA/18/1  Germany 20-25?/3/69   1961, 1969-1975 

Thecontents relate to a visit to West Germany in 3/69 to that year's Königswinter 

Conference (21-23/3/69).  JH was a member of the UK delegation ,appears to 

have been one of those delegates who travelled on to visit Berlin on 24/3/69 after 

the conference.  The contents include: conference programme and list of 

participants; MS notes by JH on conference discussions; 'Policies for Europe. 

A Reappraisal' [1969?]  (the published report of the conference); later procedures 

of the conference fo the years 1972, 1973 and 1975; information pack entitled 

'Information  Berlin' containing tourist brochures, a guidebook to Berlin, a copy of 

'The Four Power Agreements on Berlin; Alternative Solutions to the Status Quo?', 

by R. Legien, 2nd ed., Berlin, Carl Heymanns Verlag, 1961, and a copy of 'Those 



Germans...and how we see them', Oswald Wolff (Publishers) Ltd for the Embassy 

of the Federal Republic of Germany [1974], with a Christmas greetings card from 

the Embassy. 

 

JH/TRA/19  Travel 1970 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/19/1  Bulgaria 11-21/5/70 

JH/TRA/19/2  Sardinia and Italy (Rome) 29/7/70-18/8/70 

JH/TRA/19/3  Strasbourg 9/70 

 

JH/TRA/19/1  Bulgaria 11-21/5/70 

Contains three sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/19/1/1  Correspondence, notes and miscellaneous documents 

JH/TRA/19/1/2  Press cuttings and press summaries 

JH/TRA/19/1/3  Miscellaneous publications and printed ephemera 

 

The contents relate to JH's visit to Bulgaria in 5/70 as a member of the a 

delegation from the UK Group of the Inter-Parliamentary Union. 

 

JH/TRA/19/1/1  Correspondence, notes and miscellaneous documents 

Contains 15 items being an MS notebook in which JH recorded his observations of 

the vist, a programme for the visit, briefing documents for delegates, a report on 

the visit written by Lord Somers, and three items of correspondence. 

 

JH/TRA/19/1/2  Press cuttings and press summaries 

Contains 17 items being photocopies of various press cuttings from 1968-1969 

and a photocopied extract from 'Atlantic News', 13/11/69, all supplied by [the 

House of Commons Library?], and 11 press summaries issued 3-5/70. 

 

JH/TRA/19/1/3  Miscellaneous publications and printed ephemera 

Contains 34 items. The contents consist of material presented to, or collected by, 

JH in the course of his visit to Bulgaria.  They include: tourist brochures; picture 

postcards; two sets of commercially-produced transparencies showing the 

monastery of Rila; a guide to Varna; road maps of Eastern Europe and a street 

map of Sofia; 'Bulgaria', by Bogomil Nonev, and 'Bulgaria, land of tourism' both 

published    by  Bulgarian Committee for Tourism of the Council of Ministers, 

Sofia; 'Sofia', by Dimiter Mihailov, Sofia-Press, 1969; 'Ozbor. A Bulgarian 

Quarterly Review of Literature and Arts', No. 1, 1970; and 'Bulgaria Today', vol. 

XIX, no. 4, 4/70. 

 

JH/TRA/19/2  Sardinia and Italy (Rome) 29/7/70-18/8/70 

Contains 39 items. The contents relate to a holiday spent in Rome and Sardina in 

the summer of 1970.  The contents consist chiefly of tourist literature, among 

which are guide books to the Vatican and Villa D'Este and correspondence relating 

to car hire and to the apartment in which the Hills stayed in Porto Cervo.  They 

also include material relating to property development on the Costa Smeralda. 

 

JH/TRA/19/3  Strasbourg 9/70 

Contains 24 items. The contents relate to a visit by JH to Strasbourg as a 

member of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe and consist chiefly 

of tourist literature, being: a wallet containing eight items of printed ephemera 

relating to Alsace-Lorraine, including leaflets descriptive of Colmar and 

Eguisheim; publicity relating to individual hotels and restaurants in Strasbourg; 

three street maps of Strasbourg; a picture postcard of carved figures of St Yves 

and the rich man and the poor man, Treguier Cathedral; printed c ard with 



account number, Société Générale Alsacienne de Banque; and a menu for dinner 

given by the Council-General for Haut Rhin in Colmar, in honour of members of 

the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe, 20/9/70. 

 

JH/TRA/20  Travel 1971 

Contains two files 

 

JH/TRA/20/1 Ariel Foundation tour of Europe 4-13/7/71 

JH/TRA/20/2 Sweden 6-9/9/71 

 

JH/TRA/20/1  Ariel Foundation tour of Europe 4-13/7/71 

Contains five sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/20/1/1  Correspondence 

JH/TRA/20/1/2  Programmes, notes, etc. 

JH/TRA.20/1/3  Miscellaneous documents 

JH/TRA/20/1/4  European regional policies in southern Italy, Bavaria and Brittany 

JH/TRA/20/1/5  Miscellaneous publications, printed ephemera and press cuttings 

 

The contents relate to a tour of Southern Italy, Bavaria, and Brittany undertaken 

by a group of four UK MPs in 7/71.  JH and Wyn Roberts were the Conservative 

members of the group.  The tour was arranged under the auspices of the Ariel 

Foundation and the European Movement (British Council).  JH appears to have 

been responsible for planning the tour, and submitted a report on it. 

 

JH/TRA/20/1/1  Correspondence 

Contains nine items. Most of the correspondence is with Caroline de Courcy-

Ireland of the European Movement, who also sent photocopies of articles from UK 

local newspapers which are in the file.  A letter from Sue Davidson of the 

European Movement, 18/8/71, about an open-air meeting taking place in Norwich 

on 21/8/71 invites JH to attend, or failing that to "inform any people you know or 

are sympathetic to our cause". 

 

JH/TRA/20/1/2  Programmes, notes, etc. 

Contains eight items. The contents include an MS notebook and four sets of loose 

notes by JH recording his observations during the tour, and an envelope 

containing four copies of a photograph of  participants lunching with [Herr Nussel 

of the Bavarian Agriculture Ministry?] on [18/7/71?]. 

 

JH/TRA/20/1/3  Miscellaneous documents 

Contains eight items. The contents include: 'Port de Peche de Lorient - Keroman', 

[1971]; 'Bayerns Landwirtschaft in Zahlen', Bayerische Landesanstalt fur 

Tierzucht, [1970?]; 'Regional policies within the E.E.C. Personal impressions', by 

Wyn Roberts; road map of Brittany; tourist brochure about organized tours from 

Rome; and three picture postcards of views of Brittany, one (depicting La Porte 

du Nord, Vannes' annotated on the verso in [Breton?]. 

 

JH/TRA/20/1/4  European regional policies in southern Italy, Bavaria 

and Brittany 

Contains six items being an MS rough draft, two carbon copies of the typescript 

(one with MS corrections), and three photocpies of the corrected typescript of the 

text of [JH's report on the tour]. 

 

JH/TRA/20/1/5  Miscellaneous publications, printed ephemera and press 

cuttings 

Contains 16 items. The contents include: picture postcards of Sattelbogen, 

Bavaria; tourist brochure of Lorient; 'Agriculture in the Federal Republic of 



Germany', 11th ed., Agricultural and Home Economics Evaluation and Information 

Service, Federal Ministry for Food, Agriculture and Forestry, Bad Godesberg, 

1969; 'La Politique Regionale dans la C.E.E.', by Michel Dodet, Supplement No. 

430, Chambres d'Agriculture, Paris, 15/2/70; 'La Region de Bretagne. 

Organisation et action economique', Mission Regionale, 6/71; 'Regional Policy in 

Britain and the Six...', by Harold Lind, Chatham House/PEP European Series no. 

15, 11/70; 'Britain & Europe. A short version of the Government's White Paper', 

HMSO, 1971; 'A Regional policy for the Community', Commission of the European 

Communities, 1969; 'U.K. Regional policy - a plea for information', by T.W. Buck, 

pp. 82-88 of an unidentified publication; cuttings from the 'Guardian', 20/7/71, 

and 'Western Mail', 22/7/71 on EEC regional policy; 'European Community', nos 

7-8, 7-8/71 (item on p.7 headed 'Commission's 4500m plan to develop rural 

areas' has been annotated); 'France Peche', no. 156, 12/70-1/71. 

 

JH/TRA/20/2  Sweden 6-9/9/71 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/TRA/20/2/1  Programme, notes, miscellaneous documents, etc. 

JH/TRA/20/2/2  Miscellaneous printed ephemera, etc. 

 

The contents relate to a visit to Sweden in 9/71 by members of the Agriculture 

Committee of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe, of which JH 

was a member.  The visit included a trip to Swedish Lapland. 

 

JH/TRA/20/2/1  Programme, notes, miscellaneous documents, etc. 

Contains 20 items. The contents include: two pages of MS notes by JH; 

'Agriculture in the Province of North Bothnia' AS/Agr(23)7, 10/6/71; 'The 

Agricultural policies in Europe.  Swedish Agricultural Policy', AS/Agr(20)12, 

28/6/71; 'School reform in Sweden', DECS/Inf(71)3, Documentation Centre for 

Education in Europe, 26/4/71; certificate of crossing of the Arctic Circle by JH; 

picture postcard of Stockholm sent to Edith Hill (no message); photograph of JH 

and an unidentified man standing outside a wooden building [a barn?]; and an 

envelope containing a small quantity of reindeer horn pills, annotated by JH. 

 

JH/TRA/20/2/2  Miscellaneous printed ephemera, etc. 

Contains 26 items. The contents include: items of tourist literature; road map of 

Sweden and street map of Stockholm; a fact sheet on Sweden issued by Barclays 

Bank Ltd, 11/6/71; material relating to the ship 'Wsa' ['Vasa']; picture postcards; 

'Swedish Agriculture', Swedish Ministry of Agriculture/National Agricultural 

Information Office, 1968; and two commercially produced transparencies from 

Jokmokks Museum. 

 

JH/TRA/21  Travel 1972 

Contains two files 

 

JH/TRA/21/1  Austria 30/6/72-3/7/72 

JH/TRA/21/2   France 

 

JH/TRA/21/1  Austria 30/6/72-3/7/72 

Contains 20 items. The contents refer to a visit by JH to Vienna from 6-7/72 to 

attend a Council of Europe conference on Education.  They include tourist 

literature; two picture postcards showing the interior of Schönbrunn castle; a 

programme for a performance of 'Pelleas and Melisande' at the Staatsoper, 

30/6/72; and invitations to receptions and dinners, 30/6/72, and 2-4/7/72.  Also 

in the file is a letter from Sir George Sinclair, 25/7/68, with two hotel bills 

attached, in which he sends JH information on places to stay, should the Hills go 

ahead with plans to visit Austria. 



 

JH/TRA/21/2  France 

Contains six items being tourist literature collected by JH in the course of a visit 

to Saumur with a UK parliamentary delegation in 1972, organised under the 

auspices of the Western European Union.  They include a guide to the museum of 

Decorative Arts, Chateau de Saumur (French text), and a copy of 'Relais de 

Campagne', 1971. 

 

JH/TRA/22  Travel 1973 

Contains one file 

 

JH/TRA/22/1  Strasbourg 1/73 

 

JH/TRA/22/1  Strasbourg 1/73 

Contains one item being a typescript note by JH which describes his trip to the 

European Parliament in Strasbourg. 

 

JH/TRA/23  Travel 1974 

Contains one file 

 

JH/TRA/23/1  Scotland  

 

JH/TRA/23/1  Scotland 

Contains four items being brochures of the Ballathie House Hotel,  a bill, and a 

letter from John and Dawn Forsyth. 

 

JH/TRA/24  Travel 1975 

JH/TRA/25  Travel 1976 

Contains one file 

 

JH/TRA/25/1  France 27/4/76-14/5/76 

 

JH/TRA/25/1  France 27/4/76-14/5/76 

Contains 30 items. The contents relate to a holiday in France from 4-5/76.  They 

include an itinerary; logs of car journeys; ferry ticket and bill, hotel and 

restaurant bills, and garage bill for car repairs, Arras, 28/4/76; correspondence 

between JH and Mrs J. Drew of Grasse;Michelin maps nos 76, Aurillac - St 

Etienne, and 989, France, and Michelin Guide to Paris, 2nd ed.; a brochure for La 

Vielle Ferme Hotel, Macon; and 10 picture postcards. 

 

JH/TRA/26  Travel 1977- 

Contains three files 

 

JH/TRA/26/1  France 4/82 

JH/TRA/26/2  Scotland 1995 

JH/TRA/26/3  Tuscany 19--? 

 

JH/TRA/26/1  France 4/82 

Contains seven items. The contents relate to a holiday in France in the first half of 

4/82 and include: Michelin map no. 989, France, scale 1:1000,000; 'Chateaux, 

hotels independents et hostelleries d'atmosphere', 1981; 'Relais du silence', 

1981; Transfer showing international road signs and with imperial/metric 

conversion tables Automobile Association; 'Motoring abroad '82'; SNCF travel 

wallet with documents relating to journey from Nice to Calais and Sealink ferry 

ticket, Calais-Dover. 

 

JH/TRA/26/2  Scotland 1995 



Contains nine items being a brochure of Glamis Castle, a brochure for Pitlochry 

Festival Theatre, a guide map to Royal Scotland, and printed ephemera from 

Ballathie House Hotel, Perthshire. 

 

JH/TRA/26/3  Tuscany 19--? 

Contains two items being a booklet of postcards and a leaflet on Brolio Castle. JH 

visited Tuscany in 1997 [see JH/PHO/46/4].  The material in this file however 

appears to have originated from an earlier trip. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SERIES JH/WAR 

JH'S MILITARY SERVICE IN WWII  

1929-1946, 1967-2000 

 

Contains 12 files 

 

JH/WAR/1   Diaries 1939-1943 

JH/WAR/2   Correspondence 1939-1943 

JH/WAR/3   651 Squadron, RAF.  Notes and reports on the Tunisian campaign  

                  1942-1943 

JH/WAR/4   Miscellaneous publications, contemporary 1929, 1939-1945 

JH/WAR/5   Maps 1932-1949 

JH/WAR/6   Press cuttings, contemporary 1943-1946 

JH/WAR/7   The Air O.P. Officers' Association 1967, 1978-1991, 2000 

JH/WAR/8   Museum of Army Flying 1982-1989 

JH/WAR/9   Army Air Corps 1976, 1982, 1996-1998 

JH/WAR/10  Press cuttings, post-war 1974, 1983-1989 

JH/WAR/11  Miscellaneous post-war publications and documents 1971, 1983 

JH/WAR/12  Royal Regiment of Artillery (Royal Artillery) 1995-2000 

 

John Hill served in the Royal Artillery in World War II, rising to the rank of captain 

and seeing active service as an Air Observation Post (OP) pilot.  The series 

contains transcripts of his personal journal of his military service, together with 

contemporary documents, maps, and published material, and some post-war 

material.  The latter includes papers relating to old comrades' organisations, 

military museums and heritage centres, and miscellaneous publications and 

cuttings. 

 

JH joined the 64th (7th London) Regiment, Royal Artillery [Territorials] on 1/9/39 

and was initially based at Golders Green where he was occupied in registering 

and training new recruits.  In 2/40 he relinquished his RA commission and was 

posted to the 5th (SR) Battalion Scots Guards, a ski battalion with whom he 

undertook training in Chamonix in anticipation of deployment to Finland.  The 

Finnish campaign did not materialise and JH resumed his RA commission at the 

end of 3/40.  From 9/40 to 1/41 he underwent gas warfare training at the Army 

Gas School, Tregmantle. 

 

Towards the end of 1941 JH underwent flying training and qualified as an Air 

Observation Post pilot, joining 651 (AOP) Squadron, RAF, in 1/42.  From 4/42-

9/42 JH was based in the War Office (SD4 and AIR I)..  On 1/11/42 he sailed for 

Algiers to participate in the Tunisian Campaign.  On 22/4, en route by land to 

begin an attachment to One Division, JH was injured by shell-fire and evacuated 

to England where he was treated in the Military Hospital (Head Injuries) at St 

High's College, Oxford. He left hospital on 19/10/43 and was subsequently 

invalided out of the Army. 

 

JH/WAR/1  Diaries 1939-1944 

23 MS bound notebooks and a quantity of unbound MS pages representing JH’s 

journals kept during the years 1940-1944 [part 1, being the original text for the 

period 31.8.1939 to 25.2.1940 is absent, believed to be still in JH’s possession]; 

list entitled ‘Journals Kept in Time of War’; typescript transcriptions of JH’s 

journals, 1939-1944; photocopy of a typescript by JH entitled ‘The Fifth Scots 

Guards Skiing Battalion. An interlude in the phoney war 7 February 1940 – 18 

March 1940, as seen from the ranks of X Company’ [based on JH’s journal for this 

period]; 11 miscellaneous loose items, including typescript dinner menu for the 

Officers’ Mess, Glasserton House (undated), and typescript of an irreverent 

pastiche of an extract from the Winch Drill for the Balloon Barrage; MS notebook 



on gunnery; envelope labelled ‘Note on Finland’s Role in World War II’ containing 

photocopy of MS notes by JH. 

 

JH/WAR/2  Correspondence 1939-1945, 1973-1987 

Contains one sub-file being correspondence arising out of JH's wartime career and 

experiences. 

 

JH/WAR/2/1  Correspondence with Patrick Talbot-Smith 1939-1943 

 

JH/WAR/2/1  Correspondence with Patrick Talbot-Smith 1939-1943 

Contains 22 items and consists chiefly of letters from Major Patrick Talbot-Smith, 

Royal Artillery, and  includes one letter written by Talbot-Smith on the verso of 

JH's mess bill for 31/12/39.  The correspondence is chiefly concerned with 

military life and activities and opens on 4/11/39 with Major Talbot-Smith in the 

64th (7th London) Regiment based at Mystole, Chartham, Kent, to where he had 

been posted from Golders Green [where he first met JH?].  JH was at this time 

attending a course at the School of Artillery, Larkhill.  By 12/41 Talbot-Smith had 

moved to GHQ Home Forces, where he was a staff officer but returned to the 

64th by the following year.  On 4/3/43 he writes from HQ RA 15th (Scottish) 

Division Home Forces, saying  that "the Div. is going shortly to be very good 

involved" and reports that "the G.O.C. is Monty's protegee".  By 22/6/43 he is 

commanding 495 Field Battery, Alnwick and has learned that JH has been injured 

and returned to England.  Writing to JH at the Military Hospital (Head Injuries) at 

St Hugh's College, Oxford, Talbot-Smith reports that he is on the staff of the RA 

Branch, 21 Army Group HQ, and appears not to be very happy about it.  By 

28/9/43 he is more cheerful, being connected with "urgent affairs of strategy (on 

practically a Prime Ministerial level". The last letter is dated 4/10/43.  Talbot-

Smith is still with 21 Army Group, now based at Wentworth Country Club and 

writes to JH at High Barn, Esher, referring to working at the level of the Prime 

Minister and Chief of the Imperial General Staff. 

 

JH/WAR/3  651 Squadron, RAF.  Notes and reports on the Tunisian 

campaign 1942-1943 

Contains nine items. The contents relate to JH's experiences as an Air 

Observation Post pilot in 651 Squadron RAF, a  squadron the personnel of which 

were drawn from both the RAF and the Army. They include: 

 

Bound foolscap notebook entitled 'Airmanship' containing notes made by JH while 

undergoing training as an Air Observation Post pilot; MS headed 'Duplicate copy 

Report on 1st day's fighting in Battle of Bou Arada', 18/1/42 [sic], by JH, AI 

Section, 651 Sqn, RAF; MS entitled 'Bou Arada Battle'; MS entitled 'Air OP 651 

Sqn RAF AI Section. Report on Bou Arada Battle', by JH, 28/1/43.  In three 

sections; typescript, '651 Squadron - Summary of Operations in N.W. Africa. 12 

Nov. 42 to 11 Dec. 42'; 'Operations by Captain M.J. Magrath with 6 Armd. 

Division R.A. 23-26 April 1943, inconclusive' (typescript list of sorties); 'Air-

mindedness in ground troops (528)' (typescript of para. 203 of an unidentified 

report, recording notes supplied by "a gunner officer who took part in the 

Tunisian campaign with an Air OP Squadron, RAF" [i.e., JH]); 'The Air Observation 

Post, Royal Artillery' (two copies of a typescript [1944]), one of which is 

annotated in MS "draft talk for BBC broadcast to Germany - but not given 

because D-Day 1944 intervened!". 

 

JH/WAR/4  Miscellaneous publications, contemporary 1929, 1939-1945 

Contains 13 items. Publications contemporaneous with JH's war service or 

believed used by him at that time, comprising: War Office: Manual of map 

reading, photo reading, and field sketching, HMSO, 1929, reprinted and amended 

1939; James Beresford & Son Ltd: "Beresford Stock" light trailer fire fighting 



pumping unit. Instruction handbook P45/B, n.d.; letter, Flight Lt Ian Forsyth to 

JH, 31/1/1/45, accompanying "the 'gen' on the Auster", with two copies of a 

summary specification and six reprints from periodicals ('The Motor', 'Flight', 'The 

Aeroplane', and 'Taylorcraft News') describing the Auster and its use in military 

reconnaissance and as a private aircraft; The War in maps. Its background and 

course, ed. George Goodall, George Philip & Son Ltd, c. 1940; 'Last Will and 

Testament of Adolf Hitler' [spoof], printed by A. Bloom & Sons Ltd, Houndsditch, 

n.d. 

 

JH/WAR/5  Maps 1932-1949 

Contains 18 sub-files 

 

JH/WAR/5/1   Maps. Great Britain, 5th edition style Second War revision 1940 

JH/WAR/5/2   Maps. Great Britain, popular edition style, Second World War 

                     revision 1940. One inch 

JH/WAR/5/3   Maps. Great Britain, 2nd provisional edition 1941 

JH/WAR/5/4   Maps. Great Britain, military edition, War revision 1940; 1939-

1943 

JH/WAR/5/5   Maps. Ten Mile Map of Britain, military edition 194-? 

JH/WAR/5/6   Maps. Great Britain, Royal Air Force edition 1932-1935 

JH/WAR/5/7   Maps. France (1) 1943-1944 

JH/WAR/5/8   Maps. France (2) 1942-1943 

JH/WAR/5/9   Maps. France, Army/Air 1943 

JH/WAR/5/10  Maps. France and Belgium 1943 

JH/WAR/5/11 Maps. Belgium and N.E. France 1943 

JH/WAR/5/12 Maps. Germany, 2nd edition (1) 1944 

JH/WAR/5/13 Maps. Germany, 2nd edition (2) 1944 

JH/WAR/5/14 Maps. Germany, Army/Air, 1st edition 1943 

JH/WAR/5/15 Maps. Netherlands, 2nd edition 1939 

JH/WAR/5/16 Maps. Italy 1943 

JH/WAR/5/17 Maps. Africa 1936 

 

JH/WAR/6  Press cuttings, contemporary 1943-1946 

Contains 17 items being press cuttings contemporaneous with JH's war service, 

being: copy of 'The Times', 4/9/39, Royal Edition'  [later reprint?]; 'Tunis 

expedition. Africa battle in film & book', article by Darryl F. Zanuck, c. 1/43, 

source unknown; 'Illustrated London News', 12/6/43, pp. 645-648 (referring to 

the Tunisian Campaign) and pp. 662-664; three cuttings, sources unknown, one 

dated 30/9/43, referring to the use of the Auster aircaft in military operations; 

'No quarter. Struggle for Cassino slopes', source unknown, c. 1944; The 'Times', 

17/3/44, two cuttings, one listing recent awards to Canadian Army and RAF 

personnel, the other referring to the same set of awards and noting the award of 

the Distinguished Flying Cross to members of the Royal Regiment of Artillery; 

official despatch of Lt General K.A.N. Anderson, First Army, on Operations in 

North West Africa from 8/11/42 to 13/5/43, Supplement to the London Gazette of 

5/11/46, 6/11/46; 'From March to September. A mounting crisis', Chronology of 

events, 15/3/39 to 3/9/39, [The 'Times', c. 9/39]; four maps cut from issues of 

[The 'Times'], c. 30/8/39 to 4/9/39, one is untitled and shows the borders of 

Germany and Poland, the others are headed ' The Frontiers of Poland', 'The War - 

Poland', and 'Germany and her neighbours'; half-tone, source unknown, c. 10/39, 

showing a queue of aliens waiting to register at Golders Green Aliens Office;  

cartoon by Lee, 'Sunday Graphic', 10/12/39, showing a scene from the fairy-tale 

'Babes in the Wood' in whch Hitler and Stalin are depicted as the murderers 

pulling apart two children - a boy labelled 'Baltic' and a girl labelled 'Balkans' - 

and simultaneously declaring "This is a one-man job".  In the surrounding trees 

lurks a wolf [depicting Turkey?], and perched in the trees is a hawk [Mussolini] 

and a dove [Chamberlain].  The cartoon is captioned 'Rift in the loot'. 



 

JH/WAR/7  The Air O.P. Officers' Association 1967, 1978-1991, 2000 

Contains 14 items. The contents include: correspondence; invitations to events 

organised by the Association; order of service and other material relating to the 

Drumhead Service of Thanksgiving and Remembrance, 1/9/91, commemorating 

the Association's 50th anniversary; Secretary's Notes [newsletter], 7/78, 8/81, 

9/83, 9/85, 9/87, 9/88; and a copy of Newsletter 2000. 

 

JH/WAR/8  Museum of Army Flying 1982-1989 

Contains 27 items. The contents include correspondence, press cuttings, and 

printed material relating to the development of the Museum.  As well as making 

donations to the appeal fund, JH gave items of uniform and service kit and 

original photographs dating from his World War II military service to the 

Museum's collections. 

 

JH/WAR/9  Army Air Corps 1976, 1982, 1996-1998 

Contains five items being copies of 'The Army Air Corps Journal, 1976 and 1998, 

a programme of events marking the Corps' Silver Jubilee in 1982, and two items 

relating to JH's membership of the Army Air Corps Association. 

 

JH/WAR/10  Press cuttings, post-war 1974, 1983-1989 

Contains ten iems being: obituary of Gen. Sir Charles Keightly, 'Times', 19/6/74; 

obituary of Lt Gen. Sir Otway Herbert, 'Times', 9/4/94; obituaries of Air Chief 

Marshal Sir Arthur Harris, 'Times', 7/4/84, and 'East Anglian Daily Times', 7/4/84; 

two articles from the 'Sunday Telegraph', 20/5/84 and 13/5/84, relating to the 

biography of Sir Arthur Harris by Dudley Saward; 'A Plane man's guide to the 

horse', 'Times', 6/12/86, a feature on Capt. D.M.K. Marendaz, formerly of the 

Royal Flying Corps; 'Novel flying visit for veteran of the RFC', 'Times', 28/4/89, a 

feature on Cecil Lewis; 'The tiny aircraft with a big future in services', 'East 

Anglian Daily Times', 15/2/84, a feature on Wing Commander Ken Wallis and his 

autogyro; 'Survivors of torpedoed ship meet again after 40 years', 'East Anglian 

Daily Times', 18/5/83, a feature on John Button and Ronnie Goff, survivors of the 

sinking of the hospital ship 'Newfoundland' in the Mediterranean in 1943. 

 

JH/WAR/11  Miscellaneous post-war publications and documents 1971, 

1983 

Contains two items being: HQ British Troops Malta: British Troops Malta 

Command Study 1971. The Campaign in Northern Tunisia November 1942-May 

1943, 2/71; 'Jack Parham: Flying for fun; an affair with an aeroplane', privately 

printed, 1983. 

 

JH/WAR/12  Royal Regiment of Artillery (Royal Artillery) 1995-2000 

Contains two sub-files 

 

JH/WAR/12/1  64th (7th London) Field Regiment Royal Artillery Comrades  

                      Association 1996-2000 

JH/WAR/12/2  Royal Artillery Museum 1995-2000 

 

JH/WAR/12/1  64th (7th London) Field Regiment Royal Artillery 

Comrades Association 1996-2000 

Contains two items being copies of the Newsletter of the Association, 8/4/96 and 

25/4/2000. 

 

JH/WAR/12/2  Royal Artillery Museum 1995-2000 

Contains six items being correspondence, progress reports and brochures relating 

to the Royal Artillery Heritage campaign to establish a Royal Artillery Museum on 

the site of the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich. 



 

[Updated May 2013, BG] 

 


